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EXTRASOLAR PLANETS

This volume presents the lectures from the sixteenth Canary Islands Winter School,
which was dedicated to extrasolar planets. Research into extrasolar planets is one of the
most exciting fields of astrophysics, and the past decade has seen research leap from
speculations on the existence of planets orbiting other stars to the discovery of over
200 planets to date.

The book covers a wide range of issues involved in extrasolar planet research, from
the state-of-the-art observational techniques used to detect extrasolar planets, to the
characterizations of these planets, and the techniques used in the remote detection of
life. It also presents insights we can gain from our own Solar System, and how we can
apply them to the research of planets in other stellar systems.

The contributors, all of high standing in the field, provide a balanced and varied
introduction to extrasolar planets for research astronomers and graduate students, with
the aim of bridging theoretical developments and observational advances.

Intended for students, researchers, lecturers and scientifically minded amateur
astronomers, this book provides a suitable introduction to the field, and can form the
basis for a specialist course in extrasolar planets.
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Participants of the XVI Canary Islands Winter School, in front of the Congress Center in
Puerto de la Cruz, Tenerife.

Lecturers and scientific organizers of the Winter School, in front of Mt. Teide. Back row, from
left to right: Franck Selsis, Juan Antonio Belmonte, Tim Brown, Stephane Udry, Laurance Doyle
and Hans Deeg. In the front: Agust́ın Sánchez-Lavega and Günther Wuchterl. Not present are
James Kasting, Rafael Rebolo and Garik Israelian.
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Preface

Contemplating the existence and character of ‘other worlds’ has a long history, giving rise
to an ample body of philosophical and artistic works. But only in 1995 could we begin to
put these musings on a scientific basis, with the detection of the first extrasolar planet
by Michel Mayor and collaborators at Geneva Observatory. Since that time, the field
of extrasolar planets (exoplanets for short) has undergone extremely rapid development
and has delivered some of the most exciting results in astronomy. Research today on
exoplanets has established itself as a major branch of current astronomy. The growing
importance of this field can be shown from the rising number of publications in the field.
Starting with a few scattered papers over ten years ago, currently about 2% of all of
the papers published in astronomy deal with extrasolar planets. Similarly, the number of
projects searching for extrasolar planets has risen from five in 1995 to over 70 at present.
Training in exoplanets may therefore be considered very valuable for young researchers.
Due to the novelty of the subject, new research groups are frequently still being formed,
giving excellent opportunities for participation by qualified personnel.

With exoplanetary science essentially starting in 1995 and with its very rapid devel-
opment in the following years, this topic has hardly found its way into the astron-
omy/astrophysics curricula taught at universities. There are still relatively few lecturers
familiar with the topic. The exceptions are those departments where active exoplanets
research is being pursued; in such cases it is typically taught in optional advanced courses.
Coinciding with this lack of curricular di!usion is a lack of monographs suitable for uni-
versity courses. This book is intended to remedy both of these shortcomings; we hope
that it may serve as a useful basis for intermediate- to advanced-level university courses.

The milestone of 200 known extrasolar planets has been passed, and over twenty
systems of two or more planets orbiting the same star are known. Scientific work on
extrasolar planets, however, begins only with their detection. For most planets, their
characterization is still limited to basic physical parameters such as period and distance
to the central star, and to certain further parameters, such as the planet’s mass and
estimates of its approximate surface temperature. Only for very few extrasolar plan-
ets is significantly more known; the first ingredients of an atmosphere were recently
detected for one of them. It will be through these more detailed characterizations
that the upcoming observing projects will have the greatest impact. The employment
of a wider variety of detection methods (such as transit detection, precision astrom-
etry and interferometry; see the figure on the next page) will give us a wider range
of knowledge on these planets in the coming years. Also, the launch of the first space
based missions dedicated to exoplanets will lead to a further enlargement in the param-
eter space of detectable planets, the most desired being the detection of small Earthlike
planets. One of the most ambitious goals will be the detection of biological signals on
exoplanets. Though very di"cult, this goal is already being contemplated in the design
of the most advanced space missions that may launch within about 15–20 years.

It is the great interest in communicating exoplanetary research findings to the gen-
eral public, and the potential for further important discoveries (most notably, potentially
inhabitable Earthlike planets) that has convinced all major space agencies to dedicate
missions to the detection and characterization of exoplanets. The coming decade will
therefore see a series of launches. The first will be the Franco-European COROT mis-
sion, which will be the first experiment to test for the presence of massive terrestrial
planets. This will be followed by NASA’s Kepler, which will be the first mission to look
for the presence of true Earthlike planets. The most ambitious projects are Darwin (ESA)

xi
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xii Preface

Cumulative number of exoplanets, with the method of their detection. Before 1995, only four
planets around pulsars, found by timing, were known. Radial velocity detection was the only
successful method until 2003, and today maintains a clear dominance on detection rates. Since
then, several other methods have had their first successes, allowing a more varied characterization
of the detected planets. At the time of writing, there were 179 radial velocity, eight transit,
four microlensing and four imaging detections. Together with the pulsar planets, this gives
a total of 199 extrasolar planets. (Numbers based on The Extrasolar Planets Encyclopaedia,
www.exoplanet.eu.)

and TPF (NASA), planned around the year 2020. These missions will attempt the direct
detection of Earthlike planets around nearby stars by coronagraphy and interferometry,
and perform a fairly detailed analysis of their atmospheres, with the major goal of probing
for the presence of biomarkers. Since the first exoplanet was discovered rather recently,
a layperson might expect that only very specialized equipment and large telescopes can
provide important results in this field. However, small telescopes are also playing an
important role, as has been shown by the detection of transiting planets of the stars HD
209458b and TrES-1 with the 10 cm STARE telescope. Currently, an ample variety of
small telescopes for similar detections are being constructed or are already operational.
These are mainly aimed at the detection of relatively large planets in nearby stellar sys-
tems. These planets are still important discoveries, since they allow the most detailed
studies with current observing techniques, employing large telescope. Their characteriza-
tion is also an important driver for the development of future extremely large telescopes,
or for the employment of telescopes at very special sites like Antarctica’s Dome C.

While current exoplanet science is certainly being driven by observations, a number
of theoretical interpretations have undergone a great refinement since the first planet
discoveries. These theories are fundamental to our understanding of these objects. They
are also needed to formulate the questions that may be resolved by the next generation
of observing projects, where they may be drivers for their design. Hence, observers need
to have a theoretical understanding in order to be able to define observing projects that
are able to advance theory. This book addresses this duality between observation and
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Preface xiii

theory. Its principal contents are an observational part dealing with planet detection
methods and giving a description of the current state of knowledge from observations.
This is followed by a theoretical part on the formation and evolution of planets, with a
section devoted to habitability and biomarkers.

Once the first Earthlike planets have been discovered, we expect that this field will
become a melting pot for activities of astronomers, paleontologists, geologists and biolo-
gists alike. Surely, the subject of extrasolar planets will undergo an exciting development,
of which we are currently witnessing only the beginnings.

The Editors
La Laguna, Tenerife
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1. Overview of extrasolar planet
detection methods

LAURANCE R. DOYLE

In this chapter we will describe in a general manner each planet detection method and examine
the fundamental astrophysical parameters each technique measures as well as its present mea-
surement limitations for the detection of inner giant planets, jovian outer planets, and Earthlike
planets. We then outline several secondary detection methods that may be instituted in the near
future with increased detection sensitivity. We then discuss the ranges of each detection method
and sketch several cases in which additional parameters may be derived through the acquisition
of data from several methods combined. In the final section we discuss habitable zones around
M-dwarf systems as potential near-term targets for the detection of life-supporting planets.

1.1. Introduction

In the following sections an overview of the main methods of extrasolar planet detec-
tion is presented. This is not a historical review – an excellent review, for example,
can be found in Perryman (2000) and the 469 references therein. It is also not an
up-to-date listing of extrasolar planet detections or candidates; these can be found
at the comprehensive site of the Extrasolar Planets Encyclopedia by J. Schneider
(www.obspm.fr/encycl/encycl.html). In this chapter we do, however, describe in a gen-
eral manner each detection method and examine the general astrophysical parameters
each technique measures as well as its present measurement limitations. We mention
some secondary detection methods that may find application in the near future and
what additional parameters may be derived through the acquisition of data from several
methods combined. We finally discuss M-dwarf star habitable zones, as these are likely
to be the near-term targets for the detection of exobiology on extrasolar planets. This
chapter is aimed, in explanatory detail, at the interested college student level.

We note that the detection parameters for the pulsar timing, radial velocity, astrometric
imaging, reflected light and eclipsing binary timing methods depend, at any given time,
on the orbital phase, !(t), of the extrasolar planet, which is a function of the geometry
involved in that detection method. However, detectability depends on the maximum
signal produced for a given method, and it is this that we formulate in the equations
below. However, we shall point out at which phases this maximum occurs. In keeping
with eclipsing binary protocol, the planetary orbital phase !(t) = 0 degrees will be when
the (darker) planet is in inferior conjunction, that is when it is closest to the observer.

1.2. Pulsar timing

Unexpectedly, the first planetary-mass objects detected around another star were closer
to terrestrial-mass than to jovian-mass. The parent star was the pulsar PSR B1257+12,
500 parsecs distant, and the two planetary objects detected around it are a 2.8 Earth
(projected) mass (M!) body with a period of 98.22 days and a 3.4 M! body with a period

Extrasolar Planets, eds. Hans Deeg, Juan Antonio Belmonte and Antonio Aparicio.
Published by Cambridge University Press.
C" Cambridge University Press 2007.
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2 Laurance R. Doyle

Figure 1.1. Time of arrival residuals (in microseconds) of 430 MHz signals from the 6.2-
millisecond pulsar PSR B1257 + 12 (from Konacki and Wolszczan 2003) showing that the resid-
uals are dominated by the Keplerian orbits of two planets of actual mass 4.3 (B) and 3.9 (C)
Earth-masses (of three in the system, the third being very close to the pulsar). These planets are
nearly coplanar (around 50 degrees orbital inclination) and are in actual 3:2 orbital resonance
with each other (66.5 and 98.2-day periods; planet A having a period of 25.3 days).

of 66.54 days (Wolszczan 1994; Wolszczan and Frail 1992). The precise radio pulse rates
of pulsars (seconds to milliseconds) and their stability as timing ‘clocks’ (variations in
pulse timing on the order of only about a trillionth of a second per year) allow variations
in the position of the pulsar to be measured precisely. The variation in timing can occur
due to a positional shift in the pulsar around the pulsar–planet barycentre. If such a
second mass (planet) is in orbit around the pulsar, the two bodies will orbit around a
mutual barycentre, each distance from the barycentre being determined directly by their
mass-ratios, where M# and a# are the mass and distance (semi-major axis) from the
barycentre to the centre of the pulsar and Mp and ap are the mass and distance from
the barycentre to the planet. The motion of the pulsar around the barycentre causes the
addition of (or subtraction of) the light travel time across this distance, which will result
in a delay (or early arrival) of the periodic variations in the timing of the pulsar pulses.
For a planet in a circular orbit, the maximum amplitude of the delay time will be:

" = sin i
!ap

c

"

#

Mp

M#

$

, (1.1)

where i is the inclination of the planet’s orbit (i = 90$ being edge-on), and c is the speed
of light. The pulses will be ‘on time’ at phases !(t) = 90 and 270 degrees, late by an
amount " at !(t) = 0 degrees, and early by an amount " at !(t) = 180 degrees orbital
phase angle, where zero degrees phase is when the planet is closest to the observer (i.e.
inferior conjunction). Note that the sine function in Eq. (1.1) is not negative because it
is the pulsar signals that are being measured directly, and the pulsar is at the opposite
orbital phase from the planet. Thus, via the foreshortened light travel time across the
stellar-barycentre distance, the pulsar timing method can measure the projected planet-
to-star mass ratio, the true orbital period of the planet (or planets), and its orbital
eccentricity (if the orbit is not circular). General relativistic precessional phase drifts
may allow further constraints on the pulsar mass, but only for closer-in planets over
longer observing times (see Figure 1.1).

If we define a typical close-in extrasolar giant planet (CEGP) as a 3 jovian-mass planet
with a circular orbital semi-major axis (i.e. orbital radius) of 0.05 AU (astronomical unit),
and a ‘Jupiter’ and an ‘Earth’ as planets with the mass and orbital location (distance
from their star) of Jupiter and Earth in the Solar System, respectively, then the half-
amplitude timing o!sets for such planets around a typical pulsar (assuming the pulsar
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Extrasolar planet detection methods 3

to be 1.35 solar masses) would be " = 140 milliseconds (ms) for a CEGP, 1.65 seconds
for a ‘Jupiter’, and 3 ms for an ‘Earth’. That is, these will be the expected maximum
delays in the pulse arrival times at a planetary orbital phase !(t) = 0 degrees.

1.3. Periodic radial velocity variations

The radial velocity or ‘Doppler shift’ method has been the most successful extrasolar
planet detection method to date, detecting the vast majority of planets as of this writing.
The first extrasolar planets around solar-type stars were discovered in this way (Mayor
and Queloz 1995; see also Marcy and Butler 1998 and reference therein). Radial velocity
variations again cause a wobble in the parent star, but the stellar light flux is generally
very constant, so that timing of variations cannot be used to detect this stellar o!set
around the star–planet barycentre. However, very high precision spectral line measure-
ments (one part in a hundred millionth of a spectral line width) can be performed by
superimposing a comparison spectrum with many lines (like an iodine cell in the light
path at the observatory) on to the stellar spectrum for a precise measurement of periodic
movement in the star’s spectral lines.

The stellar spectral lines will move periodically redward or blueward due to the Doppler
shift by "#/# = v/c, caused by the periodic motion, with a maximum velocity v of the
star about the star–planet barycentre. Again, the spectral line variations only measure
the component of the motion directly towards or away from the observer, and hence
the mass of the body (planet) causing the reflex motion of the star is a minimum mass
measurement for the planet, Mp sin i. The maximum amplitude of this periodic radial
velocity variation is given by:

K =

#

2$G

P

$1/3 Mp sin i

(Mp + M#)2/3
1

(1 % e2)1/2
, (1.2)

where P is the planetary orbital period, e is the planetary orbital eccentricity, and G is
the gravitational constant. K, P and e can be derived from several measurements of the
Doppler shift during a planet’s orbit. The maxima in K will occur at planetary orbital
phases of !(t) = 90 degrees (blueshift of stellar spectra lines) and !(t) = 270 degrees (red-
shift of stellar spectral lines). With knowledge of M# from stellar classification (typically
based on low-resolution spectra), the term Mp sin i can then be derived. Kepler’s third
law, (P/yr) = (ap/1AU)3/2(M#/M&)%1/2, where M& is one solar mass, allows then also
a derivation of the semi-major axis of the planet.

The precision possible for this detection method is about 1 m/s, this limit imposed
by intrinsic stellar surface fluctuations – i.e., variations present in even the most stable
solar-type stars (see Figure 1.2). For a CEGP the radial velocity amplitude will be about
56 m/s, for a ‘Jupiter’ about 13 m/s, and for an ‘Earth’ about 0.1 m/s. Thus this method
may not be expected to detect Earthlike planets around solar-like stars but can, however,
detect any jovian-mass bodies within a star’s circumstellar habitable zone (CHZ).1 Hypo-
thetical Earth-sized moons around such bodies have been suggested as being of interest
to exobiologists. The detection of Jupiterlike planets are of interest both because of their
comparability with our own Solar System as well as the ability of jovian-type planets
to remove cometary debris, serving as a possibly necessary ‘shield’ for any biosystems
developing on the inner terrestrial planets of the star system. This method is also, at

1 The circumstellar habitable zone (CHZ) is defined here as the distance regime around a
star where liquid water can persist on the surface of a su!ciently large planet. For a discussion
of the CHZ see Chapter 8.
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Figure 1.2. A Neptune-mass planet orbiting the nearby 0.41 solar-mass M-dwarf GJ 436
(from Butler et al. 2004). The 18.1 metre/second variation in the spectral lines of the star with
a period of 2.644 days is caused by a planet with a projected mass of about 1.2 Neptune-masses.

present, limited to detection of planets around fairly stable, single star systems as the
measurement of these radial velocity variations demands such high spectral line precision
measurements.

1.4. Gravitational microlensing

Due to general relativistic e!ects of bending spacetime, a star moving very close to
alignment with a background star will bend – that is, focus – the light of the background
star, causing a temporary increase in the combined brightness of the stars by amplifying
the light from the background star. The phenomenon, first observed with galaxies, is
known as gravitational lensing, A perfect stellar alignment will cause symmetric images
around the lensing star; this is known as the ‘Einstein ring’ (or sometimes an ‘Einstein
cross’). The Einstein ring radius is given by:

RE =

%

4GM#L

c2
(DS %DL)DL

DS

&1/2

, (1.3)

where M#L is the mass of the lensing star, DL is the distance to the lensing star and DS is
the distance to the source star. The angle on the sky of the Einstein radius (the Einstein
angle) is then given as: %E = RE/DL. The microlensing magnification, which varies with
time, is given by:

Q(t) =
u2(t) + 2

u(t)[u2(t) + 4]1/2
, (1.4)

where u(t) is the projected distance between the image of the lensing star and the source
star in units of the Einstein radius (Perryman 2000). We can see that for an exact align-
ment the magnification would become infinite, theoretically. If a planet is in orbit around
the lensing star, then observable deviations from the amplification pattern given by
Eq. (1.4) may occur, which are caused by a planet-mass distorting the stellar gravita-
tional field.

The probability of alignment among two stars is, even in the Galactic Centre, only
about one in 106, but once a star is aligned with another star the probability that a planet
may also cause an amplification that exceeds 5% of the brightness of the star’s ampli-
fication itself becomes about one in five (Schneider et al. 1999). For this superposition
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Figure 1.3. The light curve of OGLE-2005-BLG-071 (adapted from Udalski et al. 2005), show-
ing a binary peak, indicative of the binary nature of this microlensing event, where both a star
and a planet move in front of a background star. A magnification of the three peaks (the middle
one with a low amplitude) is shown in the inset in the upper left. The bottom right inset shows
the caustic surfaces (closed-curve regions of very high magnification) consistent with a binary
lens mass ratio of q = 0.0071. From an analysis of parallax e"ects in the wings of the microlens-
ing event, the lensing stellar mass is constrained to be between 0.5 and 0.08 solar masses, at a
distance between 1.5 and 5 kiloparsecs, giving a planetary mass from 0.05 to 4 Jupiter masses.

of a brightening due to a planet on top of that due to the amplified star, the term M#L
becomes the mass of the planet, Mp in Eq. (1.3).

The duration of a microlensing event is given by:

tE =
'

4GMpdV/c2, (1.5)

where d is the distance to the lensing star in parsecs and V is the orbital velocity. If the
distance d to the lensing star–planet system is assumed to be 5 kiloparsecs, then for a
CEGP the brightening will be about four magnitudes and last for about five days. For a
‘Jupiter’ the brightening will be about three magnitudes and last about three days. And
for an ‘Earth’ the brightening will be about one magnitude and last about four hours (see
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Figure 1.3). Thus we see that these events are quite detectable. The main di#culty of
this approach is that the detection of these events requires a large number of stars to be
observed that are also pretty far away (a few kiloparsecs), and finally that the detection
event cannot be expected to repeat. However, as pointed out in Udalski et al. (2005)
planetary parameters (such as orbital period) may be determined that are longer than
the duration of the observations (note no orbital phase dependence in Eqs. (1.3), (1.4),
or (1.5)). In general, however, the planet-to-star mass ratio is what is determined, and
since target systems are generally so far away, precision spectra determining the stellar
mass are more di#cult to obtain than for nearby systems. However, this is at present
the planet detection method that works over the longest distance and might give insights
into the planetary distribution in quite di!erent stellar populations – for example disc
compared to bulge galactic populations.

1.5. Astrometry

Astrometry is perhaps the oldest method to search for extrasolar planets, several having
been reported in the mid-twentieth century. This method measures a periodic variation
in the position of the star on the ‘plane of the sky’, subtracting out the star’s apparent
motion due to the yearly parallax motion and the projection of its real proper motion
through space. The motion of a star around the star–planet barycentre thus describes an
elliptical motion with semi-major axis (in arcseconds) of:

& =
Mp

M#

ap

d
, (1.6)

where ap is in AU (astronomical units), and d, the distance to the stellar system, is given
in parsecs. For a circular planetary orbit the inclination of the planetary orbit from the
observer’s line of sight is just sin i = b/&, where b is the semi-minor axis measured. The
maximum semi-major axis position of the star occurs at elongation when the planetary
orbital phases are !(t) = 90 and 270 degrees. Here at maximum elongation !(t) = 1.
This technique measures the motion of the photometric centroid position of the star in
images taken over at least a large fraction of a planet’s orbit. It is complementary, for
example, to the radial velocity detection method in that it is most sensitive to long-
period (large semi-major axis) planets, while the radial velocity method is most sensitive
to inner, short-period planets with higher velocity variations. As for the factor d (as
indicated in Eq. (1.6)), astrometric detection of extrasolar planets is very sensitive to
the distance to the system, and at present is limited to somewhat nearby stellar systems
(see Figure 1.4).

For the full amplitude of a CEGP the astrometric o!set on a solar-type star at a
distance of 5 pc would be about 0.03 milliarcseconds. For a ‘Jupiter’ it would be about
1 milliarcsecond, and for an ‘Earth’ the o!set would be about 0.6 microarcseconds. This
technique can be extended to search for extrasolar planets around radio-emitting stars
using very long baseline radio interferometry (see Perryman 2000). Upcoming wide field
searches for transiting planets (for example, the NASA Kepler mission) may also allow
astrometric searches for planets to take place using the same photometric data, since the
pointing precision as well as the photometric centroiding of star images should be near the
1 milliarcsecond precision required for astrometry. Near-term spacecraft missions such as
SIM (Space Interferometry Mission) will be specifically designed to optimize astrometric
measurements both for stellar parallax determinations and the detection of extrasolar
planets in the solar neighbourhood astrometrically. SIM should be able to detect nearby
extrasolar planets while mapping exact distances to stars by using interferometry to
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Figure 1.4. Astrometric deviations on the plane of the sky measured by the Hubble Space
Telescope Fine Guidance Sensor in fringe-tracking mode (from Benedict et al. 2002). The best
fits to the astrometric variations of 0.25 milliarcseconds (the inner ellipsoid, with measurement
errors indicated by the crosses) of the star Gliese 876 (with a parallactic mass of about 0.32
solar masses) gives a planetary orbital inclination of about 84 degrees, and thus a planet mass
of about 1.89 jovian masses.

accurately measure astrometric wobbles of stars, caused by orbiting planets, to about
one microarcsecond in angular resolution.

1.6. Imaging

Direct imaging of an extrasolar planet at visible wavelengths depends on the reflected
light from the star that the planet produces which, in turn, depends on its distance
from the star, the planet’s size, and the nature of its atmosphere (i.e. the product of
the geometric albedo, A, and particle phase function p(!(t)), which is a measure of the
light-scattering nature of the particles in the planetary atmosphere, such as a Lambertian
function or, more likely, a steeper function of viewing angle). The ratio of brightness of
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Figure 1.5. (a) A star that is ten-thousand times brighter than a companion planet at 0.2
arcsecond separation within the halo of the star (faint rings) with ideal apodization (from
Codona and Angel 2004). (b) The system with low-order residuals in the nulling process.
(c) Additional destructive interference using an anti-halo technique. (d) Same process as (c)
but with spatial light modulation.

the planet to the star is the important factor as the planet, even at a reasonably large
angular distance, ap/d, from the star, will be ‘lost’ in the brightness of the di!raction
rings of the star as imaged by a telescope (Jupiter viewed from Alpha Centauri would be
about 4 arcseconds in angular distance away from the Sun, but typical angular distances
of exoplanets are much smaller). The brightness ratio of planet-to-star is:

Lp/L# = Ap(!(t))

#

Rp

ap

$2

, (1.7)

where one would want to image a planet at maximum distance from the parent star.
This would occur at phases of !(t) = 90 and 270 degrees. The maximum separation of
the planet and its parent star (see Figure 1.5) is simply (a/d). For d = 5 parsecs, at
visible wavelengths Lp/L# for a CEGP would be about 16 magnitudes (with a star–
planet separation of 0.01 arcseconds), for a ‘Jupiter’ about 23 magnitudes (separation
of about 1 arcsecond), and for an ‘Earth’ about 25 magnitudes (separation of about 0.2
arcseconds). The contrast between star and planet may improve as one moves into the
infrared, if the planet is a warm or hot one. In these cases the planet not only reflects
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the stellar light but also emits significant thermal IR radiation. The scattered light from
the star can, however, be blocked somewhat by a coronagraphic telescope, and this is
the approach being taken by, for example, the first part of the NASA Terrestrial Planet
Finder (TPF-C) mission. The second TPF mission (TPF-I) is planning to use nulling
interferometry, as does the European Darwin mission. In that approach the telescope
(or telescopes) can be designed such that the light paths from the star will destructively
interfere, thus largely cancelling out the stellar flux. The planet, being in a di!erent
angular locale, will not undergo destructive interference, and the system may even be
designed to allow a planet in a definite position (in the circumstellar habitable zone, for
example) to constructively interfere. Significant improvement in ground-based imaging
may also be realized with the further development of new techniques. One of several
interesting examples is ‘dark speckle’ imaging in which atmospheric scintillation may
cause random destructive interference around a star, allowing the planet image to emerge
momentarily, and such images – taken very rapidly – may be summed to give a planetary
image (Labeyrie 1995).

1.7. Radio flux

Jovian extrasolar planets with su#cient magnetic field (i.e. rotation rates and metallic
cores to produce a dynamo) can emit significant flux at radio wavelengths. The flux
produced by a planet can be characterized by:

Fp(')
!a'

cd

"

, (1.8)

where ' is the radio frequency being observed, Fp(') is the radio flux from the planet,
and d is the distance to the star system. Jupiter, for example, would produce a flux
density of about 0.3 µJy (micro-Janskys) at a distance of 4 parsecs at a wavelength of
1 mm (synchrotron radiation; Jones 1994). A CEGP at this distance may be expected
to produce less than about 0.03 µJy of flux due to being tidally locked in rotation
with periods more on the order of several days, thus decreasing the dynamo e!ect. An
Earthlike planet may also be expected to produce a similar strength signature to a CEGP
(see Figure 1.6).

For interferometric detection techniques, the flux ratio between that of the planet
and the star, F#(', t), at a given detection frequency and time is the important limiting
criterion:

F

#

planet

star

$

=

#

Fp(', t)

F#(', t)

$

, (1.9)

where the time dependence refers to both the radio fluctuations in the star and planet,
and also to the planet’s orbital position for maximum angular separation from the star
(i.e. elongation at orbital phases of !(t) = 90 and 270 degrees for inclinations not too
close to zero degrees).

At 10 MHz this ratio, for a jovian planet around a solar-type star, is about 4 ' 10%3

during active phase, but could be as high as 4 during a typical quiet starspot cycle – that
is, the planet is brighter than the star at this time! However, interstellar electrons add
substantial noise to the detection of flux at this wavelength over any appreciable distance.
This is even more the case at lower frequencies. However, at a frequency of about 100
kHz the flux ratio of a jovian-type planet to its star could be as high as 100 during
active stellar starspot phases, and as high as 2000 at the quiescent phase of the stellar
activity cycle. The proposed square kilometre array (SKA) may have some possibilities
of detecting the nearest jovian-type planets in this way. The SKA would be an array of
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Figure 1.6. Theoretical ‘burst’ flux densities for 106 extrasolar planets (from Lazio et al. 2004).
The range of expected frequencies is given with their expected flux densities (in milli-Janskys).

centimetre-to-metre wavelength radio telescopes making up a total collecting area of one
million square metres with 50% of the collecting area within five square kilometres (for
sensitivity), 25% within 150 kilometres (intermediate resolution), and the remaining 25%
of the array out to as far as 3000 kilometres for very high angular resolution.

Current radio technology on Earth emits at narrow-band (less than 1 Hertz wide)
microwave frequencies in the range 1–10 GHz, and such signals can be many millions
of times more powerful than the natural flux from the Sun. This is the basis for the
radio searches for extraterrestrial intelligence (SETI) projects (Tarter, 2001). Having but
one example of such technological development, constraints on the expected success of
detecting such signals are few. One can nevertheless state that at present such SETI
projects remain the most unambigous way proposed to detect exobiology since no source
in interstellar space is known to produce such narrow-band radio signals (OH masers
having a bandpass of several hundred hertz, for example).

1.8. Transit photometry

Although there is a significant coverage in this volume on extrasolar planet detection
by transit photometry (see Chapter 3), it is centred on the detection of transits across
single stars. Thus, in this section we shall add a discussion of transits across close double
star systems – in particular, eclipsing binaries.

1.8.1. Single-star transits

Photometric transit detection of extrasolar planets actually detects the shadow of the
planet as it crosses in front of the stellar disc. The probability of such an alignment
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of the planet’s orbital plane with the observer’s line of sight increases linearly with
decreasing distance; an Earthlike planet has a probability of alignment of about
0.5%, while the shortest period CEGPs can have a probability of alignment of more
like 10%.

The brightness, or luminosity, change, "L, produced by the geometric blocking of light
by the planet as it orbits (transits) in front of the star is proportional to the areas of the
planetary and stellar discs; that is, the di!erential luminosity will be:

"L

L0
(

#

Rp

R#

$2

, (1.10)

where Rp is the radius of the planet, R# is the radius of the star and L0 is the sys-
tem’s total o!-transit brightness. The proportion sign is used to point out that the limb-
darkening of the star will cause a slightly di!erent profile and total (colour-dependent)
depth depending on the inclination from an edge-on orbit. Estimating the duration, T ,
of such a transit event for circular planetary orbits of period P gives:

T (
#

P

$

$ #

R#

a

$

. (1.11a)

The full equation for the duration of a single star planetary transit (after Tingley and
Sackett 2005) is given by:

T = 2Z(R# + Rp)

)
1 + e2

1 + e cos!(t)

#

P

2$GMtot

$%3

, (1.11b)

where Z incorporates geometrical e!ects of the orbital inclination (limb darkening, etc.),
e is the orbital eccentricity and Mtot is the mass of the star and planet. The photometric
change in brightness due to a jovian-type planet (Jupiter in size and at 5.2 AU from a
solar-type star) is about 1% and lasts for about 30 hours. The photometric change due
to a CEGP may be expected to be about 1–2% and last 2–4 hours. And, for an Earthlike
planet, the drop in brightness would be about 0.1% around a solar-type star and last for
about 12 hours (see Chapter 3).

At present, this method allows the smallest planets to be detected because it does not
rely on the planet-to-star mass ratio but instead measures the ratio of planetary to stellar
disc areas, thus cutting out one dimension of scaling. It may also be noted that for a given
detection limit (photometric precision of "L/L *= 0.1% seems to be a usual constraint
on ground-based observations), smaller stars may allow the detection of smaller planets.
Thus, the closest star to us, the M5.5-dwarf Proxima Centauri, has such a small stellar
disc that a 0.4% deep transit would be produced by an Earth-sized planet and therefore
might be detectable from the ground.

Perhaps the largest confusion for transit detections is caused by grazing eclipsing bina-
ries (and by eclipsing binaries that are in the background of the sample star for observa-
tonal systems with low angular resolution). At marginal photometric precision, the low
amplitude eclipses generated by either of these binary configurations can masquerade as
a large planet transit – the more gradual slope of ingress and egress of a central planetary
transit being produced by stellar limb-darkening e!ects having a signal somewhat compa-
rable to the geometric area of the stellar disc gradually being blocked by grazing stellar
eclipses. Distinguishing these e!ects can, however, be addressed with higher precision
photometric measurements (e.g. Seager and Mallen-Ornelas 2003; Tingley and Sackett
2005), and by the inclusion of colour terms (i.e., filters), for many cases of binaries with
unequal components (see Chapter 3).

Secondary e!ects may allow one to distinguish stellar characteristics (e.g. grazing
eclipsing binaries or ellipsoidal stars) from planetary transits. For grazing eclipsing binary
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Figure 1.7. Quasi-periodic shapes (top row) of theoretical planetary transits across the eclips-
ing binary CM Draconis in millimagnitudes (from Deeg et al. 1998), along with (bottom row)
binary component’s phases plotted against orbital elongation of a transiting planet (in solar
radii). The two left panels are for a planet with a period of 9 days, and only di"er by the phase
of the binary during the planetary transit. The two right panels are similar, but for a planet
with a 36 day period. While the quasi-periodic nature of these types of transits makes them
di!cult to recognize, it also removes many ambiguities.

systems, one may be able to detect the signature of ellipsoidal variations characteristic of
contact systems, for example (Drake 2003). Also, multi-spectral characteristics (two or
more filter observations) should be able to distinguish between double stars and single-
star transit events at photometric precisions (in most cases) already achievable (Jha
et al. 2000; Seager and Mallen-Ornelas 2003; Tingley and Sackett 2005). This is because
stellar limb-darkening should produce a more extreme variation due to a transit in a blue
than in a red filter – i.e. a central planetary transit blocks more blue light as it passes
over the central regions of a star while an edge-grazing binary would not show such an
e!ect, the edges of the star being redder than the centre. The e!ect may produce as
much as a 30% di!erence in the area blocked during a given obscuration event (Tingley,
personal communication).

1.8.2. Eclipsing binary transits

Planets orbiting around both components of a close eclipsing binary may produce light
variations that are predictable, but not periodic. This is because rather than the planet
moving across a single stellar disc, the planet transits across the stellar discs of both
binary components, while the stars move even more rapidly around each other ‘behind’
the planet. The stars have di!erent velocities relative to the planet, and the exact shape
and duration of the planet transits depend on the orbital phase of the binary components
(see Figure 1.7). This produces a quasi-periodic drop in brightness with limb darkening
of the stellar discs adding further complexities. Individual transit features will also vary;
transits produced by the star moving in the same direction as the planet will have a longer
duration than transits produced by the other star moving in the opposite direction. For
the detached M4-dwarf system CM Draconis (Deeg et al. 1998; Doyle et al. 2000) it was
found that transits as short as 20 minutes could occur, with typical transit events lasting
about one hour. Transits during stellar elongation could be somewhat longer as the stars
are moving away from or towards the observer rather than across the field of view, and
transits during stellar eclipses could last many more hours if the planet crosses the stellar
discs in such a way as to move from one star right across the other sequentially.

Depending on the distance of the planet from the binary, multiple transits can occur
per planetary pass. Since a minimum of three transits is usually required for a positive
detection (two for the period and then at least one additional predicted event), eclipsing
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binary transits have the advantage of obtaining four transits in only two planetary orbital
periods. An Earthlike planet around a single solar-type star would clearly take a minimum
of 3 years to confirm a detection. However, while a planet within the CHZ around an
eclipsing binary consisting of two solar-type stars would have a period of about 1.18 years
(the CHZ is farther out by

)
2ap, but the period is then shortened by 1/

)
2M# ) one

could then expect at least four transit features within less than half the time required for
confirmation around single stars. The first potentially Earthlike planets might therefore
well be found around such a close binary system.

Eclipsing binary transits also cannot generally be confused with grazing eclipsing bina-
ries as the dynamics and timing of the quasi-periodic signals will be distinct for stellar
radii compared with planetary radii. Finally, transits across eclipsing binaries can occur
occasionally for non-planar planetary orbits due to precession of the nodes across the
observer’s line-of-sight (Schneider and Doyle 1995). A rough estimate of this precession
rate (by assuming a toroidal stellar mass distribution is ‘seen’ on average by the planet)
can be given as:

p *=
16

3
Pp

#

ap

s#

$2

, (1.12)

where s# is the separation of the binary stellar pair. Since stable planetary orbits must be
at least about three times the stellar separation, it is clear that precession times will be
rather long. The NASA Kepler mission is a wide-field space telescope that will observe
one or two crowded stellar fields (in the constellation Cygnus) for four to six years, with
unprecedented 0.003% photometric precision on over 100 000 stars. Over the extended
six-year lifetime of this mission, only about a dozen such binary systems can be expected
to produce transits that ‘disappear’ for a season, and then start to recur after several
years due to this precession e!ect.

Finally, it may be pointed out that planetary transits detected during mutual stellar
eclipses will produce up to twice the signal (in terms of relative brightness variation
"L/L0) of transits across a single star, since the stellar disc area during eclipse minima
may be as small as half that when both stars are visible (for two equal-sized stars with
a binary inclination of 90 degrees). Thus, it will be important, when detecting transits
across eclipsing binary stars, to perform accurate modelling of stellar eclipse lightcurves in
order to distinguish the much smaller superimposed variations due to planetary transits.
It may be that such transits already exist in the high precision photometric data of eclips-
ing binary star studies to date, but have not been recognized due to their quasi-periodic
nature, appearing as outlying non-periodic points due to, for example, observational
noise.

1.9. Phase-reflection variations

Similarly to the Moon, planets present brightness variations with changing orbital
phase due to reflection angle with their star(s). This was recognized as possibly mea-
sureable for CEGPs soon after their discovery (Doyle 1996; Borucki et al. 1996) but was
not fully developed until recently because the characteristics of CEGPs were not yet
widely modelled (Seager et al. 2000; Jenkins and Doyle 2003). This periodic variation in
apparent luminosity can be formulated as:

"l = A$(!(t))

#

Rp

a

$2

, (1.13)
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where A is the geometric albedo of the planet, and $(!) is the planetary atmospheric
phase function dependent on the orbital phase !(t). For a planetary albedo of about 1.0,
and a Lambertian atmospheric phase function (which are upper limits; see Jenkins and
Doyle 2003 for a discussion of realistic values), the amplitude of the brightness variations
for a CEGP will be about 3 ' 10%5, for a jovian-type planet about 2 ' 10%9, and for
an Earthlike planet also about 2 ' 10%9. Thus, even for best estimates of spacecraft
photometric precision, only CEGPs will be detectable using this method. If the planetary
orbital plane is not close enough to 90 degrees to produce obscuration (i.e. an occultation)
of the planet, then one may expect that at orbital phases of !(t) = 180 degrees the planet
will be brightest (i.e. maximum value of the atmospheric phase function, or ‘full’), and
at an orbital phase of !(t) = 0 degrees the planet will be dimmest (i.e. minimum value
of the atmospheric phase function, or ‘new’).

This detection method does not, of course, rely upon the planetary orbital inclination
being close to 90 degrees. However, detectability does depend on planetary orbital incli-
nation as well as stellar activity as correlated with starspot activity. Thus, it is more
di#cult to detect giant inner planets around fast rotators; fortunately, the main targets
of planet searches are late-type slow stellar rotators. At the photometric precision achiev-
able by the NASA Kepler mission, and the statistics of the frequency of occurrence of
CEGP, that mission should be able to add over one thousand additional giant planet
discoveries using this detection method on the same photometric data used for planetary
transit detections.

An advantage of this method is also that detailed studies of the planetary atmospheric
particle size may be undertaken. The periodic nature of the brightness variations never-
theless depends on the steepness of their rise and fall in amplitude relative to the phase
function of the planet, which is in turn dictated by either the atmospheric particle size
distribution or the roughness of the planetary surface. In the case of CEGPs modelled
to date, atmospheres of highly refractive elements are implied. In the transition from
Rayleigh scattering to the Mie particle scattering realm (where the atmospheric particle
circumference is approaching that of the wavelength of the light being used for the obser-
vation) and beyond, the forward di!raction lobe of the particle can create a rather steep
phase function, with much of the light being reflected back during a full phase only at
viewing angles very close to full phase. Thus, while the amplitude of the phase variation
of the reflected light is dictated by the planet’s albedo, a shallow phase function (Rayleigh
scattering) will spread this light variation out more evenly in a sinusoidal variation, while
a steep phase function will be indicative of larger particles in the planetary atmosphere.

A steep phase function will thus produce more Fourier components in the power spec-
trum than a shallow (more precisely sinusoidal) phase function (Jenkins and Doyle 2003).
Thus, the number of components in the power spectrum of the photometric observations
can be indicative of the particle size distribution in the CEGP’s atmosphere, with the
total amplitude of the variations giving a strong indication directly of the albedo of the
planet (see Figure 1.8).

1.10. Eclipsing binary minima timing

Photometric data obtained during planetary transit searches that include eclipsing
binaries can also be used in a complementary way to detect circumbinary jovian-like
planets whose orbits aren’t required to be coplanar along the line of sight – that is, non-
transiting planets (Deeg et al. 2000, Doyle et al. 1998). The eclipse minima themselves can
act as a clock (similar to the pulsar timing method) to mark variations in the displacement
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Figure 1.8. Power spectrum (power spectral density) of light variations due to three types of
giant close-in extrasolar planets (CEGPs) with di"erent atmospheric-particle phase functions
against the background of noise from the Sun (taken from high precision visual-wavelength
spacecraft data), detectable by the reflected light phase variation method (see Jenkins and Doyle
2003). The planet size in each case was taken to be 1.2 jovian radii. The vertical lines are actually
spikes in the power spectral density seen at very low resolution (so appear as lines rather than
histogram-like rectangles). The spikes labelled with ‘a’ are for a planet with a four-day orbital
period with an atmosphere of one-micron-sized particles. The spikes labelled ‘b’ are for a 2.9-day
orbital period planet with an atmosphere made up of 0.1-micron-sized particles. And the spikes
labelled ‘c’ are for a four-day orbital period planet consisting of atmospheric particles well mod-
elled as a Lambert sphere with an albedo of 0.67. There are fewer components in the power
spectrum of model planet ‘c’, as a Lambert sphere produces light variations with orbits that are
closer to a perfect sinusoid. Models ‘a’ and especially ‘b’ represent larger deviations from a perfect
sinusoidal variation and so have more components in their power spectra. Thus the number of
components in the power spectra of reflected-light-variation-detected extrasolar planets can be
indicative of the planet’s atmospheric particle size distribution.

of the binary pair across a binary–giant planet barycentre. If the binary is o!set by a
giant planet in circumbinary orbit, the time delay (or early arrival) of the eclipse minima
must indicate this event. The half-amplitude of this o!set time is given (for circular
orbits, and binary components of equal mass M#) by:

" = sin i
!ap

c

"

#

Mp

2M#

$

. (1.14)

In this case, similar to the case with pulsar planet detection (or any detection method
that measures a ‘time stamp’), the maximum delay in the eclipse minimum occurs, for
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Figure 1.9. Observed minus the calculated (O-C) times of primary or secondary eclipse minima
during six years of observations of the CM Draconis system (from Deeg et al. 2000). A power-
spectum of these (O-C) times indicate a candidate for a circumbinary planet of several jovian
masses o"setting the binary star system periodically by about a few light-seconds around the
barycentre.

circular orbits, when the planetary orbital phase !(t) = 180 degrees. The eclipse minima
will occcur ‘on time’ at phases !(t) = 90 and 270 degrees, and be late by an amount " at
the planetary orbital phase of !(t) = 0 degrees (see Doyle et al. 1998 for a short review of
other e!ects that can produce changes in the binary–stellar eclipse period – most of which
are, however, non-periodic). This approach to detecting extrasolar outer planets is most
sensitive to long orbital period planets since these will produce the largest timing o!sets,
" . So, while one must observe stellar eclipses over more than half a planetary orbital
period, this method may also perhaps be the least observationally and photometrically
demanding. This is because one can record several eclipses per season knowing when
eclipse events are going to occur ahead of time. Also, eclipse minima may be quite
precisely determined without prohibitive levels of photometric precision being required
for planets at distances of several AU. For circumbinary planets within distances of an
AU or less, sub-second precisions may be required (depending on the mass of the binary),
and extremely good photometric precision (for example, by spacecraft missions) will be
required in these cases (see Doyle and Deeg 2003).

For the detection of planets orbiting around two solar-type stars, a CEGP (as defined
above) would produce a total timing variation of about 0.2 s. A jovian-mass planet in
Jupiter orbit would have a variation of about 3 s, and an Earthlike planet a variation of
about 0.004 s – per eclipse minimum measured. The precision will increase directly with
the photometric precision, and inversely with the number of eclipse minima measured
(Doyle and Deeg 2003). But this method clearly favours the detection of several jovian-
mass planets at one AU or farther from the binary pair. However, again, detection is
not generally dependent on planetary orbital inclination, and periodic variations in the
binary eclipse minima epoch (although not in overall period) must occur if su#ciently
massive planets are present. Thus non-detections are also meaningful. This detection
method has already been applied to the M4-dwarf eclipsing binary CM Draconis (see
Figure 1.9).
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1.11. Secondary e!ects in extrasolar planet detection methods

What might be termed more ‘exotic’ extrasolar planet techniques are those that are
secondary e!ects at the present state of detectability – those that may detect moons,
rings, subtle changes in the atmosphere of the planet, and so on. One of these has already
been demonstrated in the detection of sodium during a transit (see other reviews in this
volume). We mention here just a few.

One may ask, for example, if transits of white dwarf stars can be distinguished from
transits of planets of a similar size (Earth-sized planets). White dwarf transits may be
detected photometrically but they will not cause a drop in brightness as in the usual
transit events. Rather, because of gravitational microlensing, the transit of a white dwarf
will produce an achromatic brightness increase that more than o!sets the light blocked
by the actual geometric area of the white dwarf itself (Sahu and Gilliland 2003). For
an 0.6 solar mass white dwarf transiting a solar-type star, for example, the photometric
drop due to the transit will be exactly cancelled when the white dwarf is coplanar with a
semi-major axis of 0.0463 AU. At an orbital distance of 1 AU, however, the brightening
due to the gravitational lens focusing of the white dwarf will be about 24 times the transit
depth produced by its geometric area blocking the solar-sized disc.

Regarding planets around white dwarf systems, a 2.5 jovian-mass planet (the oldest
planet known) has been found in a circumbinary orbit around a white dwarf–pulsar
binary (B1620–26) in the globular cluster M4 (NGC 6121). This planet was detected by
the pulsar timing method mentioned above. However, another suggestion for the detection
of what might be called a ‘former planet’ has been put forth by Li et al. (1998). In this
scenario a planet’s outer layers are ablated during the star’s red giant stage, leaving only
a metallic core. As this core orbits through the magnetic field of the white dwarf, an
electric current is generated that heats the outer regions of the white dwarf at its poles.
Ohmic dissipation will cause the planet-core to spiral inward, but the heating of the poles
of the white dwarf should be detectable as H! emission. Li et al. suggest that the peculiar
white dwarf GD 356 could be such a system.

Another secondary e!ect that may be detectable is the oblateness of the transiting
planet itself. The detection of this variation in the ingress and egress of the transit
event – a measure actually of the planet’s rotation rate – however, requires precisions of
a few times 10%5, which should be achieved by spacecraft missions such as the NASA
Kepler mission. Lensing by a giant planet’s atmosphere may also be detectable at this
precision (Hui and Seager 2002; Seager and Hui 2002). Variations of a planet’s bright-
ness or spectrum in rhythm with its rotational period, indicative of continental, atmo-
spheric, or even plant-induced variations remain something for future planned missions
(Ford et al. 2001 as an early example), and this is addressed in other chapters in this
volume.

As outlined above, transiting planets may be expected to have generally short orbital
periods as the probability of alignment goes down with increasing orbital semi-major axis.
However, a change in timing of the transits themselves can be indicative of additional
planets in the system due to their gravitational interaction with the transiting inner
planet (Holman and Murray 2005). Such variations of the terrestrial planets produced
by the outer giant planets have already been well studied for our Solar System, producing
variations of hundreds of seconds over a few years.

Moons of transiting planets may also be detected by a slight increase in brightness
during a transit (the moon transiting the transiting planet and thereby not blocking
out light for a time; Sartoretti and Schneider 1999). Such slight increases in brightness
have been observed during transits of HD209458 but attributed rather to starspots being
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transited by the planet rather than a moon in orbit around such short-period planets as
HD209458b where moon-orbits can apparently not be expected to be stable (Barnes and
O’Brien 2002). Also, moons may cause step-shaped transits – if the transit of the moon
is detectable – since the moon and the planet won’t ingress or egress at the same time
(Sartoretti and Schneider 1999).

Another way to detect moons around extrasolar planets is by timing of the transit
event itself (Doyle and Deeg 2003, for example), but the periodic transit events must
be distinguished from eccentricity, apsidal motion, further orbiting bodies (as mentioned
previously) and other possible e!ects that could cause transit ingress/egress changes. The
Earth’s Moon viewed from another star system – if leading when crossing the solar disc
during the onset of a transit of the Sun – would, for example, delay the actual Earth’s
ingress by about 158 seconds.

In summary, secondary e!ects to the actual planet detection may continue to be of
significant interest as detection precision increases. Planetary rings, aurorae, light echoes
from flares (visible stellar flares echoed then in increased radio activity from a giant
planet’s magnetosphere), nulling interferometric spectroscopy, white dwarf pulsation tim-
ing, and density wave trails in circumstellar discs should all be detectable within the next
decade.

1.12. Ranges and combinations of detection methods

As pointed out, the detection techniques that can be used in the solar neighbourhood
are imaging and astrometry techniques, as they rely on the resolution of the angular
separation of the star from the planet. By ‘solar neighbourhood’ here we mean within 20
parsecs or so of the Sun for present methods. At present, this group also includes direct
radio detection of jovian-type extrasolar planets due to noise limits at radio frequencies.
Detection of extrasolar planets at short range – out to several hundred parsecs – includes
the radial velocity detection method since high-precision spectra require lots of photons
and hence bright stars. Larger optical telescopes (30 and 100 metre apertures) will allow
the range of this technique to be extended in the near future.

Stellar neighbourhood-to-intermediate-distance methods (to nearby spiral arms at one
kiloparsec or so for near-term spacecraft missions) include the phase variation reflection
method, which requires very high precision photometry just for the detection of giant
inner extrasolar planets. Detection methods for distant stars (to the galactic bulge at
2 kiloparsecs or more) include the gravitational microlensing method which requires a
large distance to intercept light from a lensing star, and also very crowded stellar fields
in order to detect any events. However, the events are expected to be quite bright (one-
magnitude increases being typical, as mentioned above).

The transit method works for both single and double stars and will work from solar-
neighbourhood to distant ranges, although larger telescopes (i.e. greater than 1 metre)
may be required for su#cient photon statistics on galactic bulge stars. Finally, eclipsing
binary timing is also e!ective from solar-neighbourhood to distant-field ranges, requiring
varying levels of photometric precision – depending on the period of the planet – and, in
some cases, significantly less observing time for the detection (or ruling out the presence)
of circumbinary giant planets. Given the state of the art today, for repeatable follow-
up observations, the transit method is the only technique that may detect Earth-sized
extrasolar planets around solar-type stars. However, since transits are a di!erential tech-
nique (the ratio of planet-to-star area is measured), ground-based photometric precision
would allow, for example, the detection of an Earth-sized planet around stars as small
as Proxima Centauri, as previously mentioned.
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Multiple methods of extrasolar planet detection can be combined to produce additional
parameters. To date, the most useful mixture of detection methods has been combining
radial velocity measurements with transit measurements. In case of HD 209458b, which
was discovered by radial velocity variations but then shown to also transit its parent star,
the transit resolved the ‘projected’ Mp sin i mass measured by radial velocity variations,
since sin i *= 1.0 in the cases where a transit can actually occur. In addition, the transit
method gives the ratio of the disc-area of the planet to the star. Knowing the stellar
radius then gives the planet’s volume, and thereby – combined with the planet’s actual
mass – the planetary density, which in the case of HD 209458b could then be tested
against thermal models (see reviews in this volume).

The gravitational lens method, while restricted to systems far enough away to detect
the lensing e!ect, nevertheless does measure the distance to the star system with a planet
that is lensing the background star, as well as the planetary mass and orbital velocity.
There can be, however, ambiguities in the model fits to the brightness variations of such
microlensing events, such as cases where a wide and a narrow binary configuration can
both provide solutions (e.g. Kubas et al. 2005). In most cases this can be resolved, but
in the case where the stellar system might also show a transit, the transit will certainly
resolve any close/wide binary ambiguity. With a constraint on distance from gravitational
lensing detection, the stellar magnitude may be accurately determined, and this allows a
determination of the true star size and therefore the true planet size, again, for example,
giving the planet’s density.

To give another example, if a planet that has been detected using reflected phase
variations is also found to transit its parent star – and this should occur between 14%
and 40% of the time (Jenkins and Doyle 2003) – then an occultation will also occur.
This means that the planet’s contribution to the total brightness of the system – at
an orbital phase of !(t) = 180 degrees when it is actually at maximum brightness (in
‘full’ phase) – will ‘turn o!’. Thus, knowing the size of the planet from the transit, and
consequently the geometric (‘full’ phase) albedo contribution, one may then isolate the
planet’s atmospheric phase function with much higher precision.

If a planetary system has been detected through its parent star’s radial velocity varia-
tions, then the true mass of the planet can be determined by astrometry, as was done in
the case of the planet of Gliese 876 (Benedict et al. 2002), where changes in the optical
centroid position of the point-spread function of the star were determined using the fine
guidance sensor on the Hubble Space Telescope.

Astrometric planet detections give the position angle of a planet–star system but with
an ambiguity of 180 degrees in its orientation; they also indicate the inclination of the
system. If the planet also transits, inclination is independently determined but with an
ambiguity across which of the stellar hemispheres (north or south) the planet is transiting;
this is identical to an ambiguity in the position angle of 180 degrees. In addition to the
usual yearly parallactic shift due to the Earth’s yearly orbit, the motion of our Solar
System relative to the observed planetary system’s galactic position will also cause a
variation of the perceived inclination of the planetary system, and hence in the duration
of the transits. Depending on whether the transit duration increases or decreases, the
ambiguity in the position angle may then be resolved.

Finally, as another example, if a circumbinary planet is detected with eclipse min-
ima timing, and the system is near enough to allow direct imaging interferometry, then
the location of the planet during maximum elongation can be calculated, because then
the planet will be farthest in angular extent from the star (i.e. at orbital phases of
!(t) = 90 and 270 degrees). Also, one might want to image the planet during the stel-
lar eclipse to also cut down the contribution of stellar flux (by half, in the case of
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equal stellar component sizes, temperatures, and binary orbital inclination of about
90 degrees).

Many other interesting combinations are possible and will no doubt be tried in the
near future.

1.13. Future mission near-term targets: M-dwarf star systems

Future extrasolar planet missions (after Kepler, to be launched in 2008) include mostly
interferometric missions such as SIM (Space Interferometer Mission), and TPF (Ter-
restrial Planet Finder)/Darwin, as mentioned. Nulling interferometry will probably be
the methodology to isolate the light from terrestrial-type extrasolar planets in order to
attempt to detect exobiological signatures in their atmospheres. (A coronagraphic TPF
is also being planned but will block out the inner CHZ of M-stars.) While these mis-
sions are also reviewed in more detail in this volume, it may be noted that, since the
present range of these mission targets is at about 15 parsecs, perhaps as many as 80%
of the nearby target stars for these missions will be red dwarfs – i.e. the cool M-spectral
type stars ranging from about 0.5 to 0.08 solar masses and, on average, about 1% the
brightness of the Sun. It has been known for some time that, since the CHZ distance
increases with the square-root of the brightness, but tidal forces decrease with the cube
of the distance, virtually all M-dwarf stars will tidally lock into synchronous rotation any
planets orbiting within their CHZ.

It was assumed for decades, then, that planets with the right size and composition to be
habitable would, due to synchronous rotation around M-dwarfs, lose their atmospheres –
boiling o! on the stellar side and condensing out on the dark side. However, with initial
work by Haberle et al. (1996) it was shown that 0.1 bar of carbon dioxide added to
an Earthlike atmosphere would lower the thermal gradient between the light and dark
sides of such a tidally-locked planet to the point where liquid water might persist on the
surface for long periods of time.

More detailed modelling (Joshi et al. 1997; Heath et al. 1999; Joshi 2003) determined
that the sub-stellar point (the point on the planet with the star at its zenith) would have
massive rains, but that surface winds would nevertheless not exceed about 15 m/s, so that
hurricane-force winds would not be expected as a result of the temperature di!erences
between light and dark sides of the atmosphere. A hydrological cycle would exist, and
help to mitigate the temperature e!ects of both flare and starspot activity. Certain kinds
of bacteria – known on Earth to be able to photosynthesize at wavelengths as red as
0.9 microns (e.g. clorobium), could thrive on such a planet. However, these bacteria do
not produce oxygen as a byproduct, and thus an atmospheric ozone layer would likely not
form on such an M-star planet. However, given the flux distribution of typical M-stars,
su#cient ultraviolet light that may damage complex plant biota is not produced except
in infrequent flare activity. In other words, the photodissociation flux, with wavelengths
shortward of about 0.26 microns, is not produced in any great quantity in late M-dwarf
photospheres. Thus there is no runaway greenhouse e!ect possible, in the classical sense
(photodissociation of the water molecule). Joshi et al. (1997) hypothesized that the inner
boundary of the M-dwarf CHZ might then be able to withstand up to three times the
stellar flux compared with the CHZ defined by the runaway greenhouse e!ect conditions,
i.e. the CHZ may be 70% closer to the star.

Present three-dimensional atmospheric models (Joshi 2003) predict a dark-side
equatorial ice cap, temperatures well within habitable (liquid water) ranges around the
terminator zones extending out as far as half the planet on the day side, and ground
fog throughout most of the planet. However, some problems remain to be solved if, for
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example, the TPF/Darwin mission is to target primarily M-dwarf stars in looking for
evidence of disequilibria in planetary atmospheres caused by exobiological processes.

M-dwarfs evolve at a much slower rate than solar-type stars and, therefore, are believed
to remain at least ten times as long on the main-sequence as the Sun. Although the CHZ
of M-dwarfs may remain stable for perhaps a hundred billion years, there are three aspects
that may turn out to be of concern regarding a planet being able to remain within this
CHZ over a significant fraction of such timescales. One concern is M-dwarf mass loss;
rates up to 10%10 solar masses per year may have been detected in some systems (see
references in Doyle et al. 1996). Significant reduction of the M-dwarf stellar mass over a
time period of billions of years (assuming the process could be sustained) would cause the
CHZ to move inward (towards the star) dramatically – the stellar luminosity function is
L# ( M4.75

# for solar-type stars but is possibly only about L# ( M2.5
# for M-dwarf stars.

Assuming this latter mass–luminosity relationship, an Earthlike planet within the CHZ
would be expected to migrate outward with a rate proportional to the square root of
the mass decrease (assuming angular momentum conservation – e.g. the planet was not
subject to significant drag by the mass outflow material). As an example, at a mass-loss
rate of 10%12 solar masses a year for an M4-dwarf (0.25 solar masses), over ten billion
years, about 10% of the stellar mass could be lost. The luminosity would decrease by
about 77% (assuming the second relationship above with a mass–luminosity exponent of
2.5), the CHZ would then have migrated inward by about 12%, and the planet’s orbit
would have migrated outward by about 20%. Thus we see that this may be a significant
consideration in planning for searches for exobiological processes on planets around such
stars.

Another consideration is the rate of tidal dissipation of rotational angular momentum
on an Earthlike planet, the rate of which can be estimated by:

T = 0.027

#

Pit

Q

$1/6

M1/3
# , (1.15)

where Pi is the initial rotation rate of the planet relative to the central star, and Q
is the tidal dissipation function (for present Earth with shallow seas Q = 13, but more
likely Q = 100 for deeper oceans). For a typical M4-dwarf mass, and a planet within the
CHZ, Eq. (1.15) gives a time less than 105 years for tidal locking (largely independent
of initial rotation period). Thus, tidal locking of planets within the CHZ of M-dwarfs
can be thought to essentially take place almost immediately in such systems. A tidally
locked planet nevertheless rotates (with its orbital period), and frictional dissipation
caused by any shallow seas within the hydrological cycle, as well as frictional dissipation
due to internal tectonic activity, may produce a significant rate of angular momentum
dissipation over geologic time. Heath et al. (1999) have shown that such planets indeed
may be expected to have hydrological cycles so that such tidal friction of water with
the planet should be taking place. However, the planet will not be able to slow down in
rotation so that dissipation of angular momentum must take place rather in a shortening
of the orbital semi-major axis. Depending on condition on any given planet, an Earthlike
planet initially within the M-dwarf CHZ may migrate inwards, in this case, out of the
CHZ on timescales where the evolution of biota might be a!ected. In addition, if the star
is rotating faster than the planet’s orbit, it could migrate inwards due to the tidal bulge
produced by the planet on the star. The angular momentum of a sphere with a mass–
distribution like the Earth (the moment of inertia adjusted by multiplying a uniform
sphere by 83%) is about:

%r = 0.33MpR
2
p(, (1.16)
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where ( is the angular velocity. The Earth is presently decreasing in angular velocity by
about %5.5 ' 10%22 radians/second due to shallow seas (mostly the Bering Sea). However,
a tidally locked ‘Earth’ cannot lose angular momentum through rotational slowdown, and
might be expected to, again, shorten its orbital semi-major axis. If we take, as an order-
of-magnitude estimate of the rate of rotational slowdown given above over, say five billion
years, we have an angular momentum loss of about 7 ' 1040 g cm2/five billion years. The
orbital angular momentum of such an ‘Earth’ within the CHZ of an M4-dwarf would be
about %o = Mpa2

p(o = 4.7 ' 1046 g cm2/s (assuming a semi-major axis of about 0.1 AU).
If we set the rate of rotational angular momentum loss equal to the rate of orbital angular
momentum loss over the same time period, then we obtain a decease in the planetary
orbital semi-major axis of about 4.8 ' 1011 cm *= 0.03 AU, a significant decrease to about
two-thirds of the planet’s original distance from the star with an increase in insolation
of a factor of 50%. However, if the planet started in the outer CHZ it could still be well
within the CHZ at the end of this orbital evolutionary process.

A third concern about the habitability of M-star planets is that tidal locking implies a
low rotation rate of the planet, thus also reducing the planetary magnetic field by perhaps
as much as an order of magnitude relative to a freely rotating planet. If the magnetic
field is reduced substantially, the main problem for maintaining the planet may be that
the atmosphere could be sputtered away on the order of a gigayear (Backman, personal
communication). All three of these aspects of maintenance of the habitability of M-dwarf
planets will need to be examined in detail as the precise targets are identified. However,
it is clear that the habitability of M-dwarf planets cannot a priori be assumed to be as
stable as the CHZ of the M-dwarf star itself.
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Since the detection a decade ago of the planetary companion of 51 Peg, more than 200 extrasolar
planets have been unveiled by radial-velocity measurements. They present a wide variety of
characteristics such as large masses with small orbital separations, high eccentricities, period
resonances in multi-planet systems, etc. Meaningful features of the statistical distributions of the
orbital parameters or parent stellar properties have emerged. We discuss them in the context
of the constraints they provide for planet-formation models and in comparison to Neptune-
mass planets in short-period orbits recently detected by radial-velocity surveys, thanks to new
instrumental developments and adequate observing strategy. We expect continued improvement
in velocity precision and anticipate the detection of Neptune-mass planets in longer-period orbits
and even lower-mass planets in short-period orbits, giving us new information on the mass
distribution function of exoplanets. Finally, the role of radial-velocity follow-up measurements
of transit candidates is emphasized.

2.1. Motivation and context

The hypothesis of the formation of planets in our Solar System from a solar nebula,
in a flattened gaseous disc in di!erential rotation, is more than two centuries old. This
approach was first proposed by Kant around 1755 and then developed by Laplace (1796).
The idea came in a natural way from the observation of the planet configuration in our
Solar System: they turn in the same direction, on quasi-circular orbits, in a quasi-common
plane. Although only qualitative, the ideas developed at that time are very similar to
fundamental precepts accepted today: local instability of a gaseous cloud, collapse in a
rotating disc, privileged location of planet formation. The contemporary aspect of the
formation of the Sun and its cortege of planets is supported by independent dating of
the Sun (astrophysics), the Earth (geology), the Moon and meteorites (rock analysis and
crater dating). Stars and planets are then formed in a common global process. Planets
are natural by-products of stellar formation and are thus expected to be very common
in the Universe.

These theoretical indications of the widespread existence of planets around stars were
first supported by high-quality observations with a new generation of instruments capable
of high-resolution imaging like the HST, the Keck telescopes and the VLT. In particular,
infrared (IR) images of star forming regions revealed the presence of protoplanetary discs
around a large number of very young forming stars (McCaughrean et al. 2000; Beckwith
2000). These results confirmed the already existing indirect indications of the presence of
dust and gaseous discs coming from IR and UV excesses in the light of young HL Tauri
(Beckwith & Sargent 1993, 1996). Traces of planetary formation were also observed in
the form of dust and debris discs around stars in regions corresponding to our Kuiper
belt (Lagrange et al. 2000).

Before 1995, the Solar System was the only known example of a planetary system
in orbit around a sun-like star, and the question of its uniqueness was more a philo-
sophical than a scientific matter. The discovery of an extrasolar planet orbiting another

Extrasolar Planets, eds. Hans Deeg, Juan Antonio Belmonte and Antonio Aparicio.
Published by Cambridge University Press.
C! Cambridge University Press 2007.
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solar-type star, 51 Peg (Mayor and Queloz 1995), has changed this fact and opened the
road to a steadily increasing suite of exoplanet detections. In the following years, we
learned first that planets are very numerous and most importantly that the planetary
formation process may produce very di!erent configurations: masses considerably larger
than the one of Jupiter, planets moving on highly eccentric orbits, planets very close to
their parent stars, planets in resonant multi-planet systems, planets orbiting the com-
ponents of stellar binaries, etc. Understanding the reasons for such wide variations in
outcome remains a central issue in planet formation theory. The role of observation is
then to provide constraints that will help theoreticians to build models able to repro-
duce the large variety of properties observed for extrasolar planets. With the number of
known exoplanets now surpassing 200,1 statistical trends appear in the distribution of
planetary orbital elements or primary-star properties. They should help us to constrain
the planet-formation models, as those distributions are supposed to retain fossil traces
from the processes active during the formation and/or evolution stages of these systems.

We will try here to do a census of the main statistical results obtained from spectro-
scopic observations since the discovery ten years ago of 51 Peg b. Section 2.2 will first
recall important notions related to the radial-velocity detection method (the most e"-
cient today), and to its limitations. Then, in addition to the orbital properties described
in Sections 2.3 and 2.5, and the primary-star characteristics discussed in Section 2.6, we
will discuss major changes in our view of the future of radial-velocity measurements in the
exoplanet domain that have emerged during the past two years, namely (i) the role played
by follow-up radial-velocity measurements in confirming and helping the characterization
of planetary objects among the many candidates detected by photometric-transit pro-
grammes (Section 2.7) and (ii) the development of specially designed high-resolution
spectrographs achieving precisions for radial velocities below the 1 ms"1 limit that are
allowing us to detect planets in the Uranus/Neptune mass range (Section 2.4). This
opens the way to still better precision and to the detection of Earth-type planets with
radial-velocity measurements (Section 2.8).

2.2. Radial-velocity planet-search programmes

A census of the di!erent planet-detection methods is given in Chapter 1. I will just
recall here some aspects related to the radial-velocity technique because this method
is by far the most e"cient to date in terms of planet detections and is thus of prime
importance to understanding how it works and what its limitations are for a correct
interpretation of the results obtained.

2.2.1. Measuring high-precision radial velocities

The radial-velocity detection method is based on the measure of the variation of the veloc-
ity of a star in its orbit around the centre of mass of the planet–star system. From New-
ton’s equations and Kepler’s second law describing two-body motion, the semi-amplitude
of the radial-velocity variation of the primary star (K!) relates to the mass of the two
components in the following way:

(mpl sin i)3

(m! + mpl)2
=

P

2!G
K3

! (1 " e2)3/2,

1 A comprehensive list of known planets, with references to related papers, is maintained
by the Extrasolar Planets Encyclopaedia – www.exoplanet.eu. The two most prolific teams
of exoplanet searchers also propose their own sites: Geneva: www.exoplanets.eu; Berkeley:
exoplanets.org/.
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Figure 2.1. Blue part of an ELODIE spectrum of 51 Peg (#30% and 3% of the spectral
window), illustrating the large number of lines available in solar-type stars and used for the
cross-correlation in the simultaneous-thorium approach.

with P and e the orbital period and eccentricity and i the inclination angle between
the sky and orbital planes. The left term of the equation is called the mass function.
In the case of a star–planet system (mpl << m!), the minimum mass of the planetary
companion is, to a first approximation, a simple function of the primary star mass and
orbital parameters:

mpl sin i $

!

P

2!G

"1/3

K!m
2/3
!

#

1 " e2.

To fix orders of magnitudes, in the case of a circular orbit around a solar-mass star, we
can write (in standard units):

mpl sin i $ 3.5 · 10"2 K! P 1/3.
[MJup] [ms"1] [yr]

The influence of Jupiter on the Sun is about 12 ms"1 (when sin i = 1). The Saturn
e!ect is #4 ms"1, similar to the influence of a 15 M% planet on a 10 day period orbit.

The actual estimate of the radial velocity is obtained by the measurement of the
Doppler shift of the star spectrum compared to its position at rest. For radial-velocity
changes of the order of 10 ms"1, this Doppler shift is very small, of the order of 1/1000 of
a typical spectral line width, i.e. #10"4 Å. To reach such precision, high-resolution, high-
S/N spectra are required, as well as a multi-line approach of the Doppler shift estimate,
such as cross-correlation or spectrum-fitting techniques. The radial-velocity method is
thus especially e"cient for ‘cold’ stars with a large number of spectral lines (Figure 2.1),
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Figure 2.2. Cartoon representation of the e!ect on the CCD of a shift in the star photocentre
on the slit entrance of the spectrograph.

not too much widened by stellar rotation and intrinsically stable in radial velocity (i.e.
non-pulsating). The most favourable targets are thus dwarf stars with spectral type later
than #F5 (often called solar-type stars, for reasons of simplicity).

2.2.2. Wavelength calibration and long-term stability

To maintain a long-term high radial-velocity precision (required for planet detection and
orbital characterization), two major problems have to be taken care of.

(1) The position of the photocentre of the star at the spectrograph entrance has to
be very stable from one observation to the next. A small shift in this position is
directly reported as a small physical displacement of the position of the spectrum
on the CCD, seen as an equivalent Doppler shift (Figure 2.2). This shift can be
very large in terms of radial velocity. Typically, for a slit spectrograph with a good
guiding system, the precision achieved on the position of the star photocentre is
of the order of 1/20 of the slit width. In velocity units, this corresponds to several
tens or even hundreds of ms"1, depending on the spectrograph resolution. The
e!ect is minimized with fibre-fed spectrographs. A scrambling device is often added
along the path to azimuthally average the light and have an illumination of the
spectrograph entrance as uniform as possible.

(2) The wavelength calibration defining the radial-velocity reference (zero point) has
also to be stable. Each radial-velocity measurement is in practice a di!erential
measurement between the velocity of the star and the zero-point reference. Varia-
tions in the reference velocity will thus directly translate into undesired variations
of the measured star velocity. The precision of the zero point definition sets the
ultimate precision you can reach with your instrument, on top of other sources of
errors (systematics, photon noise).

The radial-velocity variations to be measured are very tiny and thus require a specif-
ically designed instrumentation to be accurately estimated. Two competing techniques
based on di!erent radial-velocity references have proven to be very e"cient, reaching a
precision of << 10 ms"1 on a timescale of years.

The ‘simultaneous-thorium’ technique

The simultaneous-thorium technique is applied with fibre-fed echelle spectrographs
with two fibres, one fibre for the star and the other illuminated by a reference lamp.
The light paths from the two fibres are kept close to each other in the spectrograph
and the spectral orders are recorded in an alternating way on the CCD (the orders of
the lamp spectrum are located in the inter-orders of the stellar spectrum; Figure 2.4).
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Figure 2.3. Left: cross-correlation functions (CCFs) of CORALIE spectra for two stars with
di!erent rotational velocities. The e!ect of the rotational broadening is seen directly on the
CCF. Right: CCFs for two similar stars of di!erent metallicities. The Sun’s CCF is shown for
comparison.

Usually a thorium–argon (ThAr) lamp is used. Thorium has numerous emission lines in
the visible that allow for (i) precise wavelength calibration and (ii) tracking (with the
second fibre) of the spectrograph drifts due to local astroclimatic changes,2 and correct
for them supposing that the e!ects are the same on the two fibres (close optical paths).
To ensure su"cient stability of the instrument, the spectrograph has to be kept in a
temperature- and pressure-controlled environment.

Both stellar and reference velocities are calculated by numerical cross-correlation of
the stellar and lamp spectra with corresponding templates (Baranne et al. 1996). The
template can be a high S/N spectrum of the star (lamp) itself or a binary transmission
function with ‘holes’ (transmission = 100%) at the positions of the lines to be used
in the cross-correlation. The simultaneous-thorium technique is used with the ELODIE
spectrograph in Haute-Provence (France), with the CORALIE spectrograph on the 1.2-
m Swiss telescope and the HARPS spectrograph on the 3.6-m ESO telescope, both at
La Silla (Chile). Typical precisions are from 5–7 ms"1 (CORALIE, ELODIE) to below
1 ms"1 for HARPS (see later in this section and Section 2.4).

The cross-correlation function (CCF) obtained corresponds in essence to an average
of the actual stellar lines selected in the template. It carries a rich astrophysical content.
Every physical phenomenon that changes the characteristics of these lines will a!ect
the CCF in the same way. For example, for solar-type stars, calibration of the width
of the CCF provides a good estimate of the stellar rotational velocity (Figure 2.3, left).
The surface (or equivalent width) of the CCF is in the same way a good metallicity
indicator (Figure 2.3, right) as most lines of solar-type stars in the template used are
iron-related lines. Santos et al. (2002) derived such correlations for the CORALIE targets.

2 Temperature or pressure changes in the spectrograph induce variations of the refraction
index and thus of the position of the spectrum on the CCD, and of the measured radial velocity.
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Then, with a single observation, in addition to the radial velocity, you get ‘for free’
estimates of the v sin i and [Fe/H] of the star.

The ‘iodine cell’ technique

Contrarily to the ThAr technique in which the stability of the radial-velocity reference
relies on the spectrograph’s stability, with the iodine cell method the reference is ‘stuck’
to the stellar spectrum itself. Before entering the spectrograph, the light from the star is
sent through a cell filled with iodine gas of fixed pressure and temperature. The known
absorption lines of the iodine superimpose themselves on to the stellar spectrum and
thus directly provide a precise velocity calibration. The Doppler shift is then estimated
by a global fit to the observed spectrum of a standard composite spectrum built from
high S/N reference spectra of the star and the iodine (Butler et al. 1996).

The technique is interesting because, thanks to the iodine spectrum, it allows us to
follow temporal changes of the point spread function (PSF) of the instrument. It is also
weakly dependent on spectrograph variations as the light paths are strictly the same
for the star and the calibration. The method is easily implemented on existing spectro-
graphs. Most of the large telescopes operating with a high-resolution echelle spectrograph
(Keck, HET, Magellan, VLT, etc.) are equipped with such a device. The typical precision
obtained for radial-velocity measurements is generally better than #5 ms"1 (#2–3 ms"1

in the best cases).
The method, however, is expensive in its need of photons because (i) the fit procedure

requires high S/N; (ii) the iodine lines are in absorption; (iii) the ‘small’ size of the wave-
length window with iodine lines (5000–6000 Å) limits the portion of the stellar spectrum
usable for the radial-velocity estimate. In total, for a similar precision, the iodine cell
technique requires about six to ten times more photons than the simultaneous-thorium
technique. On the same facility and in the same integration time, the simultaneous-
thorium method will thus allow us to measure stars more than two magnitudes fainter
than stars observable with the iodine technique. This has implications for the definition
of observing programmes and in particular for the radial-velocity follow-up of planetary
transit candidates around faint stars (Section 2.7).

HARPS: below 1 ms"1

The simultaneous-thorium technique has been pushed to new limits with the devel-
opment of the HARPS spectrograph mounted on the ESO 3.6 m telescope at La Silla.
HARPS is a cross-dispersed echelle spectrograph illuminated by two fibres, from the
telescope and the calibration lamps. An echelle spectrum of 72 orders is recorded on the
CCD for each fibre (Figure 2.4). The spectral domain covered ranges from 380 nm to
690 nm. The resolution of the spectrograph is given by the fibre diameter and attains a
value of about R = 115&000. At this resolution each spectral element is still sampled by
3.5 CCD pixels (Pepe et al. 2002).

HARPS is an ‘ordinary’ spectrograph with outstanding e"ciency and spectral resolu-
tion. The main characteristic of HARPS is its extraordinary stability. The ThAr-reference
technique is able to measure and correct for the tiniest instrumental drifts; nevertheless,
lots of e!orts have been invested in making the spectrograph intrinsically stable in order
to avoid as far as possible any kind of second-order instrumental errors. As a result,
the spectrograph is operated in a vacuum, since ambient pressure variations would have
produced huge drifts (typically 100 ms"1 per mbar). The operational pressure is always
kept below 0.01 mbar such that the drifts will never exceed the equivalent of 1 ms"1 per
day. Not only the pressure but also the temperature is sharply controlled. Because of the
huge thermal inertia of the vacuum vessel and the excellent thermal insulation between
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Figure 2.4. Top: view of the HARPS-spectrograph grating inside the vacuum tank. Bottom:
raw CCD image obtained with HARPS, with the alternate orders of a star and the lamp spectra.
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Figure 2.5. Absolute position of a thorium line over more than one month, without new wave-
length calibration or instrumental changes. This illustrates the extraordinary stability of the
spectrograph operated in vacuum.

the spectrograph and the vessel provided by the vacuum, the short-term temperature
stability actually obtained is even better. Over one day we have measured variations of
the order of 0.001 K rms (0.1 ms"1). With such stability, around the 1 ms"1 precision
level, it is not even necessary any longer to worry about the spectrograph drift during
one night and use the second-fibre tracking.

An illustration of the spectrograph stability achieved is shown in Figure 2.5, display-
ing the position on the CCD of a single (strong but non-saturated) emission line of the
thorium spectrum, over more than one month, without intermediate wavelength cali-
bration or any instrument changes. This extraordinary stability reflects itself directly
in the stability of the radial velocity measurements with a precision well below 1 ms"1

(Section 2.4).

2.2.3. Intrinsic stellar limitations on radial-velocity searches

So far, the discovery of extrasolar giant planets has essentially relied on the detection of
radial-velocity variations of solar-like stars. Since radial-velocity variations can also be
induced by motions of the photosphere due to pulsation and/or stellar activity-related
variations (like rotation of starspots, Figure 2.6) or convective inhomogeneities and their
temporal evolution, it is very important to be able to distinguish between them.

A quantification of those e!ects is possible by comparing, in the large planet-search
surveys, the weighted radial-velocity dispersion (corrected for the mean internal error
and orbital contribution from the known planets) with stellar characteristics such as
spectral type, rotation and magnetic activity (Saar et al. 1998; Santos et al. 2001a).
The amplitude of the radial-velocity variations associated with intrinsic phenomena may
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Figure 2.6. A spot on the surface of a rotating star produces changes in the shape of the
spectral lines (or CCF), thus inducing a subsequent temporal variation of the measured radial
velocities (centre of gravity of the lines/CCF) that may mimic a planet e!ect with a period
equal to the stellar rotation period on a timescale corresponding to the lifetime of the spot.

reach a few tens of m s"1 and can possibly inhibit (when non-coherent) or confuse planet
detection (in a few rotational or pulsation periods).

Stellar activity

Stellar activity is the empirical impetus driving models of dynamo activity. In magnetic
dynamo models, stellar activity is produced by the interaction of magnetic fields in or
immediately below the subsurface convection zone with the motions of rotation and
convection (e.g. Noyes et al. 1984, Baliunas et al. 1995). Saar et al. (1998), Santos et al.
(2001a) and Wright (2004) have shown a clear relation between stellar activity3 and the
level of non-orbital radial-velocity variations (Figure 2.7). The same trend is observed
with v sin i, the projected rotational velocity. This is expected because of the coupling of
high activity and rapid rotation in the magnetic dynamo model and, on the other hand,
because of the line broadening due to stellar rotation that degrades the radial-velocity
precision.

In order to avoid spurious velocity variations due to activity and false planetary detec-
tions associated with periodic radial-velocity changes induced by spots over a rotational
period, a careful pre-selection of the star sample is mandatory when setting up a planet-
search programme. In addition to evolved stars known for their frequent intrinsic radial-
velocity variations (pulsation or jitter), young rapidly rotating active dwarfs should be
left over. At the precision of the ELODIE and CORALIE results, an empirical limit at v
sin i = 5–6 kms"1 seems adequate. When available, an activity estimator (R&

HK) rather
than projected rotational velocity (confused by inclination e!ects) should be used. For
large samples, the a priori stellar rotation and activity characteristics are not always

3 A ‘standard’ activity estimator is given by R&
HK, the fractional flux of the chromospheric

reemission feature in the core of the Ca II H and K lines (Figure 2.7) corrected for the photo-
spheric flux (Baliunas et al. 1995).
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Figure 2.7. Left: CaII H absorption line measured with ELODIE. Upper panel: for a chromo-
spherically active star (HD 166435) for which a stellar activity-related emission line is superim-
posed on the core of the line. Lower panel: for a ‘quiet’ star showing no additional special fea-
ture. Right: Measured radial-velocity dispersion vs stellar activity for a subsample of CORALIE
F- (bottom), G- (middle) and K-dwarf (top) stars.

available. However, already after the first measurement, an a posteriori check may be
done. In particular, in the case of periodic radial-velocity changes, stellar intrinsic vari-
ations have to be ruled out by applying suitable diagnostics.

(i) Checking for photometric stability (expected for velocity variations due to orbital
motions).

(ii) For Keplerian motion the phase of the variation stays constant in time, whereas
for intrinsic variations due to a spot on the star surface, it is supposed to change
over a few rotational periods of the star (the typical lifetime of spots is 10–100
days). Counter examples exist, however (see below).

(iii) Checking for the invariability of the bisector of the spectral lines (or cross-
correlation function), i.e. no variation in the shape of the lines is expected in
the case of a planet. On the other hand, spots asymmetrise the lines, inducing
correlated radial-velocity and line-shape variations.

A textbook case of false detection is provided by the star HD 166435 (Queloz et al.
2001), which has a period of a few days and turns out also to vary photometrically with
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Figure 2.8. The star HD 166435 presents ‘stable’ radial-velocity variations that could be inter-
preted as due to a planetary companion. However, radial velocities vary in phase with the star
luminosity (left) and the CCF bisector span, which furthermore correlates with the measured
radial velocity (right).

the same period, along with the bisector of the cross-correlation function (Figure 2.8).
The planetary explanation was thus rejected even if the variation period seems to stay
stable over hundreds of cycles (>8 years). Such a posteriori verifications are fundamental,
taking into account that the lower limit of the radial-velocity jitter related to stellar
activity is still poorly known.

Acoustic modes

Stars (spheres of hot gas) propagate very well, in their interiors, acoustic waves gener-
ated by turbulent convection near the surface. Frequencies and amplitudes of the acoustic
waves, also called oscillation modes or p-modes, depend on the physical conditions pre-
vailing in the layers crossed by the waves and provide a powerful seismological tool for
probing star structure. Helioseismology (monitoring of the oscillation modes of the Sun)
has been used since the 1970s. It led to major revisions in the solar ‘standard’ model and
allowed, for example, measurements of the Sun’s inner rotation, the size of the convec-
tive zone, and the structure and composition of the external layers. Solar-like oscillation
modes generate periodic motions of the stellar surface with periods in the range 3–30 min
but with extremely small amplitudes. The corresponding amplitudes of the stellar surface
velocity modulations are in the range 10–100 cms"1.

During the commissioning of HARPS the star " Cen B (smaller than the Sun) was
monitored for seven hours. The radial-velocity measurement sequence shows a dispersion
of 51 cms"1 completely dominated by 4-minute stellar oscillations (Figure 2.9). The power
spectrum of this sequence clearly exhibits a series of peaks around 4 mHz, corresponding
to individual acoustic modes of the star, with amplitudes in the range 10–20 cms"1. The
positive interference of several oscillation modes may lead to amplitudes much larger than
the amplitude of single modes. In this case, the global contribution of the modes amounts
to #0.44 ms"1 leaving the remaining noise to be split into photon noise (0.17 ms"1

on single exposures), and all other possible error sources (centring and guiding errors,
influence of the atmosphere, instrumental errors; #0.2 ms"1 in total).
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Figure 2.9. Top: short series of radial-velocity measurements for stars of di!erent spectral types
obtained with HARPS. Oscillations due to acoustic modes are clearly observed. Amplitudes and
periods of these oscillations correlate with stellar properties (mass, radius), and also probably
with the evolution stage of the star. Bottom: Fourier transform of the ! Cen B series revealing
the 4-minute modes.
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After the amazing results obtained on " Cen B, a small set of solar-type stars was
monitored with HARPS (Figure 2.9). On each of the sequences the stellar oscillations
are clearly visible. These measurements indicate that the period and amplitude of the
oscillation modes are directly related to the stellar properties. As the stellar size is the
main parameter, the evolutionary stage of the star probably also plays an important role
in setting the amplitude and frequency of the oscillations. This has to be investigated
now in more detail. A very promising new approach of the study of stars is developing.

Only a couple of years ago the behaviour of the stars below 3 ms"1 was completely
unknown. Asteroseismology observations carried out by HARPS have made it clear that
the precision achieved is no longer set by instrumental characteristics but rather by
the stars themselves (Mayor et al. 2003; Bouchy et al. 2005b). As a consequence, any
exposure with a shorter integration time than the oscillation period of the star, or even
than mode-interference variation timescales, might fall arbitrarily on a peak or on a
valley of these mode interferences and thus introduce additional radial-velocity ‘noise’.
To minimize these e!ects as much as possible, stars for very high-precision radial-velocity
measurements have to be chosen as slowly rotating, non-evolved, and low-activity stars.
Moreover, in order to average out stellar oscillations, observations have to be designed
to last at least 15 minutes on G and K-dwarfs. Subgiants and giants, which can show
larger amplitudes and longer periods, should, however, be more a!ected.

2.3. Orbital properties of extrasolar planets

As for standard binary systems, radial-velocity measurements allow for the orbital
element determination of planetary systems. The distributions of these orbital elements,
as well as planetary mass distributions, are thought to retain traces from the physical
processes active during the formation and evolutionary stages of the systems. Good
quality statistical distributions should thus allow us to discriminate between the di!erent
scenarios proposed for planet formation (including our own Solar System) and disentangle
the e!ects due to formation from those induced by subsequent evolution.

Resulting from the increase in the baseline of the ‘historic’ planet-search programmes
and the launch of new large surveys (e.g. the HARPS planet search; Mayor et al. 2003)
or metallicity-biased searches for hot jupiters (Da Silva et al. 2006; Fischer et al. 2005),
the list of known extrasolar planets has grown from the few candidates found ten years
ago to more than 200 planets, a number giving some confidence in the constraints drawn
from the observed statistical distributions of planet properties. The most remarkable
feature of the sample is undoubtedly the variety of the orbital characteristics, which
challenges the conventional views of planetary formation. A global visual illustration of
these properties is given in Figure 2.10, displaying orbital eccentricities as a function of
planet–star separations. Several of the planet properties (close proximity to the star, large
eccentricity, high mass) are clearly apparent in the figure. The goal now is to interpret the
observed orbital distributions in terms of constraints for the planet-formation models.

The determination of the statistical properties of giant planets depends on surveys
that are statistically well defined (e.g. volume limited) and that have well-understood
detection thresholds in the di!erent planet, primary star and orbital parameters. Sev-
eral programmes aim at meeting these requirements, like the volume-limited CORALIE
planet-search programme (Udry et al. 2000) or the magnitude-limited FGKM Keck sur-
vey (Marcy et al. 2005). In the diagrams below, we show most of the detected planet
candidates, whatever sample they are coming from. However, the discussed properties
have been checked to be observed in individual well-defined programmes as well. In the
following, we emphasize the emerging properties of planet-host stars and characteristics
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Figure 2.10. Separation–eccentricity diagram for the complete sample of presently known
extrasolar planets. The size of the dots is proportional to the minimum mass of the planet
candidates (m2 sin i ' 18 MJup).

of the di!erent orbital-element distributions of exoplanetary systems and discuss their
implications for our understanding of planet formation and evolution.

2.3.1. Giant extrasolar planets in numbers

The most direct property obtained from a planet-search programme is the rate of planet
occurrence around the stars surveyed. Because of the typical precision and duration limits
of the surveys, this rate can only be given for planets with masses larger than mlim and
periods smaller than Plim. The minimum rate is obtained just by counting the fraction
of stars hosting planets in the interval considered. For planets more massive than 0.5
MJup, Marcy et al. (2005) found in the Lick+Keck+AAT sample 16/1330 = 1.2% of hot
jupiters (P ' 10 d) and 6.6% of planets within 5 AU. In the volume-limited CORALIE
sample (including stellar binaries), we count 9/1650 = 0.5% of hot jupiters and 63/1650
= 3.8% of planets within 4 AU. As binaries were usually removed from planet-search
programmes (along with rotating stars), restricting ourselves to stars suitable for planet
search (not binary and with v sin i ' 6 kms"1), we obtain a fraction 9/1120 = 0.8% of
planets within 0.1 AU and 63/1120 = 5.6% for planets up to 4 AU.
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This rate can be better approximated by estimating, through Monte Carlo simulations,
the detection e"ciency of the survey for a planet of given mass and period. This has not
been done yet for the largest surveys. However, for the ELODIE programme, although
dominated by small number statistics errors, Naef et al. (2005) estimate in this way a
corrected fraction 0.7 ± 0.5% of hot jupiters with P ' 5 days and 7.3 ± 1.5% of planets
with periods smaller than 3900 days.

These results are all in good agreement within the uncertainties. They also agree
with results obtained by Cumming et al. (1999) for the Lick survey and by Endl et al.
(2002) for the planet-search programme with the ESO Coudé-echelle spectrometer. With
the continuously increasing span of the surveys and the improvement in our ability to
detect smaller-mass planets, we expect the estimated fraction of stars hosting planets to
increase from these minimum values up to several tens of percent, taking into account
that the number of planets detected is a rising function of (i) decreasing planet mass and
(ii) increasing period (see Sections 2.3.2 and 2.3.3).

2.3.2. Mass distribution of planetary companions

Already after the detection of a handful of extrasolar planets it became clear that these
objects could hardly be considered as the low-mass tail of stellar companions in binary
systems (due to unfavourable orbital inclinations). The strongly bimodal aspect of the
secondary-mass distribution to solar-type primaries (Figure 2.11) has rapidly been con-
sidered as the most conspicuous evidence of di!erent formation mechanisms for stellar
binaries and planetary systems. The interval between the two populations (the brown-
dwarf desert) corresponding to masses between #20 and #60 MJup is almost empty, at
least for the ‘short’ periods probed by radial-velocity measurements (Halbwachs et al.
2000). There is, however, a very probable overlap of the two distributions around #10–
20 MJup and, at this point, it is not easy to di!erentiate low-mass brown dwarfs from
massive planets just from their mass estimates, without further information on the for-
mation/evolution of these systems.4 For example, two multi-planet systems (HD 168443
and HD 202206, see Table 2.2) host ‘planetary’ components with m2 sin i = 17 MJup,
whereas Chauvin et al. (2005) published the first image of planet-mass object, the 5 MJup

2M12075 orbiting a 25 MJup brown-dwarf primary.
Towards the low-mass side of the planetary mass distribution, a clear power-law type

rise is first observed (Figure 2.11). Marcy et al. (2005) proposed a dependence of the form
dN/dM "M"1.05 for their FGKM sample. Such a distribution is practically una!ected
by the unknown sin i distribution (Jorissen et al. 2001). The left part of the diagram,
then, is strongly biased due to the observational limitation inherent in the radial-velocity
technique, which is less sensitive to lower masses. We thus expect a large population of
still undetected planets with masses below that of Saturn. The same trend is predicted
by accretion-based planet-formation models. In particular, they foresee very low mass
‘solid’ planets in large numbers (Ida & Lin 2004a, 2005; Alibert et al. 2004, 2005).

2.3.3. Period distribution of giant extrasolar planets

Figure 2.12 displays the period distribution for the known exoplanets orbiting dwarf
primaries. Among the most peculiar candidates are the numerous giant planets orbiting

4 A dedicated working group of the IAU has proposed a working definition of a ‘planet’ based
on the limit in mass at 13 MJup for the ignition of deuterium burning.

5 The mass estimate of these young objects are very model-dependent and should be con-
sidered with care. It would however be surprising if the masses were wrong by a factor larger
than 2.
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Figure 2.11. Secondary mass distribution of solar-type primaries. The stellar binaries are
from Halbwachs et al. (2003). The hatched histogram represents HARPS planets (Section 2.4).

very close to their parent stars (P < 10 days). The accommodation of this observation
to the prediction of the standard model (e.g. Pollack et al. 1996), in which planets form
first from ice grains6 in the outer region of the system where the temperature of the
stellar nebula is not too high, requires that the planets undergo a subsequent migration
process bringing them close to the central star (e.g. Lin et al. 1996; Ward 1997).7 The
observed piling up of planets with periods around 2–3 days is then seen as the result of
the migration process and of a required stopping mechanism that prevents the planets
from disappearing into the stars (e.g. Udry et al. 2003 and references therein for a more
detailed discussion).

Another interesting feature of the period distribution is the rise in the number of plan-
ets with distance to the parent star. This is not an observational bias, as equivalent mass
candidates are more easily detected at shorter periods, with the radial-velocity tech-
nique. The decrease in the distribution farther out is very probably due to the finite and

6 Such grain growth provides the supposed requisite solid core around which gas could rapidly
accrete (Safronov 1969) over the lifetime of the protoplanetary disc (#107 y).

7 Alternative points of view invoke in situ formation (Bodenheimer et al. 2000), possibly
triggered through disc instabilities (Boss 2002; Mayer et al. 2005). Note, however, that even in
such cases subsequent disc–planet interactions leading to migration are expected to take place
as soon as the planet has formed.
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Figure 2.12. Period distribution of known extrasolar gaseous giant planets detected by radial-
velocity measurements and orbiting dwarf primary stars (open histogram). The hatched part
locates ‘light’ planets with m2 sin i ' 0.75 MJup. For comparison, the period distribution of
Neptune-mass planets with p < 30 d (Section 2.4) is given by the filled histogram.

still limited duration of most of the radial-velocity surveys. The overall distribution can
then be understood as consisting of two parts: a main distribution rising with increasing
period (as for binary stars; Duquennoy & Mayor 1991), the maximum of which being
still undetermined and, on top of it, a peak of planets having migrated inwards. The
visible shortage of planets with periods between 10 and 100 days is then just the interval
between these two main features.

A minimum flat extrapolation of the distribution to larger distances would about
double the rate of planets (Marcy et al. 2005). This suggests that a large population of
as yet undetected Jupiter-mass planets may exist between 5 and 20 AU. This is of prime
importance for the direct-imaging projects under development on large telescopes, such
as SPHERE (the VLT Planet Finder) or the Gemini Planet Imager (Beuzit et al. 2007).

Benefits from hot jupiters

Interestingly, it is possible to take advantage of the proximity of the hot jupiters to
their parent stars to gain more information on the system, especially if the planet transits
the stellar disc. Amongst the possible complementary studies, we can mention: detection
of the reflected light of the star on the planet (Collier Cameron et al. 2000, Leigh et al.
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Figure 2.13. Period–mass distribution of known extrasolar planets orbiting dwarf stars. Open
squares represent planets orbiting one of the components of a binary system, whereas circles
are for ‘single’ stars. Open circles represent planets in multi-planet systems. Starred symbols
are for Neptune-mass planets. Dashed lines are limits at 2.25 MJup and 100 days. The dotted
line connects the two ‘massive’ orbiters of HD 168443.

2003), detection of planetary spectral signatures in the stellar light crossing the planet
atmosphere (Chapter 3), modulation of the visibility curve in astrometric measurements
(Coudé du Foresto 2000) and, in the case of transits, the measure of the planet radius
from photometric transit observations (Chapter 3; Section 2.7) or the determination of
constraints for the geometry of the system from spectroscopic transit measurements (e.g.
the results of Queloz et al. 2000 and Winn et al. 2005 for HD 209458).

2.3.4. Period–mass distribution

Study of the orbital-period distribution has shown the importance of considering migra-
tion processes to explain the observed configuration of planetary systems. When coupling
period and mass, further striking features appear in the distributions. This is illustrated
in Figure 2.13, showing the mass–period diagram for the known exoplanets in orbit
around dwarf primaries.
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The first noticeable characteristic in the diagram is the paucity of massive planets in
short-period orbits (Zucker & Mazeh 2002; Udry et al. 2002; Pätzold & Rauer 2002). This
is not an observational bias, as these candidates are the easiest ones to detect. Even more
striking, when we neglect the multiple-star systems (see Section 2.3.5), a complete void
of candidates8 is observed in the diagram for masses larger than #2 MJup and periods
smaller than #100 days.

Several processes have been proposed to explain the lack of massive planets on short-
period orbits. In the context of the migration scenario, they mainly follow two di!erent
approaches: (i) type II migration (after a gap opens in the disc) is shown to be less
e!ective for massive planets, i.e. massive planets stay farther out than lighter ones, or
(ii) when the planet reaches the central regions, some process related to planet–star
interactions provokes mass transfer from the planet to the star, decreasing the mass of
the former (e.g. Trilling et al. 1998), or leads massive planets to fall into the central star
(Pätzold & Rauer 2002).

Another interesting feature of the period distribution is the rise in the largest mass
of the detected planets with distance to the parent star (Figure 2.14; Udry et al. 2003).
This is not an observational bias, as those candidates are more easily detected at shorter
periods. This can be understood in the context of the migration scenario as well. More
massive planets are expected to form farther out in the protoplanetary disc, where more
material is available in the longer path around the central star. The bigger the planet,
then, the more di"cult it is to initiate migration, as a larger portion of the disc has to
be disturbed to overcome the inertia of the planet. This view is also supported by noting
that the peak of hot jupiters is mostly composed of ‘light’ planets (m2 sin i ' 0.75 MJup)
that migrate more easily (Figure 2.12).

The possibility that multi-planet chaotic interactions send the lighter candidates in
the inner regions (or out) of the system, whereas the massive ones stay in the outer part,
may also be invoked (Rasio & Ford 1996; Weidenschilling & Marzari 1996; Marzari &
Weidenschilling 2002). The frequency of planets ending very close to the central star
seems then, however, to be small and the observed distributions of periods and eccen-
tricities di"cult to reproduce (Ford et al. 2001, 2003).

The above discussion suggests that the migration rate of planets is decreasing with
increasing mass. This agrees with simulations of migrating planets in viscous discs
(Trilling et al. 1998, 2002; Nelson et al. 2000). We thus expect a large number of mas-
sive planets to be in long-period orbits and so to be still undetected because of the
limit duration of the present surveys. Lower-mass planets probably exist in long-period
orbits as well; they are, however, more di"cult to detect. The latter represent primary
targets for higher-precision surveys (see Section 2.4), whereas the youngest among the
former are interesting targets for direct imaging of planetary-type objects (Beuzit et al.
2007).

2.3.5. Giant planets in multiple stellar systems

Among the 200 or so extrasolar planets discovered to date, more than 30 are orbiting a
component of a double or multiple star system (Patience et al. 2002; Eggenberger et al.
2004; Mugrauer et al. 2004, 2005). Although the sample is not large, some di!erences
between the orbital parameters and the masses of these planets and those of planets orbit-
ing single stars are emerging in the mass–period (Figure 2.13) and eccentricity–period

8 The only remaining point is HD 168443 b, member of a possible multi-brown-dwarf system
(Marcy et al. 2001; Udry et al. 2002).
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Figure 2.14. Mean (filled circle) or highest (average of the three highest values; open circles)
mass of planets in period smoothing windows of width log P[days] = 0.2. A clear increase of
planet largest masses with period is observed, even if massive planets at a given period are
easier to detect at smaller periods. Detection limits at 10 and 30 m s"1 (M1 = 1M(, e = 0) are
represented by the dotted lines.

(Figure 2.15) diagrams. As pointed out by Zucker & Mazeh (2002), the most massive
short-period planets are all found in multiple star systems. The planets in multiple star
systems also tend to have a very low eccentricity when their period is shorter than about
40 days (Eggenberger et al. 2004).9 These observations suggest that some kind of migra-
tion responsible for the observed low-eccentricity values has been at work in the history
of these systems. The properties of the five short-period planets in multiple star systems
seem, however, di"cult to explain with the current models of planet formation and evolu-
tion, at least if we want to invoke a single mechanism to account for all the characteristics
of these planets (Eggenberger et al. 2004).

Even if the orbital parameters of the binaries hosting planets are not exactly known,
we have some information, such as the projected separations of the systems or stellar

9 The only exception is the ‘massive’ companion (14.4 MJup) of HD 162020, which very
possibly is a low-mass brown dwarf (Udry et al. 2002).
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Figure 2.15. Period–eccentricity diagram of the known extrasolar planets. Open squares rep-
resent planets orbiting one of the components of a binary system, whereas circles are for ‘single’
stars. Open circles represent planets in multi-planet systems. The dotted line is indicative of a
tidal circularization period around 6 days (Halbwachs et al. 2005) and the dashed lines limit the
e > 0.05 and P < 40 days domain. Planets detected in metallicity-biased or photometric-transit
surveys are indicated by filled triangles. Starred symbols are for Neptune-mass planets. The (!)
symbol indicates HD 162020 with m2 sin i = 14.4 MJup.

properties. However, no obvious correlation between the properties of these planets and
the known orbital characteristics of the binaries, or of the star masses, have been found
yet.

Searches for extrasolar planets using the radial velocity technique have shown that
giant planets exist in certain types of multiple star systems. The number of such planets
is, however, still low, in part because close binaries are di"cult targets for radial-velocity
surveys and were consequently often rejected from the samples. Even if the detection
and characterization of planets in binaries are more di"cult to carry out than the study
of planets around single stars, it is worth doing it because of the new constraints and
information it can provide about planet formation and evolution. In this context, we
are following di!erent approaches: (i) aiming at detecting short-period planets in long-
period spectroscopic binaries, and (ii) looking for statistical di!erences between samples
of stars with and without planets through adaptive-optics searches for faint companions
(Eggenberger et al. 2004, 2005; Udry et al. 2004a, 2004b).
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Due to the limitations of available observational techniques, most detected objects
are giant (Jupiter-like) planets. The existence of smaller mass planets in multiple star
systems is thus still an open question.

2.3.6. Giant planet eccentricities

Extrasolar planets with periods larger than #6 days have eccentricities significantly larger
than those of giant planets in the Solar System, much more like typical eccentricities of
binary stars. They almost span the full available range between 0 and 1 (Figure 2.15).
This median eccentricity is )e* = 0.29. Planets with P ' 6 days are probably tidally
circularized (see below).

The origin of the eccentricity of extrasolar giant planets has been sought in several
directions: gravitational interaction between multiple giant planets (Rasio & Ford 1996;
Weidenschilling & Marzari 1996; Lin & Ida 1997); between planets and planetesimals in
the early stages of the system formation (Levison et al. 1998); or in the secular influence
of an additional, passing (Zakamska & Tremaine 2004) or bounded companion in the
system (see Tremaine & Zakamska 2004, for a comprehensive review of the question).

The latter e!ect is of particular interest in some cases. Among the giant planet candi-
dates, several eccentric orbits show a drift in their mean velocity, indicating the presence
of a long-period companion whose gravitational perturbation may be suspected of being
responsible for the observed (high) planetary eccentricity, such as for the planet orbiting
16 Cyg B (Mazeh et al. 1997). From a statistical point of view, however, Takeda & Rasio
(2005) have shown that such a process produces an excess of both very high (e + 0.6)
and very low (e ' 0.1) eccentricities, calling for at least one additional mechanism to
reproduce the observed distribution. In fact, none of the proposed mechanisms to explain
planet eccentricities is able by itself to reproduce the observed distribution.

For small periastron distance, giant planets are supposed to undergo tidal circulariza-
tion. For short periods, nearly all gaseous giant planets are in quasi-circular orbits10 (e '
0.05, Figure 2.15; Halbwachs et al. 2005). High-eccentricity orbits also bring the planet
close to the star, where tidal circularization is e"cient, and thus will also evolve towards
more circular systems. In a diagram showing eccentricity as a function of the period of
the circular orbit at the end of the process (assuming angular momentum conservation), a
clear circularization period of around six days is observationally determined (Halbwachs
et al. 2005).

In the data, some (non-significant) trends are observed between eccentricity and period,
and between eccentricity and mass. The more massive planets (more massive than 5 MJup)
exhibit systematically higher eccentricities than do the planets of lower mass (Marcy et al.
2005). This cannot be a selection e!ect (larger induced radial-velocity variation). If plan-
ets form initially in circular orbits, the high eccentricities of the most massive planets are
puzzling. Such massive planets have the largest inertial resistance to perturbations that
are necessary to drive them out of their initial circular orbits. Note that the more massive
planets are also found further out (Section 2.3.3) and thus that the two trends mentioned
are coupled. The long-period planets have usually been observed for one period only and
are rarely well covered in phase. This often leads to an overestimate of the derived eccen-
tricity in the Keplerian fit (Butler et al. 2000). This e!ect could also be partly responsible
for the observed trend.

10 The only exceptions, with eccentricities of just over 0.1, are HD 88133, HD 149143 (Fischer
et al. 2005; Da Silva et al. 2006) and TrES-1 (Alonso et al. 2004), all detected in surveys biased
for short-period orbits (metallicity-biased or photometric-transit searches). At this stage it is
not possible to reject an additional companion in the system that may be responsible for the
observed slight eccentricity values.
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Finally, we can point out from Figure 2.15 that a few long-period, low-eccentricity
candidates are emerging from the surveys. They form a small subsample of so-called
solar-system analogues.

2.4. Below the mass of Neptune

After a decade of enthusiastic discoveries in the field of extrasolar giant planets, coming
mainly from large high-precision radial-velocity surveys of solar-type stars, the quest for
other worlds has now passed a new barrier. Most of the planets detected are gaseous
giants similar to our own Jupiter, with typical masses of a few hundred Earth masses.
However, in about one year, seven very light candidates with masses in the Uranus–
Neptune range (15–20 Earth masses) have been detected (Table 2.1). Because of their
small masses and locations in the system, close to their parent stars, they may well be
composed mainly of a large rocky/icy core, being formed without, or having lost, the
extended gaseous atmosphere expected to grow during the planet migration toward the
centre of the system.

These planetary companions, together with recently detected sub-Saturn mass planets
in intermediate-period orbits, start to populate the lower end of the secondary-mass
distribution, a region strongly a!ected by detection incompleteness (Figure 2.11). The
discovery of these very low-mass planets close to the detection threshold of radial-velocity
surveys suggests that this kind of objects may be rather frequent. But already the simple
existence of such planets may provide headaches for theoreticians. Indeed, statistical
considerations predict that planets with masses between 1 and 0.1 MSat and semi-major
axes of 0.1 to 1 AU must be rare (the so-called planet desert; Ida & Lin 2004a). For the
moment, recent discoveries contradict these predictions (although very little is known
about the actual populating of the planet desert). In any case, the continuous detection
of planets with even lower masses will set new constraints on possible planetary system
formation and evolution models.

This new step forward has been made possible primarily thanks to the development of a
new generation of instruments capable of radial-velocity measurements of unprecedented
quality. The leading horse among them is undoubtedly the HARPS spectrograph (Section
2.2.2) with a radial-velocity accuracy at the level of 1 ms"1 over months/years (Mayor
et al. 2003; Lovis et al. 2005), and even better on a short term basis (Bouchy et al. 2005b).
New instruments, such as the HRS spectrograph on the HET in Texas or the improved
HIRES spectrograph on the Keck telescope, aim at reaching the same level of precision
as well.

Another fundamental change that allowed this progress in planet detection towards
the very low masses is the application of a careful observing strategy to reduce as far as
possible the perturbing e!ect of stellar oscillations hiding the tiny radial-velocity signal
induced in solar-type stars by Neptune-mass planets (Section 2.2.3).

Such a strategy is now applied to stars in the ‘high-precision’ part of the HARPS
and Keck planet-search programmes. An illustration of the results obtained is given
by the histogram of the radial-velocity dispersion of the HARPS high-precision survey
(Figure 2.16). The distribution mode is just below 2 ms"1, and the peak decreases rapidly
towards higher values. More than 80% of the stars show a dispersion smaller than 5 ms"1,
and more than 35% have dispersions below 2 ms"1. It must be noted that the computed
dispersion includes photon-noise error, wavelength-calibration error, stellar oscillations
and jitter, and, in particular, it is ‘polluted’ by known extrasolar planets (hatched area in
Figure 2.16) and still undetected planetary companions. The recently announced 14 M%
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Figure 2.16. Histogram of the observed radial-velocity dispersion ("RV) of the stars in the
HARPS ‘high-precision’ subprogram. The position of the planets detected with HARPS is indi-
cated by the hatched area.

planets orbiting µ Ara, HD 4308 and Gl 581 (Table 2.1, Figure 2.17) are part of this
HARPS ‘high-precision’ subsample.

2.4.1. Gaseous- vs. solid-planet properties at short periods

Although the number of known Neptune-mass planets is small, it is interesting to see
how their orbital parameters compare with the properties of giant extrasolar planets.
Because of the tiny radial-velocity amplitude that small-mass planets induce in primary
stars, limiting possible detections to short periods, a meaningful comparison can only be
done with giant planets of P ' #20 days.

The distribution of short-period giant planets peaks strongly at periods of around
three days (Figure 2.13). In contrast, despite the above-mentioned detectability bias, the
period distribution of Neptune-mass planets is rather flat up to 15 days. We also observe
that orbits of Neptune-mass planets have low eccentricities (Figure 2.15). In particular,
for periods between 9 and 15 days (three of the seven candidates), the mean eccentricity
value is much smaller than that of giant planets. On the contrary, at periods smaller
than six days, orbits are supposed to be tidally circularized, especially if these planets
are ‘solid’. However, among Neptune-mass planets, the highest observed eccentricities are
for 55 Cnc e (P = 2.8 d and e = 0.17) and Gl 436 (P = 2.6 d and e = 0.12). The former
is a member of a multi-planet system, which might explain the non-zero eccentricity of
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Figure 2.17. Phase-folded HARPS radial velocities of the Neptune-mass planet hosts HD
4308 and Gl 581, superimposed on the best Keplerian solutions.
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Table 2.1 Summary table of the parameters of the recently discovered Neptune-mass planets.
The parameter q = m2 sin i/m1 is the planet to primary mass ratio. The lowest m2 sin i of

6 M% is obtained for Gl 876 d while the lowest q of 4.2 · 10"5 is achieved for µ Ara c.
References: [1] Santos et al. (2004a); [2] McArthur et al. (2004); [3] Udry et al. (2006); [4] Vogt

et al. (2005); [5] Rivera et al. (2005); [6] Butler et al. (2004); [7] Bonfils et al. (2005a)

Planet P [days] e m2 sin i [M%] q [10"5] (o-c) [ms"1] Reference

µ Ara c 9.55 0.0 14 4.2 0.9 [1]
55 Cnc e 2.81 0.17 14 4.7 5.4 [2]
HD 4308 b 15.6 0.12 14 5.4 1.3 [3]
HD 190360 c 17.1 0.01 18 6.0 3.5 [4]
Gl 876 d 1.94 0.0 6 6.0 4.6 [5]
Gl 436 b 2.64 0.12 21 16.0 5.3 [6]
Gl 581 b 4.96 0.0 17 17.1 2.5 [7]

the inner small-mass planet (Section 2.3.6). The problem is more di"cult for the latter
case. Another di!erence between the two types of planets can be found in the parent-star
metallicity distribution (see Section 2.6.2).

Although not significant, these small di!erences may suggest that giant gaseous and
‘solid’ planets form two distinct populations with di!erent properties. More detections
are needed, however, to consider this question in a more convincing way.

2.5. Multi-planet systems

In mid-2006, 18 of the 160 planet host stars harbour multi-planet systems rather than
single planets. Another system, HD 217107, shows an additional curved drift in the
residuals of the one-planet Keplerian solution that is compatible with a second planetary
companion. The most prolific of the multi-planet systems is 55 Cnc, with four detected
planets. Upsilon Andromedae, HD 37124, and GJ 876 each have three known planets.
µ Arae (HD 160691) also presents an additional long-period radial-velocity signal very
probably due to a third planet in the system, despite the fact that the corresponding
period is not covered yet (Gozdziewski et al. 2005). Finally, there are a total of eleven
known double-planet systems. The orbital characteristics of these systems are summa-
rized in Table 2.2. They can be roughly divided into two categories: hierarchical systems
with well separated planets and resonant systems with rational period ratios. Illustrative
examples of such systems are given in Figure 2.18.

Among planet-bearing stars, #12% are known multiple planet systems. Thus, the
probability of finding a second planet is enhanced by a factor of almost two over the
#7% probability of finding the first planet. The fraction of known multi-planet systems
is certainly a lower limit. One di"culty is that low amplitude trends from more distant,
longer-period planets are easily absorbed into single-planet Keplerian models. Detection
of additional planets is also easier in systems where the more distant planet produces
larger velocity amplitudes. However, the mass histogram (Figure 2.11) shows that high-
mass planets are not very common. A second challenge for systems with small orbital
period ratios like Gl 876 (P2/P1 = 2/1) is that dynamical interactions between planets
(Section 2.5.2) can make Keplerian fitting of the observations more di"cult and delay
the whole system characterization. As a result, while one orbital period is su"cient
for a single-planet system with velocity amplitudes larger than 10 m s"1, longer phase
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Figure 2.18. Radial velocities superimposed on the best two-Keplerian solutions for the
hierarchical HD 168443 (left) and resonant HD 82943 systems (right; P2/P1 = 2/1).

coverage is generally required to disentangle additional components. The longest-running
high precision survey is the 15-year planet search at Lick Observatory. This sample of 100
stars includes four multi-planet systems (55 Cnc, # And, Gl 876, 47 UMa) corresponding
to half of the planet-hosting stars from the sample. For the somewhat younger ELODIE
planet-search programme in Haute-Provence, started in 1994 and enlarged in 1996, 25%
of the stars with detected planets host more than one planet.

In the light of the challenges that preclude the detection of multi-planet systems and
given the high fraction of multi-planet systems in the older long-running search pro-
grammes, it seems likely that most stars form systems of planets rather than isolated,
single planets. New techniques, complementary to radial velocities, to discover exoplan-
ets with imaging, interferometry or astrometry will very probably exploit the sizeable
fraction of multiple planet systems when designing their programmes.

2.5.1. Mean motion resonance systems

Among the known (mid-2006) multi-planet systems, at least eight (nearly half) are in
mean motion resonances (MMRs) and four of these are in the low order 2:1 resonance.
Except for HD 37124, which has an uncertain Keplerian model, orbital ratios less than
or equal to 4:1 are all very close to integral period ratios (2:1, 3:1, or 4:1). Beyond the 4:1
MMR, the orbital period ratios quickly stray from integral values.11 This suggests that if
planets are close enough, it is likely that resonance capture will occur. Conversely, resona-
nce capture seems less e!ective if the orbital period ratio is larger (i.e. the planets do not
make a close approach), although longer orbital periods are not as precisely determined.

For period ratios less than 20, we do not see any correlation between the mass ratio of
the planets and the orbital period ratios. For period ratios larger than 20, only large mass
ratios for the planets are observed. However, this is likely to be a selection e!ect since
longer period planets need to be more massive in order to have the same detectability as
shorter-period, lower-mass planets.

11 The outer two planets orbiting # And are in a 16:3 MMR and HD 12661 may be in a 13:2
MMR. No mean motion resonances are observed close to the exact ratio of 5:1 or 6:1. However,
uncertainties in the orbital solution for HD 12661 allow for the possibility of a 6:1 MMR and
the stability study of HD 202206 (Correia et al. 2005) suggests that the system is trapped in
the 5:1 resonance. In this latter case the 5:1 resonance could indicate that the planet formed in
a circumbinary disc as the inner ‘planet’ has a minimum mass of 17 MJup.
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Table 2.2 Orbital parameters of multi-planet systems. Resonances are indicated in
the ‘Rem’ column

Star ID P [days] e m2 sin i [MJup] a [AU] Rem

HD 75732 b 14.67 0.02 0.784 0.115 55 Cnc
HD 75732 c 43.9 0.44 0.22 0.24 3:1 (c:b)
HD 75732 d 4517 0.33 3.92 5.26
HD 75732 e 2.81 0.17 0.045 0.038
HD 9826 b 4.617 0.012 0.69 0.06 # And
HD 9826 c 241.5 0.28 1.89 0.83
HD 9826 d 1284 0.27 3.75 2.53 16:3 (d:c)
HD 37124 b 154.5 0.06 0.61 0.53
HD 37124 c 843.6 0.14 0.60 1.64
HD 37124 d 2295a 0.20 0.66 3.19 8:3 (d:c)
GJ 876 b 60.94 0.025 1.93 0.208 2:1 ± 0.02 (b:c)
GJ 876 c 30.10 0.27 0.56 0.13
GJ 876 d 1.938 0.0 0.023 0.021
HD 160691 b 629.6 0.26 1.67 1.5 µ Ara
HD 160691 c 9.55 0.0 0.044 0.09
HD 160691 d 2530b 0.43 1.22 4.17 4:1 ± 0.25 (c:b)
HD 12661 b 262.5 0.35 2.37 0.83
HD 12661 c 1684 0.02 1.86 2.6 6.43:1 ± 0.8 (c/b)
HD 217107 b 7.12 0.13 1.35 0.10
HD 217107 c >10000b – >10 >20
HD 168443 b 58.12 0.53 7.64 0.29
HD 168443 c 1740 0.22 17.0 2.85
HD 169830 b 225.6 0.34 2.86 0.81
HD 169830 c 1769 0.0 3.05 3.20
HD 190360 b 2891 0.36 1.5 3.92
HD 190360 c 17.1 0.01 0.057 0.128
HD 202206 b 256.2 0.43 17.5 0.83
HD 202206 c 1297 0.28 2.41 2.44 5.1 ± 0.07 (c:b)
HD 38529 b 14.3 0.25 0.837 0.13
HD 38529 c 2182 0.35 13.2 3.68
HD 73526 b 187.5 0.39 2.07 0.66
HD 73526 c 376.9 0.40 2.30 1.05 2:1 ± 0.01 (c:b)
HD 74156 b 51.6 0.64 1.86 0.29
HD 74156 c 2025 0.583 6.19 3.4
HD 82943 b 219.5 0.39 1.82 1.03
HD 82943 c 439.2 0.02 1.75 1.62 2:1 ± 0.01 (c:b)
HD 95128 b 1089 0.061 2.54 2.09 47 UMa
HD 95128 c 2594 0.1 0.76 3.73
HD 108874 b 395.4 0.07 1.36 1.05
HD 108874 c 1606 0.25 1.02 2.68 4:1 ± 0.1 (c:b)
HD 128311 b 458.6 0.25 2.18 1.10
HD 128311 c 928 0.17 3.20 1.77 2:1 ± 0.03 (c:b)

a See Vogt et al. (2005) for an alternative orbital solution.
b Incomplete orbit.

Kley et al. (2004) have modelled the resonant capture of planets and find that for the
2:1 MMR, their models predict a larger mass for the outer planet, and higher eccentricity
for the inner planet. We find that the orbital eccentricity is higher for the inner planet in
three of the four 2:1 resonance systems. In the fourth system, HD 73526, the eccentricities
for both components are comparable. We find that the outer planet is more massive
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(assuming coplanar orbits) in Gl 876 and HD 128311. The outer planet is only slightly
more massive in HD 73526 and is slightly less massive in the Keplerian model for HD
82943 (Mayor et al. 2004).

The orbital parameters of multi-planet systems seem indistinguishable from those of
single-planet systems. For example, this is illustrated in Figures 2.15 and 2.13, which
compare the mass–period and eccentricity distributions of multiple and single planet
systems.

2.5.2. Dynamics: planet–planet interaction and stability

The presence of two or more interacting planets in a system dramatically increases our
potential ability to constrain and understand the processes of planetary formation and
evolution. Planet–planet interactions can reasonably be divided into three categories:
interactions during the planet formation, ongoing secular or resonant interactions, which
can be observed on timescales of decades or less, and long-term dynamical interac-
tions that shape the system on a timescale comparable to the star’s lifetime. Short-
term dynamical interactions are of particular interest because of the directly observable
consequences.

Among these interactions, the observed Pi/Pj = 2/1 resonant systems are very impor-
tant because, when the planet orbital separations are not too large, planet–planet
gravitational interactions become non-negligible during planet ‘close’ encounters, and
will noticeably influence the system evolution on a timescale of the order of a few
times the long period. The radial-velocity variations of the central star will then dif-
fer substantially from velocity variations derived assuming the planets are executing
independent Keplerian motions (Figure 2.19). We observe a temporal variation of the
instantaneous orbital elements. In the most favourable cases, the orbital-plane incli-
nations, not otherwise known from the radial-velocity technique, can be determined
since the amplitude of the planet–planet interaction directly scales with their true
masses.

In the case of multiple planets, only approximate analytic solutions of the gravita-
tional equations of motion exist, and one must resort to numerical integrations to model
the data. Several studies have been conducted in this direction for the Gl 876 system
(Laughlin et al. 2005; Rivera et al. 2005) hosting two 2/1 resonant planets at fairly small
separations. The results of the Newtonian modelling of the Gl 876 system have validated
the method, notably improving the determination of the planetary orbital elements and
also unveiling the small-mass planet embedded in the innermost region of the system.
The time coverage of the measurements is, however, still too small for the method to
provide strong constraints on the plane inclinations. The valley of the acceptable solu-
tions is shallow. In particular, the derived planet inclination (Rivera et al. 2005; planets
supposed coplanar) does not correspond to the astrometric result obtained with the HST
(Benedict et al. 2002). Further radial-velocity measurements will undoubtedly improve
the situation.

Another useful application of the dynamical analysis of a multi-planet system is the
determination of the system ‘structure’ in terms of orbit content, or in other words the
determination of the location of the resonances in the system. For example, in the HD
202206 system (Correia et al. 2005), the large mass of the inner planet provokes high
perturbations in the orbit of the outer one. The system is thus in a very chaotic region
of parameter space, but the existence of a 5/1 mean motion resonance close to the best
solution fitted to the observations points out the more realistic set of parameters that
‘stabilizes’ the orbits of the two ‘planets’ (Figure 2.19).
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Figure 2.19. Top: temporal di!erences between the radial velocities predicted by the two-
Keplerian models and the numerical integration of the system HD 202206 (Correia et al. 2005).
Residuals of the CORALIE measurements around the Keplerian solution are displayed as well.
Bottom: stability map of the system in a two-parameter plane of the second planet. The min-
imum $2 of the best-fit solution (lines are iso-$2 contours) is in a chaotic region, close to a
stability island corresponding to a 5/1 resonance.
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2.6. Primary star properties

To find solutions for the many problems raised by extrasolar planet properties, we need
observational constraints. As seen above, these can come from analysis of the orbital
parameters of the known-planet sample. Further information also comes from the study
of the planet hosts themselves. In particular, the mass and metallicity of the parent stars
seem to be of prime importance for planet-formation models (Ida & Lin 2004b, 2005;
Benz et al. 2006).

2.6.1. Metallicity of stars hosting giant planets

Very soon after the discovery of the first extrasolar giant planets, stellar spectroscopists
noticed that the planet hosts were systematically metal-rich (Gonzalez 1997, 1998; Gon-
zalez et al. 1999; Gonzalez & Laws 2000; Fuhrmann et al. 1997, 1998; Santos et al. 2000,
2003). The following detections indeed confirmed this trend, and the possible origin of
this metallicity excess was a matter of great debate. One explanation argues that high
metallicity enhances planet formation because of increased availability of small particle
condensates (silicates, dust), the building blocks of planetesimals. Another argument sug-
gests that enhanced stellar metallicity comes from a pollution of the stellar convective
zone resulting from late-stage accretion of gas-depleted material. A third explanation
invoking the possibility that planet migration is somewhat controlled by the dust con-
tent of the disc – and thus leads to an observed bias in favour of close-in planets around
metal-rich stars – seems to be reasonably ruled out by current models (Livio & Pringle
2003). The two main proposed mechanisms result in di!erent stellar structures; in the
first case, the star is metal-rich throughout, while in the latter case, the convective zone
has significantly higher metallicity than the stellar interior.

The early observation of the planet-metallicity correlation was made with only a hand-
ful of planet-hosting stars. Moreover, the comparison metallicity distributions came from
volume-limited studies carried out by di!erent researchers at a time when systematic o!-
sets of 0.1 dex in metallicity results were common. Eventually, systematic homogeneous
studies of all the stars in planet-search surveys were completed (Santos et al. 2001b),
by automatic or ‘statistical’ (e.g. CCF surface calibration, Section 2.2.2) metallicity esti-
mates, with the further requirement that the stars have enough observations to detect
a Jupiter-like planet with an orbital period out to several years (Fischer et al. 2003;
Santos et al. 2004b, 2005; Fischer & Valenti 2005). The known metallicity distributions
of large planet-search surveys then allow us to estimate the fraction of stars with known
planets per metallicity bin, i.e. the probability for a star of a given metallicity to host
a planet. The probability obtained of finding a planet is a steeply rising function of the
metallicity of the star (Figure 2.20). More metal-rich stars have a higher probability of
harbouring a planet than lower metallicity objects. Current numbers seem to suggest
that at least 25% of the stars with twice the metal content of the Sun ([Fe/H] + 0.3)
are orbited by a planet, while this number decreases to below 5% for solar-metallicity
objects.

Figure 2.20 shows the percentage of stars with planets from 1040 stars on the Lick,
Keck and AAT planet surveys (solid line, Fischer & Valenti 2005) and the percentage
of stars with planets from #1000 stars on the CORALIE survey (non-binary and with
more than five observations; dashed line, Santos et al. 2004b). The occurrence of planets
as a function of metallicity was fitted by Fischer & Valenti (2005) with a power law:

P(planet) = 0.03 ,

$

(NFe/NH)

(NFe/NH)(

%2

.
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Figure 2.20. The percentage of stars with exoplanets is shown as a function of stellar metallic-
ity. The dashed line shows the results of Santos et al. (2004b) for #1000 CORALIE non-binary
stars and the solid line shows the analysis of 1040 Lick, Keck and AAT stars (Fischer & Valenti
2005).

Thus, the probability of forming a gas giant planet is roughly proportional to the square
of the number of metal atoms.

Metallicity seems to play a crucial role in the formation and/or evolution of giant
planets, at least for the kind of planets radial-velocity searches have revealed up to now.
However, these trends do not imply that giant planets cannot be formed around more
metal-poor objects, but rather that the probability of formation among such systems is
lower. Indeed, there is some hint that for lower [Fe/H] values, the frequency of planets may
remain relatively constant as a function of metallicity (Santos et al. 2004b). Whether this
reflects the presence of two di!erent regimes, or simply a low metallicity tail, is currently
under debate, while more data will be needed to tackle this problem.

The self-consistent analysis of high-resolution spectra for many stars on planet-search
surveys also allows us to distinguish between the two enrichment hypotheses. Metallicity
was not observed to increase with decreasing convective zone depth for main-sequence
stars, suggesting that accretion was not responsible for self-pollution of planet-bearing
stars.12 Even more importantly, the analysis of subgiants in the sample shows that sub-
giants with planets have high metallicity, while subgiants without detected planets have
a metallicity distribution similar to main-sequence stars without detected planets. Since
significant mixing of the convective zone takes place along the subgiant branch, subgiants
would have diluted accreted metals in the convective zone. The fact that high metallicity
persists in subgiants with planets demonstrates that these stars were metal-rich through-
out. The existence of a planet metallicity correlation supports core accretion over gravi-
tational instability as the formation mechanism for gas giant planets with orbital periods
as long as four years.

12 This argument is, however, questioned by Vauclair (2004) invoking thermohaline convection
(metallic fingers) that might dilute the accreted matter inside the star and thus reconcile the
overabundances expected in the case of accretion of planetary material with the observations of
stars of di!erent masses.
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Up to now, no clear correlation between metallicity and orbital parameters has been
observed (Santos et al. 2003).

No metallicity bias

Particular concern has been expressed by the community regarding the fact that a
higher metallicity will imply that the spectral lines are better defined. This could mean
that the final precision in radial-velocity would be better for the more ‘metallic’ objects,
leading thus to an increasing detection rate as a function of increasing [Fe/H]. When
examining the mean photon-noise error for stars with di!erent [Fe/H] having V mag-
nitudes between 6 and 7 in the CORALIE sample, no particular trend is seen in the
data. The very slight tendency (metal-rich stars have, in average, measurements with
only about 1–2 ms"1 better precision than metal-poor stars) is definitely not able to
induce the strong e!ect seen in the [Fe/H] distribution of planet host stars, especially
when we compare this di!erence with the usual velocity amplitude induced by the known
planetary companions (a few tens of ms"1). In fact, in the CORALIE survey we always
set the exposure times in order to have approximately the same photon-noise error. This
also seems to be the case for the Lick/Keck planet-search programmes (Fischer, private
communication).

Metallicity-biased planet-search programmes

The observed relation between stellar metal content and planet occurrence (Section
2.6.1) has favoured the launch of metallicity-biased planet-search programmes targeting
short-period planets to look for hot jupiters, perfect candidates for a photometric transit-
search follow-up. These surveys are successful, with five candidates detected in slightly
more than one year (Fischer et al. 2005; Da Silva et al. 2006; Sato et al. 2005; Bouchy et al.
2005a; Section 2.7). Two of them, HD 149026 and HD 189733, are transiting their par-
ent stars, the latter being the best candidate for a direct planet detection because of
its very favourable planet-to-star flux ratio in the IR, and the former allowing for the
determination of very unusual planet radius and mean density (the planet is found to
have an unexpectedly large core). This result clearly illustrates the importance of such
programmes for our understanding of planet interiors. However, when examining pos-
sible statistical trends between orbital and stellar parameters to derive constraints for
planet formation models, we have to keep in mind the built-in bias of this subsample of
exoplanets. In particular these planets must be removed when considering correlations
with the star metallicity.

2.6.2. Metallicity of stars hosting Neptune-mass planets

It is well-established that the detected giant planets preferentially orbit metal-rich stars.
What is the situation for the newly found Neptune-mass planets? If, as proposed by
several authors, the new hot neptune planets are the remains of evaporated ancient giant
planets (e.g. Lecavelier et al. 2004; Bara!e et al. 2004, 2005, and references therein), they
should also follow the metallicity trend of their giant progenitors. This does not seem to be
the case, considering that the seven known planets with m2 sin i ' 21 M% (Table 2.1) have
metallicities of 0.33, 0.35, 0.02, 0.14, "0.03, "0.25, and "0.31, respectively.13 Although
the statistics are still poor, the spread of these values over the nearly full range of planet-
host metallicities (Figure 2.21) suggests a di!erent relation between metal content and
planet frequency for the icy/rocky planets with respect to the giant ones.

13 The metallicity of the three M-dwarfs comes from the photometric calibration derived by
Bonfils et al. (2005b).
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Figure 2.21. Comparison of the metallicity distributions between the sample of extrasolar
giant planet hosts for planets with periods shorter than 20 days (open histogram) and stars
with Neptune-mass planets (shaded histogram).

However, we have to note here that three of the candidates orbit M-dwarf primaries.
Recent Monte Carlo simulations by Ida & Lin (2005) show that planet formation around
small-mass primaries tends to form planets with lower masses in the Uranus/Neptune
domain. A similar result that favours lower-mass planets is also observed for solar-type
stars in the case of the low metallicity of the protostellar nebula (Ida & Lin 2004b; Benz
et al. 2006). Future improvements in the planet-formation models and new detections of
very-low-mass planets will help to better understand these two converging e!ects.

2.6.3. Primary-mass e!ect

The mass of the primary star is also an important parameter for planet formation pro-
cesses. On the side of small-mass stars, results from ongoing surveys indicate that giant
gaseous planets are rare around M-dwarfs in comparison to FGK primaries. The only
known system with two giant planets is Gl 876 (Table 2.2). In particular, no hot jupiter
has been detected close to an M-dwarf. This result, however, still su!ers from small
number statistics and is not statistically very robust yet. On the other hand, as seen
above, three of the five planets found to orbit an M-dwarf have masses below 21 M%.
The probability of finding a planet around an M-dwarf seems, then, directly dependent
on the domain of planet masses considered.
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For primaries more massive than the Sun, new surveys targeting earlier, rotating A–
F-dwarfs (Galland et al. 2005a,b) and programmes surveying G–K giant stars (Setiawan
et al. 2005; Sato et al. 2004; Hatzes et al. 2005) are starting to provide interesting can-
didates. The detected planets are generally massive, but it is still too early to conclude
on a ‘primary-mass’ e!ect, as those programmes are still strongly observationally biased
(larger-mass primaries and short history of the surveys).

2.7. Follow-up of transiting planets

In recent years ground-based photometric-transit searches have produced an increased
number of planetary transiting candidates. The most successful of these searches has been
the OGLE survey with close to 180 possible transiting planets (Udalski et al. 2002a,b).
These new detections stimulated intensive follow-up observations to detect the radial-
velocity signature induced by the orbiting body. Surprisingly, these studies revealed that
most of the systems were rather eclipsing binaries of small stars (M-dwarfs) in front of
F–G-dwarfs, eclipsing binaries in blended multiple stellar systems (triple, quadruple), or
grazing stellar eclipses, all mimicking photometric planetary transits (Bouchy et al. 2005c;
Pont et al. 2005). These spectroscopic follow-ups demonstrated, however, the di"culty of
the interpretation of shallow transit light curves without complementary radial-velocity
measurements. The magnitude of the OGLE candidates ranges from V #16 to 17.5. It is
close to the faint capability of an accurate fibre-fed spectrograph with thorium calibration
like FLAMES on the VLT, and beyond the capability of slit spectroscopy with iodine
self-calibration. This implies that deeper photometric transit surveys would run into the
di"culty of confirming by Doppler follow-up the planetary nature of the transiting object.

Today (mid-2006), we know of six planets detected from transit surveys and confirmed
by radial velocities. Five have been found by the OGLE project (Udalski et al. 2002a,b)
and one by the TrES network (Alonso et al. 2004). Three of the OGLE planets have peri-
ods smaller than 2 days (very hot jupiters). Such short periods, although easy to detect,
are not found in the radial-velocity surveys, suggesting that those objects are about ten
times less numerous than hot jupiters (2.5 ' P ' 10 days; Gaudi et al. 2005). In addition
to the photometrically-detected candidates, three planets identified by radial-velocity
measurements have been found transiting in front of their parent stars.

Transit photometry combined with high-precision radial-velocity measurements pro-
vide accurate mass and radius for the planets (Table 2.3), and subsequently the planet
mean density (Figure 2.22), important values to constrain planetary interior models, as
well as planet evolution history.14 The derived density of transiting extrasolar planets
covers a fairly wide range of values from 0.3 to 1.3 g cm"3 (Figure 2.22). HD 209458
presents an anomalously large radius and low density. These characteristics are clearly
not shared by all close transiting planets since objects with similar mass are found to
have di!erent densities. This demonstrates a surprising diversity and reflects our lack of
detailed understanding of the physics of irradiated giant planets.

The distribution of planets in a period vs. mass diagram shows an intriguing correlation
(Figure 2.22). Transiting planets seem to lie on a well-defined line of mass decreasing with

14 It is interesting to note here that the majority of planets for which we know both mass and
radius have been found by transit survey despite the fact that #200 planets have been identified
by radial-velocity searches. This is a consequence of the low probability of finding a transiting
configuration among the planets found by radial-velocity surveys, while most of the transiting
candidates can be followed-up by radial-velocity measurements. On the other hand, the three
planets transiting the brightest stars have been found first by radial velocities as transit surveys
are mainly targeting crowded fields with fainter stars.
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Table 2.3 List of planets with both radius (from transit) and mass
estimate (from accurate radial velocities). Data from: Alonso et al.
(2004); Moutou et al. (2004); Pont et al. (2004, 2005); Bouchy et al.

(2005a,c); Sato et al. (2005); Winn et al. (2005)

Object Period [days] Mass [MJup] Radius [RJup]

OGLE-TR-10 3.10 0.57±0.12 1.24±0.09
OGLE-TR-56 1.21 1.45±0.23 1.23±0.16
OGLE-TR-111 4.02 0.53±0.11 1.00±0.10
OGLE-TR-113 1.43 1.35±0.22 1.08±0.06
OGLE-TR-132 1.69 1.19±0.13 1.13±0.08
TrES-1 3.03 0.73±0.04 1.08±0.05
HD 209458 3.52 0.66±0.01 1.35±0.005
HD 189733 2.22 1.15±0.04 1.26±0.03
HD 149026 2.88 0.33±0.02 0.73±0.06
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Figure 2.22. Mass–radius and mass–period diagrams of transiting planets with radius and
accurate mass estimates. In the left panel, the dashed lines indicate isodensity contours of 0.3
and 1.3 g cm"3.

increasing orbital period. This puzzling observation, pointed out by Mazeh et al. (2005),
could be the consequence of mechanisms such as thermal evaporation (Lecavelier et al.
2004; Bara!e et al. 2004, 2005) or Roche-limit mass transfer (Ford & Rasio 2005). It is
worth noting the location of HD 149026, below the relation, which could be an e!ect
of its di!erent structure consisting of a large core (Sato et al. 2005; Charbonneau et al.
2006). Even more surprising in the diagram is the complete lack of candidates above
the relation. Why are we missing more massive transiting planets at P $ 3–4 days? No
convincing explanation has yet been proposed for this puzzling observation.
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2.8. Future of radial velocities

An important lesson learnt from the past few years is that the radial-velocity technique
has yet not reached its ‘limits’ in the domain of exoplanets. In fact, the future of radial-
velocities is still bright.

(1) Recent discoveries indicate that a population of Neptune- and Saturn-mass planets
remains to be discovered below 1 AU. The increasing precision of the radial-velocity
surveys will help answer this question in the near future, thereby providing us with
useful new constraints on planet formation theories. With the precision level now
achieved for radial-velocity measurements, a new field in the search for extrasolar
planets is open, allowing the detection of companions of a few Earth masses around
solar-type stars. Very low-mass planets (<10 M%) might be more frequent than the
previously found giant worlds.

(2) As described above, radial-velocity follow-up measurements are mandatory in order
to have access to the masses of transiting companions and then to their mean
densities. They thus ascertain the planetary nature of the companions and provide
important parameters to constrain planetary atmosphere and interior models. This
is important in view of the results expected of the space missions COROT and
Kepler that should provide hundreds of transit candidates of various sizes and
masses in the coming years. If one considers a transit signal with known orbital
period, measuring its mass is less demanding on both the number and the accuracy
of the required radial velocity measurements. For example, a 2 M%-planet on a 4-
day orbit induces a radial-velocity amplitude of about 80 cm s"1 that will be
possible to detect with only ‘a few’ high-precision radial-velocity measurements,
provided that the period of the system is known in advance. In this context, the
most exciting aspect is the opportunity to explore the mass–radius relation down
to the Earth-mass domain.

(3) Towards the detection of Earthlike planets. The threshold of the lowest mass planet
detectable by the Doppler technique continues to decrease. Nobody has yet explored
in detail the domain below the 1 m s"1 level. Results obtained with the HARPS
spectrograph show that, even if stars are intrinsically variable in radial velocity
(at di!erent levels) due to acoustic modes, it is nevertheless possible in the short
term to reach precisions well below 1 m s"1 (10 cm s"1) by applying a suitable
observational strategy. One open issue remains, however, unsolved: the behaviour
of the stars on longer timescales, where stellar jitter and spots may impact the
final achievable accuracy. In this case, an accurate pre-selection of the stars may
help in focusing on good candidates and optimizing the observation time. In addi-
tion, bisector analysis and follow-up of activity indicators such as log(RHK), as
well as photometric measurements, would allow identification of potential error
sources.

Nevertheless, the discovery of an extrasolar planet by means of the Doppler technique
requires that the radial-velocity signal induced by the planet is significantly higher than
the dispersion, or alternatively requires the recording of a large number of data points.
This is particularly important to rule out artefacts, given the relatively high number of
free parameters in the orbital solution, in particular for multi-planet systems. A large
number of measurements will overcome this problem but will demand an enormous invest-
ment in observing time. Thus, as long as we accept paying the price in terms of telescope
time, radial-velocity measurements on specially designed spectrographs (high-level tem-
perature and pressure control) should in principle be able to detect Earthlike planets in
the habitable zone around well-selected ‘quiet’ stars (Pepe et al. 2005).
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3. Characterizing extrasolar planets

TIMOTHY M. BROWN

Transiting extrasolar planets provide the best current opportunities for characterizing the phys-
ical properties of extrasolar planets. In this chapter, I first describe the geometry of planetary
transits, and methods for detecting and refining the observations of such transits. I derive the
methods by which transit light curves and radial velocity data can be analyzed to yield esti-
mates of the planetary radius, mass and orbital parameters. I also show how visible-light and
infrared spectroscopy can be valuable tools for understanding the composition, temperature and
dynamics of the atmospheres of transiting planets. Finally, I relate the outcome of a partici-
patory lecture-hall exercise relating to one term in the Drake equation, namely the lifetime of
technical civilizations.

3.1. Introduction

Finding extrasolar planets is good; learning something about their intrinsic properties
is much better. Planets that are known only from their radial velocity signatures can be
studied only in a limited sense: we can put a fairly reliable lower limit on their masses, and
we can know the size and shape of their orbits. Transiting planets o!er opportunities for
more complete characterization: we can measure their radii with some precision, and in
principle we can learn something of their temperature structure and of their atmospheres.
For this reason, this review deals almost entirely with transiting planets. The plan of the
paper is as follows: Section 3.2 introduces the basic geometrical and astrophysical ideas
relating to transiting planets, and establishes the relationships among them. Section 3.3
describes the various approaches to detecting transiting planets, and outlines the advan-
tages, disadvantages and biases of each. After a brief summary of ways of discriminating
against astrophysical false alarms, it discusses the ways in which precise photometry can
be used to estimate the radii and orbital properties of transiting planets. Section 3.4
returns to the problem of false alarms, examining in some detail the expected detection
rates for various stellar systems that may look like transiting planets, and investigating
how such systems will a!ect future transit detection e!orts, both ground- and space-
based. Section 3.5 covers transit spectroscopy as a way of probing the atmospheres of
extrasolar planets. It first describes the relevant physical and geometrical ideas, and then
applies these notions to observations of HD 209458b. Section 3.6 describes ‘Fun Day’, a
break from quantitative astrophysics in which faculty and students brain-stormed about
the nature of technical progress in the twentieth century, to provide some context for
projections about the lifetime of technical civilizations.

3.2. Basic ideas concerning transiting planets

Transits by extrasolar planets occur when such a planet, as a result of its orbital
motion, passes across the face of its parent star as seen from the viewpoint of a distant
observer. What a given observer sees depends to a large degree on his or her (or its)
orientation relative to the planet’s orbital plane. Indeed, among a large set of observers

Extrasolar Planets, eds. Hans Deeg, Juan Antonio Belmonte and Antonio Aparicio.
Published by Cambridge University Press.
C! Cambridge University Press 2007.
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Figure 3.1. Top: geometry of astrometric and radial velocity (RV) signals from the reflex
velocity of a planet’s parent star. Bottom: geometry of planetary transits, with transits seen
(winners) in the plane of the orbits, but no transits seen by observers (losers) who are noticeably
out of the orbital plane.

randomly positioned in space, for a given planet most are ‘losers’ who see no transits at
all; a small fraction are ‘winners’ who see transits, and what they see depends delicately
on where they are, and on the parameters of the planetary system. This section describes
the most important factors contributing to these dependencies.

3.2.1. Astrometric, radial velocity and transit signals

The three most commonly discussed indirect methods for detecting extrasolar planets
are the astrometric, radial velocity and transit techniques. The astrometric and radial
velocity techniques depend upon the reflex motion of the planet’s parent star relative to
the system’s centre of mass. The transit method depends upon the motion of the planet
relative to the parent star. These are illustrated in Figure 3.1.
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The astrometric signal consists of the ellipse traversed by the star, projected on to the
plane of the sky. The worst that can happen in this case is that one can observe the orbit
edge-on, in which case the elliptical motion projects into a back-and-forth straight-line
motion on the sky. There is no vantage point from which the motion vanishes, so all
observers are winners if they have the (di"cult!) technical wherewithall to detect tiny
motions of the parent star.

The radial velocity (RV) signal consists of the projection of the star’s reflex veloc-
ity along the line of sight connecting the star and the observer. If i is the inclination
between the line of sight and the orbital angular momentum vector, then the observed
radial velocity signal is proportional to sin i. Thus, the RV signal can vanish if sin i = 0,
i.e. if the orbit is seen face-on. This is rather unlikely, however: assuming randomly
chosen orbital orientations, the probability of having sin i as small as (say) 0.1 is only
about 0.5%.

The transit signal is another story entirely. For transits to be observed, it is necessary
for the projected discs of the star and planet to overlap, which (for a circular orbit with
semi-major axis a) implies that

a cos i " (R# + Rp), (3.1)

where R# and Rp are the radii of the star and planet, respectively. Since typically we
have a $ R# $ Rp, this means that most observers see no transit at all. For example,
in the case of the Earth orbiting the Sun, the probability that a randomly positioned
distant observer will see a transit is only about 0.5%. For Jupiter orbiting the Sun, it is
only about 0.1%.

3.2.2. Motivations for transit searches

So if the odds for seeing transits by distant planets are so poor, why should one bother?
There are several answers to this question.

First, one can see a lot of stars; low occurrence probabilities are not necessarily fatal
if the number of stars examined can be made large.

Second, as already mentioned, transiting planets are unusually valuable because of the
many things that can be learned about them that cannot be known for non-transiting
planets.

Finally, knowing (as we do from RV surveys) that there is a population of Jupiter-sized
planets in small, short-period orbits makes a huge di!erence in the prospects for transit
searches. For planets such as 51 Peg b, the orbital period is only a few days, and a is
typically 0.05 AU. The small semi-major axis means that transits are much more likely
to be visible, and the short orbital period means that one need not observe for very long
in order to see a transit, if one is going to occur. Thus, all ground-based transit searches
target the short-period hot jupiters, and are optimized to detect this kind of object.

3.2.3. Signal characteristics

It is useful to have some simple expressions and order-of-magnitude estimates for the
most important characteristics of planetary transits. Figure 3.2 shows the geometry of
a planetary transit and a schematic of the corresponding light curve. In the simplest
approximation, the dip in the transit light curve is described by three parameters: its
depth, its duration and its repetition time.

Ignoring details such as limb darkening, the transit depth, !I/I % d, is simply given
by the ratio of the planetary to stellar areas:

!I

I
=

R2
p

R2
#

. (3.2)
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Figure 3.2. Planet transiting a star as seen (with immense magnification) by a distant observer.
Small black circles show the planet’s location against the stellar disc at successive times, with
the solid curve below showing the observed light curve.

Numbers for various interesting cases are easy to derive. For instance, Jupiter crossing
the Sun, or Neptune crossing an M5-dwarf, both give d & 0.01. Neptune crossing the Sun
gives d & 10'3, and the Earth crossing the Sun gives d & 10'4.

The repetition time "rep for planetary transits is simply the orbital period:

"rep = Porbit. (3.3)

An implication is that, if one has observed a star for a total time equal to Tobs, with
observation intervals randomly distributed in time, then the probability that one has
seen all or part of a transit is roughly Pr = Tobs/Porbit. In practical observing situations,
observations are usually distributed far from randomly in time, with the result that the
detection probability depends upon Porbit in a complicated way. This will be discussed
further below.

The maximum duration, lmax, of a transit is the time required for the planet’s orbital
speed to carry it across the width of the stellar disc. A useful expression for this is

lmax = 13
R#

R(
P 1/3

orbitM
'1/3
# , (3.4)

where lmax is the transit duration in hours, M# is the stellar mass in units of the solar
mass and Porbit is in years. For hot jupiters with periods of about three days, this implies
transit durations of about three hours. Equation (3.4) applies for central transits. Non-
central ones are shorter by a factor

!

1 ' h2/R2
# , where h is the impact parameter,

equal to the smallest distance between the stellar and planetary centres, as projected on
the plane of the sky. About 87% of all transits have durations greater than half of the
maximum possible, and the average duration is (#/4)lmax.

As indicated above, the fraction of stars showing transits (even if all have planets) will
be rather small. How many stars must one examine in order to have a good chance of
detecting a transiting planet?
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From Eq. (3.1), one may infer that the probability of seeing transits from a planet
orbiting at distance a from a star of radius R# is Probservable = R#/a. As a crude approx-
imation, let us suppose that the transiting planets found will be predominantly the hot
jupiters, with a " 0.1 AU. Assuming parent stars similar to the Sun (with R# & 0.005 AU,
and with a uniformly distributed between 0 and 0.1 AU, one finds that Probservable & 0.1.
From RV observations (Marcy et al. 2005), we may guess that the fraction of single
Sun-like stars hosting hot jupiters is about 0.8%. In wide-field searches for transiting
planets, one ordinarily points the telescope at some place in the sky that is thought to
be promising and monitors whatever stars are there to be found. Among field stars, one
might expect that 50% will be giants, and among the dwarfs, 50% will be close double or
multiple stars, which probably cannot harbour planets in small, stable orbits (Duquennoy
and Mayor 1991). Thus, the probability that a given star will show planetary transits
is the product of the above factors, or 0.008 ) 0.1 ) 0.5 ) 0.5 = 2 ) 10'4. This means
that one must observe on the order of 5000 stars for every transiting planet found. (And
experience suggests that even this number is too small by factors of a few, for reasons
that will be discussed below.) In any case, it is clear that a transit detection experiment
must be sized to deal with tens of thousands of stars, all with photometric precision
better than about 1%.

Among randomly chosen field stars, transiting Jupiter-sized planets are therefore fairly
rare. How common are objects that are not transiting planets, but that produce similar
photometric signals? The most important source of such astrophysical false alarms turns
out to be eclipsing binary star systems. About 2% of field stars are eclipsing binaries, and
about half of these show no evidence of secondary eclipses. (An interesting subset of these
are systems in which the components have nearly equal e!ective temperatures, so that the
primary and secondary eclipses are indistinguishable.) The typical central eclipse depth
is roughly 40%, which of course depends upon the relative radii of the stellar components
and (more importantly, for the current purpose) on the orbital inclination. Roughly 10%
of eclipsing systems will therefore show fairly extreme grazing eclipses in which 10% or
less of the maximum possible eclipse depth is attained. Such eclipses will have observed
depths of 4% or less and may reasonably be confused with planetary transits. This
means that roughly 10'3 of observed field stars are likely to be shallow eclipsing binaries,
outnumbering the transiting planets by a factor of ten or more. Some systematic method
for testing and identifying targets as eclipsing stars (instead of planets) is therefore
essential for a successful transit-search program.

3.2.4. Transit search system choices and requirements

The estimates in the previous section suggest that finding transits by extrasolar planets
requires:

(1) The sample of stars observed (i.e. stars for which all of the following requirements
are met) should include at least a few times 104 objects.

(2) Each star in the sample should be measured with a precision (repeatability, not
necessarily absolute accuracy) of 0.5% or better, i.e. 5 mmag.

(3) Photometric samples should be obtained often enough that a dozen or so samples
occur during a transit, so that something can be said about its shape. This implies
at least one sample every 15 minutes.

(4) The total time on the sky for one sample of stars should be at least two full orbital
periods, for the systems judged most likely to be seen.

This implies 200 hours or more of observing time, ideally all within one season. Experi-
ence with transit searches suggests that these are bare minimum requirements, and it is
advisable to exceed all of these by a factor of two or more, if at all possible.
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3.2.5. Strategic choices in transit-detection systems

In designing a system to search for transiting extrasolar planets, one is faced at the outset
with several large-scale decisions. Unlike the engineering-level design choices that come
later, the answers that one chooses to these strategic questions depend mostly upon one’s
goals; di!erent choices make sense for di!erent kinds of searches. The principal issues that
arise are these: (1) Should one first search for stars that display photometric transits,
followed by spectroscopic follow-up as necessary, or vice versa? (2) Should photometric
searches be conducted with small-aperture, wide-field telescopes, or with larger telescopes
with more restricted fields of view? (3) Should one search for transits by distant planets
that are the size of (say) Jupiter, or Neptune, or the Earth?

If detecting transiting planets is the goal, then one may imagine either searching for
stars showing photometric transit signatures and rejecting the large proportion of result-
ing false alarms via observations with larger telescopes, or searching for stars that show
a radial velocity signature indicating a planet, and then performing time-series photom-
etry to see if transits occur. The choice between these strategies rests largely on the
availability of time on intermediate- and large-sized telescopes.

Suppose that one searches for transits first with a tiny (10 cm aperture) wide-field
telescope. In this case, the estimates in the previous section suggest that 1000 hours of
observing time (give or take a factor of a few) will be required for each transiting planet
found. Along the way, one can expect to find a hundred or so false alarms, requiring on
the order of 100 hours of 1 m telescope time to identify them. About ten of these objects
will each require an hour of 10 m telescope time, to make the final separation between
planets and binary stars.

If, however, one looks first for radial-velocity planets, a plausible approach is to observe
a large number of target stars, each at only a few epochs. In this way, one may locate
stars with planets in small orbits, which are relatively likely to have orbital orientations
that allow transits to occur. With such directed observations, it may take about 20 hours
of 10 m observing time to locate each planet, and perhaps 400 hours for each transiting
planet. To separate the transiting planets from those that do not, each of the stars
with planets must be observed photometrically, with smaller telescopes, requiring about
20 hours of 1 m telescope time. Observations by tiny telescopes (which are cheap in any
case) are not required.

The telescope-aperture/field-of-view choice relates both to the brightness of the desired
target stars and to their stellar types. Small-aperture systems target transits among
fairly bright stars (magnitude 10–12), so to observe a large number of stars they must
have large fields of view. Searches such as OGLE (Udalski et al. 2002a,b, 2003) using
larger (1 m) telescopes typically target stars that are several magnitudes fainter (14–
17) than for small-aperture searches. Because of the rapidly increasing star density at
fainter magnitudes (especially in some directions, such as towards the galactic bulge),
an adequate number of target stars can be followed even with the relatively small fields
implied by the larger telescopes. At the large-aperture end of this tradeo!, the EXPLORE
experiment (Mallén-Ornelas et al. 2003; Yee et al. 2003) used 4 m-class telescopes with
large mosaic detectors. If the target field were to lie fairly far from the galactic plane
(which the EXPLORE fields do not), the result would be that the majority of the 16–
18 magnitude stars that provide good photometry would be nearby red dwarfs. In this
faint magnitude range, stars that are significantly brighter than M-dwarfs would have
to lie well outside the disc of the galaxy; contamination by giants would be fairly small.
This ability to select the stellar population being observed is one of the most interesting
aspects of large-aperture surveys.
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Finally, all of the above implicitly assumes that the target objects are Jupiter-sized
planets. Are searches for smaller planets sensible? A jupiter transiting a Sun-sized star
makes a photometric signal of about 1%. A neptune transiting a medium-sized M-star
would make a transit of similar depth. Such transits would of course be detectable; the
di"culty with designing an experiment to locate them is simply getting enough M-dwarfs
in the field of view to make a detection likely. Similarly, an earth transiting a bottom-of-
the-main-sequence M-star would be detectable; the problem is to monitor a large number
of such intrinsically faint stars. An earth transiting a Sun-like star would produce a signal
of only 0.01%. Such small transits are not feasible to measure from the ground, but they
fall within the planned capabilities of space missions such as COROT (Baglin et al. 2000;
Baglin 2003) and Kepler (Borucki et al. 2003).

3.3. Detection and measurement techniques

Assuming that one has settled on a strategy to use in searching for transiting planets,
how does one go about meeting the requirements spelled out in the previous section?

3.3.1. Noise sources

The first problem is obtaining photometric time series with adequate quality. Several
noise sources require consideration.

The irreducible minimum noise is set by photon-counting statistics applied to the signal
from the target star. For a broad-band (150 nm bandpass) observation, a rough rule of
thumb says that the rms photon noise in magnitudes is about 0.06t'1/2D'1 for a star of
magnitude 10, where t is the observing time in seconds and D is the telescope aperture
in cm. For example, for a 10 cm telescope and a 100 s exposure, photon noise on a 12th
magnitude star is about 1.5 mmag. This value is small compared to the 10 mmag or so
expected from the transit of a Jupiter-sized planet across a Sun-like star. Thus, deep
searches could be conducted with very small telescopes if target photon noise were the
only important noise source. Alas, it is not.

In many cases, counting statistics on photon noise from the sky background becomes
important. The magnitude of this noise source depends on many factors, including wave-
length, site conditions, lunar phase and telescope parameters. For transit searches, it is
usually desirable to put as many target stars as possible on to a detector with some
predetermined number of pixels. This in turn implies that each pixel should ideally cover
a sizeable piece of sky, typically a modest fraction of the typical distance between target
stars. Since the total light from the ‘dark’ sky comes more from the airglow than it does
from all stars fainter than sixth magnitude (Cox 2000), this means that in untargeted
surveys, the sky contribution will always be important for all but the brightest stars. For
example, in a moonless sky from a good site, sky noise is comparable to target photon
noise for a telescope with D = 10 cm at f/3, and R & 11.5.

Noise from atmospheric scintillation is independent of stellar brightness, so it sets a
limit on the attainable S/N for bright objects. At a typical site at 2000 m altitude, a
rough approximation for its amplitude in magnitudes is 0.07D'2/3t'1/2X2, where X is
the airmass. (Strictly speaking, the exponent applied to X depends on whether one’s line
of sight is orientated along or across the wind vector at the altitude where the scintillation
occurs (Dravins et al. 1998; Young 1969, 1974). But for order-of-magnitude estimates,
the above formula is su"cient.) For most transit surveys, scintillation noise is dominated
by the various kinds of photon-counting noise.

Uncorrected atmospheric extinction is highly variable from site to site and from night
to night; depending on circumstances, it can be negligible or dominant. It can usually be
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substantially reduced by referencing the magnitude of a target star to the average of an
ensemble of nearby stars. As the telescope’s field of view grows, however, this procedure
becomes less e!ective.

Finally, the e!ects of image motion acting on uncorrected gain variations is usually
negligible, but near bad CCD columns or other detector artefacts it can become impor-
tant. Crowded fields also add noise to photometric reductions, with the amount of excess
noise depending on the details of the photometric algorithm used.

3.3.2. Aperture vs stellar magnitude

The aperture of a transit-detection system is an important system parameter, because of
its influence on the number and stellar type of the stars to which the system will be most
sensitive. Ignoring interstellar extinction, the distance d to which a star’s brightness can
be measured at constant S/N scales with the telescope aperture D. The solid angle # on
the sky that the system can observe at one time can be written in terms of the telescope
aperture, f-number f, and detector edge length w as approximately # = w2/(D2f2). The
volume of space sampled is therefore V = (d3w2)/(D2f2) = (Dw2)/f2. If space were
uniformly filled with stars, the number of observable targets would be proportional to V.
Thus, ignoring other considerations, the best transit-finding system has a huge detector,
a tremendous aperture, and a tiny f-number, with detector size and f-number playing the
biggest roles.

Of course, the finite size of the galaxy also is important. For a system with D = 10 cm,
most targets will be roughly magnitude 12, which for Sun-like stars implies a distance
modulus of about 7.5 magnitudes, and a distance of about 300 pc. This is roughly the
thickness of the thin disc, so that one will see many fewer targets than might be expected
if the line of sight lies at high galactic latitude. For sight lines that lie close to the galactic
plane, the number of useful target stars will be larger, but the sample will be increasingly
contaminated with distant giants as the galactic plane is approached.

Large-telescope (1 m and above) surveys look at stars that lie much farther away (as
in the case of the OGLE survey (Udalski et al. 2002a), which views stars about half
way to the galactic bulge), or else at stars that are intrinsically very faint. Examin-
ing stars towards the bulge has the advantages of very dense star fields, which allow
the study of vast numbers of stars if the problems associated with crowding can be
handled.

3.3.3. Observing time and duty cycle

For planets that lie less than 0.1 AU from their stars, the orbital periods are on the order
of 100 hours, and the duration of a transit is typically a few hours. If one assumes that
observations are in short blocks that are randomly spaced over an interval spanning many
orbits, then the probability Pr that one of these blocks contains at least part of a transit
is approximately Pr & 1 ' exp('Tobs/Porbit), where Tobs is the summed duration of the
observed time blocks. Therefore, one expects that in order to have a fairly good chance
of seeing N transits, one must stare at the sky for something like N orbital periods, or
(to see two or three transits) typically several hundred hours.

In practice the situation is a bit more complicated, because the diurnal cycle limits
one’s ability to sample all orbital phases, especially for periods that are near-integral
multiples of a solar day. This is illustrated in Figure 3.3, which shows, as a function of
orbital period, the probability of seeing at least parts of two transits using a data set
actually acquired by the TrES network in the fall of 2003. In its entirety, this data set
included 765 hours of observations.
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Figure 3.3. The fraction of planets with all possible orbital phases that could in principle be
recovered from a data set consisting of various combinations of the sites in the TrES network,
shown as functions of the planet’s orbital period in days. Figure courtesy of Francis T. O’Donovan
and D. Charbonneau.

The figure illustrates several important points. First, even for periods as short as four
days, the extensive data set from Sleuth alone (almost 400 hours of observations) begins
to show significant incompleteness. The probability of detecting parts of three transits
would, of course, be even worse. Second, for periods longer than eight days, the likelihood
of seeing even two transits becomes small for a single site, and begins to drop significantly
even for the full network. Last, for periods that are nearly an integral number of days,
the probability of seeing any number of transits from a single site tends to converge
to roughly 1/3, independent of the period. This last behaviour can be understood as
follows. If the period is exactly an integral number of solar days, then transits occur at
the same solar time every day. If this time happens to be during darkness at one’s site,
then transits are seen every night, and many are observed. If it happens during daylight,
then no transits are ever observed.

Because of the progression of the seasons, a given field of view in the sky is visible for
long intervals each night only for typically two months or so each year. Thus, in order to
accumulate the requisite hours of observing time in the available seasonal window, it is
highly desirable to observe from more than one site, ideally with sites widely distributed
in longitude. The best arrangement, of course, would be to have a world-wide network
with enough stations (one needs about six) so that bad weather would seldom take down
all sites in a given sector of the globe. In that case, one could obtain nearly continuous
observations, and see (with a high probability) as many as Stot/Porbit transits, where
Stot is the total span of the data set. The TrES network is one step towards this ideal.
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Figure 3.4. Observable properties of a transit light curve: (1) total duration l, (2) transit
depth d, (3) ingress/egress time w, (4) central curvature c.

3.3.4. Measuring gross characteristics of transiting planets

Once a transiting planet has been identified, what can be learned from its light curve?
As illustrated in Figure 3.4, there are four conceptually distinct parameters that can
be measured in a transit light curve; two of these are relatively easy to measure, while
the other two are harder, because they correspond to more subtle features in the curve.
These features are (1) the transit duration l, (2) the transit depth d, (3) the ingress/egress
duration w, and (4) the central curvature c.

The various observable parameters can be computed if one knows four physical param-
eters of the star/planet system, namely (1) the stellar radius Rs, (2) the planetary radius
Rp, (3) the orbital inclination i, and (4) the stellar limb darkening coe"cient b. Unfor-
tunately, the dependence of the observable quantities on the physical ones is not simple.
Thus, l depends upon the planet’s orbital speed, which can be inferred from the orbital
period and the stellar mass, but also on Rs, Rp and i. The depth d depends mostly on
R2

p/R
2
s , but also slightly on the inclination i and the limb darkening b. The ingress/egress

time w depends upon the orbital speed, and on Rp and i. Finally, the curvature c depends
upon the limb darkening b and slightly on the inclination i.
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Figure 3.5. Transit light curve of HD 209458b obtained using the STIS spectrometer on HST,
averaged over wavelengths between 582 nm and 638 nm. The data shown represent the phased
superposition of observations of three di!erent transits. (Brown et al. 2001)

When presented with photometry showing transits with only modest S/N (as, for
instance, typical discovery light curves), it can be di"cult to estimate more observable
parameters than l and d. In that case, knowing the orbital period and having a reasonable
guess about the stellar mass, one is able to make pretty good estimates of Rp/Rs and
of the inclination i, and to place some limits on the mean density of the parent star.
Formulas for deriving these quantities can be found in Seager & Mallén-Ornelas (2003).

If, however, one has photometry with much lower noise (such as the HST light curve
displayed in Figure 3.5), then it is productive to fit for all of the physical parameters Rp,
Rs, i, b independently. Combined with RV data giving the ratio of planetary to stellar
masses, meaningful estimates of the planet’s density (and hence composition) can then
be made. With data of HST quality, one typically finds that the largest uncertainty in
estimating the physical system parameters arises from uncertainty in the orbital speed,
which in turn depends upon the accuracy of one’s guess concerning the stellar mass.

3.4. False alarms

Astrophysical false alarms are the bane of photometric transiting planet searches. By
definition, these arise from objects (usually binary or multiple stars) that do not contain
transiting planets, but that produce photometric variations that closely resemble plan-
etary transits. The problem with false alarms is that they are very numerous compared
to transiting planets, at least among the stellar populations usually searched by tran-
sit methods. To get some idea of the problem, consider the statistics for the field, six
degrees square, containing the transiting planet TrES-1 (Alonso et al. 2004; Alonso 2005).
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For this field, the TrES network generated light curves for 12 000 stars. Among these,
16 were deemed to be ‘transit candidates’. That is, they had dips in their light curves
with depths and durations consistent with transiting planets and they showed none of
the obvious hallmarks of stellar-mass binary components (i.e. secondary eclipses or obvi-
ous out-of-transit light variations with the transit period, or small harmonics thereof).
Of the sixteen candidates, six proved to be grazing eclipsing binaries (EBs), seven were
EBs that were blended, either with the images of brighter nearby foreground stars, or as
hierarchical triples in which the least luminous of the three stars generated the eclipses.
There remained two candidates that could not be characterized in detail, and one star
with a transiting planet. And recall that this field was anomalous, in that it actually did
contain a transiting planet. Thus, depending on how fussy one is in declaring stars to be
‘candidates’, one finds that false alarms outnumber real transits by a factor of something
like 20 to 100. How can they be identified and discarded?

Most schemes for identifying false alarms rely on a multi-stage approach, aiming to
minimize the total observational expense of the identification. The procedure used to
winnow TrES candidates involves five steps: (1) careful examination of the light curve
folded with the orbital period, (2) low-precision radial velocity measurements, (3) multi-
colour, high spatial resolution photometry, (4) analysis of line asymmetry variations in
high-resolution spectra, and (5) high-precision radial velocity measurements.

3.4.1. Eclipse shape and out-of-transit variations

Most planetary transits produce eclipse light curves that are fairly flat in their central
portions, whereas grazing eclipses of two stars (i.e. objects with similar radii) make
eclipse shapes that are nearly triangular. Also, planets (even in close orbits) are not
massive enough to produce substantial tidal distortion or gravity darkening in their host
stars; in short-period binary stars, these e!ects are common. Finally, planets are too
faint in visible light to produce measurable secondary eclipses, but binary star systems
often do so. These di!erences in light curve morphology form the basis for cheap and
surprisingly e!ective methods for identifying false alarms.

The simplest morphological test one can do is the search for a secondary eclipse: one
simply folds the observed light curve with the photometric period and looks for evidence
of a dip located about half a period after the primary eclipse. If evidence of a dip is found,
then the object is almost certainly a binary star and not a star/planet pair. One caveat
is that pretty often one sees binary stars that are closely matched in surface brightness.
In this case, the primary and secondary eclipses may be indistinguishable, so that one
guesses a period that is too short by a factor of exactly two, and no secondary eclipse is
seen.

An e!ective test based on transit shapes was devised by Seager and Mallén-Ornelas
(2003), who presented an analytic relation connecting the primary star’s mean density
with a planet’s observable transit shape parameters (depth, total duration and duration
of the flat-bottomed part of the transit). The stellar density thus derived can be compared
with that of a main-sequence star having the same e!ective temperature as the target
star; if the comparison is poor, this is evidence that the transits arise from a stellar
companion, rather than a planetary one (Alonso 2005).

A variety of physical e!ects (tidal distortion, gravity darkening and radiative heating
by a companion) cause binary stars to show light variations at times other than during
eclipses. The brightness fluctuations caused by these mechanisms tend to be smooth
and sinusoidal, with periods that are equal to or integer submultiples of the orbital
period (Drake 2003; Sirko and Paczyski 2003; Tingley 2004). Given the long photometric
time series that are typically used to identify transit candidates, it is usually possible to
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measure amplitudes of such sinusoidal variations with precision of a mmag or better. This
allows identification of stellar binaries in a large fraction of the cases, at least for short-
period orbits. In fact, Alonso (2005) found that among the sixteen transit candidates
found in the TrES network’s Lyr0 field, only one of them passed both the stellar density
and the out-of-transit variation tests, and this was the true planet-bearing star TrES-1.

3.4.2. Low-precision radial velocity

The most obvious distinguishing characteristic of grazing eclipsing binaries (the most
numerous source of false alarms) is the large reflex orbital velocity the faint compan-
ion imposes on the brighter star. For example, a very low-mass (100 MJup) M-star in a
4-day orbit around a 1.4-M( F-star produces a reflex velocity of 10 km/s. Thus, measure-
ments with fairly coarse (1 km/s) radial velocity precision su"ce to identify stellar-mass
companions even with periods of months, well down into the brown dwarf domain.

A few systems for measuring radial velocities are optimized for obtaining low-precision
velocities cheaply and quickly; the CfA ‘digital speedometers’ are good examples (Latham
1992). These systems are fed by 1.5 m telescopes and use 1970s imaging technology, but
their e"cient data pipelines and operating procedures make them extremely cost-e!ective
sources of the necessary radial velocity data.

3.4.3. Multi-colour and high spatial resolution photometry

A substantial number of false alarms arise from groups of three or more stars, two of
which form an eclipsing binary. The remaining component may be physically linked to
the other two or not; in either case the problem is that light from the third star dilutes
the eclipses from the other two, possibly resulting in eclipses that have the same duration,
depth and shape as planetary transits.

If the third star is not gravitationally bound to the other two, then most often one finds
that it is separated from them by a modest distance (several arcsec) in the sky. Because
wide-field transit surveys necessarily have poor spatial resolution (about 20 arcsec for
TrES), even not particularly close stellar pairings appear as single stars. Groupings that
appear to have planet-like transits usually consist of a faint, large-amplitude eclipsing
binary lying near a much brighter foreground star. Such groups can easily be identified
using CCD photometry taken with higher spatial resolution, in which the putative bright
target star and the fainter eclipsing one can be seen as separate, and the true depth of the
eclipses can be distinguished. Digitized sky survey images (e.g. at archive.eso.org/dss/dss
and archive.stsci.edu/dss/) are extremely useful in helping to determine whether a given
target star has faint, moderately close companions.

For gravitationally bound triples, the angular separation between the components is
usually too small to be resolved without great e!ort. (A typical physical separation of 10
AU at 300 pc distance translates into an angular separation of 0.033 arcsec.) In this case,
one may still learn something from photometry, because the colour of the bright star in
the system may be di!erent from that of the star that is being eclipsed. This implies that
the eclipse depth must be di!erent when observed in di!erent colours, unlike the light
curve of a planetary transit. The depth di!erence is proportional to the colour di!erence
between the two brightest stars in the triple system; if all are main-sequence objects and
the brightness ratio between them is two or more stellar magnitudes, then this colour
di!erence will be large enough for the depth e!ect to be measured fairly readily. It is
fairly common, however, for the brightest star in the triple to be a slightly evolved
F-star. If so, then (because of the shape of the evolutionary tracks on the colour–
magnitude diagram) it can happen that the eclipsed star is two or more magnitudes
fainter than the brightest star, yet has almost exactly the same colour (Mandushev et al.
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2005). In this case, the transit depth is independent of colour, and one must resort to
other means to identify the system as a triple.

Until recently, most observations of the sort described in this section have been
obtained using general-purpose telescopes of 1 m class, on an as-needed basis. How-
ever, as the demand for this kind of follow-up photometry has increased, several workers
have found it useful to assemble special-purpose systems with smaller aperture (30 cm),
so that rapid follow-up observations of promising candidates can be obtained (Kotredes
et al. 2004).

3.4.4. Spectrum line asymmetries

Mandushev et al. (2005) describe a sobering cautionary example of a hierarchical triple
in which both the photometric light curve and the radial velocity signal of an eclipsing
binary were compromised by the presence of the third, bright member of the triple system.
In this case, low-precision radial velocity measurements showed a Keplerian signal with
the photometric period, and with an amplitude of 3 km/s, indicating a 30-MJup brown-
dwarf companion. The multi-colour light curve for this system was completely consistent
with this brown-dwarf interpretation.

On further examination, however, it was remarked that the brightest (non-eclipsing)
star in the system rotates at 30 km/s, and the tidally-locked rotation speed for the
eclipsed star would probably be about the same. If the unseen eclipsing component were
a low-mass M-star, then the reflex velocity of the eclipsed component would be about
the same as these rotational speeds. Since the eclipsed star is about ten times fainter
than the brightest component (and has a very similar spectrum), its Doppler-shifted
line profiles would simply move around within the rotationally-broadened profiles of the
brightest component, causing an apparent Doppler shift of only 3 km/s (see Figure 3.6). In
addition to the Doppler shift, however, one would also see small changes in the symmetry
of the spectrum lines as the contribution from the eclipsed component moved from one
side of the broadened profile to the other.

Once this possibility was identified, earlier spectroscopic data on the star were searched
for time-varying asymmetric line profiles, changing in phase with the orbital period. Such
asymmetry changes do indeed occur, allowing the system to be correctly identified as a
triple (two F-stars, one a subgiant and the other on the main sequence), with an M-star
companion eclipsing the fainter F-star. The moral is that many kinds of star systems
occur in the galaxy, and transit searches are remarkably adept at turning up odd ones.
Great caution in performing follow-up observations on alleged planets is therefore a good
idea.

3.4.5. High-precision radial velocity

Measuring radial velocities with precision of tens of m/s or better (nowadays approach-
ing 1 m/s in the best cases) requires specially designed spectrographs and, for most
stars of interest, large telescopes. Obtaining such data is therefore relatively di"cult and
expensive, so that most teams engaged in transit searches refrain from doing so except
for stars that have passed all of the other tests intended to reject false alarms. There is,
however, no substitute for measuring the reflex velocity of a supposed planet’s parent star
to show that the transiting object has planetary and not stellar mass. For geometrical
reasons explained in Section 3.2, transit searches tend to find close-in planets. Thus, the
expected radial velocities typically are relatively large. This means that with telescopes
of 10 m class, it is possible to measure useful radial velocities even for stars as faint as
R = 17 and so confirm the planetary status of the OGLE transiting objects (which circle
distant, roughly Sun-like stars located in the direction of the galactic bulge) (Konacki
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Figure 3.6. The line profiles (shown as positive-going Gaussians) resulting from a triple star
system in which the brightest component (A) is rapidly rotating, and the eclipsed star (B)
has an orbital motion that is comparable in magnitude to the rotation speed of component A.
Displacement of the weak line profiles from B causes a shift in the centroid of the line profile
from A, but also changes its symmetry in phase with the orbital motion.

et al. 2003, 2004; Bouchy et al. 2004; Pont et al. 2004). For brighter stars, such as the
10 " R " 12 targets that emerge from the wide-field surveys, accuracies of order 10 m/s
can be obtained with reasonable observing e!ort, yielding planetary masses with accuracy
that is limited by the accuracy with which one can estimate the mass of the parent star.

3.5. Transit spectroscopy

Transiting planets are more useful than non-transiting ones in an essential way: the
optics of a transit permit measurements of some physical properties of the planet in
ways that are not possible for non-transiting planets. Indeed, it seems that in principle
the kinds of information that can be obtained from transits are limited primarily by
the investigator’s imagination (in practice, they are limited by the available signal-to-
noise ratio). One form of observation that has already proved its worth is that of transit
spectroscopy, in which a wavelength-dependent absorption signature is imposed by the
outer parts of the planetary atmosphere on the starlight that passes through on its way
to the Earth.

3.5.1. Fundamentals

The basic idea is illustrated in Figure 3.7. A ray of light connecting the star and the Earth,
passing near the planet’s limb, may be wholly, partly, or negligibly absorbed, depending
upon its wavelength and upon the ray’s minimum height in the planetary atmosphere. At
wavelengths where the atmospheric gas is relatively transparent, the ray may travel fairly
deep without being absorbed. At wavelengths where the gas is more opaque (near strong
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Figure 3.7. The apparent radius of a planet depends upon its atmospheric opacity at the
wavelength chosen for observation. At wavelengths where the opacity is large, so is the radius.
At wavelengths with lower opacity, rays can pass through the atmosphere at heights where the
density is higher, making the apparent radius smaller (Brown, 2001).

molecular transitions, for instance), the ray is completely absorbed unless its maximum
depth is much smaller, where the gas density is lower. The e!ect is that the observer
measures a larger planetary radius at wavelengths where the atmospheric opacity is high.
This causes transits to have greater depth at wavelengths with high opacity; one may
then infer the opacity’s wavelength variation by measuring the corresponding change in
transit depth.

Two special cases of the above ideas are both useful and simple to treat. In the case
of clouds made of large (compared to light wavelengths) particles, one may suppose that
the atmosphere is opaque to tangential rays all the way to the top of the cloud deck. In
this case the planet has a minimum possible radius, namely that of the cloud tops, and
no opacity e!ects that rely on rays passing below this minimum radius can be observed.
Another simple case is that in which some chemical species has a wavelength-dependent
opacity, and it is well mixed into the planetary atmosphere with a relative abundance
that changes negligibly with height. Then suppose that in some wavelength range, the
minimum opacity occurs at $min and is equal to %min, and that the apparent radius
of the planet seen at $min equals R0. Then the radius R1 measured at a wavelength
where the species produces a higher opacity, say %1, is given to a good approximation by
R1 = R0 + H ln(%1/%min), where H is the density scale height of the atmosphere. This
simple relation follows because, in order to compensate for, say, a factor e increase in
the opacity due to a wavelength change, one must decrease the gas density by the same
factor, and this is done by increasing the radius by one scale height.

3.5.2. Expected spectra

One can use the results from the last section to estimate the magnitude of radius change
(or, equivalently, depth of transit) that one might expect from hot jupiters and from
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distant terrestrial planets. In both cases, one may guess that the maximum opacity ratio
between opaque and transparent wavelengths might be a factor of 104. This implies radius
changes of ln 104 & 10 scale heights.

Recall that the density scale height is given by H = kT/mg, where k is Boltzmann’s
constant, T is the temperature, m is the mean molecular mass and g is the gravita-
tional acceleration. For the Earth (with T = 300 K, g & 103 cm s'2, and atmospheric
mean molecular weight about 28 AMU, one finds H & 8 km. This is about 10'3 of the
Earth’s radius, so the increase in cross-sectional area resulting from a 10-scale-height
radius change is about 2 ) 10'2. The total depth of a transit by an Earth-sized planet
across a Sun-sized star is about 8 ) 10'5 of the stellar light, so the variations due to the
atmosphere will be at most about 1.6 ) 10'6. A small signal!

For hot jupiters, T is larger by a factor of about 3, the mean molecular weight is smaller
by a factor of about 14, and g is similar to that at the Earth’s surface. The resulting
H is much larger, in some cases exceeding 400 km. Since the radius of these planets
is roughly 8 ) 104 km, a 10-scale-height radius change translates into a cross-sectional
area change of 10%. Since the transit depths are much larger to begin with (typically
0.015 of the stellar intensity), the transit depth changes relative to the total stellar
light may in principle exceed 10'3. Thus, the transit spectra of hot-jupiter atmospheres
are (or at least may be) possible to observe, using existing ground- and space-based
instruments. The results of attempts to do so (some successful, some not) will be described
below.

Theoretical transit spectra of hot jupiters have now been computed by several groups;
Figure 3.8 shows one such from Brown (2001), displaying not only the general nature
of the spectrum, but also the e!ect on the spectrum of changing cloud height. In these
spectra, the continuum opacity at cloud-free heights arises from Rayleigh scattering, from
collision-induced absorption by H2 molecules, and from the broad pressure-broadened
wings of resonance lines of the alkali metals. Aside from the lines of Na and K, the
strongest features in the spectrum come from common molecules. At the high tempera-
tures and low pressures found in hot-jupiter atmospheres, the dominant constituents are
expected to be H2, He, N2, CO and H2O. A small amount of carbon may also be found
in CH4, with more in cooler atmospheres and at higher pressures. These molecules pro-
duce millions of lines, some quite strong, organized in band structures that dominate the
appearance of the near infrared (NIR) transit spectrum. In the wavelength range between
700 nm and 2 µm, the most prominent bands are those of H2O, but CO and CH4 can
also be seen. Although the water bands in particular are strong, observing them from
the ground is quite di"cult, because of interference from water vapour in the terrestrial
atmosphere.

3.5.3. Observations of transit spectra

To date, clear-cut transit-spectrum detections on extrasolar planets have been obtained
only for the sodium D lines and the Ly & resonance line, both on HD 209458b. Detections
of other species are so far of marginal significance, or provide only upper limits on the
transition equivalent widths.

The HST observations that yielded the light curve (Figure 3.5) also provided moderate-
resolution spectroscopy. Charbonneau et al. (2002) used these data to measure excess
sodium absorption during the transits; while the central depth of the transit in nearby
continuum wavelengths was about 1.6%, the depth in a band 1.2 nm wide, centred on
the Na D doublet, was deeper by 0.023% ± 0.0057%. This degree of excess absorption
is large enough to be statistically significant, but it is only about half that predicted
for a fiducial model atmosphere, with cloud tops at 0.03 bar. It therefore seems likely
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Figure 3.8. Theoretical visible and near-infrared transit spectra of HD 209458b, computed
assuming a range of cloud heights. Deep bands of H2O and CO can be seen, as well as
the pressure-broadened resonance lines of Na and K. The contrast of all these features
depends upon the cloud height, decreasing as the height of the cloud tops increases (Brown,
2001).

either that (1) some additional source of continuous opacity (clouds, say) is cutting o!
transmission of tangential light rays at heights of 1 mb or so, or that (2) some mechanism
(photoionization, or non-LTE e!ects, small primordial metallicity, or unknown chemistry)
has reduced the abundance of Na atoms in the planetary atmosphere by a factor of
perhaps 100 relative to the solar abundance.

Vidal-Madjar et al. (2003) used the HST to observe transits of HD 209458b in the
ultraviolet, measuring the transit depth in the Ly & resonance line of atomic hydrogen.
They found that the depth of the transit seen in this line is larger than that in visible
light by a factor of almost 10. This enhancement is so large that it is best explained in
terms of a massive hydrogen exosphere larger than the planet’s Hill sphere, that must
consequently be constantly blown away by the stellar wind and constantly replenished
by ablation of the planet. The implied mass loss rate from the planet is at least 1010 g/s;
at this loss rate, the survival time of the planet would be of order 1000 Hubble times, so
the exosphere could be much more massive than the lower limit and still not destroy the
planet in a Solar System lifetime.

There have been several ground-based searches for excess absorption in the CO band-
head near 2.3 µm wavelength. The best and most recent of these is that by Deming
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et al. (2005), who used NIRSPEC at the Keck-II telescope to observe three transits of
HD 209458b. They found no convincing evidence for excess absorption by CO, but were
able to set an upper limit on the absorption that excludes the ‘fiducial’ model considered
by Charbonneau et al. (2002). These NIR observations also are consistent with a cloud
layer reaching up to pressures of a few mbar. An alternative explanation is that the
atmosphere of HD 209458b is so cool that a large fraction of its carbon resides in CH4,
but, as we shall see below, this possibility is ruled out by spaceborne observations in the
thermal infrared.

3.5.4. Observations of secondary transits

In recent months, two groups of workers have announced exciting observations of sec-
ondary transits using the Spitzer infrared space telescope. Primary transits occur when
a planet passes across the face of its star as seen from the Earth; the secondary transit
occurs one-half orbit later, when the planet passes behind its star. At the time of the
secondary transit, the light emitted by (or reflected from) the planet is blocked, lead-
ing to another dip in the brightness of the whole system. Since the surface brightness
of the planet is smaller than that of the star, the secondary transit is less deep than
the primary. For hot jupiters observed in the thermal infrared, however, this di!erence
is relatively small, only a factor of a few (the ratio of the stellar to planetary e!ective
temperatures).

Charbonneau et al. (2005) observed a transit of the planet TrES-1 at wavelengths near
4 and 8 µm, using the Spitzer IRAC imaging photometer. Transits of significant depth
were detected at both wavelengths; these may be interpreted directly as flux densities
coming from the planet’s day side, just before the transit ingress and after the egress.
Announced at the same time by Deming et al. (2005) was a detected transit of HD
209458b observed at 24 µm, using Spitzer’s MIPS instrument. Taken together, these
three measurements mark not only the first direct detection of photons from extrasolar
planets, but also represent the first crude emission spectra of these objects.

The theoretical interpretation of these measurements has been swift and comprehensive
(Burrows et al. 2005; Fortney et al. 2005; Seager et al. 2005). There is general agreement
that the observed fluxes are roughly in agreement with expectations, provided that the
planets’ Bond albedos are not very close to unity. (If the albedos were very large, the plan-
ets would absorb too little radiation to account for their observed IR fluxes.) Moreover,
it seems likely that the 4 µm flux from TrES-1 is depressed below that of a black body
at the planet’s e!ective temperature because of strong absorption by the fundamental
vibration–rotation band of CO. There is disagreement, however, as to whether the fluxes
are somewhat larger than the models predict (Burrows et al. 2005), or somewhat smaller
(Fortney et al. 2005), or about the same (Seager et al. 2005). The first of these authors
find agreement with observations is best if one assumes little transport of heat from the
planet’s day side to its night side; the second ones find that the heat transport must be
e"cient, and also that the planet’s metallicity must be several times the solar value. This
kind of disagreement is probably the result of comparing models that have di!erent defi-
ciencies, interpreting observations that have not yet been validated by repetition. At this
stage, one should therefore be cautious about accepting conclusions about the detailed
conditions obtaining in the planetary atmospheres. Even so, the advent of meaningful
wavelength-resolved measurements of IR fluxes emitted by extrasolar planets is a clear
milestone in the e!ort to understand these objects, and it is cause for excitement about
the future.
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3.6. The future of technical civilization

Discussions of intelligent life elsewhere in the Universe are often framed in terms of
the Drake equation, which provides a means of thinking about the issues involved:

N = R#fpneflfifcL, (3.5)

where N is the number of civilizations we might expect to be able to communicate witt
at any given time, R# is the rate of star formation in our Galaxy, fp is the fraction of
those stars that have planets, ne is the average number of planets that can potentially
support life per star that has planets, fl is the fraction of the above that actually go on
to develop life, fi is the fraction of the above that actually go on to develop intelligent
life, fc is the fraction of the above that are willing and able to communicate, and L is
the expected lifetime of such a civilization for the period that it can communicate across
interstellar space (see Shklovsky & Sagan 1966). Studying extrasolar planets provides
information about the factors fp, ne, and fl; for one session at the Winter School we
engaged in a participatory project to encourage thinking about the last factor L, which
is the lifetime of a technological civilization.

Asking what number to put in for L seemed unlikely to lead to any useful result,
so we concentrated on a more restricted question. This was based on the notion that
by most measures (number of scientists, number of publications, total budget) sci-
ence has been growing exponentially for the last 400 years. It is not so clear, how-
ever, whether the social e!ects of science have grown at the same rate. Has life (in
the last century, say) become exponentially better (or even exponentially di!erent) as
a result of technical progress? There are at least two distinct reasons to suspect that
it might not be so. One, the ‘End of Science’ argument, is based on the John Hor-
gan book of the same title (Horgan 1996). It holds that science itself is slowing down,
because we are running out of genuinely fundamental concepts to discover. Accord-
ing to this thinking, most of the big concepts (fundamental forces, the big bang, the
nature of life, germs, etc.) are now exposed, so that modern science consists more and
more of filling in the details. The other argument is that, even if science is continuing
to expand, the scales with which it deals (scales of time, or distance, or complexity,
or whatever) are becoming so small or so large that they are less relevant to human
concerns.

To put even this broad question into a more tractable form, we attempted to compare
the socially e!ective technical innovations between the first and last halves of the twenti-
eth century. To do this, we split into two subgroups, and each group was given 20 minutes
to provide an ordered list of the ten technical innovations that were reduced to practice
within their respective half-centuries, and that had the greatest impact on the way that
ordinary citizens of technically advanced societies led their lives. According to the rules,
the innovations could be e!ective either for good or ill, and we assigned dates according
to when their feasibility had been demonstrated at least once, and their further appli-
cation was merely a matter of money (possibly quite a lot of money). I acted as referee
in disputes about dates (on the principle that it is unimportant that a referee be right;
only that he be obeyed), and I was ably assisted by volunteers Suzanne Aigrain, Saskia
Hekker, Avi Mandell and Omer Tamuz, who acted as discussion leaders and recorders
for the two groups. Once the lists had been composed, we displayed them on the screen
and spent the remainder of the hour discussing them. The lists that emerged (slightly
edited) appear in Table 3.1.
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Table 3.1 Socially-important technical innovations

1900–1950 1950–2000

Aviation Internet
Refrigeration DNA & genetic engineering
Radio/TV Spaceflight
Vaccinations Environmental protection
Antibiotics Mobile communication
Nuclear weapons Microchips
Mechanized agriculture Personal computers
Universal su!rage Home electronics
United Nations Birth control
Plastics Medical imaging

The discussion was, alas, not recorded. But based on what I can remember, and sub-
sequent consideration of the lists, and viewing this all through the lens of my own pre-
conceptions, I am emboldened to make a few summarizing remarks.

We noted that the restriction to technically-advanced (i.e. wealthy) societies was in
some ways a misleading one, since a large fraction of people on the Earth do not have
access even to clean water, let alone most of the items on the lists.

The sense of the discussion was pretty clearly that science has not stopped, and that
its influence on society remains robust and growing. I think it is fair to say that this view
was common both among the students and the teachers, two groups with rather di!erent
average ages and degrees of experience.

Another useful point was that people have a hierarchy of needs and desires, so that
they can be expected to turn first to the most pressing ones (adequate food, a dry place to
sleep) before moving on to the less urgent (high definition TV, scratch-n-sni! advertising).
Also, it is worth distinguishing the idea of ‘progress’ from that of ‘change’. Thus, there
are human activities (the popular music and fashion industries are good examples) in
which the raison d’être is novelty for its own sake, unrelated to any particular vision of
progress.

During my own perusal of the lists that we produced, I had several thoughts which I
have set down in the following paragraphs. These were guided in part by the discussion,
but I cannot blame them on the group; they are simply my own opinions.

It seems to me that the ‘Universal su!rage’ and ‘United Nations’ items on the first-half
list may be inappropriate, since they refer to social (not technical) innovations.

The ‘Radio/TV’ entry in the first-half list may reasonably be paired with a cluster of
items on the second-half list: ‘Microchips’, ‘Home electronics’, ‘Mobile communications’,
‘Personal computers’, and ‘Internet’. It is perhaps unclear what exactly is meant by
‘Home Electronics’, but presumably it refers to video recorders, Tivo systems, digital
cameras, DVD players, and, yes (for Douglas Adams a"cionados), digital watches. These,
I think, can be viewed as evolutionary applications of the first-half ‘Radio/TV’ idea,
but I would rank them lower on the primal importance scale than their progenitor.
The same argument applies to ‘Mobile communications’ in comparison with the earlier
‘Telegraph/telephone’ entry (which did not make it into the first-half list because it
happened in the nineteenth century).

The ‘Personal computers’ and ‘Internet’ entries are of somewhat di!erent character.
Neither of these technologies (as applied to daily life, not research) permits one to do
much that was previously inconceivable, but they make some previously laborious tasks
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vastly easier, and they impose their own slant on familiar processes. Perhaps the best
example of the latter idea is the way that the internet puts mass communication in the
hands of the masses, by making it very cheap and fast to get the word (any word) around.
The resulting trade-o! between accessibility and veracity is unique to the medium; it is
hard to say whether the result is better or worse than previous communication schemes,
but it is certainly di!erent.

The ‘Aviation’ and ‘Spaceflight’ entries provide another interesting comparison. Both
were initiated early in their respective half-centuries (reasonable claims for pre-1950
spaceflight can be made, but for the sake of this argument it is unhelpful to quibble
about dates). It seems clear, however, that the practical e!ects of aviation were vastly
greater by 1950 than those of spaceflight by 2000. Any argument promoting spaceflight
as the more successful technology would have to rest in large measure on its impact on
the public imagination, and even that (it appears to me) is problematic. One of the most
surprising lessons of the Apollo Moon landings was how quickly the public got bored with
people landing on the Moon.

Both halves feature important medical technologies, with the pre-1950 ‘Vaccina-
tions’ and ‘Antibiotics’ vying with the post-1950 ‘Birth control’, ‘Medical imaging’, and
(loosely) ‘DNA & bio-engineering’. Here, I imagine that ‘Birth control’ actually means
‘The Pill’, and the other roughly contemporaneous methods of contraception that are
cheap, e!ective, and that (most significantly) put choices about conception into the hands
of women. Thus interpreted, it seems to me fair to argue that ‘Vaccinations’, ‘Antibi-
otics’, and ‘Birth control’ are three of the most important medical technologies of the
last century, and in terms of impact there is little point in trying to choose among them.
‘Medical imaging’ in the post-1950s sense may be a di!erent matter. Clearly, there have
been great advances in digitally processed three-dimensional imaging, and these have
allowed diagnoses and treatments that were not previously feasible. But it is unclear (to
me) how many patients these methods help, and how much they help, compared to what
one could do with the older film-based X-ray technology. Perhaps the new imaging tech-
nologies are essential and pervasive, or perhaps they are marginal and incidental; it would
be interesting to hear an expert’s opinion about this. Finally, ‘DNA & bio-engineering’
has also had some notable successes, but in the broad health care picture, my impression
is that it is still mostly an unrealized promise. In principle, it could utterly change human
life, for better or worse. In practice, such big changes seem to be still some distance away.

General concerns of public welfare are reflected in the first half’s ‘Refrigeration’ and
‘Mechanized agriculture’ entries, and in ‘Environmental protection’ from the second half.
It is interesting to note that environmental protection has become necessary in large
part because of the rapid population and consumption growth caused by the successes
of refrigeration, mechanized agriculture, antibiotics and other such first-half advances.

In the domain of warfare, the first half of the century has ‘Nuclear weapons’, which is
hard to top. The closest thing o!ered by the second half is again ‘DNA & bio-engineering’,
which may in the future produce biological agents that are just as deadly and even harder
to control than nuclear bombs. But, as with the positive results of genetic manipulation,
this possibility is (thankfully) as yet unrealized.

Putting all of this together, I tend toward mild disagreement with the group opinion
about the growing importance of science in daily life. It seems to me that the innovations
prior to 1950 led to changes that are both deeper and broader than those afterwards,
with fundamental changes taking place in many domains. One can hardly argue that
technically driven change has stopped, but it takes more e!ort to remake the world than
it once did. One can guess at huge future upheavals resulting from bio-engineering, or
really successful artificial intelligence, or any of several other science fiction tropes. But,
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at the moment, these appear to be rather remote in time. For whatever it may be worth,
my prediction is that the twenty-first century will be dominated by our attempts to
organize and preserve intelligent life on a small planet, using more-or-less present-day
technology. Time will tell.
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4. From clouds to planet systems: formation
and evolution of stars and planets

GÜNTHER WUCHTERL

The discovery of more than one hundred extrasolar planet candidates challenges our understand-
ing of star and planet formation. Do we need to modify theories that were mostly developed for
the Solar System in order to understand giant planets orbiting their host stars with periods of
a few days? Or do we have to assume particular circumstances for the formation of the Sun to
understand the special properties of the Solar System planets? I review the theories of star and
planet formation and outline processes that may be responsible for the diversity of planetary
systems in general. I discuss two questions raised by extrasolar planets: (1) the formation of
Pegasi planets and (2) the relation between discovered extrasolar planets and the metallicity of
their host stars. Finally, I discuss the role of migration in planet formation and describe three
tests to distinguish whether planets migrated long distances or formed near their final orbits.

4.1. Witnessing the discovery

What happened to the theory of star and planet formation when almost ten years ago,
in October 1995, Mayor and Queloz (1995) announced that they had found a planet,
in a four day orbit around the fifth magnitude star 51 Pegasi? Theory at this time was
preparing for the discovery of extrasolar planets in orbits around common main-sequence
stars. Yet the first discoveries seemed to lie well in the future, not to be expected before
the start of the new, the third, millennium.

4.1.1. Observations: 12 years, 21 stars – no planets (yet)

In August of that year, planet searchers from the University of British Columbia, led by
Gordon Walker, had published their 12 year long e!ort to monitor 21 solar-like stars for
planetary companions. It was widely considered to be the first search having the required
sensitivity to detect planets. And, as everybody considered self-evident, the easiest one
to detect would be a Jupiter-like planet in a Jupiter-like orbit with an approximately
12 year period. After all, that would be the case for the Solar System place at a distance
of 10 parsec, the typical distance of a nearby star.

When Walker et al. (1995) published that they had not found any planets1 and gave an
upper limit of less then 1 in 10 stars having a ‘jupiter’, the formation theorists started to
wonder about the result. It was generally considered that Solar System formation theory
was not yet complete. But should the Solar System be more special in any case when
the Sun was compared to other stars (i.e. a typical member of the galactic minority of
single stars that is outnumbered by a factor of about three by stars that are in multiple
systems)?

1 However, ! Cep was a special case where the planetary interpretation could not be rejected
with certainty, cf. Walker et al. (1992). In the meantime two of the stars in Gordon Walker’s
list have been found to host planets: " Eridani (Hatzes et al. 2000) and ! Cephëı A (Hatzes
et al. 2003). Twelve years of data were not enough.

Extrasolar Planets, eds. Hans Deeg, Juan Antonio Belmonte and Antonio Aparicio.
Published by Cambridge University Press.
C! Cambridge University Press 2007.
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The finding by Wolszczan and Frail (1992) of planets in orbit around the pulsar PSR
B1257+12 had been confirmed by Wolszczan (1994) using modifications of the planetary
orbits by mutual perturbations of the inferred planets themselves. Hence, planet forma-
tion was apparently a rather ubiquitous process also occurring in one of the very exotic
environments that the millisecond pulsar had provided during its long history.

4.1.2. Theory not quite in place

That October, theorists had assembled on the island of Hawaii to discuss extrasolar
planets and their formation. The discovery seemed like a reality shock. I still remember
the faces of other theorists after the message of the discovery of 51 Pegasi was put on
an overhead projector at the end of the extrasolar planets session. We realized that we
were on the wrong side of the globe. The discovery was announced in Florence, close to
Galileo’s last home. Theory was taken by surprise. A ‘jupiter’ at 1/100 of Jupiter’s orbit,
a few stellar radii from its host star, was bewildering. It was not that anyone had proved,
or even tried to prove, that giant planets could not form close to their stars. Apparently,
nobody had even thought about it. Everybody wondered how this could have happened
and there was at the same time concentrated thinking: how could it form? I am sure
that, as we travelled home, we all had an idea of how to make it. When I stepped out of
the plane in Frankfurt, I had convinced myself that it actually would be easy to form 51
Peg’s planet and planned the calculations to prove it. Similar events must have happened
for many people because within a year many ideas for the formation of 51 Pegasi b were
published.

I am telling this because it is exciting and also because it helps us to understand
the diversity of ideas that developed after the discovery of 51 Pegasi b. Before that,
there was a fairly detailed framework for the understanding of the formation of the Solar
System. It was a step-wise approach, tied into the data from the history of the Solar
System. Supposedly, it could be generalized to other systems. But it had and has its
open questions. Hence research focused on filling the holes for the Solar System where
the data were rich. An understanding of a general theory of planet formation was only
just beginning. As the pioneering work for understanding planet formation around stars
of various masses, I recommend a series of three papers: Nakano (1987, 1988a,b). Nakano
discusses the limitations for planet formation based on growth timescales and nebular
and stellar lifetimes in the framework of the Kyoto-model.

Just before the discovery, Jack Lissauer gave a talk on the Diversity of Plausible Plane-
tary Systems (Lissauer 1995). It is a careful assessment and weighting of the uncertainties
trying to focus on what can be expected for other systems from what we have learned for
the Solar System. I think every person interested in what could be expected from theory
will find the overview there.

4.2. Planet formation theory

4.2.1. The ‘original’ Solar System perspective

So there is the classical picture based on the formation of the Solar System until 1995
and the diversity of ideas thereafter, with manifold scenarios for planet formation, many
of them probably inconsistent with Solar System formation or of unknown relation to
the Solar System.

To get an overview of the classical picture of Solar System formation, I recommend
the review article of Hayashi’s Kyoto group (Hayashi et al. 1985), where the stage is
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set for modern theories2 – planets forming in a circumstellar protoplanetary disc of gas
and dust that originates from an interstellar cloud together with the host (proto)star.
The article discusses the key physical processes and outlines a complete picture of Solar
System formation. The overall picture is basically unchanged up to now, but some of
the numbers have been corrected and gaps in the argumentation have been closed. To
get a more quantitative view, especially on terrestrial planet formation, and a concept
to resolve the issue of the long growth time of the cores of giant planets, I recommend
Jack Lissauers’ (1993) article on planet formation in Annual Reviews of Astronomy and
Astrophysics. It is written after a half-year long get-together of essentially all researchers
on planet formation in 1992 at Santa Barbara. It is a superb review and covers the
situation of planet formation theory at that pre-51 Peg time.

4.2.2. After 51 Pegasi – forget the Solar System?

With the ‘discovery shock’ many researchers apparently felt that the Solar System
approach was ‘dead’ and invented numerous schemes to rapidly explain the new object.
A year after the discovery it was still a close race between the number of discovered
planets and the number of new theories to explain them.

New processes were invoked – often rather ad hoc – to explain the unexpected prop-
erties of 51 Peg, as well as the growing diversity in the observed exoplanet population.
Some of the new processes apparently played no (or only a minor) role in the Solar Sys-
tem. The unforeseen properties of most extrasolar planets – giant planets in orbits with
periods of a few days, planets with eccentricities much larger then any of the Sun’s plan-
ets, and many giant planets with orbital radii much smaller than Jupiter’s – prompted
strong comments.

‘With these discoveries, theorists have lost their understanding of the formation of the solar
system,’

as Pavel Artymovic put it in IAU Symposium 202 at the Manchester General Assembly
in 2000, or more drastically,

‘Forget the solar system!,’

as a well-known astrophysicist recommended o! the record in 2002. Are we witnessing the
final failure of the Copernican principle in cosmogony? Is the formation of our own home
system fundamentally di!erent from the typical planet formation process in the Galaxy?
Are special processes or unlikely circumstances required to explain the properties of the
Solar System?

4.3. Introduction – trying to solve a big problem

The approach I will follow to look at the problem and possibly contribute to answering
these questions is not to describe the diversity of theories and ideas but focus on a
simplified picture that is closely linked to basic physical principles (essentially to the
equations that describe the fluid dynamics of a mixture of gas and dust supplemented
by the theory of planetesimal growth).

2 Weizsäcker (1943) distinguishes three major groups of planet formation theories: planets
formed from (A) a uniformly rotating mass that filled the space of the present planetary sys-
tem (Kant, Laplace); (B) a tidal wave (Flutwelle) that was excited by a star passing the Sun
(Chamberlin, Moulton), and (C) an irregularly shaped nebula filament (Nölke). I consider work
following the nebular hypothesis (A) supplemented by the planetesimal hypothesis as modern
formation theories.
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The idea is to provide a theoretical backbone that is unlikely to su!er refutation unless
one of its key assumptions turns out to be invalid.

Those assumptions are:
(i) there exists an angular momentum transfer process to separate mass and angular

momentum during protostellar collapse;
(ii) dust growth in the protoplanetary nebula leads to km-size planetesimals on a

timescale that is fast compared to nebula evolution;
(iii) the basic properties of stars and planets can be described in terms of spherical

symmetry.
I refrain from discussing many results in the literature based on my judgement of how
close they are to a deductive, more theoretical physical approach. This is not because
they may not be relevant but because they are usually snapshot studies of a particular
process without a clear justification of previous or later phases of star and/or planet
formation. Often unknown physical processes are parameterized to make the respective
models solvable.

So I emphasize parts of the problem that can be solved with relatively high reli-
ability but neglect the addition of processes that will occur in reality but cannot be
reliably quantified. The picture given here will not address many aspects of the prob-
lem that are needed to understand all the properties of star–planet systems, but what
is discussed should hold, although it may turn out to be of minor relevance for the big
picture.

The analogy for the Sun would be to just discuss global properties like mass, luminosity,
temperature and age but ignore surface e!ects like spots and other magnetic activity and
global e!ects like di!erential rotation and globally relevant circulation patterns inside the
convection zone and granulation.

4.4. The plan

We will start our considerations with interstellar clouds and proceed to planets in three
steps:

(i) star formation as the collapse of a gravitationally unstable cloud fragment;
(ii) the early evolution of the star and a plausible circumstellar protoplanetary nebula;
(iii) planet formation in the protoplanetary nebula.

I will discuss protostellar collapse and early stellar evolution with detailed solutions for
the spherical problem for masses down to the brown dwarf regime. This is analogous to
describing stellar evolution to and from the main sequence, with the important di!erence
that fluid dynamical processes are important due to the collapse origin of stars. Accretion
flows determine the luminosity, structure and evolution during the earliest phases that
last approximately 1 Ma (1 Ma is 1 million years).

A similar first principles approach is not feasible at present for the formation of the
protoplanetary nebula. Hence, I will briefly describe the ongoing e!orts and then fall back
on a pragmatic approach to constructing plausible protoplanetary nebulae for planet
formation studies. The resulting models then give estimates for the nebular conditions
that can then be used as a starting point for the construction of planet formation models.

In the third step, i.e. planet formation, I return to a more basic principle-orientated
approach. The theory of planetesimal accretion will be combined with spherical mod-
els of protoplanets that consist of a core and a gaseous envelope that are embedded in
a plausible protoplanetary nebula. These models will provide masses, luminosities and
accretion-histories for planets. Finally, I discuss some applications, including observa-
tional tests of planet formation theory.
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For convenience and consistency I will mostly use my own models, which are applicable
to stars, brown dwarfs and planets and are based on the same set of basic physical equa-
tions and identical descriptions of the microphysics. They all use the same constitutive
relations, i.e. equations of state and opacities. The system of equations is calibrated to
the Sun and observationally tested by the solar convection zone and RR Lyrae lightcurves
(Wuchterl and Feuchtinger 1998); Wuchterl and Tscharnuter 2003).

4.5. From clouds to stars

4.5.1. Clouds

Stars form from molecular clouds. Most of the clouds’ mass is in the form of molecular
hydrogen. Some of them can be seen as nearby dark clouds because the dust they contain
obscures the light of the Milky Way stars behind them. In some dark clouds faint stars
can be seen that have ages of a few million years (Ma). These T Tauri stars have not yet
commenced hydrogen burning and will evolve towards the main sequence in a few tens of
Ma. Hence this evolutionary phase is often referred to as the pre-main sequence (PMS)
phase. Only when their nuclear reactions produce energy at a su"cient rate to balance the
energy radiated from their surfaces will the process of gravitational contraction stop. Once
that balance is reached, typical stars will stay on the main sequence with approximately
constant luminosity and surface temperature for " 109 years.

Star formation preferentially occurs in the spiral arms of the Galaxy. Giant molecular
clouds have masses of 1 million solar masses and fragment into substructures that finally
lead to the sub-collapse of sub-fragments that typically result in a cluster of stars. Star
formation is a multiple-scale process ranging in size from 100 pc clouds with subunits
referred to as clumps down to the smallest structures, termed cores, of size 0.1 pc and
masses comparable to stellar ones, i.e. typically one solar mass. Galactic tides, magnetic
fields and irregular motion (turbulence) play a role on larger scales, but ultimately star
formation is a competition between support by thermal pressure and the inward pull of
gravity. Once gravitational collapse starts and the cloud cores shrink, rotation becomes
more and more important. As the size shrinks, conservation of angular momentum leads
to spin up, even for initially slowly rotating structures. The common outcomes are clus-
ters of stars, multiple systems and star-disc systems. That way the classical angular
momentum problem (even a slowly rotating cloud would lead to a hypothetical stellar
embryo rotating much faster than breakup speed) is most probably being solved – by
redistribution of angular momentum between the components.

I focus on the physics of star formation that is most relevant for planet formation.
That is most importantly the properties of the newborn protostar and the protoplanetary
nebula, as well as the timescales for final collapse and early stellar evolution. A general
review of the physics of star formation has recently been given by Larson (2003). Two
stages of cloud collapse may be discerned:

(i) fragmentation of the cloud;
(ii) collapse and accretion of cloud fragments.

Instead of discussing the fragmentation process of molecular clouds I will assume that
it leads to fragments of all masses down to the opacity limit of fragmentation, which
is estimated to be at approximately 0.01–0.007 M# or 7–10 MJup.3 Below the opacity
limit, further fragmentation into still smaller mass units is probably made more di"cult
or impossible because of the temperature increase, which is a consequence of the dense

3 1 M# = 1.989 $ 1030 kg, 1 MJupiter = 1.899 $ 1027 kg, 1 M% = 5.974 $ 1024 kg, 1 MJupiter =
0.95 10&3 M#, 1 MJupiter = 317.8 M%. I will use 0.001 M# and MJupiter as approximately equal.
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fragments becoming opaque for light of all wavelengths capable of transporting energy
and hence cooling the collapsing clouds heated by gravitational self-compression. Indeed,
stars may have their masses determined directly by those of the prestellar cloud cores.
This is suggested by the fact that the distribution of masses, or the ‘initial mass function’
(IMF), with which stars are formed appears to resemble the distribution of masses of the
prestellar cores in molecular clouds (see Larson 2003 for discussion).

To determine the physical properties of the final fragments that have become gravita-
tionally unstable, we consider the balance of gravity and thermal pressure in a cloud-core
of given temperature T and mass-density (or density for short) !. Such a fragment is
unstable to perturbations, i.e. density fluctuations, if its volume contains a mass that is
larger than the Jeans-mass:

MJeans = !"3
Jeans, (4.1)

with the Jeans-length,

"3
Jeans = cT

!

#

G!
, (4.2)

where G is the gravitational constant, cT =
"

P/! =
"

kT/m, the isothermal sound
speed for an ideal gas of particles with mean mass m, with Boltzmann constant k. The
other constant factors depend somewhat on the details of the assumed geometry of the
cloud and the perturbations respectively (i.e. density fluctuations) assumed in the cloud.4

We restrict our discussion of star formation to star formation from gravitationally
unstable – to be more specific, Jeans-unstable – cloud cores as an idealization of the
smallest cloud fragments. To be more precise, we will mostly discuss star formation from
cloud fragments that are actual rigorous solutions for the equilibria of self-gravitating
isothermal clouds with spherical symmetry that are embedded in a medium of finite,
constant pressure (the ambient larger cloud superstructure). Such self-gravitating equi-
librium gas spheres are called Bonnor–Ebert spheres (Bonnor 1956; Ebert 1957). Such
theoretical constructs do actually exist in the sky: the structure of a relatively nearby
dark cloud, the Bok globule Barnard 68, has been found closely to match a Bonnor–Ebert
sphere (Alves et al. 2001).

The neglect of rotation, magnetic fields and turbulence, and the use of spherical sym-
metry that lead to the classical Jeans picture with thermal pressure and gravity as the
only players, may seem somewhat restrictive, but we follow Larson (2003) in noting that

The Jeans length and mass are still approximately valid, even for configurations that are partly
supported by rotation or magnetic fields, as long as instability is not completely suppressed by
these e!ects. Thus, if gravity is strong enough to cause collapse to occur, the minimum scale on
which it can occur is always approximately the Jeans scale, and structure is predicted to grow
most rapidly on scales about twice the Jeans scale.

4.5.2. Clouds and stars

We have looked at the clouds in the beginning. Let us now look at the outcome of the
formation process, the products of the cloud collapse (stars, brown dwarfs and planets)

4 Planar waves are used in the case given. A discussion of variants of the Jeans instability
and more rigorous treatments that avoid the Jeans swindle of assuming an unperturbed state
that is not an equilibrium solution is given in Larson (2003) or text-books such as Kippenhahn
and Weigert (1990).
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Table 4.1 Basic properties of stars, brown dwarfs and planets

Stars Brown dwarfs Planets

gas spheres gas spheres often gas spheres
self-gravitating self-gravitating self-gravitating
self-luminous self-luminous often self-luminous
often nuclear fusion often nuclear fusion heavy element enriched
main-sequence: luminosity

balanced by nuclear
burning

initial nuclear burning;
luminosity never
balanced

no nuclear burning according
to historical practice and
IAU working definition

that we will refer to as celestial bodies for short. Basic properties that emphasize simi-
larities are summarized in Table 4.1. What are the common physical principles of these
celestial bodies? Arguably the most important one that distinguishes them from other
common objects in the Universe like rocks, plants, animals and cars is the importance
of gravity. Newtonian gravity is described by the Poisson equation, which in spherical
symmetry can be integrated once and written in the form:

dMr

dr
= 4#r2!, (4.3)

where ! is the density; and the mass interior to radius r for a radial density distribution
!(r) is obtained by the integration mentioned above as

Mr =

# r

0
4#r'2!dr'. (4.4)

The corresponding gravitational force that acts on the structure at distance r is:

Fgrav = &
GMr

r2
!. (4.5)

This leads us to one of the most important principles of astrophysics, namely the force
balance between gravity and pressure (gradients) that governs the structure of gravitating
gas spheres throughout most of their lives, namely hydrostatic equilibrium:

dP

dr
= Fgrav = &

GMr

r2
!. (4.6)

Pressure has entered our considerations, so we have to specify an equation of state that
relates pressure and density. For fully degenerate objects, such as white dwarfs and neu-
tron stars, and to some extent for planets, when they behave as liquids, the dominating
pressure dependence is on density. Our equations for the structure would then be com-
pleted by specifying the pressure as a function of density alone. In general, however, and
in any case for high temperatures, the pressure depends on density and temperature, as,
for example, in an ideal gas with particles of mean mass m:

P =
!

m
kT, often written as P =

Rgas

µ
!T. (4.7)

The first version uses the mean particle mass directly and hence the Boltzmann constant
appears explicitly, the second version uses quantities for a mole of an Avogadro number,
NA, of particles, with the molar gas constant Rgas = kNA and their mean molar mass, µ.
Two important new quantities have entered our considerations via the pressure equation
of state (Eq. (4.7)).
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(i) The elemental and chemical composition, i.e. its elemental abundances and the
respective chemical state: whether they are in molecules, neutral or ionized, and
the number of free electrons in the latter case. The mean particle mass m(!, T )
changes accordingly.

(ii) The temperature, to be more explicit, the radial temperature distribution T (r) of
a celestial body.

The chemical composition (number of particles as H2, H, e&, . . .) and hence m(!, T ) can
be determined by thermodynamic calculations for given elemental composition, density
and temperature. Such calculations also give the pressure equation of state, as well as
other equations of state, such as specific heats or the adiabatic gradients. What remains –
apart from solving the whole thing – is to determine the temperature.

Here the self-luminous nature of the objects comes into play. Because celestial bodies
usually radiate heat into space, their temperatures – the surface value and the interior
temperature distribution T (r) – can be calculated from an energy budget; that is, the
di!erence between the amount of energy that is radiated into space per unit time –
luminosity – and whatever amount of thermal energy is generated or available as an
internal heat-reservoir.

The ratio between the amount of energy in the interior and the luminosity of a celestial
body can be used to calculate a timescale for the change of the energy content. This results
in the thermal, cooling, or Kelvin–Helmholtz timescale:

$KH =
Etherm

L
=

McV T

L
"

1

2

GM2

RL
, (4.8)

where we have ignored thermodynamic details and estimated the thermal energy of the
celestial body by first using a mean specific heat cV and a mean temperature T , and
then halving the gravitational energy of a sphere of mass M and radius R. This is a valid
approach for gas spheres in hydrostatic equilibrium.

Because of their self-luminosity, celestial bodies change their thermal energy content –
in the absence of su"cient energy sources – and hence must evolve on the Kelvin–
Helmholtz timescale. That timescale is of the order of 1 Ma for the objects under
consideration.

The determination of the luminosity and the temperature leads to the introduction of
an energy equation that contains the important energy transfer processes. For celestial
bodies these are:

(i) radiative transfer, which not only transfers heat through the interior but also in
the end brings information from the uppermost photosphere to the observer’s
telescope;

(ii) heat conduction, which is usually treated formally together with radiative transfer;
and

(iii) convection, i.e. energy transfer by small and medium-scale gas motion, turbulent
or otherwise, that does not lead to large scale motion, restructuring of the object
or disobeying the overall hydrostatic equilibrium.

To summarize energy transfer, the luminosity of an object is determined by its surface
area and the amount of radiation that can be emitted by unit surface area in unit time;
it is well approximated by and equal to %T 4

e! in the black body case, where % is the
Stefan–Boltzmann constant. For the e!ective temperature, Te! , which holds exactly, we
can derive the luminosity L = 4#R2

!%T
4
e! for appropriately defined surface radius R! from

which the photons typically can travel directly to the observer. The internal temperature
structure, T (r), is then determined by the surface temperature, and the temperature
increase or gradient, which is controlled by the e"ciency of the dominating transfer
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process. Generally, e"cient energy transfer leads to a small temperature gradient for
given luminosity and hence a moderate temperature increase towards the centre. Even
almost constant temperature is a good approximation in the case of very e"cient radiative
transfer or heat conduction or almost zero luminosity. In the opposite extreme, if all
other energy transfer processes are ine"cient, convection takes over and essentially limits
the temperature gradients to the adiabatic values. Or, more precisely, to an isentropic5

structure with the temperature gradients being such that the specific entropy is constant
throughout a convective region. In that case the temperature gradient with respect to
pressure6 takes a particularly simple form:

d lnT

d lnP
=: ( = (s :=

$

&lnT

&lnP

%

s

. (4.9)

Following the notation of classical stellar structure theory, ( denotes the gradient along
the structure T (r), P (r) of a celestial body, whereas (s is the respective slope along an
adiabat (or more precisely isentrope), i.e. a thermodynamical property of the particular
material under consideration. A simpler way to put this (Eq. (4.9)) is

ds

dr
= 0, (4.10)

where s is the specific entropy. The simplicity is paid for by the introduction of another
equation of state, e.g. s(T, P ).

With the equations outlined above and setting more technical boundary conditions
aside, we can calculate the structure of a celestial body – be it a star, brown dwarf or
planet – for a given time when we know its structure at a previous time. The evolution
is driven by the luminosity that changes the thermal content on the Kelvin–Helmholtz
timescale.

This simplified discussion must su"ce for the present purpose. We note that the ideal
gas is only a very rough approximation that already needs significant corrections in the
solar interior. The interactions between particles in the gas that are responsible for those
corrections become more and more important as typical densities increase and masses and
temperatures decrease towards the brown dwarf and planetary domain. Jupiter and the
Earth are much better approximated by a liquid than by a gas, but a similar argument
holds involving more elaborate equations of state.

We are left with the fact that the determination of the temperature for self-luminous
objects – which stars, brown dwarfs and planets are – has led us towards an evolutionary
picture. The evolution is driven by the fact that these objects change their heat content
through radiating into space. Hence following their evolution means following how they
transfer heat from their interior into the surrounding, cold Universe.

That very fact led Lord Kelvin to estimate the age of the Earth from the temperature
increase observed in deep mines7 to be between 20 and 400 Ma and prompted Eddington
to look for an energy source to sustain the luminosities of the Sun and the stars –
subatomic energy as he called it.

5 Isentropic: without change in entropy.
6 I suggest reading pressure in a hydrostatic object as a coordinate. It is then monotonically

decreasing with radius and hence runs from the outside in.
7 Because the temperature on Earth increases as we dig deeper there is apparently a tem-

perature gradient. Because there is a gradient there must be a heat flux. That flux must transfer
heat from a reservoir. Given the size of the reservoir – the Earth – and the flux inferred from the
gradient we can estimate the time that is needed to reduce the reservoir. That is the Kelvin–
Helmholtz timescale, #KH.
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For us it will prompt an important question: what was the initial thermal energy that
the formation processes put into stars, brown dwarfs and planets? That input would
determine their evolution: for stars until they reach the balance of nuclear energy gener-
ation and luminosity at the main sequence, for brown dwarfs and planets until they have
‘forgotten’ the details of their formation.

Given su"cient energy sources, the losses due to luminosity are balanced and the
structure of a celestial body does not change unless its elemental composition changes
owing to nuclear reactions. This is the case for a star on the main sequence.

4.5.3. How to begin – stellar evolution as initial value problem

Star formation involves phases that follow the gravitational instability of the cloud cores,
that is, an instability in the hydrostatic equilibrium. It can be shown that it continues
to grow rapidly in the non-linear regime, departing further and further from the initial
(close-to) equilibrium conditions. The initial perturbations are rapidly forgotten. This
leads to the diminishing role of the gas pressure (e.g. Kippenhahn and Weigert 1990).
Hence the subsequent evolution is dominated by gravity alone – a collapse with the cloud
falling freely towards its centre. For the prevailing isothermal cloud these conditions hold
for about a ten order of magnitude growth in density. In the absence of gas pressure the
cloud would collapse to a point in a free-fall time8

$! =

!

3#

32G!0
, (4.11)

where !0 is the constant (or mean) initial density of the cloud when it becomes unstable.
Because the free-fall time is much smaller than the cooling time, $KH, (Eq. (4.8)) of

a typical newborn celestial body, the collapse leaves a thermal imprint. Energy transfer
processes are too slow to erase the T (r) structure that the collapse builds up. Hence it
is unlikely that newborn celestial bodies, in particular stars, have adjusted their thermal
structure to that required on the main sequence to balance the luminosity needs by
appropriate nuclear energy production. Therefore, we have an evolution from an initial
thermal structure to the one on the main sequence – that is the pre-main sequence
evolution.

Early stellar evolution onto the main sequence is a gravothermal relaxation process
from the thermal structure produced by the star formation process to the thermal struc-
ture determined by the balance of energy radiated into space from the stellar surface and
energy generated by nuclear reactions in the stellar interior. If star formation produced
young stars with thermal structures closely resembling those of main sequence stars, there
would be no, or only a negligible, pre-main sequence phase. Embedded objects would then
start shining through their cocoons with main sequence stellar properties. If star forma-
tion resulted in a thermal structure of stars that is considerably di!erent from the main
sequence, a significant phase of gravothermal relaxation would be expected. Observa-
tions of young stars high above the main sequence prove the latter to be the case. Those
classical T Tauri stars still show accretion-signatures (e.g. H"-emission, ‘veiling’ of the
spectral lines and IR excess) and cloud remnants in their vicinity (IR and mm emission
of discs, as well as residual circumstellar envelopes, at least in many cases).

8 This corresponds to half an orbit with a semi-major axis of twice the radius of a constant
density cloud with mass M. Imagine a very elongated ellipse with apastron at the cloud radius
and the periastron approaching the cloud centre. Kepler’s third law for a semi-major axis of half
the cloud radius and the cloud mass as the primary mass then gives the free-fall time as half
the orbital period.
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Since evolution towards the stellar main sequence depends on the thermal structure
provided by the stellar formation process, star formation has to be considered to deter-
mine the pre-main sequence evolution. An uncertainty in the stellar structure derived
from a study of protostellar collapse causes an uncertainty in pre-main sequence evolu-
tion. A quantitative theory of star formation is therefore needed to provide the correct
‘initial’ thermal structure of stars to derive the pre-main sequence stellar structure and
evolution, as well as the stellar properties during that time.

4.5.4. Early stellar evolution theory

Present stellar evolution theory mostly deals with stars that are in hydrostatic equi-
librium, where gas pressure balances gravity. The motion and inertia of stellar gas are
usually neglected. The starting point of stellar evolution calculations is the early pre-main
sequence phase. The mechanical structure there is determined by solving for hydrostatic
equilibrium. However, to obtain the thermal structure requires knowledge of still earlier
evolutionary stages. Trying to obtain thermal information from the evolution in those
embedded stages of star formation complicates the question even more because then the
hydrostatic equilibrium cannot be used to determine the mechanical structure.

One important aim of star formation theory, which is still an unsolved problem, is
therefore to provide the initial conditions for stellar evolution, i.e. the masses, radii
and the internal structure of young stars, as soon as they can be considered to be in
hydrostatic equilibrium for the first time.

The calculation of appropriate starting conditions for stellar evolution is complicated
by the fact that, in general, young stars still accrete mass. Therefore, the hydrostatic parts
of young stars and their photospheres are more or less directly connected to circumstellar
material being in motion due to mass-inflow and/or outflow. Moving circumstellar matter
and the accretion process are by nature non-hydrostatic. Flows that contain both the
hydrostatic protostellar core and the hydrodynamic accretion flow must be calculated by
using at least the equations of radiation hydrodynamics, including convection, and cause
a wealth of technical di"culties.

Modellers of early stellar evolution and the pre-main sequence phase have therefore
relied on simplified concepts to make the problem tractable. Originally, Hayashi et al.
(1962) argued that the cloud collapse should be so fast that the fragment would evolve
adiabatically to stellar conditions and the hydrostatic young star would appear as an
isentropic sphere radiating at high luminosities, thus causing a fully convective structure.
For a given stellar mass they would appear in the Hertzsprung–Russell diagram on the
almost vertical line defined for fully convective models of all luminosities – the Hayashi
track. Because Hayashi’s estimate for the collapse led to large radii, they should appear
near the top of that line.

Larson (1969) showed that radiative losses during collapse are substantial, and that
early collapse would proceed isothermally. Detailed models showed the necessity of a
careful budgeting of energy losses in the framework of radiation hydrodynamics (RHD)
and demonstrated the high accuracy requirements for a direct calculation of the col-
lapse (Appenzeller and Tscharnuter 1974, 1975; Bertout 1976; Tscharnuter and Winkler
1979; Winkler and Newman 1980a,b; Tscharnuter 1987; Morfill et al. 1985; Tscharnuter
and Boss 1993; Balluch 1991a,b; Kuerschner 1994; Wuchterl and Tscharnuter 2003).
Modellers then looked for simplified, sometimes semi-analytical concepts to characterize
the collapse and accretion flow with key parameters chosen in accord with values from
detailed RHD models of protostellar collapse or from properties of specific collapse solu-
tions like the constant mass accretion rate for the self-similar singular isothermal sphere
or those resulting from accretion disc models.
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4.5.5. Strategies to determine ‘initial’ stellar structure

The studies of star formation have not resulted in an easy way to calculate star formation
before beginning a pre-main sequence stellar evolution calculation. To obtain the initial
stellar structure for such calculations the thermal structure produced by star formation
has been approximated using di!erent concepts to separate the early stellar evolution
and the dynamics of protostellar collapse. The simplification strategies di!er in how the
complete problem is split into a quasi-hydrostatic ‘stellar’ and a hydrodynamic ‘accretion’
part, in both space and time.

Quasi-hydrostatic, constant mass stellar evolution

Quasi-hydrostatic calculations use high luminosity initial conditions for a given stellar
mass, i.e. with accretion assumed to have terminated or only causing negligible e!ects on
the pre-main sequence. Once the mass is chosen, the initial entropy and radial entropy
structure has to be specified before the initial model can be constructed. The choice
of entropy essentially results in a value for the stellar radius. To be sure that the
details of the star formation process, or more precisely the specific initial conditions,
do not influence such studies, the initial luminosities are chosen to be very high. If
they are su"ciently high, the later evolution rapidly becomes independent of the earlier
evolution.

The internal thermal structure of the star (temperature or entropy profile) is usually
assumed at a moment when dynamical infall motion from the cloud on to the young star
is argued to have faded and contraction of the star is su"ciently slow (very subsonic) so
that the balance of gravity and pressure forces, i.e. hydrostatic equilibrium (Eq. (4.6)),
accurately approximates the mechanical structure (pressure profile) of the star. The abso-
lute ages associated with these states are obtained by the homological back-extrapolation
of the so-obtained initial hydrostatic structure to infinite radius. This leads to typical
initial ages of "105 a, i.e. of the order of a free-fall time for a solar mass isothermal equi-
librium cloud. At t > 106 a the initially set up thermal structures are assumed to have
decayed away su"ciently – as is the case in a familiar, non-gravitating thermal relaxation
process after a few relaxation times – and the calculated stellar properties would then
well approximate the properties of young stars, which do form by dynamical cloud col-
lapse in reality. This relaxation issue is somewhat complicated by the thermodynamic
behaviour of self-gravitating non-equilibrium systems that stars resemble. However, it
can be shown that the memory of the initial thermal structure is quickly lost in some
cases (Bodenheimer 1966; von Sengbusch 1968; Bara!e et al. 2002), in particular if the
star is initially fully convective.

A fully convective structure is considered to be the most likely result of the protostellar
collapse of a solar mass cloud fragment (Hayashi 1961, 1966; Hayashi et al. 1962; Stahler
1988a) and is thus used as a stellar evolution initial condition.

Following this argument, young star properties are now usually calculated from simple
initial thermal structures without considering the gravitational cloud collapse: Chabrier
and Bara!e (1997), D’Antona and Mazzitelli (1994) and Forestini (1994) use n = 3/2
polytropes to start their evolutionary calculations; Siess et al. (1997, 1999) also use
polytropes; Palla and Stahler (1991)9 found n = 3/2 polytropes insu"cient and use fully
convective initial models.

9 Initial conditions have been kept in use by the authors since then; for example, Palla and
Stahler (1992, 1993).
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Hydrostatic stellar embryo and parameterized accretion

To arrive at a more realistic description of the transition of cloud collapse to early
stellar evolution, the later parts of the accretion process have been modelled. The strategy
is to start with a stellar embryo, i.e. with a hydrostatic structure of less than the final
stellar mass. The remaining mass growth is described by a separate accretion model. The
argument for the central hydrostatic part is the same as the above, but applied to the
initial stellar embryo (protostellar core). Stahler (1988a), for example, chose an embryo
mass M0 = 0.1M# after trial integrations for embryo masses >0.01M#. Typically, an
embryo of 0.05M# is chosen to be embedded in a steady accretion flow with a given mass
accretion rate. The procedure is thought to reduce the ambiguity in the initial entropy
structure by lowering the initial hydrostatic mass. The entropy added to the initial core is
calculated self-consistently with the prescribed mass addition from the steady inflow due
to disc or spherical accretion. The lowered arbitrariness in the initial entropy structure
(mass and initial entropy only have to be chosen for a small fraction of the mass and result
in an initial radius for the initial hydrostatic core) is accompanied by the requirement
of additionally specifying the mass accretion rate, Ṁ , and the state of the gas at the
cloud boundary. The key advantage, however, is that, due to the assumption of the
steadiness of the accretion flow, the mathematical complications are reduced considerably
by changing a system of partial di!erential equations into one of ordinary di!erential
equations.

Stahler (1988a) followed this approach to discuss pre-main sequence stellar structure
based on a study of steady protostellar accretion in spherical symmetry (Stahler et al.
(1980a,b), SST in the following) and argued that the fully convective assumption should
be valid for young stars below 2M#. Stahler (1988b) discusses the history of initial
stellar structure and the role of convection in young stars and summarizes (p. 1483):
‘This nuclear burning, fed by continual accretion onto the core of fresh deuterium, both
turns the core convectively unstable and injects enough energy to keep its radius roughly
proportional to its mass.’ But Winkler and Newman (1980a,b), who did a fully time-
dependent study of protostellar collapse, but excluded convection a priori, found a per-
sistence of the thermal profile produced by the collapse and very di!erent young star
properties after the accretion had ended.

The fully convective assumption was discussed in Stahler (1988a) for the last time
(p. 818) and although it was remarked that it had been shown only by SST for a solar
mass it had been widely used for low mass stars of all masses based on a semi-analytical
argumentation.

Unlike the competing Winkler and Newman (1980a,b) study that neglected convection,
SST did not calculate the evolution before the main accretion phase and the transition
towards the first hydrostatic core because ‘the detailed behaviour of these processes
depends strongly on the assumed initial conditions, and there is little hope of observing
this behaviour in a real system.’

Therefore, instead of calculating this transient phase, SST assumed an initial hydro-
static core of 0.01M# accreting matter in a quasi-steady way (p. 640). The entropy
structure was assumed to be linear in mass and convectively stable inside the surface
entropy spike due to the shock. Surface temperature was estimated to exceed values for
Hayashi’s (Hayashi et al. 1962) forbidden zone and SST therefore assumed Tg = 3000
(Stahler et al. 1980b, p. 234). Two values for dimensionless entropy gradient were tested
(Stahler et al. 1980b, p. 235).

The entropy structure was then assumed to be linear in mass. After a comparison of the
e!ects on later evolution for the di!erent values of the assumed initial entropy gradient
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it was concluded that the di!erences had only small e!ect for the later evolution. The
constant gradient assumption, however, was never investigated.

Non-spherical accretion

The e!ects of non-spherical accretion on early stellar evolution have been taken into
account in an analogous way as described in the previous section. The descriptions of
accretion accounts for discs and magnetic fields in parameterized ways, but only after
an initial stellar or stellar embryo structure has been obtained, as discussed above;
see Hartmann et al. (1997), Siess and Forestini (1996) and Siess et al. (1997) for a
discussion.

Summary on initial stellar structure

Our theoretical knowledge about protostellar collapse and the pre-main sequence thus
remained separated. On the one hand, modelling based on classical stellar structure
theory was able to produce pre-main sequence tracks that could be related to observations
if the question of the initial entropy distribution was put aside. On the other hand,
models of the protostellar collapse revealed the entropy structure to be a signature of the
accretion history, but were unable to provide pre-main sequence observables needed to
confront with observations. That led to an invited debate at the IAU Symposium 200 –
The Formation of Binary Stars, which I tried to summarize in dialogue form (Wuchterl
2001a).

Apparently, there is a discrepancy about initial stellar structure between time-
dependent radiative studies and time-independent convective studies. Recent advances,
both in computational techniques and in the modelling of time-dependent convection,
now make it possible to calculate the pre-main sequence evolution directly from cloud
initial conditions by monitoring the protostellar collapse until mass accretion fades and
the stellar photosphere becomes visible (Wuchterl and Tscharnuter 2003).

4.6. Calculating protostellar collapse

Why is it that protostellar collapse calculations are not routinely used to determine the
starting conditions for stellar evolution calculations? The reason lies in the very di!erent
physical regimes that govern the original clouds and the resulting stars, as well as the fact
that the transition between them is a dynamical one. Let us first compare the physical
regimes. Cloud fragments are (1) quasi-homogeneous, i.e. the rim–centre density contrast
is less then 100, say, (2) cool, with temperatures of typically 10 K, (3) opaque for vis-
ible light but transparent at the wavelengths that are relevant for energy transfer –
mostly controlled by dust radiating at the above temperature – and consequently,
(4) isothermal.

On the other hand, stars, even the youngest ones (1) are opaque, (2) are compact,
(3) are hot, (4) are non-isothermal, with temperature gradients becoming so steep that
convection is driven and plays a key role in energy transfer, (5) require non-ideal and
often degenerate and generally elaborate equations of state to describe ionization and
other processes, and consequently also (6) require detailed calculations of atomic
and molecular structure to quantify the corresponding opacities.

Simplifying approximations can be found that are valid in the cloud or the stellar
regime, respectively. But to calculate the transition from clouds to stars a comprehensive
system of equations has to be formulated. It has to contain both extreme regimes –
clouds and stars. In addition, because the transition involves a gravitational instability
of the cloud equilibrium, an equation of motion has to be used instead of the hydrostatic
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equilibrium (Eq. (4.6)). It is the instability of that force equilibrium that initiates the
collapse in the first place. Following the instability the clouds collapse and their motion
approaches free fall, i.e. gravity and pressure are nowhere near balance.

The equation of motion for a spherical volume V containing matter of density ! that
is moving with velocity u can be written in the form:

d

dt
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where the original force balance of hydrostatic equilibrium (Eq. (4.6)), now reappears
as the first term on the right hand side. It has become a generally non-zero ‘source’
of momentum density !u. The left side of Eq. (4.12) is the total change of momentum
for the volume V under consideration, i.e. the change inside the volume and what is
transferred in and out across its surface &V . These changes are due to changes in the
mass (density) inside the volume and the acceleration due to the forces on the right hand
side. Thus, the above equation is the continuum version of Newton’s second law written in
reverse:

ma = F, (4.13)

where the momentum can change due to both a change in mass and an acceleration due
to the forces. For the forces we have the pressure gradient, gravity as in the hydrostatic
equilibrium and CM, the term describing the momentum coupling between matter and
radiation. We can loosely speak of ‘radiation pressure’. To explain that term we briefly
look at the case of an accreting object that produces a radiation field dominated by
the energy generation due to the accretion process itself. If the gas-pressure gradient
is negligible and if gravity were to balance CM, an object would then accrete at the
Eddington limit with any increased radiation pressure becoming stronger than gravity and
reverse the acceleration in an outward direction, and hence render more rapid accretion
impossible.

If we set CM at zero and require the explicit and implicit time derivatives on the left side
to be zero we recover (leaving the integral aside) Eq. (4.6), i.e. hydrostatic equilibrium.

4.6.1. Inertia governs the collapse

The introduction of the equation of motion has important consequences. It introduces
new timescales. Globally, things change on the free-fall time, Eq. (4.11), for the col-
lapse. Locally, the typical timescales for a significant change in a given volume are now
comparable to the time a sound wave needs to cross that volume. This is the dynamical
timescale,
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m

, (4.14)

where R is the linear size of a typical region under consideration, e.g. the cloud radius
or ultimately the stellar radius, and cs is the isentropic (adiabatic) sound speed. Initially
the dynamical timescale is equal to the free-fall time for the initial equilibrium cloud.
But as the stellar embryo takes shape and heats up, the dynamical timescales drop
dramatically. Finally, for mature main-sequence stars we are typically at the solar sound
crossing time of 1.5 hours and minutes for oscillations in the upper layers, like the five
minute oscillations used in helioseismology. It has to be kept in mind that the dynamical
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timescale is an estimate based on the sound speed. Hence, events can be and are even
faster in the hypersonic flows that appear in stellar collapse.

The physical ingredient preventing the rates of change from being even faster is the
inertia of matter. Unlike the thermal inertia, which is controlled by the transfer processes
and hence by the opaqueness of matter, inertia is universal. Therefore, if a cloud starts
to collapse, the initial cloud structure imprints a timescale on to the accretion process.
The question is then how much energy the transfer processes can get out of the cloud
during the collapse time.

4.6.2. Isothermal three-dimensional collapse

The equation of motion significantly complicates the mathematics and numerical analy-
sis compared to stellar evolution calculations that assume the hydrostatic equilibrium to
hold. Yet the collapse is calculated almost routinely if additional assumptions are made
about the cloud energetics. The simplest assumption is to use the initial cloud temper-
ature. Such ‘isothermal’ calculations can be carried out without restrictive symmetry
assumptions, i.e. in three dimensions, and are accurate for the early stages of cloud col-
lapse. They provide insight into the fragmentation process. However, they also show that
important processes happen at the transition to the non-isothermal phases. At this tran-
sition the cloud centres become opaque and the temperature starts to rise, signalling the
first transient stopping of the collapse process. That happens at some su"ciently high
density, typically after an increase of about ten orders of magnitude from the original
cloud conditions. One of the most important of these non-isothermal e!ects is likely to be
the opacity limit for the fragmentation process itself that we briefly touched on earlier.
Hence, while the isothermal calculation (and calculations with other special ‘equation of
state assumptions’) can show the dynamics without symmetry restrictions, they cannot
answer the question of how much energy leaves the cloud during the collapse process and
how much heat remains inside the star after accretion is completed.

4.6.3. The heat in young stars

To determine the temperature in the clouds during the non-isothermal phases of collapse,
energy gains and losses have to be budgeted much in the way we have seen for the pre-
main sequence phase above. The key di!erences result from the fact that now dynamics
is under control of the timescales – inertia rules – not the energy transfer processes
themselves. Therefore, it becomes important how and how fast a transfer process can
react on a change of the situation that is imposed by the dynamics. The collapsing
clouds are mostly non-hydrostatic, sooner rather than later changing faster than the
energy transfer processes can respond.10 That requires a time-dependent treatment of all
these processes. This is usually not necessary for later pre-main sequence phases because
the transfer processes control the changes leading to a quasi-equilibrium situation, as
described in Section 4.5.2.

In addition radiative transfer is complicated by the fact that the problem cannot be
separated into a hydrostatic, very opaque part – the stellar interior – and a geometrically
and optically thin part that emits the photons into the ambient space – the stellar
atmosphere. A complete solution of the radiation transfer equation is needed.

Finally, convection is driven in the rapidly changing accretion flows and the rapidly
contracting, rapidly heated young stellar embryos. Convection is rapidly switched on or
o!, requiring a description of how fast convective eddies are generated or vanish. This

10 So fast that they play no role in parts of the flow for significant timespans, leading to
adiabatic phases.
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is unlike stellar (pre-) main sequence evolution, where changes are driven by chemical
evolution or slow contraction and hence the convection pattern always has enough time to
adjust itself to new interior structures so that the time-independent convective energy flux
of mixing length theory can be used. It is also unlike stellar pulsations, where convection
zones are pre-existing and are modulated by the oscillation of the outer stellar layers.
Convection in young objects is initiated in fully radiative structures and hence the rapid
creation of a convection zone has to be covered by the theory – surprisingly, a non-
trivial requirement (see Wuchterl 1995b; Wuchterl and Feuchtinger 1998). In short, a
time-dependent theory of convection is needed.

4.6.4. Beyond the equilibria of stellar evolution theory

Overall, this results in a departure from the three major equilibria of stellar structure:
hydrostatic equilibrium, radiative equilibrium and convective equilibrium. Instead of the
equilibrium budget, equations have to be used. Three hydrodynamic equations to describe
the motion of matter, two moment equations derived directly from the full radiative
transfer equation that constitute the equations of motion for the radiation field, and one
equation describing the generation and fading of convective eddies to calculate a typical
kinetic energy for the eddies from which the convective flux can be obtained. The system
includes mutual coupling terms that describe, for example, how moving matter absorbs
and emits radiation or dissipating convective eddies create heat. Supplemented with the
Poisson equation, we arrive at the full set of the equations of fluid dynamics with radiation
and convection, also referred to as convective radiation hydrodynamics: altogether seven
partial di!erential equations instead of four ordinary ones for stellar evolution. To show
the budget character of these equations more clearly, and also because of advantages
for solving them, we give the integral version of the equations that is valid for spherical
volumes V:
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The equations connect matter, described by mass density !, gravitating mass Mr, inte-
rior to radius r, velocity u, specific internal energy e, gas pressure p and radiation,
characterized by radiation energy density per unit volume E, radiative flux density per
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unit surface area F, and radiative pressure P, to convective eddies described by the specific
turbulent kinetic energy density per unit mass ' (that is, the square of a mean convective
velocity, uc =

"

2/3') and the convective energy flux density per unit surface area jw.
The connection runs via the matter–radiation coupling terms for momentum exchange
CM, energy exchange (absorbtion and emission of radiation) CE and radiative cooling of
convective elements Drad. ( is the frequency average of the mass extinction coe"cient
per unit mass and S the source function. S% and S̃% are the production and dissipation
rates per unit volume of turbulent kinetic energy, ', due to convective eddy generation
by buoyancy forces and eddy dissipation by viscous forces. V is the time-dependent vol-
ume under consideration (usually a shell in a celestial body), &V its surface, d$ and dA
are volume and surface elements, and urel is the relative velocity of the flow across the
volume surface. Wuchterl and Tscharnuter (2003) discuss how to set up and solve these
equations and describe solutions relevant to the formation of stars and brown dwarfs.
The authors calculate the collapse of cloud fragments with masses ranging from 0.05 to
10 M# and discuss the consequences for the hydrostatic stellar evolution on the pre-main
sequence.

4.7. Early stellar evolution – hydrostatic versus collapse

We now look at the key di!erences between hydrostatic and collapse calculations of
early stellar evolution for the case of one solar mass. For the hydrostatic comparison case
we follow Wuchterl and Tscharnuter (2003) and choose the calculations by D’Antona
and Mazzitelli (1994), because atmospheric treatment, equations of state, opacities and
convection treatment closely match those of Wuchterl and Tscharnuter (2003). Compar-
ison with studies that include more physical processes (e.g. disc accretion or frequency-
dependent photospheric radiative transfer) can then be made by using existing intercom-
parisons of di!erent hydrostatic studies to the D’Antona and Mazzitelli (1994) study.
The luminosity as a function of age is shown for the collapse of a Bonnor–Ebert sphere
and a hydrostatic, contracting, initially fully convective young star in Figure 4.1. Both
studies use close to identical equations of state and calibrate mixing length theory of
convection with the Sun. The two important di!erences are (1) the initial conditions and
(2) the model equations.

Initial conditions The starting point for collapse is a solar-mass Bonnor–Ebert sphere
as the initial gravitationally unstable cloud fragment. The calcula-
tion of pre-main sequence contraction starts with an initially high-
luminosity, fully convective structure.

Equations Collapse is calculated using convective radiation fluid dynamics
with an equation of motion and time-dependent radiative and
convective energy transfer. The calculation of pre-main sequence
contraction assumes hydrostatic equilibrium and accounts for time-
dependence only due to slow (very subsonic) gravitational con-
traction via the energy equation. To a good approximation, the
equations of the contraction calculation, D’Antona and Mazzitelli
(1994), are a hydrostatic limiting case of the collapse equations by
used Wuchterl and Tscharnuter (2003).

The collapse calculation starts at zero luminosity (at the beginning of cloud collapse)
and stays above the luminosity of the quasi-hydrostatic contraction calculation to beyond
2.5 Ma. The cloud collapse does not lead to a fully convective structure as assumed for
the hydrostatic calculation. Even after most of the mass becomes hydrostatic, most of the
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Figure 4.1. Early stellar evolution: collapse vs. Hayashi-line contraction. Luminosity as a func-
tion of age for a solar mass star. Full line: calculated from the protostellar collapse by Wuchterl
and Tscharnuter (2003). Dashed line: the quasi-hydrostatic contraction of an initially fully con-
vective young star by D’Antona and Mazzitelli (1994).

deuterium has been burnt and accretion e!ects have ceased to dominate, at approximately
0.7 Ma, the internal structure stays partially radiative. The inner two thirds in radius
remain radiative with a convective shell in the outer third of the radius – reminiscent
of the present solar interior structure. Wuchterl and Tscharnuter (2003) found similar
results for 2 to 0.05 M# Bonnor–Ebert spheres, indicating that at least spherical collapse
would not lead to fully convective structures over a considerable mass range. The question
then was whether the initial cloud conditions or the cloud environment or non-spherical
e!ects could change the result. Therefore, Wuchterl and Klessen (2001)11 studied the
fragmentation of a large, dense molecular cloud by isothermal hydrodynamics in three
dimensions and followed the collapse of one of the resulting fragments, which was closest
to a solar mass, throughout the non-isothermal phases to the end of accretion using
the spherically symmetric equations of Wuchterl and Tscharnuter (2003). Despite the
very di!erent cloud environment – interactions with neighbouring fragments, competitive
accretion, varying accretion rate and orders of magnitude higher average accretion rates –
the structure of the resulting, young solar mass star after 1 Ma was almost identical to
that resulting from the quiet Bonnor–Ebert collapse.

There were large di!erences during the embedded high-luminosity phases and the
earliest pre-main sequence phase (see Figure 4.2), but at 1 Ma, when the accretion
e!ects had become minor the overall structure resulting from the Bonnor–Ebert collapse
was confirmed: a convective shell on top of a radiative interior. This has consequences
for the observables of very young stars. A solar precursor at 1 Ma should have twice the
luminosity and an e!ective temperature that is 500 K higher than that of the respective
fully convective structure resulting from a hydrostatic, high-luminosity start.

11 The Wuchterl and Tscharnuter (2003) article was submitted in 1999 and subject to four
years of peer reviewing by numerous reviewers.
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Figure 4.2. Protostellar collapse and early stellar evolution for a solar mass in a large theoret-
ical Hertzsprung–Russell diagram. The collapse resulting from a fragmenting cloud (thick line)
and a Bonner–Ebert sphere (thin line) are compared to a quasi-hydrostatic pre-main sequence
calculation (D’Antona and Mazzitelli 1994). The insert shows an amplification of the evolution
beyond 0.1 Myr. After Wuchterl and Klessen (2001).

The di!erences of the young Sun’s properties at 1 Ma are the result of a number of
di!erences that result when early stellar evolution is calculated directly from the cloud
collapse instead of the hydrostatic evolution of initially high luminosity, fully convective
structures. The collapse calculations predict a series of changes to the classical picture.
In summary (Wuchterl and Tscharnuter 2003):

(i) young solar-mass stars are not fully convective when they have first settled into
hydrostatic equilibrium;

(ii) their interior structure with an outer convective shell and an inner radiative core
extending across 2/3 of the radius rather resembles the present Sun than a fully
convective structure;

(iii) in the Hertzsprung–Russell diagram they do not appear on the Hayashi line but
to the left of it;

(iv) most of their deuterium is burned during the accretion phases;
(v) deuterium burning starts and proceeds o!-centre in a shell;
(vi) therefore, there is no thermostatic e!ect of deuterium during pre-main sequence

contraction and hence no physical basis for the concept of the stellar birthline, as
proposed by Stahler (1988a);

(vii) these results are independent of the accretion rates during the cloud fragmentation
phase and non-spherical e!ects in the isothermal phase.
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These di!erences have important consequences for surface abundances (of deuterium
and lithium), rotational evolution, the stellar dynamo and stellar activity that have to
be worked out.

The observational tests are still to be done. What is needed are very young binary
systems where masses can be determined independently of the model calculations and
where the stellar parameters, e!ective temperature, surface gravity, or ideally the radius
can be determined with su"cient accuracy. Furthermore, the binary has to be su"ciently
wide to exclude interactions during accretion and the evolution to the observed stage.

But for theoretical reasons alone – namely, the requirement of a physical description
of star formation and protostellar collapse – the dynamical models should be used when
masses of stars, brown dwarfs and planets are determined from the luminosities, e!ective
temperatures, gravities or radii of those objects, at least for the ages that can be currently
covered with such models, i.e. up to 10 Ma.

4.8. Protoplanetary discs

In the previous sections we have shown how the problem of star formation can be
solved when angular momentum is neglected. The gravitational collapse of a cloud is
then stopped when its central parts become opaque and heat up compressively, and the
thermal pressure finally re-balances gravity. Because pressure and gravity act isotropi-
cally, the resulting structures – young stars – are spherical. When angular momentum is
taken into account there is a second agent that can bring the collapse to a stop: inertia,
which gives rise to the centrifugal force. Even a slowly rotating cloud spins up dramati-
cally as material collapses towards the centre reducing the axial distance by many orders
of magnitude12 under conservation of angular momentum. Unlike gas pressure, the cen-
trifugal force is anisotropic and perpendicular to the axis of rotation. Hence collapse
parallel to the axis of rotation is not modified by rotation. Gas can fall directly on to the
central protostar along the polar axis and parallel to it towards the equatorial plane. The
centrifugal force builds up during radial infall until it balances gravity at the centrifugal
radius,

Rcentrifugal =
R4'2

GM
, (4.23)

for a cloud of mass M, initial radius R, rotating with an initial angular frequency '.
Upon approaching that radius, the gas flow is more and more directed towards a collapse
parallel to the axis of rotation. Finally, material arrives in the equatorial plane. There, the
vertical component of the central star’s gravitational force, i.e. the component parallel
to the rotational axis, is zero. The radial component of the primary’s gravitational force
is balanced by the centrifugal forces. The cloud has collapsed to a flattened structure in
the stellar equatorial plane – a circumstellar disc. Because the gas in the disc has a finite
pressure, the disc has a finite thickness determined by the force equilibrium of gas pressure
and the vertical component of the star’s gravity. That is another hydrostatic equilibrium,
but only in one direction. The force balance in the radial direction is somewhat more
subtle. Because the primary’s gravity increases with decreasing orbital distance, parts of
the disc that are nearer to the stars are more highly pressurised (more compressed and
hence thinner in the vertical direction) than those farther out. Therefore, there is a radial
pressure gradient in the disc that contributes to the force balance. Without that pressure,

12 Typically by a factor of 1000 from the initial radius, 50 000 AU, of a solar mass cloud
fragment to 50 AU for the disc radius.
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the force equilibrium would be gravity vs. centrifugal force, leading to the usual circular
Keplerian orbit. With the gas pressure, an orbiting blob of gas is subject to the outward-
directed pressure gradient of the disc. This partially reduces the e!ect of gravity. As a
result the centrifugal force required for a balance is slightly less than in vacuum and the
disc orbits somewhat below the respective Kepler speeds. While this story is simply told,
the details bring an enormous computational task so that there are only very view studies
in the literature (e.g. Morfill et al. 1985; Tscharnuter 1987) that can actually calculate
the protoplanetary nebula as an outcome of the collapse and follow the evolution from
the cloud to stages where planet formation is expected. Again, the problem is the non-
isothermal part of the evolution, complicated further by our incomplete knowledge of
disc angular momentum transfer processes.

If such processes are assumed, the cloud collapse results in a central pressure-supported
protostar and a centrifugally supported accretion disc (Tscharnuter 1987) that may
become a protoplanetary nebula.

We can only briefly list here the most important elements of our knowledge, or more
appropriately our ignorance of quantitative protoplanetary disc structure. For a discus-
sion we refer to Wuchterl et al. (2000), Wuchterl (2004a) and, with an emphasis on
Jupiter, to Lunine et al. (2004). The key problem is that at present neither observation,
due to resolution and sensitivity restrictions, nor theory, due to computational di"culties
and the problems with the angular momentum transfer process, can provide su"cient
information about the physical and chemical state of the protoplanetary nebula to build
a satisfactory planet formation theory. However, the following concepts and constraints
have been collected for the properties of protoplanetary nebulae.

(i) Theoretically, protoplanetary nebulae may form as a byproduct of the collapse
of clouds with properties that are observed in actual clouds on the sky.

(ii) Accretion discs form when an appropriate anomalous viscosity exists that allows
the accretion of mass onto the central protostar and outward angular momentum
transfer through the discs. Candidate processes for the source of that viscosity are
turbulence driven by a shear instability in the Keplerian flow, convective insta-
bility due a vertical temperature gradient in the disc, or a magneto–centrifugal
instability in a conductive disc with a small seed magnetic field as well as gravi-
tational torques induced by non-axisymmetric structures in the disc.

(iii) Assuming that km-sized planetesimals form, and that the material at present
found in the Solar System is converted into such planetesimals, the theory of
planetesimal accretion by growth via pairwise collisions can show that the ter-
restrial planets form within about 100 Ma. A similar statement holds true for
the cores of the giant planets, but it is necessary to assume that the original
planetesimal disc in the outer Solar System is a factor of a few more massive
than the amount of condensible elements currently inferred for the outer Solar
System (mostly the condensible element cores of the giant planets). There are
two problems for Solar System formation theory here: planetesimal formation
and the timescales for giant planet formation. These will be discussed below.

(iv) From meteoritic chronology, disc lifetimes can be inferred as the time span when
there was chemistry in the presence of nebula gas and impact driven melting dur-
ing planetesimal accretion (Wadhwa and Russell 2000). The events can be abso-
lutely dated from the decay of radio nuclides (Lugmair and Shukolyukov 2001;
Allègre et al. 1995) and planet formation timescales can be derived by relative
chronology that points to a few hundred Ma. Recent studies obtain a forma-
tion timescale of the Earth mantle of approximately 30–60 Ma (Yin et al. 2002),
depending on the accretion scenario that determines the size and frequency of
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reservoirs, which in turn contribute to the mixing process producing the isotopic
evidence that can be analyzed today.

(v) Observations at mm wavelengths have shown that the majority of young stars
have circumstellar material of a few to ten per cent of the stellar mass.

(vi) In many cases the inferred discs have been resolved by mm-interferometry, opti-
cal and infrared imaging. Sizes range from disc radii of 1000 AU down to the
resolution limits.

(vii) The properties in these discs are only weakly constrained by observation. Mostly
because of insu"cient resolution, mm interferometry is able to provide informa-
tion about the temperature, density and turbulent motion for scales down to 50
AU in the best cases, i.e. for bright, nearby systems.

(viii) The disc structure below 50 AU is spatially unresolved. Spectral energy distribu-
tions can be used to infer properties via disc modelling. From near and mid-IR
data, the surface properties of discs can be inferred for distances of a few to a
few tens of stellar radii.

(ix) Those observations show a decay of IR emission from inner disc regions on
timescales of a few to a few tens of Ma. These observations give statistical infor-
mation for the frequency of detected IR emission for clusters that can be dated
via the stellar pre-main sequence evolution. Because a cluster sample is observed
the obtained timescale may indicate various evolutionary events in the systems
(binaries) and their environment, with planet formation or disc dispersal being
possible underlying processes.

In summary, the theoretical prediction of the frequent occurrence of circumstellar discs
is well corroborated by observations. The observationally inferred disc masses are in the
expected range of a few to ten per cent of the stellar masses. Evolution of disc indicators
is seen on timescales expected for planet formation, but the information about local disc
properties that planet formation theory could use as input is presently beyond observa-
tional capabilities for orbital distances below 50 AU. This unfortunately corresponds to
the size of the Solar System. Even less accessible are the orbital distances of less then 5
AU of extrasolar planets detected by radial velocity and transit techniques. In search of
more information about the planet formation era, with hardly any options left, we turn
now to our well studied home system.

Our approach is to look at the Solar System first and then to try to generalize pro-
toplanetary nebula structure by assuming that planet formation might occur in any
gravitationally stable nebula. We will thus obtain a range of plausible protoplanetary
nebula discs that are scaled from what we know from reconstructions of the solar nebula
from the distribution of matter in the present Solar System.

4.9. The Solar System

More planetary candidates are now known in our galactic neighbourhood than planets
orbiting our star. But the Solar System is by far the best studied and most completely
known system. The masses, radii and composition of the major and some minor bodies
are known. Almost a million orbital elements allow a detailed study of the dynamical and
stability properties of the system (Lecar et al. 2001). The information about the Sun,
the planets and their satellite systems provides a clear picture of the angular momentum
distribution. Interior structures and surface properties contain a record of the formation
history. The heat budgets of the giant planets show an excess of emitted radiation over
absorbed sunlight (except for Uranus where only an upper limit is available). These faint
intrinsic luminosities, in the nL# range (1nL# = 10&9 solar luminosities) are directly
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related to the formation process that stored the heat 4.5 Ga ago (1 Ga = 109 years). The
solid, icy and rocky surfaces of terrestrial planets and many satellites show a record of
impacts that samples a time-range reaching from the present, e.g. the surface of Io, back
to the formation epoch, e.g. in the lunar highlands. Radioactive dating provides absolute
ages for the Earth, Moon and meteorites. The latter provide an accurate age of 4565 ±
1Ma for the oldest nebula condensates, the calcium–aluminium rich inclusions in primitive
meteorites (Allègre et al. 1995). Ongoing processes such as orbital evolution, asteroidal
collisions and even large impacts, such as those of the fragments of comet Shoemaker–
Levy 9 on to Jupiter, can be studied directly and in great detail. Finally, there is abundant
information gathered by fly-by spacecraft missions such as the Voyagers, orbiters such as
Galileo, Mars-Odyssey and Mars-Express, as well as from in situ exploration by landers
and atmospheric entry probes for the Moon, Venus, Mars and Jupiter, and last but not
least the successful atmospheric entry and landing of the Huyghens probe on Saturn’s
moon Titan in January 2005; finally, there is the recent artificial collision with a comet
of the impactor of the Deep-Impact mission on 4 July 2005 to bring material from the
interior of a comet to light.

Our four giant planets contain 99.5% of the angular momentum of the Solar System,
but only 0.13% of its mass. Terrestrial planets contribute another 0.16% to the angular
momentum. On the other hand, more than 99.5% of the mass and thermal energy of
the planetary system is in the four largest bodies, with the remaining 0.5% mostly in
the second group of four, the terrestrial planets. Modern models of the interiors and
evolution of giant planets in our Solar System account for the high pressure properties
of hydrogen, helium and the heavier elements, as well as energy transfer by radiation
and convection. When fitted to the observed global properties of Jupiter at an age of
4.5 Ga they show that 10–42 of its 318 Earth masses are due to heavy elements. This
corresponds to between 3 and 13%. The respective mass fractions implied for the other
Solar System planets are all higher. That points to a bulk enrichment of heavy elements
more than a factor of two above solar composition and implies heavy element cores
ranging from greater than one Earth mass to a considerable fraction of the total mass
(Guillot 1999, 2005; Wuchterl et al. 2000). The heavy element enrichment is even more
obvious in terrestrial planets, which may also be viewed as cores of failed giant planets.
The hydrogen and helium that constitute 98% of the Sun’s mass and between 87% and
15% of the giants’ is a minor constituent of terrestrial planets. Planet formation enriches
heavy elements relative to the central star, which is formed from the same protostellar
cloud. Such extensive enrichment is not predicted by any mechanism proposed for the
formation of stars and brown dwarfs. That alone already indicates that planet formation
is fundamentally di!erent from star formation.

4.10. Solar System formation

The distribution of mass and angular momentum in the Solar System can be under-
stood on the basis of the nebular hypothesis (Kant 1755). The nebular hypothesis assumes
concurrent formation of a planetary system and a star from a centrifugally supported
flattened disc of gas and dust with a pressure-supported central condensation (Laplace
1796; Safronov 1969; Lissauer 1993). Flattened preplanetary nebular discs explain the
coplanarity and circularity of planetary orbits by the respective properties of the parent
disc. Theoretical models of the collapse of slowly rotating molecular cloud cores have
demonstrated that such preplanetary nebulae are the consequence of the observed cloud
core conditions and the dynamics of radiating fluids, provided there is a macroscopic
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angular momentum transfer process (Morfill et al. 1985). Assuming turbulent viscosity
to be that process, dynamical models have shown how mass and angular momentum sep-
arate by accretion through a viscous disc on to a growing central protostar (Tscharnuter
1987; Tscharnuter and Boss 1993). Such cloud collapse calculations, however, still do not
reach to the evolutionary state of the nebula where planet formation is expected. Obser-
vationally inferred disc sizes and masses are overlapping theoretical expectations and
confirm the nebula hypothesis. High resolution observations at millimetre wavelengths
are sensitive to disc conditions at orbital distances > 50 AU. However, observations thus
far provide little information about the physical conditions in the respective nebulae on
scales of 1 to 40 AU, where planet formation is expected to occur. Planet formation
studies therefore obtain plausible values for disc conditions from nebulae that are recon-
structed from the present planetary system and disc physics. The so-obtained minimum
reconstituted nebula masses, defined as

the total mass of solar composition material needed to provide the observed planetary/satellite
masses and compositions by condensation and accumulation,

are a few per cent of the central body for the solar nebula and the circumplanetary
protosatellite nebulae (Kusaka et al. 1970; Hayashi 1980; Stevenson 1982). See Lunine
et al. (2004) for a more detailed discussion of reconstructing the preplanetary nebula
from observational constraints provided by Solar System data.

4.11. Planet formation – the problem

Giant planet formation requires (1) a compression of the solar nebula gas by about
10 orders of magnitude to form a gaseous condensation held together by its own grav-
ity, at Jupiter’s present mean density of 1.33 $ 103 kg/m3, and (2) an enrichment of the
heavy elements – which are condensible in the nebula – by typically a factor of at least
three above the nebula value, most probably with a substantial fraction contained in a
core. Gas in the midplane of a minimum mass solar nebula typically has a density of
10&8 kg/m3 at Jupiter’s present orbital radius (Hayashi et al. 1985) and a temperature
around 100 K. The nebula gas pressure, the young Sun’s tides and the radially decreasing
orbital velocities in a circumstellar disc, that shows an almost ‘Keplerian’ shear, coun-
teract the compressing force of nebular gas self-gravity. Accordingly, most circumstellar
nebulae – modelled and observed – are gravitationally stable. Unlike in interstellar clouds,
larger mass fragments in a circumstellar disc are generally no longer unstable. That is
because larger mass fragments at given nebula densities require larger scales that are
subject to stabilization against self-gravity by the stellar tidal pull and the Keplerian
shear. While in an interstellar cloud su"ciently large scales are always gravitationally
unstable, nebulae are stabilized on short and long scales.

In addition to the above mechanical barriers against gravitational self-compression of
nebular gas, there is a thermal barrier: a Jupiter-mass fragment is optically thick even
under unperturbed nebular conditions. The optical depth, $ , for a blob of mass M at
nebula densities !neb, and for typical (dust) opacity ( is:

$ = 36

$

M

[MJupiter]

%1/3 $

(

[0.01 m2/kg]

% $

!neb

[10&8 kg/m3]

%2/3

, (4.24)

where the problem-orientated units in the scaling have been chosen according to the val-
ues for the jupiter’s position in Hayashi’s minimum mass nebula. Any rapid, i.e. dynam-
ical compression under such conditions will result in a temperature increase determined
by the e"ciency of transfer processes and a much stronger counteracting pressure than in
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a simple isothermal analogue of protostellar collapse scaled down to planetary masses. In
the stellar case with $ * 1, compressional heat leaks out as fast as it is produced, keeping
the parent cloud isothermal for many orders of magnitude13 in compression. The rapid
compression under optically thick conditions in the planetary case produces an immedi-
ate thermal pressure increase, that typically leads to a slowing down of compression from
the dynamical timescale of the fragment, a few years, to the thermal (cooling) timescale
which is found to be of the order of a million years in detailed models. Compression of
the nebula gas – and therefore giant planet formation, their mass-growth and evolution –
is then controlled by the heat loss of the fragment or protoplanet, e.g. Safronov and
Ruskol (1982). Collapse, i.e. fast, gravity-driven compression, in an essentially free-falling
manner, with pressure playing a negligible role, is a very unlikely event in such conditions.

The physical nature of giant planet formation – collapse, thermally controlled quasi-
hydrostatic contraction or static accumulation – is decided by the dynamical stability of
the nebula and the pressure build-up inside the protoplanets regulated by the thermal
budget of the protoplanetary envelopes. The thermal budget contains (1) heating due
to contraction of the gaseous envelopes, (2) dissipation of planetesimal kinetic energy at
impacts and, (3) ‘cooling’ due to energy transfer to the ambient nebula by radiation and
convection.

4.12. How to compress by 1010?

The transition from dilute, weakly gravitating nebular conditions to compact plan-
ets with a spherical shape rounded by self-gravitation involves a compression of ten
orders of magnitude. The nebular gas apparently had to be compressed by a macroscopic
process from the earliest stages of planetary growth to the final planetary densities
of "1000 kg/m3. For stars, the runaway of the Jeans instability easily multiplied the
original cloud density by a factor of 1010, only inhibited from proceeding further by the
centrifugal force forming the nebula itself. But, unlike the protostellar collapse, the plan-
etary compression process cannot be analogous for the remaining 1010 from the nebula
to the final planetary densities because it has to enrich the condensable material at the
same time.

Since the 1970s two hypotheses have been discussed that try to account for nebular
gas compression and condensible element enrichment. The gravitational disc instabil-
ity hypothesis tries to find a nebula analogue of the gravitational Jeans instability of
star formation, whereas the nucleated instability hypothesis aims to explain giant planet
formation as a consequence of the formation of solid, condensable element planetary
embryos that act as gravitational seeds for nebular gas capture/condensation. The disc
instability hypothesis requires nebulae that undergo self-compression in a dynamically
unstable situation and lead to a transition from a smooth regular disc to an ensemble of
clumps in orbit around the Sun. Such clumps may be regarded as candidate precursors
of protoplanets.

The nucleated instability model looks at giant planet formation as a second step in
rocky planet formation. A terrestrial planet embryo acts as a gravitating seed to perma-
nently bind nebular gas, thus forming a massive gaseous envelope around a condensable
element core.

The key problem for both compression processes is that preplanetary discs are only
weakly self-gravitating equilibrium structures supported by centrifugal forces augmented

13 A factor "1010 in density for the collapse of a Jeans-critical solar mass.
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by gas pressure.14 Any isolated orbiting object below the Roche density is pulled apart
by stellar tides. Typical nebular densities are more than two orders of magnitude below
the Roche density, so a finite nebular pressure is needed to confine a condensation of
mass M inside its tidal or Hill radius15 at orbital distance a:

RT = a

$

M

3M#

%1/3

. (4.25)

Mature planets are dense enough for their radii to be much smaller than the Hill radius –
hence, their high densities – and, as a consequence, their high surface gravities usu-
ally protect them from tidal disruption or noticeable mass loss. Stellar companions in
comparison reduce their densities due to evolutionary e!ects when they become giants.
Consequently, their radii may approach the Hill values depending on their orbital radii.
The consequence is Roche-lobe overflow when such stars are very close in binary systems.
Planet formation requires a somewhat inverse process, where an extra force compresses
the nebular material into the Hill-sphere, allowing more material to flow into the Roche
lobe, thereby increasing the planetary mass inside the lobe. All theories of planet forma-
tion rely on an extra gravity field to perform this compression.

4.13. How to provide the extra gravity field?

Giant planet formation theories may be classified according to how they provide the
gravity enhancement:

(i) the nucleated instability model relies on the extra gravity field of a su"ciently
large solid core (condensed material represents a gain of ten orders of magnitude
in density and therefore self-gravity compared to the nebular gas);

(ii) a disc instability may operate on length scales between short scale pressure support
and long scale tidal support; or

(iii) an external perturber could compress an otherwise stable disc on its local dynam-
ical timescales, e.g. by accretion of a clump on to the disc or rendezvous with a
stellar companion.

4.14. From dust to planets

Dust growth in the nebula via pairwise collision to centimetre sizes is now fairly well
understood theoretically and experimentally (see Lissauer 1993). A key open question
is how the transition from " 0.1 m dust-agglomerates to km-sized planetesimals can be
accomplished. Planetesimals, which are the building blocks of gravitationally controlled
planetary accumulation, may form by a gravitational instability of a dust subdisc or by
continued growth via pairwise collisions, provided growth is su"ciently large to dominate
over losses due to a radially inward drift (see Lissauer 1993). I will follow the planetesimal
hypothesis here without further discussion and assume that protoplanetary nebulae form
km-sized bodies made of condensible elements within a time-frame of about 10 000 a,
see, for example, Hueso and Guillot (2003).

The next step, runaway planetesimal accretion, proceeds from "10&9 M% planetesimals
to "0.1M% planetary embryos. In the simplest case a single planetesimal grows within a

14 For a review of circumstellar and protoplanetary discs I recommend the review chapters in
the Protostars and Planets IV book, Hollenbach et al. (2000); Calvet et al. (2000); and Beckwith
et al. (2000).

15 The Hill radius is the radius of a sphere concentric on a planet within which planetary
tidal forces on a small body are larger than the tidal forces exerted by the central star.
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swarm of other planetesimals of density !sw. Note that !sw is the mass per unit volume
in the planetesimal disc. It is a property of the ensemble of planetesimals and depends
on the number and masses of the swarm-members and on the statistics of their orbits,
which determine the thickness of the planetesimal disc. It has to be distinguished from
the density of individual planetesimals. For a relative velocity, v, the planetesimals’ mass,
M, grows according to the particle in box accretion-rate:

dM

dt
= !swv#R

2
s

&

1 +
)ve

v

*2
'

, (4.26)

were Rs is the distance between the planetesimal centres at contact and ve is the escape
speed at contact. Assuming that the mean ratio of horizontal to vertical motions remains
fixed, the rate can be rewritten using the surface mass density, %solid, of the planetesimal
swarm:

dM

dt
=

+
3

2
%sw&Kepler#R

2
sFg, (4.27)

where we have also introduced the gravitational focusing factor, Fg = 1 + (ve/v)2, and
used the Keplerian angular velocity, &Kepler =

"

GM/r3. Half the ratio of relative speed
to escape speed is also known as the Safronov number, ) = 1/2(ve/v)2. Depending on the
planetesimal swarm properties, the gravitational focusing factor is typically a few 1000
during early runaway growth, and <8 during the late stages of planetary accretion, see
Lissauer (1993).

Based on detailed n-body calculations for a number of planetary embryos together with
the self-consistent determination of the properties of the planetesimal swarm, Tanaka and
Ida (1999) estimate the respective runaway accretion time for protoplanets of mass Mp,
at orbital radius a:

$grow
[a]

= 8 105

$

Mp

M%

%1/3 $

a

[AU]

%12/13

. (4.28)

Mutual interactions and accretion of planetesimals and embryos are accounted for. Run-
away accretion stops at the isolation mass. The isolation mass is reached when a plan-
etary embryo has accreted all the planetesimals within its gravitational range – the so
called feeding zone. The feeding zone of an embryo extends typically to a few Hill radii
("5, say) around its orbit. The values of the isolation mass depend on the initial nebula
solid surface density, which specifies the amount of condensible material available per
unit nebula surface area, and the orbital radius of the embryo. Values for the isolation
mass in a minimum mass nebula are typically 1 M% in the outer Solar System and a
Mars-mass, 0.1 M%, at 1 AU. Protoplanets with masses larger than the isolation mass
then must enter an oligarchic growth stage. In that stage planetary embryos can only
continue to grow by collisions with other embryos. Such collisions can only occur after
their motions evolve into crossing orbits by mutual ‘secular’ gravitational perturbations.
These perturbations are slow by nature, particularly because the embryo masses are com-
paratively low and the embryos are isolated, i.e. outside their neighbour’s feeding-zones.
The eccentricities required for crossing orbits also result in an increase in relative veloc-
ities during encounters and reduced gravitational focusing factors in the collision cross-
sections. Thus growth times are much larger for protoplanets above the isolation mass.
Kokubo and Ida (2002) estimated the total accretion times of planetary cores through
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runaway accretion and the late phases of oligarchic growth in the Jovian planet region
to be:

Tgrow
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(4.29)

for an eccentricity in Hill units, e/hM , hM , RHill, solid surface density %, final pro-
toplanetary mass M and semi-major axis a. They estimate that the final condensible
element mass of a protoplanet at 5 AU would be 5 M%. Accretion would be completed
in 40 Ma. A 9 M% core at the distance of Saturn would require 300 Ma.

These growth times probably have to be shortened due to the enhancement of collision
cross-sections of planetary embryos by their envelopes (Inaba and Ikoma 2003). The e!ect
is especially strong when it is considered that some collisions of smaller embryos lead to
fragments that are more a!ected by gas drag in the atmospheres of the larger embryos.
Inaba et al. (2003) find that their largest planetary embryo at 5.2 AU, with a mass of
21M%, formed in 3.8 Ma!

4.15. Solar System formation modelling

Understanding the formation of the Solar System currently means the reconstruction
of its history. That approach is necessary because, given our incomplete knowledge of
important physical processes, it is necessary to include parameterized descriptions of
uncertainties. The most famous parameterizations is that of anomalous, turbulent *-
viscosity, which is assumed to allow angular momentum redistribution and accretion of
mass onto the star. Next, an initial structure model of the preplanetary nebula has to be
assumed. Two major classes of nebula models may be distinguished: (1) active viscous
*-discs (e.g. Ruden and Pollack 1991; Drouart et al. 1999; Hueso and Guillot 2003) and
(2) passive discs that are heated by absorbed stellar radiation (e.g. the Kyoto minimum
mass nebula, Hayashi et al. 1985). Once the class and parameterization of the nebula
model are chosen (passive or active) the planet formation processes have to be specified
and parameterized. The key nebula processes and parameters are:

(i) Distribution of temperature and density as a function of orbital radius. This follows
for a given class of nebula models from a chosen mass and mass distribution. In
practice the discussion is parameterized by the local surface densities, %dust and
%gas, of nebula condensates and nebula gas, respectively.

(ii) Planetesimal properties and size distribution.
(iii) Planetesimal collision properties, i.e. coe"cients of restitution and outcome of

collisions – merging into a larger planetesimal or fragmentation into smaller pieces.
(iv) Energy transfer properties of the nebula gas:

(a) Dust properties (size distribution, composition, mineralogy) to determine the
dust opacities and the e"ciency of radiative transfer. Nebula dust di!ers con-
siderably in size and composition from the interstellar dust due to growth and
condensation processes in the nebula.

(b) A prescription and parameterization for convective energy transfer.
Solar System data are used at two stages: (1) in the construction of the nebula surface
densities and (2) in the adjustment of parameters by comparing the final outcome of
modelling to the empirical data from Solar System planets. Because the uncertainties in
the initial nebula structure are very large, the respective structure parameters are the
prime ones that are adjusted. A typical procedure is as follows: in the first step a nebula is
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constructed, for example, by assigning a volume to every Solar System planet. Hydrogen
and helium is then added until presolar abundances are reached. The resulting mass of
solids and gas is smeared throughout the volume and fitted to the chosen class of nebula
models. The result is, for example, a minimum reconstituted nebula with solid and gas
surface densities described by parameterized power laws (e.g. Hayashi et al. 1985). For
the nebula so constructed the outcome of planet formation is deduced in a multi-step
process: (1) planetesimal formation, (2) planetesimal accretion, (3) formation of planetary
envelopes, (4) nebula gas capture by large envelopes and (5) termination of planetary
accretion and dissipation of remnant nebula gas. A typical result for the minimum-
mass nebula is that predicted accretion times turn out to be much longer than plausible
nebula lifetimes. In consequence, the original assumptions going into the construction of
the nebula are reconsidered. Lissauer (1987), for example, described how a solid surface
density increased by a factor of less than ten could account for a jovian planet within the
time constraints. Wuchterl (1993) showed how an increase in gas surface density of less
than a factor of ten would lead to a new class of protoplanets with massive envelopes
that dynamically could grow to a few hundred Earth masses (Wuchterl 1995a). Pollack
et al. (1996) adjusted nebular and planetesimal parameters to account for the accretion of
Jupiter and Saturn with detailed models of planetesimal accretion and gaseous envelope
capture. When coupled with evolutionary models, the observed properties of gravitational
fields, radii and present excess luminosities can be reproduced when interior structures
are fitted by detailed planetary structure and evolution models with three compositional
layers (Guillot 1999, 2005).

4.15.1. Gaseous envelopes – giant planets

Planetesimals in the solar nebula are small bodies surrounded by gas. A rarefied equi-
librium atmosphere forms around such objects. The question is then how massive the
planetesimal or planetary embryo has to become to capture large amounts of gas. In
particular, at what mass it could bind more gas from the nebula than its own mass. It
could then become a Jupiter or Saturn precursor object. A proto-giant planet would then
form. The respective mass values are referred to as the critical mass. Some care has to be
taken because the usage of the term is not homogeneous in the literature and physically
di!ering variants are often used synonymously.

Because planetary masses are optically thick in the nebula (see Eq. (4.24)), such objects
are much hotter in the interior than the ambient nebula. Consequently, the energy budget
of the envelope has been modelled more and more carefully. Mizuno (1980) calculated
the first realistic protoplanetary structures that could be related to the Solar System
planets. Mizuno found that the required mass for gas capture would be similar anywhere
in the nebula. That could explain the similarity of the Solar System giants’ cores, despite
their widely di!ering envelopes and total masses. Bodenheimer and Pollack (1986)16

accounted for heat generated by gravitational contraction of the envelopes by build-
ing quasi-hydrostatic models. Pollack et al. (1996) showed that planetesimal accretion
would control the timing and onset of envelope accretion. Dynamic e!ects and possible
accretion flows were added by Wuchterl (1989, 1990, 1991a,b). The hydrodynamical cal-
culations showed that accretion was not the only pathway of planetary evolution and
envelope ejection, hence mass loss can also occur at the critical mass. Wuchterl (1993)

16 The group is continuing to refine their models in the quasi-static approximation. Pollack
et al. (1996) included detailed planetesimal accretion rates, Bodenheimer et al. (2000) applied
it to extrasolar planets and Hubickyj et al. (2004) accounted for dust depletion e!ects due to
planetesimal growth.
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showed that protoplanetary structure and hence the critical mass can vary a lot once the
outer envelopes become convective, and Wuchterl (1995a) showed that largely convec-
tive protoplanets would allow the onset of accretion at much lower core masses than the
dominating population of protoplanets with radiative outer parts. For further discussion
see Wuchterl et al. (2000).

Most aspects of early envelope growth, up to "10M%, can be understood on the basis
of a simplified analytical model given by Stevenson (1982) for a protoplanet with con-
stant opacity, (0, core-mass accretion-rate, Ṁcore, and core-density, +core, inside the Hill
radius, rHill. The key properties of Stevenson’s model come from the ‘radiative zero solu-
tion’ for spherical protoplanets with static, fully radiative envelopes, i.e. in hydrostatic
and thermal equilibrium. Wuchterl et al. (2000) presented an extended solution relevant
to the structure of an envelope in the gravitational potential of a constant mass for
zero external temperature and pressure and using a generalized opacity law of the form
( = (0P aT b.

The critical mass, defined as the largest mass a core can grow to with the envelope
kept static, is then given by:
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and M crit
core/M

crit
tot = 3/4; Rgas, G and % denote the gas constant, the gravitational con-

stant, and the Stefan–Boltzmann constant respectively. Neither does the critical mass
depend on the midplane density, !neb, or on the temperature Tneb of the nebula in which
the core is embedded. The outer radius, rHill, enters only logarithmically weakly. The
strong dependence of the analytic solution on molecular weight, µ, led Stevenson (1984)
to propose ‘superganymedean pu!balls’ with atmospheres assumed to be enriched in
heavy elements and a resulting low critical mass as a way to form giant planets rapidly
(see also Lissauer et al. 1996). Except for the weak dependencies discussed above, a
proto-giant planet essentially has the same global properties for a given core wherever
it is embedded in a nebula. Even the dependence on Ṁcore is relatively weak: detailed
radiative/convective envelope models show that a variation of a factor of 100 in Ṁcore

leads only to a 2.6 variation in the critical core mass (Wuchterl 1995a).
However, other static solutions are found for protoplanets with convective outer enve-

lope, which occur for somewhat larger midplane densities than in minimum mass nebulae
(Wuchterl 1993; Ikoma et al. 2001). These largely convective proto-giant planets have
larger envelopes for a given core and a reduced critical core mass. Their properties can
be illustrated by a simplified analytical solution for fully convective, adiabatic envelopes
with constant first adiabatic exponent, #1:
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and M crit
core/M

crit
tot = 2/3. #1 is a density-exponent of the pressure equation of state. It is

relevant for adiabatic processes that leave the specific entropy s constant:
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. (4.32)

In this case, the critical mass depends on the nebular gas properties and therefore the
location in the nebula, but it is independent of the core accretion rate. Of course,
both the radiative zero and fully convective solutions are approximate because they
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only roughly estimate envelope gravity, and all detailed calculations show radiative and
convective regions in proto-giant planets. The critical mass can be as low as 1M%,
and subcritical static envelopes can grow to 48M%. See Wuchterl et al. (2000) and
Wuchterl (1993) for more details. Ikoma et al. (2001) study largely convective proto-
planets for a wide range of nebula conditions and show the limiting role of gravitational
instability.

The early phases of giant planet formation discussed above are dominated by the
growth of the core. The envelopes adjust much faster to the changing size and gravity of
the core than the core grows. As a result the envelopes of proto-giant planets remain very
close to static and in equilibrium below the critical mass (Mizuno 1980; Wuchterl 1993).
This has to change when the envelopes become more massive and cannot re-equilibrate
as fast as the cores grow. The nucleated instability was assumed to set in at the critical
mass, originally as a hydrodynamic instability analogous to the Jeans instability. With the
recognition that energy losses from the proto-giant planet envelopes control the further
accretion of gas, it followed that quasi-hydrostatic contraction of the envelopes would
play a key role.

4.15.2. Hydrodynamic accretion beyond the critical mass

Static and quasi-hydrostatic models rely on the assumption that gas accretion from the
nebula onto the core is very subsonic, and the inertia of the gas and dynamical e!ects as
dissipation of kinetic energy do not play a role. To check whether hydrostatic equilibrium
is achieved and whether it holds, especially beyond the critical mass, hydrodynamical
investigations are necessary. Two types of hydrodynamical investigations of protoplane-
tary structure have been undertaken in the last decade: (1) linear adiabatic dynamical sta-
bility analysis of envelopes evolving quasi-hydrostatically (Tajima and Nakagawa 1997)
and (2) non-linear, convective radiation hydrodynamical calculations of core-envelope
proto-giant planets (see Wuchterl et al. 2000). In the linear studies it was found that
the hydrostatic equilibrium was stable in the case they investigated. The non-linear
dynamical studies follow the evolution of a proto-giant planet without a priori assuming
hydrostatic equilibrium, and they determine whether envelopes are hydrostatic, pulsate
or collapse, and at which rates mass flows onto the planet assuming the mass is available
in the planet’s feeding zone. Hydrodynamical calculations that determine the flow from
the nebula into the protoplanet’s feeding zone are discussed in Section 4.23. The first
hydrodynamical calculation of the nucleated instability (Wuchterl 1989, 1991a,b) started
at the static critical mass and produced a surprise: instead of collapsing, the proto-giant
planet envelope started to pulsate after a very short contraction phase; see Wuchterl
(1990) for a simple discussion of the driving (-mechanism. The pulsations of the inner
protoplanetary envelope expanded the outer envelope, and the outward travelling waves
caused by the pulsations resulted in mass loss from the envelope into the nebula. The
process can be described as a pulsation-driven wind. After a large fraction of the enve-
lope mass has been pushed back into the nebula, the dynamical activity fades and a new
quasi-equilibrium state is found that resembles Uranus and Neptune in core and envelope
mass (see Figure 4.3, full line).

The main question concerning the hydrodynamics was then to ask for conditions that
allow gas accretion, i.e. damp envelope pulsations. Wuchterl (1993) derived conditions for
the breakdown of the radiative zero solution by determining nebula conditions that would
make the outer envelope of a ‘radiative’ critical mass proto-giant planet convectively
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Figure 4.3. Hydrostatic envelope accretion due to a core growing by accretion of planetesimals
(left) and hydrodynamical ejection of protoplanetary envelope gas due to pulsation-driven mass
loss (right). The evolution is shown for Mizuno (1980)’s Neptune conditions and a planetesimal
accretion rate of the core Ṁcore = 10&6 MEarth a&1 (solid line). The dashed line is the same
but with time-dependent MLT-convection, updated molecular opacities, and a particle-in-a-box
core accretion rate, with a planetesimal surface density of 10 kg m&2 and a gravitational focusing
factor of 2000 (Wuchterl 1997).

unstable. The resulting criterion gives a minimum nebula density that is necessary for a
convective outer envelope:
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where (s and µ are the logarithmic isentropic temperature gradient (with respect to
pressure) and the mean molecular mass, cf. Eqs. (4.7) and (4.9). Protoplanets that grow
under nebula conditions above that density have larger envelopes for a given core and a
reduced critical mass. For su"ciently large nebula densities, Wuchterl (1995a) found that
the pulsations were damped and rapid accretion of gas set in and proceeded to 300M%.
The critical core masses required for the formation of this class of proto-giant planets
are significantly smaller than for the Uranus/Neptune-type (see Wuchterl 1993, 1995a;
Ikoma et al. 2001).

4.16. The importance of convection

Convection plays an important role in determining the mass of protoplanets by control-
ling energy transfer in the outer layers under specific nebula conditions. It also controls
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the dynamical behaviour of the protoplanetary envelopes beyond the critical mass, as
described in the last section. Most giant planet formation studies use zero-entropy gra-
dient convection, i.e. set the temperature gradient to the adiabatic value in convectively
unstable layers of the envelope, or use time-independent mixing length theory. That is
done for simplicity but can be inaccurate, especially when the evolution is rapid and
hydrodynamical waves are present (Wuchterl 1991b). Furthermore, convection in the
outer layers of a protoplanet occurs under weak gravities and relatively low optical
depths. Hence, departures from adiabatic behaviour might be expected. It was there-
fore important to develop a time-dependent theory of convection that can be solved
together with the equations of radiation hydrodynamics in the entire protoplanetary
flow regime. Such a time-dependent convection model (Kuhfuß 1987) has been refor-
mulated for self-adaptive grid radiation hydrodynamics (Wuchterl 1995b) and applied to
giant planet formation (Götz 1989; Wuchterl 1996, 1997). In a reformulation by Wuchterl
and Feuchtinger (1998), it closely approximates standard mixing length theory in a static
local limit and accurately describes the solar convection zone and RR Lyrae lightcurves.

The heart of this convection model is a dynamical equation for the specific kinetic
energy density, ', of convective elements. The following equation accounts for creation of
eddies by buoyancy, the dissipation of eddies due to viscous e!ects, and eddy advection
and radiative losses:
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where the eddy kinetic energy generation rate, the eddy dissipation rate, the convec-
tive enthalpy flux, the reciprocal value of the mixing-length, ', and the timescale for
radiative eddy losses, respectively, are: (For a description of the variables, see text below
Eq. (4.22).)
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In the time-independent and static limit this is essentially mixing-length theory and
accuracy is assured by fitting the prescription to the Sun via a solar model. The di!erence
is that the parameterization is now brought into a fluid-dynamical framework and basic
physical plausibility constraints that are required in the time-dependent regime are ful-
filled (see Wuchterl and Feuchtinger 1998). The Schwarzschild–Ledoux criterion for con-
vective stability, ( < (ad, is contained in the formulation via &&s/&r = cp/Hp((&(s)
and (s = (ad in the absence of energy sources and sinks inside eddies. Convectively
unstable stratifications occur in this model when pressure and temperature gradients
have the same sign and produce a positive value of S% that then contributes a source of
turbulent kinetic energy, ' = 3/2u2

c , to the balance equation of turbulent kinetic energy,
Eq. (4.34), uc being the convective velocity corresponding to mixing length theory. A
general problem of mixing-length theory – the violation of a convective flux limit – has
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been corrected, as described by Wuchterl and Feuchtinger, by introducing a flux-limiting
function (see Wuchterl and Tscharnuter 2003). The great advantage of this approach
is that a general prescription can be used for the Sun, stellar evolution, pulsating stars,
brown dwarfs, planets and protoplanets. Any calibration of parts of the convection model
obtained in one astrophysical system – the mixing-length parameter calibrated by the
Sun, the time-dependent behaviour tested by RR Lyrae stars – will decrease the uncer-
tainties in applications to not-so-easy-to-observe systems such as protoplanets.

4.17. The fluid dynamics of protoplanets

The time-dependent convection model allows the formulation of a fully time-dependent
set of equations (see Eqs. (4.15)–(4.20) discussed earlier in Section 4.6.4). These equations
describe the radiative and convective envelopes of protoplanets as well as the protostellar
collapse and pre-main sequence evolution (see Wuchterl and Tscharnuter 2003).

The equations are applied to the volume taken by the protoplanetary envelope, assum-
ing spherical symmetry. They determine the motion of gas in the protoplanetary envelope
or determine hydrostatic equilibrium if the forces balance out. As a consequence of the
structure and motion in the envelope, mass exchange with the nebula results and deter-
mines whether the planet gains or loses mass. Material belongs to the planet when it is
inside the planet’s gravitational sphere of influence. The sphere of influence is approxi-
mated by a spherical volume of radius RHill around the condensible element planetary
embryo at the centre. At the outer boundary of the volume, i.e. at the Hill sphere, the
protoplanet radiates into the ambient nebula and may exchange mass with it. Planetes-
imals enter the sphere of influence and collide with the core. The core’s surface is the
inner boundary. The surface changes its radius as the core grows due to planetesimal
accretion. The planetesimals add mass to the core and dissipate their kinetic energy at
the core surface. The core radiates the planetesimal’s energy into the adjacent planetary
envelope gas. That heats the inner parts of the protoplanetary envelope. The resulting
temperature increase relative to the nebula induces temperature gradients that drive
energy transport through the envelope towards the nebula. In general, transfer occurs by
both radiation and convection.

4.18. Dynamic diversity

Quasi-hydrostatic models of giant planet formation always encounter envelope growth
once the critical mass has been reached. When departures from hydrostatic equilibrium
are allowed and the dynamics of the envelopes are calculated the situation is more diverse:
the occurrence of accretion depends on the nebula properties and the properties of the
protoplanet at the critical mass, see Wuchterl et al. (2000). Furthermore, the onset of
planetary envelope mass loss depends on the planetesimal accretion rate of the core and
the treatment of energy transfer. The dependence is quantitatively significant on the
scale of a few Earth masses, which is comparable to the masses of terrestrial planets, the
cores of giant planets and the envelopes of planets like Uranus and Neptune. In Figure 4.3
two calculations are compared for the position of Neptune in the Kyoto-nebula.17 Hence
nebula properties and orbital radius e!ects (orbital dynamic timescale, solar tides, size of

17 Mizuno’s Neptune (17.2AU, 45K, 3.0 10&13 g/cm3), for orbital radius, nebula temperature
and midplane nebula density respectively is located inside Neptune’s present orbital radius
(semi-major axis 30.06AU) to allow for outward migration after formation (see Hayashi et al.
1985).
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the Hill-sphere) are identical for both calculations. The di!erence is in the energy input
and content of the envelopes, i.e. the thermal structure. The first calculation (full line in
Figure 4.3) is for a constant mass accretion rate and simple instantaneous zero-entropy
gradient convection. The second calculation (dashed line) is physically more refined, with
a particle-in-box planetesimal accretion rate and time-dependent convection as described
above. The gravitational focusing factor is chosen appropriately for the runaway phase
up to the isolation mass. The outcome is qualitatively very similar to that employing
simpler physics: with growing core mass, the envelope mass increases until the slope
becomes almost vertical in the vicinity of the critical mass (Figure 4.3, left panel). But
the values of the critical core mass and the envelope mass at given core mass are sig-
nificantly di!erent (critical core masses, 13 and 4 M% with envelopes of 5 and 0.5 M%
respectively). The evolution beyond the critical core mass is shown as a function of time
in the right panel. Note that the evolution is now on the short dynamical timescale (a
few years) of the envelopes. Mass loss is driven in both cases, and both calculations
approach a new quasi-equilibrium state with smaller envelope mass. But the envelope
masses ultimately di!er by approximately a factor of ten. Even with the relatively well-
known properties of giant planets at the critical mass, no general conclusion is possi-
ble about the dynamical processes that happen thereafter and the expected envelope
mass of, for example, a Uranus-type planet. It is obvious that a more general under-
standing is needed to predict the outcome of planet formation when realistic physics,
such as runaway planetesimal accretion, dynamical e!ects and plausible convection, are
included.

Following the usual approach for Solar System planet formation, we might try to adjust
the parameters of planetesimal accretion to account for the observed properties of, say,
Neptune, but that will not lead to a predictive theory or a general understanding of
planet formation. I will outline an alternative approach below.

4.19. A few problems of Solar System theory

To conclude the discussion of Solar System planet formation theory I will describe
open problems that were known before the discovery of the first extrasolar planet. These
problems might help to understand what parts of the theory might need modification for
general application to planet formation in the galactic neighbourhood. With dust growth
to cm size now increasingly well understood by theoretical and experimental work (Blum
and Wurm 2000), the most important remaining problems are:

(i) planetesimal formation,
(ii) the total growth times in the outermost Solar System, and
(iii) the final planetary eccentricities.

4.19.1. Planetesimal formation

Planetesimal formation by the coagulation and agglomeration of dust grains may stall
at dm to m size, where loss processes by radial drift may halt the planet formation pro-
cess. Planetesimal formation through the gravitational instability of a dust subdisc may
require special nebula conditions that are incompletely explored to decide in how wide a
range the instability will operate and whether the non-linear outcome is the consolidated
condensible element bodies that are envisaged and assumed in the planetesimal hypothe-
sis. A related key question is how wide a diversity of nebulae will lead to instabilities that
produce appropriate planetesimals. ‘Appropriate’ mostly means a size large enough to
decouple from the head wind of the nebula gas; an event that typically occurs at km size.
The production of non-standard planetesimals does not automatically mean that planet
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formation will not proceed as currently imagined, but new pathways in a theoretically
essentially unexplored regime have to be worked out in that case.

4.19.2. Late accretion: total planetary growth times

The standard model is centred around the planetesimal hypothesis, which has been suc-
cessful in helping us to understand a wide range of Solar System bodies, mainly in a
quantitative way. But observational results obtained for nearby star-forming and young
star regions quantitatively challenge the standard model because indicators of the pres-
ence of circumstellar discs, Haisch et al. (2001), suggest disc depletion timescales com-
parable to or shorter than calculated formation times for Solar System giant planets of
)108 years (Safronov 1969). Moreover, unless the eccentricities of the growing embryos
are substantially damped, embryos will eject one another from the star’s orbit (Levison
et al. 1998). Runaway growth, possibly aided by migration (Tanaka and Ida 1999),
appears to be the way by which solid planets can become su"ciently massive to accu-
mulate substantial amounts of gas while the gaseous component of the protoplanetary
disc is still present (Lissauer 1987; Kokubo and Ida 2002). The theoretical estimates for
planetary growth times have been known to be idealized because the size distribution
of planets, embryos and planetesimals, and the interaction with the residual nebular gas
can only be accounted for incompletely in the n-body calculations necessary for reliably
calculating the final orbital outcome, at least for an idealized situation, to allow a quan-
titative discussion and theoretical progress. Inaba and Ikoma (2003) and Inaba et al.
(2003) looked at the collisional cross-sections of planetesimals with gaseous envelopes
and found a significant increase for their accretion rates, thereby considerably reducing
planet growth times. This is especially important for the giant planet regime, where the
envelopes may become comparable in mass to the condensible element cores during the
runaway phase. Hence, total growth times can be expected to decrease further when
the nebular gas is not neglected in determining the collision cross-sections of planetary
embryos.

4.19.3. Late accretion and final eccentricities

Late accretion and hence the evolution to the final orbital parameters of a planet are
governed by interactions with other planets, the remaining planetary embryos and plan-
etesimals (Levison et al. 1998; Thommes and Lissauer 2003; Levison and Agnor 2003).
The relevant overall masses in all components may or may not be comparable to the mass
of the largest planet. There is probably still a large and locally dominant number of bod-
ies around that in the case of the Solar System are responsible, e.g. for the formation of
the Moon and the late heavy cratering bombardment. Late accretion e!ects are appar-
ently important in the asteroidal region of the Solar System, where it is possible that
Jupiter’s perturbations precluded the accretion of embryos into a planet. The important
remaining dynamical process is then the orbital evolution of planets and embryos due to
secular mutual perturbations. In models of final planetary growth they typically lead to
eccentricities larger than those observed in the Solar System (Wetherill 1990; Chambers
and Wetherill 1998) or found in long-range backward integrations of the planetary sys-
tem (Lecar et al. 2001). Studies with an increased number of planetary embryos reduce
the discrepancy (Chambers 2001) but still do not reproduce the low time-averages of the
planetary eccentricities in the Solar System. Eccentricity damping by residual nebular
gas or by a remnant population of planetesimals or small planetary embryos might resolve
that problem.
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4.20. Theory – planet mania

In addition to Solar System problems, the planetary properties of the first exoplanet
harvest were unpredicted by theory and were surprising because of the detection of:

(i) giant planets with orbital periods of a few days, corresponding to 0.01 of Jupiter’s
orbital radius,

(ii) planet candidates with M sin i up to 13MJupiter,18

(iii) a broad range of eccentricities higher than those known for the Solar System
planets,19

(iv) planets in binaries.20

The 1995 discovery of a planetary companion to 51 Peg electrified the theorists. Very
rapidly, Guillot et al. (1996) showed that planets like 51 Peg b could indeed survive
for the estimated ages of their host stars. Within a year it was shown that 51 Peg b
could form at its present location when existing fluid dynamical models of giant planet
formation were applied to orbital distances of 0.05 AU, provided there was su"cient
building material in the planet’s feeding zone (Wuchterl 1996).

But very rapidly alternative theories emerged. They held the often communicated view
that giant planets would only be able to form beyond the ice line, typically beyond a
few AU from their parent star. If that remained true the planets had to move from
their formation place to a position much closer to the star, like 51 Peg b’s. How could
a massive planet like Jupiter move from 5 to 0.05 AU, say? Mechanisms to change the
orbital elements were proposed:

(i) violent dynamical relaxation of multi-giant planet systems – the so-called jumping
jupiters, and

(ii) a gradual decrease in the planetary orbital radius due to interaction with the disc
of gas and planetesimals: orbital migration.

Violent dynamical relaxation (Weidenschilling and Marzari 1996; Marzari et al. 2005)
needs synchronizing of planet formation to provide a number of giant planets within a
narrow time span. They would subsequently very rapidly interact via mutual pertur-
bations that typically destroy the system on a dynamical timescale, leaving a close-in
giant planet in some cases. While it is unlikely that the assumed very unstable initial
state would be reached as the final state of the preceding planet formation process, there
are additional problems. The close orbits typically produced would not be as small as
those observed and hence would require further orbital evolution, the final systems being
somewhat disturbed with one planet closer in and the other farther out. That is unlike
a system such as . Andromedae with relatively close orbiting giant planets in addition
to the Pegasi planet 21 at 0.05 AU.

The other alternative, involving migration caused by disc–planet interactions, is
favoured by many researchers (e.g. Lin et al. 1996; Trilling et al. 1998). It starts out
with a standard situation of planet formation: a planetary embryo or proto-giant planet
orbiting at a conventional giant planet orbital distance. The change in orbital radius
is continuous to very small values and there is no requirement for other planets to be

18 1MJupiter = 317.71M% = 1.898 1027 kg = 0.95 10&3 M#.
19 This might have been expected because of the di"culties in explaining the low eccentrici-

ties, but it was not predicted, most likely because missing elements in late accretion were obvious
(see above).

20 In spite of the fact that dynamicists had shown planetary orbits to be stable in binary
systems as well as having already classified them as P- and S-type (Dvorak 1986; Dvorak et al.
1989) in analogy to planets and satellites in the Solar System.

21 By ‘Pegasi planet’ I mean a Jupiter-sized planet orbiting a main sequence star with a
period of a few days. Other common expressions are ‘hot jupiter’ and ‘hot giant planet’.
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present at the same time. I will discuss migration as the dominating theory of Pegasi-
planet formation below.

An even more radical rethinking of planet formation has been proposed. It has been
proposed that giant planets might form directly via a disc instability (see Wuchterl et al.
2000 for a review). While this was more directed towards the timescale problem of planet
formation in the outer Solar System, it also might o!er a way to explain the diversity
in the detected extrasolar planets. Maybe some of the systems, in particular the very
massive planetary candidates, with minimum masses M sin i " 10MJupiter, were formed
by a disc instability and others by the nucleated instability.

With the formation process reconsidered, the relatively large minimum masses of many
of the early exoplanet discoveries, the large eccentricities, which are hardly distinguish-
able from those of binary stars, and the Pegasi planets, an old question resurfaced: what
is a planet?

4.21. What is a planet?

Given the unexpected properties of extrasolar planet candidates and claims of discov-
eries of so-called free-floating planets, the IAU’s Working Group on Extrasolar Planets22

issued a preliminary working definition23 based on the following principles:
! objects with true masses below the limiting mass for thermonuclear fusion of deu-

terium that orbit stars or stellar remnants are planets,
! substellar objects above that mass are brown dwarfs,
! free-floating objects in young star clusters with masses below the deuterium limit

are not planets.
With these guidelines for a definition, most of the discovered extrasolar planets are
candidates because their true masses are not yet su"ciently well known. Because of the
unknown orbital inclination only the minimum masses, M sin i, are known. These values
also probably approximate the true masses well, but a few per cent may turn out not to
be below the 13 MJupiter mass limit. Only the masses of the pulsar planets (from mutual
perturbations) and for the few known transiting planets (orbital inclination determined
from transit lightcurves) are true masses in the sense of the above definition.

The IAU working definition explicitly excludes the way of formation from the defini-
tion. But by referring to the deuterium limit, the formation history implicitly enters the
definition through the back door.

The minimum mass for thermonuclear fusion of deuterium is a concept that is shaped
in some analogy with the minimum mass for hydrogen burning that defines the lower
end of the stellar main sequence. But the main sequence is defined by stellar thermal
equilibrium, in which nuclear burning fully balances the surface energy losses. The stellar
luminosity is balanced by nuclear energy production of the same magnitude. Objects with
masses below the lower end of the main sequence also burn hydrogen, but insu"ciently
to maintain the luminosity (Kumar 1963) – they are called brown dwarfs. Because of
this, stellar thermal equilibrium and a phase of constant radius are never reached. The
objects have to contract forever to (at least partly) supply their luminosity need from
contracting in their own gravitational field. Because they never reach an equilibrium state
(such as the main sequence) their evolution always depends on their history. Ultimately,
that means it depends on their formation. Recent calculations of the spherical collapse
of stars and brown dwarfs show that the young objects after the end of significant mass

22 www.dtm.ciw.edu/boss/IAU/div3/wgesp/.
23 www.dtm.ciw.edu/boss/IAU/div3/wgesp/definition.html.
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accretion (on the pre-main sequence for young stars) contain the thermal profile shaped
by the collapse (Wuchterl and Tscharnuter 2003). But it is exactly that thermal profile
which controls the ignition of thermonuclear fusion processes. This is particularly true
for deuterium, whose burning is in all models (hydrostatic and dynamic) a very episodic
event in the first few million years for stars and brown dwarfs. This means that for masses
below the main sequence the question of whether deuterium (or hydrogen) will just start
to burn – and this defines the borderline in the IAU definition – will depend on the
history of the respective low mass object. For deuterium, which burns early on, it will
depend on the formation process.

In summary, using hydrogen burning to define the lower end of the main sequence means
using a major, physically dominating process that defines a long-lasting equilibrium state
that contains no memory of the formation history. On the contrary, using deuterium
burning for characterizing a planet means using an essentially irrelevant process for the
evolution of low mass objects that is history-dependent in a way that will be very hard
to predict.

I think we should rethink the definition of a planet along the following major
characteristics:

(i) heavy element enrichment,
(ii) orbital stability properties,
(iii) mass.

The first item is straightforward with the large enrichments (bulk and atmospheric) of
planets relative to their parent star. A factor of three or more should also be a working
basis that is empirically very probably much less challenging in terms of future determina-
tions in exoplanets than trying to observe the presence of deuterium in a few Jupiter-mass
companions in a 10 AU orbit, even around a nearby star.

The second point is still hard to characterize quantitatively, but great progress has
been made in the understanding of the stability properties of the Solar System (Lecar
et al. 2001). The basis could be volume exclusion principles based on the non-overlap of
planet domains with a width of multiples of the Hill radii. Laskar (2000) has recently
shown that they are the consequence of simple assumptions about planetary growth
via pairwise embryo collisions. The low Solar System planetary eccentricities could be a
special case of that. Certainly, low eccentricity planets can orbit closer together in terms
of Hill exclusion.

The third point is the most uncertain. Observationally, the characteristic mass of the
detected planetary population seems to decrease as more discoveries are made. Currently,
it may be around three Jupiter masses, with the estimated true distribution still peaked
towards the detection limit. Theoretically, the planetary masses are at present essentially
unconstrained at the upper end. The best hypothesis for the moment is that planetary
masses are limited by the amount of material that is within the respective feeding zone
in the nebula. This definition contains a considerable degree of circularity in general but
has been consistently worked out, at least for planetary embryos.

In summary, I think we will see the definition of a planet remaining a morphological
type, i.e. without an explicit, constructive definition for some time. But I think that
condensible elements should play the major role, not a hydrogen trace-isotope.

4.22. Why not abandon Solar System formation theory?

If the extrasolar planet properties are so di!erent, and the theories developed for the
Solar System did not predict their properties, why not look for a completely new theory
of extrasolar planet formation? Should this new theory be more along the lines of binary
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star formation? Thus one might conclude, given the fact that the period–eccentricity
distribution of extrasolar planets is indistinguishable from that of binary stars.

I think we should not throw away the Solar System formation theory as a general
theory of planet formation too hastily. It not only provides a fairly consistent picture of
Solar System bodies ranging in size from interplanetary dust particles to Jupiter, but has
also led to the development of predictive elements that led, for example, to the correct
prediction of many orbital properties of trans-neptunian objects.

On the other hand, scenarios like the jumping jupiters to explain Pegasi planets raise
more questions than they answer. Instead of one planet at 0.05 AU the simultaneous
formation of many massive planets is required as a presumption.

Moving a planet into place by migration requires, in addition to the planet, a mecha-
nism that counteracts the migration process to park the planet once it has arrived at the
intended final orbit. This is by no means trivial because of the large migration rates (on
the local disc evolution timescale and shorter) that increase as the star is approached,
resulting in acceleration rather then slow-down for small orbital radii. Numerous parking
processes have been suggested, but ultimately the way out of the dilemma might be only
the dissipation of the nebula. Planets would then continue to form, drift inward and
disappear into the star until the exhaustion of nebular material finally ends this road
of destruction. Observationally, no metal trend versus e!ective temperature is found on
the main sequence, reflecting the di!erent sizes of convection zones that would play the
role as a planetary graveyard and that hence might be expected to be heavy-element
enhanced (Santos et al. 2003).

The disc instability model, if it works and does indeed form planets, in order to be a
general alternative would have to be augmented by a separate way of terrestrial planet
formation. For the giant planets the disc instability would probably require a separate
heavy element enrichment process. Even if Jupiter formed by a disc instability, the craters
on a Galilean moon would recall the planetesimal picture.

The basic feature of non-standard planet formation theories is that they quickly pro-
vided scenarios for newly discovered objects. But typically they would fail the Solar
System test. Let us look at planetary migration as an example of the new pathways of
planet formation and discuss it in more detail.

4.23. Planet–disc interaction

4.23.1. What is planetary migration?

Planetary migration seems at present to denote any systematic change of the orbital
semi-major axis of a planet that does not change direction. Historically, the outward
migration of Uranus and Neptune as a consequence of ‘passing comets down to Jupiter’
seems to be the first large-scale post-formation reshaping process of planetary orbits to be
considered. It had been noticed by Fernandez and Ip (1984) and has been considered by
Hayashi et al. (1985) as a process that would allow shorter growth times for Uranus and
Neptune. In the late stages of outer Solar System formation these planets would move
outwards as a consequence of angular momentum exchange when perturbing comets into
a Jupiter-controlled orbit with subsequent ejection to the Oort cloud.

After the discovery of 51 Peg b it has become a custom in planet formation theory
to denote many kinds of changes in the planetary semi-major axis or orbital distance as
planetary migration. This is usually independent of the physical process underlying the
respective orbital change. With processes proposed and a terminology of types I and II,
suggested by Ward (1997), and a type III added later by analogy we have in particular:
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Type I migration: an embedded planetesimal or planetary embryo that interacts
with its own disc density waves;

Type II migration: a protoplanet that has opened a gap in the nebula – i.e. produced
a region of reduced nebula density in its feeding-zone – is locked
in that gap and follows the gradual inward motion of viscous
disc gas together with the gap;

Type III migration: an instability of the planet–disc interaction that leads to orbital
decay within a few orbital periods.

We distinguish here between migration processes that modify the orbit by less than a
factor of e2 (or "10) and those that may lead to larger changes up to orders of magnitude
in the orbital radius, and may ultimately result in the loss of the planet. The latter
processes we will call violent migration in the following. They may dominate the planet
formation processes if they operate in many and diverse nebulae.

After planetesimal formation violent migration is the second key problem of planet
formation. Like an ine"cient planetesimal formation mechanism it has the potential to
make the formation of solar-type systems very unlikely. It is expected by many inves-
tigators to become important in the mass range resulting from the early fast runaway
mode of planetesimal growth. The runaway phase ends when all planetesimals within the
gravitational range of the locally largest body have been accreted and hence its feeding
zone has been emptied. Planetary embryos gravitationally interact with the ambient gas
disc, planetesimal disc and other planetary embryos or planets. As a result planetary
migration can come about (see Thommes and Lissauer 2005 for a review).

The migration e!ects become severe at larger sizes because they are proportional to
the planetesimal mass, for type I (after Thommes and Lissauer 2005, cf. Ward 1997):

vI = k1
M
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%dr2

M-
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r&

cT

%3

r&, (4.40)

where k1 is a measure of the torque asymmetry, M, M- the masses of the planet and
the primary respectively, r is the orbital radius, & is the disc angular velocity, that is
approximately Keplerian with &Kepler =

"

GM-/r3, %d the disc surface density and cT
the isothermal sound speed. For a planet that has opened a gap and is locked to the disc
the rate of change in orbital radius (type II migration) is (Ward 1997):
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where a nebula viscosity / " *c2T/& has been assumed, and k2 and k3 are further con-
stants. For easier reading it is worth noting that the vertical disc scale height h " cT/&
and h/r is roughly constant and " 0.1 in some nebulae. Note that both rates are pro-
portional to the Keplerian orbital velocity r&.

4.23.2. Violent migration

Violent migration is a back-reaction of the planetary embryo’s ‘bow wave’ in the nebula
on to the embryo itself. As the embryo orbits the star, its gravitational potential adds a
bump to the stellar one. At the embryo’s orbit – at the corotation resonance, in the linear
terminology of migration theory – the embryo and its potential move at the same, almost
Keplerian, velocity. That is co-orbital motion, as in the case of Jupiter and the Trojan
asteroids. Inside the embryo’s orbit, the gas in a quasi-Keplerian disc orbits faster and
hence the embryo’s potential and gravitational acceleration travels at a di!erent speed
relative to the gas. This accelerates the disc gas and excites a pressure and density
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wave that travels with the embryo. Because matter deeper in the primary’s potential
must orbit faster the waves are dragged forward inside, and backwards, relative to the
embryo, outside the embryo’s orbit. These rather particular protoplanetary bow waves
include density enhancements that gravitationally back-react onto the planet. Due to
the inherently asymmetric nature of the situation (Keplerian orbital velocities changing
. r&1/2) and the particular wave pattern, the forces (and in particular the torques) on
to the planet may not cancel out. This leads to a net exchange of angular momentum
between the planetary embryo and the gaseous disc if the waves dissipate or break in the
disc, in the neighbourhood of the planet’s gravitational sphere of influence. The result is
the familiar reaction of orbiting matter if angular momentum exchange is allowed: most
matter (the embryo) moves in and a small amount (some gas) moves out carrying away
the angular momentum. The very growth of the embryo would lead to orbital decay
and gradual movement towards the star on timescales of disc evolution or much less.
Many studies are currently being devoted to determining the strength of the e!ect and
evaluating the rates of orbital decay, and hence the possible survival times, for planets of
given mass in a given disc. If migration dominates planet formation, it has the potential to
wipe out any and many generations of planets. In that case, and because the basic e!ect
originates from a relatively small di!erence in a delicate torque balance in a significantly
perturbed non-Keplerian disc, I doubt that we will be able to reliably predict much about
planet formation any time soon.

4.23.3. A closer look

Modern planetary migration theory originated from the study of planetary rings (see
Ward 1997). While the basic physical processes – density waves in quasi-Keplerian discs –
are well studied, the application to the problem of forming planets in the nebula disc is
not straightforward.

The basic problem that has to be solved to determine migration rates for a proto-giant
planet orbiting in a nebula disc is the fluid dynamical analogue to the restricted three-
body problem of celestial mechanics. In the classical problem of celestial mechanics the
motion of a test particle is considered in the combined gravitational field of the Sun and
a planet. For a proto-giant planet two modifications have to be made:

(i) a protoplanet, unlike a mature planet, is not well approximated by a point
mass,

(ii) the test particles are replaced by a fluid with a finite pressure.
A protoplanet fills its Hill sphere and a considerable fraction of its mass is located at
significant fractions of the Hill sphere (e.g. Mizuno 1980; Pečnik and Wuchterl 2005).
Furthermore, the protoplanet builds up a significant contribution to the gas pressure at
the Hill sphere. Typically, planet and nebula are in a mechanical equilibrium. This may
only change when and if the planet collapses into the Hill sphere and does not rebound.
Fluid dynamical calculations show that this is a non-trivial question that depends on
the structure of the outer protoplanetary layers near the Hill sphere (Wuchterl 1995a).
In consequence, the problem of a protoplanet in a nebula disc is not only a problem of
gas motion in the gravitational potential of two centres but is controlled by the nebula
gas flow and the largely hydrostatic equilibrium of the protoplanets themselves. The
Hill spheres are filled by hydrostatic protoplanets at least up to the critical mass –
20 MEarth, say – and by quasi-hydrostatic structures, typically up to 50–100 MEarth. In
fact, strictly static solutions for protoplanets are published up to masses that closely
approach that of Saturn (Wuchterl 1993). Static isothermal protoplanets may be found
with masses comparable to Jupiter’s (Pečnik and Wuchterl 2005). As a consequence, the
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protoplanetary migration problem is very far from the idealizations of essentially free gas
motion in the potential of two point masses.

Because the problem is basically three-dimensional and the density structure of a
protoplanet covers many orders of magnitude, additional approximations have to be made
to solve the problem – either numerically or analytically. The basic analytical results (see
Ward 1997) stem from solving the linearized fluid dynamical equations for power-law
nebula surface densities and an approximate gravitational potential of the problem. The
starting point is an unperturbed, quasi-Keplerian disc. The planet is approximated by an
expansion of the perturbations induced by a point mass. The linear e!ect (spiral density
waves launched in the disc) is deduced and the resulting torques of the waves on the
planet are calculated, assuming that the waves dissipate by a break in the disc. If the
waves (and the angular momentum carried) were to be reflected and return there would
be no e!ect. This approach has at least two potential problems.

(i) The dense parts of the protoplanets, approximately in the inner half of the Hill
sphere, that potentially carry a large fraction of momentum are treated as if there
were no protoplanet – the density structure of the disc is assumed to be unper-
turbed by the protoplanetary structure even at the position of the planet’s core,
certainly throughout the Hill sphere. In that way the pressure inside the Hill sphere
is dramatically underestimated. The Hill sphere e!ectively behaves like a hole in
the idealized studies of the problem: the gravity of the protoplanet is introduced
into the calculations, but the counteracting gas pressure of the static envelopes is
omitted.

(ii) The unperturbed state needed for the linear analysis is an unperturbed Keplerian
disc. But if a planet with finite mass is present, the unperturbed state is certainly
not an axially symmetric disc and corrections have to be made at all azimuthal
angles along the planet’s orbit. The Keplerian disc in the presence of a protoplanet
or an embryo is an artificial state that is found to decay in any non-linear calcu-
lation. It is certainly not a steady state, as would be required for a rigorous linear
analysis. Therefore, the approach is not mathematically correct. It may turn out
that the corrections are minor, as in the case of the Jeans swindle, and the basic
results hold despite considerable mathematical violence. But unlike in the Jeans
case, where Bonnor–Ebert spheres show that there are indeed nearby static solu-
tions, nothing similar is available for the planet-in-disc problem. In fact the respec-
tive steady flows are essentially unknown and it is questionable whether they exist
at all in the fluid dynamical problem – they might always be a non-steady plan-
etary wake trailing the planet. High resolution calculations (Koller and Li 2003;
Koller et al. 2003) indeed show considerable vorticity and important e!ects on the
torques at the corotation resonances with potentially important consequences for
the migration rates.

Non-linear three-dimensional (and two-dimensional) hydrodynamic calculations of the
problem are very challenging, both in terms of timescales and spatial scales. The ‘atmo-
spheric’ structure of the protoplanet inside the Hill sphere can barely be resolved even in
the highest resolution calculations (D’Angelo et al. 2002, 2003, 2005) and the dynamics
has to be done for simplified assumptions about the thermal structure and dynamical
response of the nebula (usually locally isothermal or locally isentropic). The great value
of these calculations is that they provide information about the complicated interaction
of the planet with a nebula disc that can only be incompletely addressed by models
with spherical symmetry that calculate the structure and energy budget of the proto-
planet in great detail. The interaction regime between the outer protoplanetary envelope,
inside half a Hill radius, and the unperturbed nebula disc, at five Hill radii, say, is only
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accessible by two- or three-dimensional calculations. Its nature is unknown owing to
the lack of any reference flows, be they experimental or theoretical. This situation in
my opinion is similar to that of the restricted three-body problem at the time when
numerical integrations had just started.

Hence migration rates calculated numerically or analytically have to be considered
preliminary and await confirmation by more complete studies of the problem. Agree-
ment found between di!erent investigations is within the very considerable assumptions
outlined above and does not preclude considerable uncertainties in the migration rates
of many orders of magnitude.

4.23.4. Is a planet a hole or not a hole?

To illustrate the progress that has been made with great e!ort in state-of-the-art high
resolution calculations, I want to discuss briefly a set of new calculations (D’Angelo et al.
2002, 2003) that have brought considerable insight into the problem of how accretion into
the Hill sphere of a protoplanet may occur if the protoplanet is assumed to accrete the gas
into a small area, essentially on to a mature planet (D’Angelo et al. 2003). For the first
time the planet has not been assumed to be a point mass that accretes everything that
approaches the limiting resolution of the calculation; instead, alternative assumptions
were made about central smoothing of the protoplanetary gravitational potential, guided
by analytical structure models (Stevenson 1982; Wuchterl 1993) in order to look at the
pressure feedback of the growing protoplanet onto the accretion flow. The flow in the
Hill sphere turned out to be qualitatively and quantitatively very di!erent for the two
assumptions: with and without the pressure build up by the protoplanetary envelope –
or, in short, with or without a hole. The results demonstrate that the planetary structure
feeds back on the flow, both inside and outside the Hill sphere. Migration rates derived
from the three-dimensional calculations were, depending on planetary mass, reduced
down to 1/30 of the respective analytical values (Ward 1997).

It is important to add a note of caution to the interpretation of the planetary masses or
mass-scalings used in the two- and three-dimensional calculations of planet–disc interac-
tion and planetary migration. The scale of the critical mass for isothermal protoplanets
with typical nebula temperatures (100 K) is "0.1M%, i.e. about a factor of 100 below
the ‘realistic’ values of 7–10M%, which are typically found in detailed planetary struc-
ture calculations. Hence, the typical regimes calculated in higher-dimensional isothermal
studies are a factor of 100 supercritical! Take the isothermal case of a 10 M% planet, for
example. The results of planet–disc interaction calculations roughly correspond to the
accretion of a protoplanet of 3 Jupiter masses, i.e. approximately 1000 M%! The respec-
tive Jupiter mass case ends up in a dynamical regime that would occur at 0.1 M# for a
realistic protoplanetary structure! The e!ective mass-scale of isothermal two- and three-
dimensional studies is 10 to 3000 times supercritical. That scaling relates to all parts of
the calculations within the gravitational range of the planet, of a few Hill radii, with the
most severe e!ects located inside the Hill sphere, in the protoplanetary envelope. Hence
published studies of disc–planet interactions are at present in a much more violent regime
than detailed one-dimensional planet growth models require! An overlap is technically
challenging but needed: studies at the same e!ective physical scale which is set by the
critical mass for the appropriate thermal planetary structure.

Calculations that treat the protoplanet and the planet–nebula interaction in detail, i.e.
by accounting for the heating and cooling processes, as well as realistic thermodynamics
at the required resolution and over a significant fraction of the planetary growth time,
are still in the future. But a first study of the coupled problem seems to be within reach
for the idealized isothermal case.
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4.24. Towards a general theory: in search of the planetary
main sequence

The isothermal case is well studied in higher-dimensional calculations of planet–nebula
interaction but comparatively little attention has been paid to isothermal models of the
structure of protoplanets (e.g. Sasaki 1989). The reason is that the isothermal assumption
for protoplanets is physically unrealistic: the atmospheres of giant planetary embryos
become optically thick very early in their growth (Mizuno 1980), even for extreme
assumptions about the metallicity (Wuchterl et al. 2000). The advantage of isothermal
models is that they are comparatively easy to understand.

Motivated by unsolved problems of detailed statical and dynamical models – e.g. the
physical nature of the critical mass and unpredicted equilibrium structures found in
dynamical models (Wuchterl 1991a,b, 1993; Wuchterl et al. 2000) – Pečnik and Wuchterl
(2005) classified all isothermal protoplanets to identify possible start and end states of
dynamical calculations.

4.24.1. All isothermal protoplanets

The construction of all possible isothermal hydrostatic protoplanets is analogous to the
construction of the main sequence for stars – both are defined by equilibria. Because of
the nature of the equilibria they are independent of the history that leads to them. For the
main sequence the stellar equilibria are long-lived and hence describe most of the observed
stars. For planets, no similar survey to look for all equilibria has been performed. Our
current knowledge covers only the end-states of planetary evolution – the compact cooled
planets. Their best stellar analogue may be white dwarfs. But in their youth, planets
had rich and long-lasting equilibria that have not been explored from a global point of
view. First steps in the construction of a planetary ‘main sequence’ – the most probable
planetary states in the nebula – have now been taken. For the isothermal case, Pečnik
and Wuchterl (2005) not only found the end states (mature planets and the planetary
embryo states) but a large number of previously unknown planetary equilibria. They
found multiple solutions to exist in the same nebula and for the same protoplanetary
embryo’s core mass. Those calculations can now be used to constrain isothermal two-
and three-dimensional calculations such that consistent overall solutions of the planet
formation problem may be found.

For the first time, analogously to the stellar main sequence, all possible protoplanets
are known for the isothermal case and a statistical discussion in a diversity of nebulae as
well as a classification of the pathways of planet formation are now possible.

4.25. Formation of Pegasi planets

To finish the theoretical considerations, I will give an example of a complete formation
history of a planet from planetesimal size to its final mass. I will briefly discuss the
formation and early evolution of a Pegasi planet, from 0 to 100 Ma.

4.25.1. A Pegasi planet: formation and properties

The first extrasolar planet discovered in orbit around a main sequence star was 51 Peg b
(Mayor and Queloz 1995). With a minimum mass M sin i = 0.46MJupiter " 146MEarth,
a semi-major axis of 0.0512 AU, a period of 4.23 days and an eccentricity of 0.013, it is
the prototype of short-period giant planets, the Pegasi planets.

To model the formation of such an object I assume the midplane properties of a
standard minimum reconstitutive mass nebula (Hayashi et al. 1985) at 0.052 AU, i.e.
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Figure 4.4. Total mass (full line) and core mass (dashed line) of a Pegasi planet forming at
0.05 AU from a solar-mass star. The accumulation of a gaseous envelope surrounding a con-
densible element core that grows by planetesimal accretion is shown for the first 100 million
years. The structure of the envelope is calculated dynamically, including time-dependent the-
ory of convection that is calibrated to the Sun and including detailed equations of state and
opacities.

0.01 of Jupiter’s semi-major axis, and feeding zone masses of 15 M% of solids (su"cient
to easily reach the critical mass) and 150 M% of nebula gas. This is motivated by the fact
that the M sin i value is only a lower limit for the mass, and accretion may not be 100%
e"cient.

With these assumptions, the equations of self-gravitating radiation fluid dynamics for
the gas (Eqs. (4.15) to (4.20)) with time-dependent convection (Eq. (4.21)), calibrated
at the Sun, are solved for a Hill sphere embedded in the standard nebula at 0.05 AU.
The condensible element core at the centre of the sphere grows by planetesimal accretion
according to the particle-in-box rate. The minimum-mass solid surface density (a safe
lower bound) and a gravitational focusing factor of 3 (Safronov number of 1, also an
assumed slow growth) are used.

4.25.2. Mass accretion history – the first 100 million years

The resulting mass accretion history from zero to 100 Ma is shown in Figure 4.4 with
a logarithmic time axis. Age zero is chosen, following Wuchterl and Tscharnuter (2003),
at the moment when the envelope becomes optically thick for the first time and hence a
thermal reservoir is formed. The calculation starts at a core of "10 km size and a mass of
"1015 kg. The displayed evolution in Figure 4.4 starts 10 ka after the embryo’s envelope
has become optically thick, at roughly a tenth of a lunar mass. At that time the total mass
(full line) and the core mass (dashed line) are essentially the same because the envelope
mass is negligible. At 200 ka and somewhat below 10 M% the two curves separate, due
to the development of a gaseous envelope of significant mass. The planetesimal accretion
rate at that time has already dropped due to depletion of the solids, and the core growth
curve, Mcore(t), starts to flatten out, with the total mass following. As the critical mass
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is approached, the total mass curve turns upwards with the core mass flattening further.
This shows the onset of e"cient envelope accretion. The contraction of the envelope is
still quasi-static and the gas is practically at rest. The step in the total mass reflects
a period of e"cient envelope accretion that rapidly increases the total mass until the
feeding zone is essentially emptied. The Mach numbers are finite during this stage, but
the hydrodynamical part of the flow is basically a transition flow from the nebula onto the
contracting inner parts of the protoplanetary envelope that are quasi-hydrostatic. After
the flow from the feeding zone on to the planet has faded, the masses remain constant –
a Pegasi planet is born.

4.25.3. Luminosity of a young Pegasi planet

The luminosity of the Pegasi planet corresponding to the mass accretion history above
is shown in Figure 4.5. The luminosity increases during mass growth, passes through a
double maximum and then decays roughly exponentially. The two luminosity maxima
reflect the maximum accretion of solids and gas respectively. Initially, the growth rate and
luminosity rise due to the planetary embryo’s increasing gravity-enhanced cross-section
for planetesimal accretion. As the planetesimals are removed from the feeding zone and
incorporated into the embryo, the surface density of the remaining condensible population
fades and the luminosity turns over. Planetesimal accretion passes thermal control to the
contracting gaseous envelope. As the envelope mass becomes comparable to the core,
its contraction controls the luminosity of the planet. On approaching the critical mass,
the luminosity again turns upwards due to the rapid growth of the envelope, reaching
the sharp peak at maximum accretion. Once the final mass has been reached, no further
material is added and the only luminosity supply is contraction of the envelope, which
slows down as larger parts of the planet degenerate. Thereafter, the planet cools into its
present state, its luminosity being inversely proportional to age.

Most of the planetary evolution turns out to be quasi-hydrostatic with a brief dynami-
cal period around maximum accretion: the step-like increase in Figure 4.4 and the narrow
luminosity peak in Figure 4.5. During this brief period, most of the mass is brought into
its final position and acquires its initial temperature. The rapid, dynamical phase is so
fast that there is essentially no thermal evolution occurring. Hence, it sets the initial
thermal state and determines the bulk starting properties of the planet’s evolution at its
final mass.

The luminosity of the planet during this period lasting a few hundred years at an age of
a few hundred thousand years is shown in Figure 4.6. The entire evolution shown in this
figure is present in Figure 4.5 but unresolved in the luminosity spike. The peak accretion
phase starts at the turnover of the luminosity, see Figure 4.6. Because the contraction is
rapid, the outer parts of the envelope are adiabatically cooled and the nebula gas starts
radiating into the protoplanetary envelope. The luminosity becomes increasingly negative
as the inner, most massive parts of the protoplanet contract further. The trend is reversed
when the contraction of the central parts is slowed down again and the heat produced in
the process reaches the outer boundary of the planet for the first time (the brief spike at
180 years in Figure 4.6). The overall contraction and accretion of the planet then takes
over again and the luminosity rises to positive values, reaching its peak at maximum gas
accretion. As accretion fades, the luminosity turns over and decreases with the vanishing
amount of nebula gas remaining in the gas-feeding zone. At the end of significant gas
accretion, the luminosity slope changes sharply, as the luminosity becomes determined
by contraction alone (beyond 220 a in Figure 4.6). The initial luminosity of the planet
at its final mass is "1 mL# but fades rapidly. The total width of the spike in Figure 4.5,
at a tenth of the peak value, i.e. at "10&4 L#, is approximately 100 000 a.
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Figure 4.5. Luminosity of a Pegasi planet during the first 100 million years.

Figure 4.6. Luminosity of a Pegasi planet: detail around maximum luminosity.

The final mass of the planet is approximately equal to M sin i for 51 Pegasi b. Being
below a Jupiter mass (see Wuchterl et al. 2000), there is a chance that spherical symmetry
will give fairly correct results not only up to 100 M%, or "0.317 MJup, but even for
the gas accretion rates towards peak accretion and stagnation when the feeding zone
is emptied. The rapid transition from 20 to 150 M% also may provide a way to escape
violent migration by quickly removing any relevant, migration-driving mass from the
nebula disc before significant orbital decay occurs in type II migration mode.
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The critical assumption concerning the above calculations is whether feeding zones
with the assumed masses are plausible. In a minimum-mass nebula, the mass integrated
over plausible feeding zones is only a few Earth masses. But to understand extrasolar
planets and planet formation in general the minimum-mass nebula that is reconstructed
from the Solar System is a much too narrow constraint for the plausibility of the available
mass. Most probably, the nebula will be gravitationally stable during the planet formation
epoch. That requirement allows us to derive a more general constraint on the feeding zone.
The gravitational stability of discs can be roughly estimated by the Toomre criterion for
axially symmetric gravitational stability,

Q :=
#G%

(cT
< 1, (4.42)

where % is the surface mass density of the disc, cT the isothermal sound speed and (
the epicyclic frequency, which approaches the Keplerian angular frequency, &Kepler =
"

(GM/r3), for Keplerian discs. I suggest using the marginally Toomre-stable nebula
as the limit for the variety of nebula conditions that are allowed for consideration. The
maximum midplane density values so obtained for planet-forming nebulae are a factor
of 200 above the minimum mass at 0.05 AU. In a very conservative feeding zone of one
Hill radius around the orbit, a Jupiter mass (318 M%) can easily be accounted for in
such an enhanced nebula. Typical feeding zones would have more than five times the
radius and hence provide a volume around the orbit that is 25 times larger. Hence many
Toomre-stable nebulae can provide su"cient mass in plausible feeding zones at 0.05 AU
to form a giant planet. The above calculations therefore show that giant planets form in
less than a million years at 0.05 AU if their orbits are stable, i.e. migration rates remain
small.

Relying on a standard minimum mass nebula and planet formation fluid dynamics that
are physically improved but following a simple model setup, it is possible to explain the
formation of a Pegasi planet in situ provided there is su"cient mass of gas and solids
in the feeding zone. This is not the case for a minimum-mass nebula. But, assuming the
diversity in extrasolar planets originates from a diversity in disc properties, we may vary
the global nebula parameters. Gravitationally stable nebulae that have less total angular
momentum and hence more mass closer in may provide su"cient mass to grow giant
planets dynamically at 0.05 AU.

4.26. Is conventional formation theory misleading or not?

I have shown that one of the surprising discoveries – that Pegasi planets can be rec-
onciled with standard Solar System formation theory – is explicable if a diversity of
nebulae is accepted. I now return to the empirical bases for the doubts raised about the
general validity of Solar System-based understanding of planet formation: the exoplanet
discoveries.

4.26.1. Is there no bias . . .?

One of the first questions that immediately occurs is whether the discoveries are biased,
as is very usual in astronomy because faint things are harder to see. Possible sources of
bias introduced by the dominating radial velocity technique are:

(i) sensitivity of the radial velocity measurements (highest for large masses and short
periods);

(ii) the planet hunting grounds and hunting tactics;
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(iii) the discovery race and issues of secrecy and selective publishing – in particular
the focus on planetary detections and the postponing of the very di"cult issue of
determining upper limits in case of null-results that lead to an unclear picture of
the de facto sensitivity of the searches;

(iv) the binary issue, i.e. that the binary fraction in the Galaxy is much larger than
in the typical samples of radial velocity planet searches;

(v) the selection of suitable host-stars to avoid variability, activity, youth, giants, etc.;
(vi) the extraction of reliable planetary signals from the data – two massive planets

with widely separated orbits are easier to identify then two relatively low mass
planets with comparable masses and relatively close orbits (this is especially true
when the orbital periods are close to being multiples of each other, as in the case
of Jupiter and Saturn).

These questions can only be answered by very well-defined and complete samples and to
some extent by other discovery methods. It is interesting to look at the planetary ‘yield’
of ongoing transit searches. They have so far not detected as many planets as would be
(naively) expected from an extrapolation of the radial velocity discoveries. It remains to
be seen whether this is due to di"culties in the transit method or simply to di!erent
biases in radial velocity and transit searches. Clearly, an overlap of methods is important
and seems to be possible for astrometry and direct imaging within a few years.

4.26.2. Towards normality

With the radial velocity method providing most of the information by far about extrasolar
planets, it is interesting to look at how the typical properties of the discovered exoplanets
change as more and more are discovered. It is notable that:

! the ‘outskirts’ of the eccentricity distribution approaches that of the Solar System
planets with an overlap in all parameters expected soon;

! the periods of the discovered planets increase with time, now starting to overlap with
those of the Solar System giant planets, and waiting seems to make the Solar System
more typical;

! the median of the distribution of minimum masses seems to continue to decrease;
it seems that the characteristic mass has changed from about M sin i = 7 MJup in
1996, to 4 MJup in 2000, and I understand from obervers’ talks that M sin i = 2 or
1 MJup may be a possible final outcome.

The next important step in the discoveries is an extrasolar planet that overlaps with
a Solar System giant planet in all its properties, i.e. mass and eccentricity less than
Jupiter’s, orbital period larger than Jupiter’s.

4.26.3. Brave-hearted searches – Icarus!

To close the gap, searches are necessary where they are most di"cult:
(i) avoiding ‘hunting bias’, i.e. without a priori input to select stars for planetary

yield or assigning higher observation priority to ‘good’ stars, i.e. stars with low
radial velocity ‘noise’;

(ii) volume-complete samples (see next section);
(iii) searches for planets in binaries (e.g. *-Cen, see Endl et al. 2001);
(iv) searches for planets of stars with a type earlier than late F – most RV samples

focus on stars later than that, but Setiawan et al. (2003) detected a planet around
a K1 III giant (an A-star on the main sequence), expanding the mass range of
known stars with planets;

(v) searches for planets in clusters (as opposed to cluster planets), which have the
advantage of more homogeneous and coeval stellar populations;
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(vi) searches for young planets to determine the earliest time at which planets exist;
(vii) the host star mass range is also considerably widened by studying M-stars:

Kürster et al. (2003) showed that planets with M sin i of a few M% could be
detected around M-stars;

(viii) Guenther and Wuchterl (2003) went to the extreme and searched for planets
around brown dwarfs: while significant RV variation was detected, only an upper
limit could be set for the presence of Jupiter-mass planets;

(ix) direct imaging searches to look for planets in long-period orbits and the start of
their direct characterization (Neuhäuser et al. 2000).

4.26.4. Looking at stars near you – metallicity

To show the present state of the discussion and possible problems with biases I will
briefly discuss the planet–metallicity relation (Santos et al. 2003; Fischer and Valenti
2005).24 The authors find the frequency of planets to increase with metallicity (i.e. the
[Fe/H] metallicity indicator). Fuhrmann (2002, 2004) studied a volume-complete sam-
ple of nearby F-, G- and K-stars that overlaps with the planet-hunting samples. When
compared to the Fisher et al. result and assuming the use of the Nidever et al. (2002)
volume-limited sample, the following is noticed (Fuhrmann, personal communication)
when comparing it to the volume-complete Fuhrmann-sample: of the 166 Fuhrmann stars
only 90 (54%) are in the Fisher et al. study despite the smaller-volume but complete
Fuhrmann sample. Missing in the Fischer and Valenti (2005) study are:

(i) a few subgiants,
(ii) fast-rotating stars with v sin i > 10 km/s,
(iii) a few young and chromospherically active stars,
(iv) stars with no precise luminosity class,
(v) binaries and multiple systems.

These are all properties that make planet hunting more di"cult. From the findings of
Fuhrmann, I can only conclude that stars that are unfavourable for planet hunting are
under-represented. The average, [Fe/H] = &0.02, of the 90 Fisher et al. stars that fall
into the intersection with the Fuhrmann sample is only 0.01 dex higher than Fuhrmann’s
respective value. However, for [Fe/H] / 0.2 only five stars are missing, whereas for
[Fe/H]0 &0.2, 13 stars are missing. Hence, there is a slight trend indicating that metal-
poor stars are preferentially missing. Considering the still small numbers that are avail-
able for comparison and the average metallicity of [Fe/H] = 0.00 for thin-disc stars, there
could be a metallicity e!ect of +0.10 to +0.15 (contrary to the +0.25 favoured by Santos
et al. 2003). With the Sun at the thin-disc average of [Fe/H] for our distance to the
Galactic Centre (Fuhrmann 2004), the role of metallicity may well be a slight increase
overall due to a significant increase for the Pegasi planets’ host stars. That would render
the Solar System normal as far as metallicity and planet hosting are concerned.

It is just this kind of bias that I think might still be present in planetary discoveries.
This should be considered before abandoning what we know about the Solar System.

4.27. Has the Solar System been misleading us?

All things considered, has the Solar System been misleading us? The Sun led to much
of modern physics and astrophysics. It is the calibrator of stellar evolution and the age of
the Universe. The Solar System o!ers the best traces for planet formation studies. But
there are stars other than the Sun and there are planetary systems other than ours. After

24 See also Chapter 5.
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the dust has settled, I think the Solar System will still provide the basis for understanding
planetary diversity. It doesn’t do to blame the path when getting lost!

The dominance of strange planets and the increased metallicity of planet hosts may be
a result of hunting biases in the exoplanet sample. The close-in giant planets have not
been explicitly excluded by most investigators of planet formation. To a large extent, the
question of such planets has not been considered in su"cient detail. The high eccentric-
ities in the presently known exoplanets may be due to two e!ects:

(i) they could represent the high-mass end of planet formation (dynamically larger
masses result in larger planet–planet interactions that typically increase the
eccentricities);

(ii) eccentric planets might be easier to detect because an eccentric planet excludes a
wider range of neighbouring planets according to Hill exclusion stability criteria: as
a result, for a su"ciently eccentric planet, there is no neighbouring, competing sig-
nal that causes confusion, thus not adding ‘planetary noise’ due to the unidentified
additional radial velocity signals of neighbouring (and smaller) planets.

We need careful studies of the observation biases; most importantly, we need the study of
predefined complete samples and we need an analysis of what planets may be extracted
first if every planet host has a planetary system that is as dynamically filled as ours.

4.28. Observational tests of formation theory

There are currently two scenarios of close-in giant planet formation theory:

the migration scenario, in which planets first form in a special giant-planet forma-
tion region and subsequently move into orbits much closer
to the star;

the in situ scenario, where planets form near their present orbits.

All migration scenarios use violent migration as defined above with more than a factor
of e2, or roughly an order of magnitude, change in orbital radius from the birth region to
the final orbit. Violent migration processes such as those due to disc–planet interaction
are thought to impose a severe limit on planetary lifetime in the presence of the pro-
toplanetary nebula. Yet there is apparently no evidence for such a process in the Solar
System. Three observational tests have been proposed to check whether violent migra-
tion is operating in general planetary systems and to distinguish between the two planet
formation scenarios (Wuchterl 2001b, 2004b):

(i) the existence of hot neptunes,
(ii) birthplace exclusion in multiple stellar systems, and
(iii) Hill sphere compression in volume exclusion stability criteria for planetary

systems.
Among these tests, (i) uses the fact that migrating planets with about 10 Earth masses
usually accrete gas, (ii) uses the fact that there is no ‘appropriate’ birthplace, e.g. beyond
the ice-line, from where the planet might initiate its migration, and (iii) is based on the
fact that the Hill spheres, and stability criteria derived from them, face a compression
e!ect during inward migration.

Before we discuss the tests, let us look at the basic assumptions used in the two
scenarios. The in situ picture assumes (1) that planets form via core growth by plan-
etesimal accretion, (2) that there is only minor orbital evolution and (3) that there
is su"cient building material in a feeding zone near the final orbit. Migration stud-
ies assume that (1) planets form in a special formation region, (2) there is su"-
cient building material in the formation region, (3) significant orbital evolution is
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necessary to arrive at the final planet location and (4) migration operates and stops in
time.

In situ theory predicts that giant planets can form whenever su"cient mass is available
and hence there is in general no characteristic distance for their occurrence. Nebulae that
provide su"cient mass in planets’ feeding zones are needed. That requires a diversity of
protoplanetary nebulae because in the minimum-mass nebula there is insu"cient mass
close to the star. The dynamics of envelope accretion controls what happens at the
critical mass; for example, only su"ciently convective envelopes allow accretion to Jupiter
masses, and hence, depending on nebula properties, the mass spectrum as a function of
distance is modulated.

Migration theory assumes formation beyond the ice-line, typically at 2–3 AU for a
solar-like star (e.g. Sasselov and Lecar 2000; see Hueso and Guillot 2003 for a discussion
of the location). Planets essentially form quasi-statically whenever a critical core with a
mass above a few M% is grown or via a disc instability, if that is possible. The latter is
favoured by low temperatures and low tides, generally at large orbital distances. Planets
then migrate into their present orbits and are subsequently stopped by a parking process,
e.g. at the inner edge of the disc. Many of the physical processes in the migration frame-
work are parameterized, even for a given nebula structure, and hence there are few quan-
titative parameter-independent predictions. But in any case the formation region should
be beyond the ice-line, resulting in a minimum orbital radius, aform > asnow = 2–3 AU.
Furthermore, a critical core mass of a few M% or a gravitational instability with fragment
mass of >300 M% is necessary. The migration rates (of all types) increase towards the
star, mainly because of the decrease in orbital periods and increase in nebula surface den-
sities, see Eq. (4.40). And finally, to perform the angular momentum transfer e"ciently,
planets need a disc of comparable mass to migrate.

4.28.1. Migration test I: hot neptunes

A hot neptune is a planet with supercritical mass that orbits inside the ice-line; for violent
migration aHN < asnow/e2. Let us assume a hot neptune formed in the migration scenario.
It then had to accrete first beyond the ice-line and then start migration. Migration only
operates if the disc is massive, i.e. has a mass at least comparable to that of the planets.
A hot neptune is by definition supercritical, hence it will accrete gas if any is present.
Therefore, a migrating neptune will continue to accrete. This does not change for type
II migration because accretion can continue through gaps that have been opened by
the planet in the nebula. Because the disc is still at least of comparable mass to make
the planet migrate, it will accrete at least more than its own mass during the inward
migration process. Hence, when arriving at the final orbit, near the star, it will have
doubled its mass. It then has at least two Neptune masses, or at least twice the critical
mass value and is not a hot neptune any more. Therefore, a hot neptune cannot be due
to formation far out and subsequent migration.

Because we considered violent migration in the test, the planet has changed its orbital
radius by much more then one feeding-zone diameter and hence would have had access to
many times the mass that it accreted in its formation zone. It is therefore probably much
larger than the factor of two above critical mass that we used in the above argument.
Hence, finding a hot neptune refutes the migration scenario because hot neptunes must
have formed in situ.

The recent detections of Neptune-mass25 planets in the planetary systems of µ Arae
(Santos et al. 2004; 0.044 MJupiter, 9.55 d, 0.0955 AU) and +1 Cancri (McArthur et al.
2004; 0.045 MJupiter, 2.81 d, 0.038 AU) easily qualify as hot neptunes by their orbital

25 MNeptune ) 14.6M% ) 0.046MJupiter, MUranus ) 17.2M% ) 0.054MJupiter.
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radii (being less than 1/10 of the ice-line) and minimum masses (M sin i ) 14M%). Given
the sin i uncertainty, there is still the unlikely possibility that their true masses could
double or triple and hence weaken the test. But keeping in mind that only a few systems
have been so thoroughly observed so far – if any except for those two – I consider it
unlikely that these M sin i values will turn out to be outliers due to orbital projection
e!ects and because the detected planetary populations may be compatible with migration
theory.

4.28.2. Migration test II: the binary snow-plough

This test uses the fact that the migration scenario adopts a special formation region
for giant planets. Let us consider a binary system of two equal mass components for
simplicity. The formation region is then defined to lie outside the ice-line, i.e. at orbital
distances a > asnow from the respective component. The gravitational sphere of influence
of each stellar component reaches the midpoint in our system and to the respective
L1 point between the components in general. If we consider subsequently closer binary
systems there will be a separation where the gravitational sphere of influence of each
of the components does not reach beyond the ice-line, because that orbital distance is
already within the gravitational reach of the other component, beyond the L1 point in
general. In such a system there is no planet-formation region beyond the ice-line because
there exist no more orbits around the respective component. Distances beyond the ice-
line belong to the other component. If a planet were to be found in orbit around a
binary component where the formation region is taken away by the gravitational reach
of the other component, the respective planet cannot have been formed in that special
formation region and subsequently migrated to its detected orbit because the formation
region does not exist. Hence the migration scenario could then be ruled out.

In practice, the restrictions for the formation regions are more severe because orbits
near L1 are unstable (Dvorak 1986; Holman and Wiegert 1999). While planets with such
S-type orbits are known in binary systems (e.g. - Cep as discussed earlier) the respective
binary orbits are not tight enough to perform the test. But this shows that planet searches
in binary systems could provide key information about the formation processes. Thus the
binary snow-plough might well remove the formation regions beyond the ice-line that are
required in migration scenarios.26

4.28.3. Migration test III: Hill sphere expansion

A key result for the Solar System is that it is dynamically full (Lecar et al. 2001). This
means that there is no space to introduce additional planets because there are no addi-
tional stable orbits. This can be roughly understood by using a criterion that requires
a minimum orbital spacing between planets such that their mutual interactions are lim-
ited over a certain time span. These criteria can be expressed in terms of the gravita-
tional sphere of influence of a planet, approximated by their Hill spheres that generate a
torus with radius RHill (Eq. (4.25)) around the planets’ orbit. This approximate criterion
requires that certain multiples of the Hill spheres of the two planets must never touch;
i.e. for any two planets, i and i + 1, with orbital radii ai, ai+1 and masses Mi,Mi+1,

|ai & ai+1| > n [rHill(ai,Mi) + rHill(ai+1,Mi+1)] , (4.43)

must hold to ensure the stability of a planetary system.27 The number n depends on
the timescale considered and lies between 4 and 15. The case of two planets is well

26 Konacki (2005) reports a planet in the triple system HD 188753 where a tight binary
companion excludes the ice-line.

27 This can be generalized by requiring it to hold for ai(1 & ei) and ai+1(1 + ei+1).
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investigated now and n = 2, . . . , 4 seems to guarantee permanent stability (see Lecar
et al. 2001). For the Solar System n = 13 seems to guarantee stability over a few Ga.
n = 15 might be required in some resonant systems.

If extrasolar planetary systems are dynamically full, like the Solar System, their plan-
etary spacing must obey the criterion with some n. That the systems are full seems to
be indicated by the rather dense systems of massive planets in the systems discovered
so far, that are often on the edge (Barnes and Quinn 2004), meaning that the observed
orbital parameters are close to many unstable ones. Hence, the Hill exclusion criteria
will be closely matched; in other words, the systems will be dense. On the other hand,
migration rates increase with decreasing orbital distance, typically with orbital velocity,
i.e. . r&Kepler = a&1/2, see Eqs. (4.40), (4.41).

If the systems form in a special formation region and planet formation is prolific,
producing full systems, the systems should obey the Hill exclusion criterion in their
formation region. But then violent migration comes into play and the innermost planets
migrate away from those formed farther out with increasing migration rates. Let us
assume a system is formed in the formation region and the planetary spacing, $a0, at an
orbital radius a0 is $a0 = nRHill(a0,M) = na0(M/(3M#))1/3. The system then migrates
inwards by a factor of 1/e2 in radius, because that is violent migration by definition. Let
us look at the system at the moment when a planet from a0 has arrived at its new
orbit with a = a0/e2. For small spacings $a0/a0 < 1 we find for the spacing, $a, after
migration to the new orbital radius, a:

$a

$a0
=

)a0

a

*
1

2

, (4.44)

which equals e for a violent migration shrinking of an orbit by 1/e2. If we keep the
masses constant during migration we can express the ratio of orbital separation between
two neighbouring planets in multiples n, n0 of the respective Hill radii, RHill . a, as

n

n0
=

)a0

a

*
3

2

. (4.45)

This means that a system satisfying a Hill exclusion criterion with planets spaced by
n0RHill(M,a0) that migrates by a factor a0/a = 10 to a new orbital radius a will have
a spacing of nRHill(M,a0), with n/n0 = 103/2 ) 32! This means that the planets are a
factor of 32 more widely dynamically spaced than the original system.

Since migrating planets must accrete, there is a counteracting e!ect due to the expan-
sion of the Hill spheres with increasing mass. But this is comparatively weak (.M1/3)
and should not change the conclusion.

With migration invoked for Pegasi planets at 0.05 AU that supposedly migrated by
a factor "100, the e!ect is even more dramatic. Migration dynamically dilutes plan-
etary systems dramatically, and migrated systems would easily satisfy Hill exclusion
principles even when they started out dynamically full, just marginally obeying Hill
exclusion.

In summary, if all systems form dynamically full like the Solar System and as the
planetesimal accretion process seems to predict, then migrated systems must appear
dynamically very underdense. If they form dynamically dense in their formation region,
they will appear much more widely spaced than a dynamically full system after they
migrated. Hence migrated systems should be widely spaced as counted by Hill radii,
whereas in situ formed systems should appear closely spaced, just satisfying the respec-
tive Hill exclusion principle relevant for their age. Close-in dynamically dense observed
planetary systems therefore refute systems with violent migration. Of course, this assumes
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that violent migration processes of types I, II and III dominate more subtle dynamical
planetary interactions that govern much of the later evolution, but that is after all the
hypothesis of the migration origin of planets.

4.29. Planetendämmerung

To close, let us imagine we could start astronomy and wait for the stars to appear in
the evening for the first time. Located at a beach in the Canary Islands an hour or so after
sunset, we might only be able to get to a visual limiting magnitude of "3, say. Imagine
that our entire knowledge of stellar astronomy would have to be derived from, at first,
the ten brightest stars, then the 100 brightest stars, which are the first to become visible.
What would be the typical mean stellar radius that we would deduce for our nascent
stellar astronomy? The answers – taken from the Catalogue of Apparent Diameters and
Absolute Radii of Stars, are:

! for the ten brightest stars the average radius is 36R#, and
! for the 100 brightest stars the average radius is 32R#.

This is not the astrophysics that we know! Our Galaxy is dominated by low-mass M-
dwarfs, with radii smaller than the Sun. They greatly outnumber the giants. It is just
that the stellar majority is hard to find and hard to see at first glance. Similarly, I think,
we will see more planets ‘appear’ in the sky! Maybe they will be more like the Solar
System planets.

4.30. Towards a broad view

The next steps towards developing a broader picture into which the Solar System and
the extrasolar planets fit are:

(i) the development of a general theory of planet formation for a diversity of proto-
planetary nebulae;

(ii) instruments that are sensitive to the entire mass spectrum of the giant planets
and below. The French-led European COROT mission with German participation
via the DLR should reach that goal for the first time after its launch in Winter
2006;

(iii) in autumn 2007, the first Jovian year will have passed since the discovery of 51
Peg b and many of the searches should then have the first complete orbits of
Jupiter-like planets in their data.

Finally, we will have the required sensitivity for a full Jovian orbit and the theory sig-
nificantly advanced. Theoretical work is ongoing in preparation for these events. Unlike
with 51 Peg b, this time theory will be prepared.

4.31. Conclusion

Have the first 100 exoplanets misled us?
After more than 2500 years of astronomy we have crossed the ocean of space between

us and the stars. New worlds become detectable and within the reach of analysis. What
has been discovered was unexpected in detail but has shown that planets are abundant in
the Galaxy, as expected. Much can be understood on the basis of what has been learned
about planet formation from the Solar System, but many problems remain.

After crossing an ocean the first cli! leads to land, but don’t try to get too close
to it.
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5. Abundances in stars with
planetary systems

GARIK ISRAELIAN

Extensive spectroscopic studies of stars with and without planetary systems have concluded
that planet host stars are more metal-rich than those without detectable planets. More subtle
trends of di!erent chemical elements begin to appear as the number of detected extrasolar
planetary systems continues to grow. I review our current knowledge concerning the observed
abundance trends of light and heavy elements in planet host stars and their possible implications.
These studies may help us to understand the chemical evolution of our Galaxy at supersolar
metallicities.

5.1. Introduction

Beginning with the discovery by Mayor & Queloz (1995) of a giant planet, 51 Pegasi b,
the number of planets orbiting solar-type stars has now reached 137. Most of the planets
have been discovered by the Geneva and California & Carnegie groups using a Doppler
technique. This sample size is now su!cient to search for various statistical trends linking
the properties of planetary systems and those of their parent stars. It has been suggested
that one of the key factors relevant to the mechanisms of planetary system formation
is the metallicity of protoplanetary matter (Pollack et al. 1996). Note that in the context
of this paper we consider as ‘metals’ all elements except H, He, Li, Be and B.

Chemical abundance studies of planet hosts are based on high signal-to-noise (S/N) and
high resolution spectra. Many targets have been observed by more than one group, allow-
ing useful crosschecks of their analyses and spectra. Iron has been used the most often
as the reference element in chemical studies (Gonzalez 1997; Laws et al. 2003; Murray &
Chaboyer 2002; Santos, Israelian & Mayor 2001, 2004a; Santos et al. 2003, 2005), whereas
some others have discussed the abundance trends of other metals (Gonzalez & Laws 2000;
Sadakane et al. 2002; Gonzalez et al. 2001; Santos, Israelian & Mayor 2000; Bodaghee
et al. 2003; Ecuvillon et al. 2004a,b). The authors in most of these studies have been
limited to comparing the results for the planet host sample with other studies in the
literature. However, in some articles such a comparison has not been provided, leaving
room for any kind of speculation regarding the source of the abundance anomalies. Dif-
ferent authors used di"erent sets of lines, atmospheric parameters, data, etc. These are
all potential sources of systematic error. To tackle this problem, Santos et al. (2001) pre-
pared a sample of stars with no known planets. To ensure a high degree of consistency
between the two samples, these stars were analyzed and observed in the same way as
the planet hosts. Further spectroscopic analysis by Santos et al. (2003, 2004a), Israelian
et al. (2004) and Bodaghee et al. (2003) were based on this same comparison sample.
Recently, Santos et al. (2005) have added 54 stars to their original comparison sample
and confirmed that stars with planets are metal rich when compared with field stars
without planets.

Extrasolar Planets, eds. Hans Deeg, Juan Antonio Belmonte and Antonio Aparicio.
Published by Cambridge University Press.
C! Cambridge University Press 2007.
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Figure 5.1. Metallicity distribution for stars with planets (dashed histogram) compared with
the same distribution for the field stars without planets (solid line). The insert shows the
same data as a cumulative histogram; the solid line refers again to stars without planets. A
Kolmogorov–Smirnov test shows the probability for the two populations being part of the same
sample to be 10"12. From Santos et al. (2005). [Fe/H] is the logarithm of the solar Fe/H abun-
dance ratio.

Chemical abundance studies of stars with exoplanets have demonstrated that their
metallicities are higher on average than those typically found among solar-type disc
stars without known planets (Gonzalez 1997; Laws et al. 2003; Santos et al. 2001, 2003,
2004a, 2005). In Figure 5.1 the metallicity distributions for two volume-limited samples
of stars are presented, contrasting 119 planet hosts and 95 comparison stars (Santos
et al. 2005). The stars with planets are metal-rich compared with the comparison sample
stars by, on average, 0.25 dex,1 suggesting that the metallicity and the presence of giant
planets are linked. The metallicity excess could result from the accretion of planets and/or
planetesimals onto the star (Gonzalez 1997). On the other hand, Santos et al. (2000,
2001) proposed that the source of the high metallicity is primordial and the observed
abundance trends represent those from the protoplanetary and protostellar molecular

1 ‘Dex’ indicates the logarithm of the ratio of two values; for example, 0.25 dex corresponds
to a ratio of 100.25 # 1.78.
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cloud out of which the star and the planets formed. This idea supports the classical core-
instability accretion (CIA) model of Pollack et al. (1996) where some 10–15 M$ masses
of planetesimals condense into a rocky core. The initial metallicity of the parental cloud
is one of the key parameters in this model. On the other hand, Bodaghee et al. (2003)
and Ecuvillon et al. (2004a,b) have demonstrated that the metallicity excess observed
for planet host stars is not unique to iron. Abundances of chemical elements may provide
a clue for checking various planet formation and evolution theories. The self-enrichment
scenario of Gonzalez (1997) should lead to a relative overabundance of refractory elements
(elements with high ionization temperature, such as iron, !-elements, Si, Ca, Ti, Mg, etc.)
compared to volatiles (C, N, O, S, Zn). Volatiles are known to condense into solid grains
at relatively low temperatures, and are expected to behave di"erently compared to the
refractories which condense at high temperatures.2 If the star accreted a considerable
amount of planetary material, then high temperatures near the star would favour the
addition of refractory elements over volatiles (which are locked in giant planets) and
a trend in abundance versus condensation temperatures may appear (see Figure 11 of
Smith et al. 2001).

5.2. Abundances of light elements

It is well known that the light elements Li and Be are important tracers of the internal
structure and pre-main sequence evolution of solar type stars. These elements provide
information regarding the redistribution and mixing of matter within a star. By measur-
ing Li and Be in stars hosting planets we can obtain crucial information about the mixing,
di"usion and angular momentum history of the stars. Studies of Be and Li complement
each other as Li is depleted at much lower temperatures than Be, where depleted means
that the element is being destroyed by nuclear processes in the stellar interior. Accretion
of planets and planetesimals, tidal interactions and stellar activity in star–planet systems
may considerably modify the surface abundances of the light elements.

5.2.1. Lithium

A first direct comparison of Li abundances among planet-harbouring stars with field
stars without planets was presented by Gonzalez & Laws (2000), who proposed that
the former have less Li. However, in a critical analysis of this problem, Ryan (2000)
concludes that planet hosts and field stars have similar Li abundances. More recently,
Israelian et al. (2004) re-investigated the Li problem and looked for various statistical
trends. Comparing Li abundances of planet host stars with the 157 field stars of Chen
et al. (2001), they found that the Li abundance distributions in the two samples are
di"erent (Figure 5.2), albeit with a low statistical significance. A possible excess of Li
depletion in planet hosts having e"ective temperatures in the range 5600–5850 K is
observed, whereas there is no significant di"erence for stars with temperatures in the
range 5850–6350 K (Figure 5.3). Given the depth of the surface convection zone, we
expect that any e"ect on the Li abundance will be more apparent in solar-type stars
with e"ective temperatures in the range 5600–5850 K. Cooler low mass stars have deeper
convective zones and destroy Li more e!ciently, so we can often only set upper limits
to the abundance. However, the convective layers of stars more massive than the Sun do
not reach the lithium burning layer and therefore these stars generally preserve a large
fraction of their original Li. Thus solar-type stars are the best targets for investigating any

2 We note that refractory (such as Si, Ti and Mg) and volatile (H, He, C, N, O, S and Zn)
elements have condensation temperatures larger and smaller than 1000 K, respectively.
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Figure 5.2. Lithium distribution for stars with planets (hatched histogram) compared with the
same distribution for the field stars from Chen et al. 2001 (empty histogram). The horizontal
axis is a log Li abundance relative to the solar hydrogen abundance, where log N(H) = 12. A
Kolmogorov–Smirnov test shows the probability of the two populations being a part of the same
sample is 0.2. From Israelian et al. (2004).

possible e"ects of planets on the stellar surface abundance of Li. According to Israelian
et al. (2004), extra Li depletion can be associated with a planet migration mechanism
at early times in the evolution of the star when the superficial convective layers may
have been rotationally decoupled from the interior. E!cient depletion may be caused
by a strong mixing due to the migration-triggered tidal forces, which create a shear
instability. The mass of the decoupled convection zone in these stars is comparable to
the masses of the known exoplanets; therefore, the migration of one or more giant planets
could indeed produce an observable e"ect. The planetary migration may also trigger the
accretion of planetesimals, inducing metallicity enhancement. Some fresh Li could also be
added in the convective zone. However, if this process takes place in the early evolution
of the star, the freshly added Li will be destroyed. Also, the amount of accreted Fe is not
expected to be significant and therefore may not account for the observed distribution
of [Fe/H]. Finally, let us mention that recently Takeda and Kawanomoto (2005) have
confirmed the results of Israelian et al. (2004), performing a careful synthesis for the Li
line in 160 solar type field stars versus 27 planet hosts.
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Figure 5.3. Lithium versus e!ective temperature for stars with planets (filled squares) and the
comparison sample of Chen et al. (2001) (empty squares). Upper limits are filled (planet hosts)
and empty (comparison sample) triangles. Meteoritic abundance of Li is assumed, log Li = 3.3.
The position of the Sun is indicated. From Israelian et al. (2004).

5.2.2. The 6Li-test

A unique opportunity for testing the planet and/or planetesimal accretion scenario is
o"ered by a 6Li-test proposed by Israelian et al. (2001). The idea is based on looking for an
element that should not appear in the atmosphere of a normal solar-type star, but would
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be present in a star that has accreted planetary matter. According to standard models,
nuclear reactions destroy the 6Li and 7Li isotopes in stellar interiors at temperatures of
2 % 106 (6Li) and 2.5 % 106 K (7Li). Furthermore, convection cleans the upper atmosphere
of Li nuclei by transporting them to deeper and hotter layers where they are rapidly
destroyed. Young pre-MS solar-type stars are fully convective and most of the primordial
Li nuclei are destroyed in their interiors in a mere few million years. However, some stars
preserve a large fraction of their initial atmospheric 7Li nuclei while completely destroying
6Li. At a given metallicity there is a mass range where 6Li, but not 7Li, is destroyed.
Standard models (Forestini 1994) predict that no 6Li can survive pre-MS mixing in
metal-rich solar-type stars. The detection of 6Li in HD 82943 (Israelian et al. 2001,
2003) is convincing observational evidence that stars may accrete planetary material,
or even entire planets, during their main sequence evolution. Other explanations of this
phenomenon such as stellar flares or surface spots have been ruled out (Israelian et al.
2001). It has been also proposed (Sandquist et al. 2002) that 6Li can be used to distinguish
between di"erent giant planet formation theories. We also note that Cody & Sasselov
(2005) have recently developed a stellar evolution code to model stars with non-uniform
metallicity distributions. They found that the primary e"ects of metal enhancement on
stellar structure and evolution are expansion of the convection zone and downward shift
of e"ective temperature.

However, analysis of 6Li is very delicate. Blending of the Li line with some weak
absorptions and the placement of the continuum pose problems in metal-rich solar-
type stars. Spectra with S/N & 1000 and a resolving power of at least "/#" & 100 000
are required to analyze 6Li. In metal-rich stars the identification of any weak blends
in the region of the Li absorption becomes crucial. For example, Reddy et al. (2002)
claimed that a previously noticed weak absorption in the solar spectrum at 6708.025 Å
belongs to TiI. With this assumption their study of the Li feature in HD 82943 did
not confirm the presence of 6Li. However, recent analysis (Israelian et al. 2003) does
not support the identification of a weak absorption feature at 6708.025 Å with the
low excitation TiI line. It has been proposed that the unidentified absorption is most
probably produced by a high excitation SiI line. The presence of 6Li in HD 82943
was confirmed (Israelian et al. 2003) with the updated value for the isotopic ratio
f(6Li) = 0.05 ± 0.02. It is worth mentioning that using the Spitzer MIPS photometer,
Beichman et al. (2005) observed IR excess in HD 82943, which implies that collisions could
have recently showered the star with some solid material. On the other hand, Mandell
et al. (2004) reported no 6Li in two lithium-poor stars that host extrasolar planetary
systems.

Slow accretion of planetesimals on a timescale longer than 50 Myr was invoked by Mur-
ray & Chaboyer (2002) in order to explain the [Fe/H] distribution in planet-harbouring
stars. These authors concluded that an average of 6.5M$ of iron must be added to the
planet host stars in order to explain the mass–metallicity and age–metallicity relations.
Accretion of 6.5M$ of planetesimals of iron during early MS evolution will strongly mod-
ify 7Li abundances in these stars. Moreover, given the depth of the convection zone in
stars with Te! > 5900 K, a large amount of the added 6Li may avoid destruction via mix-
ing. Accretion of a chondritic matter with 6.5 M$ of iron by a star with Te! = 6100 K
and with a convection zone mass 10"3 M' will raise its 7Li abundance from log (Li) = 2.7
to 3.2, while the isotopic ratio will become f(6Li) = 0.06. This will create a detectable
6Li absorption feature with an equivalent width (EW) &4 mÅ. This feature can be mea-
sured even if it is blended with the SiI line at 6708.025 Å because the latter is expected
to appear with an EW < 2 mÅ in this type of star (Israelian et al. 2003).
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5.2.3. Beryllium

The first studies of Be in planet hosts (Garćıa López & Pérez de Taoro 1998; Deliyannis
et al. 2000) did not arrive at any firm conclusion because of the lack of a comparison
sample of stars and the low number of targets. Santos et al. (2002) derived beryllium
abundances for a sample of 29 planet host and six ‘single’ stars, aimed at studying in
detail the e"ects of the presence of planets on the structure and evolution of the associated
stars. Their preliminary results (confirmed recently by Santos et al. 2004b) suggest that
theoretical models may have to be revised for stars with Te! < 5500 K. Santos et al.
(2002) found several Be depleted stars at 5200 K which current models cannot explain.
A comparison between planet-hosting stars and only six ‘single’ stars shows no clear
di"erence between either population. More recently, Santos et al. (2004b) have presented
Be abundances in a sample of 41 planet hosts and 29 stars without known planets. They
confirmed that overall, planet hosts have ‘normal’ Be abundances. However, small, but
maybe insignificant, di"erences might be present (see Santos et al. 2004b for details).
These results support a ‘primordial’ origin for the metallicity excess observed in the
planet hosts.

5.3. Abundances of metals

5.3.1. Volatiles

It was noticed by Santos et al. (2000) and Gonzalez & Laws (2000) that planet hosts tend
to show subsolar [C/Fe] values with increasing [Fe/H]. Gonzalez et al. (2001) were less
certain about these findings, while Takeda et al. (2001) and Sadakane et al. (2002) found
no clear evidence of the constant [C/Fe] in the metallicity range "0.5 < [Fe/H] < 0.4.
All these authors used field stars from the literature to complete their inhomogeneous
comparison samples. Sadakane et al. (2002) concluded that [C/Fe] and [O/Fe] ratios in
planet hosts closely follow the trends observed in field stars with [C/Fe] = [O/Fe] = 0
at [Fe/H] > 0. Nitrogen abundances were derived by Gonzalez & Laws (2000), Gonzalez
et al. (2001) and Takeda & Honda (2005). However, none of these authors discussed the
trends of [N/Fe] and/or [N/H].

Recently, Ecuvillon et al. (2004a, 2004b, 2006) used high quality spectra from various
telescopes in order to derive the N, C, S, Zn, O abundance in a large number of planet-
hosting stars and comparison sample stars from Santos et al. (2001). The near-UV NH
band at 3340–3380 Å was employed in their analysis to derive N abundance. Their results
indicate a clear di"erence in [N/H], [C/H], [S/H], [Zn/H], [O/H] distributions for both
samples. It has been found that [N/Fe] is flat at [Fe/H] > 0 (Ecuvillon et al. 2004a),
while other volatiles, C, S, Zn (Ecuvillon et al. 2004b) and O (Ecuvillon et al. 2006)
show [X/Fe] trends decreasing with [Fe/H]. The final abundance ratios of C, N, Zn, O
and S for both samples as functions of [Fe/H] are displayed in Figure 5.4.

5.3.2. Refractories

The first abundance studies of several refractory elements (Gonzalez 1997; Gonzalez &
Laws 2000; Gonzalez et al. 2001; Santos et al. 2000) revealed a few possible anoma-
lies. Gonzalez et al. (2001) claimed that the stars with planets appear to have smaller
[Na/Fe], [Mg/Fe] and [Al/Fe] values than field dwarfs of the same [Fe/H]. These authors
did not find any significant di"erences for the refractories Si, Ca and Ti. However, the
abundance trends in the few planet hosts discussed by Takeda et al. (2001) did not show
anything peculiar. On the other hand, anomalies were found by Sadakane et al. (2002),
who detected a few planet-bearing stars with an interesting abundance pattern in which
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Figure 5.4. [X/Fe] vs. [Fe/H] plots for C, N, S, Zn and O. Filled diamonds represent planet
host stars, while open symbols denote comparison sample stars. Linear least-square fits to both
samples together (solid lines) are represented. In the lowest diagram, ‘LTE Trip’, ‘OH’ and
‘OI’ refer to several lines in which oxygen abundances were determined in planet hosts and
comparison sample stars. From Ecuvillon et al. (2004a, 2004b, 2006).

the volatile elements C and O are underabundant with respect to refractories Si and
Ti. Recently, Beirao et al. (2005) computed Na, Mg and Al abundances in 98 stars with
planets and 41 ‘single’ stars. These authors did not find any significant di"erence in the
[X/H] ratios, for a fixed [Fe/H], between the two samples of stars in the region where the
samples overlap.

A uniform and unbiased comparison of abundances of some !- (Si, Ca, Ti) and Fe-
group (Sc, V, Cr, Mn, Co, Ni) elements in 77 planet host and 42 comparison sam-
ple stars without planets was carried out by Bodaghee et al. (2003). These authors
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Figure 5.5. [X/Fe] vs. [Fe/H] plots for several !- and Fe-group elements. The crosses repre-
sent the comparison-sample stars, while the open circles denote the planet-hosting stars. From
Bodaghee et al. (2003).

concluded that the abundance trends for the planet hosts are almost identical to those
in the field. Slight di"erences were found for V, Mn and, to a lesser extent, Co and Ti
(Figure 5.5). Although the abundance scatter for most of the elements was found to be
small, a few elements showed considerable dependence of the derived abundances on the
e"ective temperature. The largest e"ect was found for Ti, Co and V, where the di"er-
ence between K- and F-dwarfs has reached 0.2–0.3 dex. These trends might be related to
NLTE e"ects. The work of Bodaghee et al. (2003) was extended recently by Gilli et al.
(2006) to include around 100 planet hosts and comparison sample stars from Santos et al.
(2005).

In general, the abundance distributions of planet host stars are high [Fe/H] extensions
to the curves traced by the field dwarfs without planets. No significant di"erences are
found in the regions of overlap. However, although some di"erences for certain elements
are subtle (and may even be negligible), they are certainly intriguing enough to merit
additional studies.
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5.4. Implications

5.4.1. Chemical evolution of the Galaxy

One of the byproducts of chemical abundance studies in planet-hosting stars is the pos-
sibility of learning about galactic chemical evolution trends at high metallicities. The
number of detailed abundance studies at [Fe/H] > 0 is very limited and exoplanet hosts
can help to explore this regime. Some of the trends obtained in these studies may be
linked with the presence of giant planets. According to Santos et al. (2005), more than
25% of stars with [Fe/H] > 0.3 host planets and the possibility that virtually all metal-
rich stars host planetary systems cannot be ruled out. Thus, it is very di!cult to compare
stars with and without planets in the high [Fe/H] tail of the distribution. The relative
frequency of stars with planets increases with [Fe/H], but there is a sharp cuto" once the
metallicity reaches about 0.4 dex (Figure 5.1). It is hard to believe that Nature could
somehow tune the self-enrichment process in planet hosts by not allowing them to have
[Fe/H] > 0.5. Most probably the cuto" represents a rough upper limit to metallicities
in the solar neighbourhood. If [Fe/H] & 0.4 represents the ‘present day’ state of galactic
chemical evolution, then certain trends should appear for all other chemical species. How
then can we disentangle the abundance anomalies produced by the presence of planets?

Perhaps the easiest way is to study those trends which are di!cult to interpret in the
framework of standard galactic chemical evolution models. Given the constant rate of
Type II and Type Ia SN during the last 10 Gyr of galactic evolution, constant IMF and
SFR, we would not expect any significant change in the slope of [!/Fe] versus [Fe/H],
where the !s are O, Si, S, Mg, Ca and Ti. However, observations (Gonzalez et al. 2001;
Sadakane et al. 2002; Bodaghee et al. 2003; Beirao et al. 2005; Gilli et al. 2006) show a
sudden change at [Fe/H] = 0 in the slopes of [Si/Fe], [Ti/Fe] and [Mg/Fe] versus [Fe/H],
while [Ca/Fe] slowly decreases with [Fe/H]. It is not clear why Si, Ti and Mg should
drastically change their slopes at [Fe/H] = 0 and become flat. Moreover, high quality
observations by Ecuvillon et al. (2006) demonstrate that [O/Fe] continues to decrease
at [Fe/H] > 0 without showing the flattening out found in previous studies (Nissen &
Edvardsson 1992). Galactic chemical evolution models predict similar trends for O, Si
and all the other !-elements (Tsujimoto et al. 1995) down to [Fe/H] = 0. Why should C
and N have a di"erent behaviour at high metallicities, both being volatiles and having
similar production sites in the Galaxy? There could be three reasons for these anomalies;
(a) models of galactic chemical evolution are very uncertain at high metallicities, (b)
abundance trends in metal-rich stars are a"ected by the presence of planets and (c)
abundance analysis of metal-rich stars is not reliable.

5.4.2. Astrobiology

The abundance anomalies or the correlation between [Fe/H] and the presence of giant
planets have certain implications for astrobiology and even SETI. As long ago as the
1960s Drake (1965) and Shklovski & Sagan (1966) independently proposed a method
which extraterrestrial intelligent civilizations could employ in order to announce their
existence. They could add some short-lived isotope(s) into the atmosphere of their sun
with the hope that possible observers would detect the absorption spectral lines of that
element and realize their artificial origin. The amount of matter required to produce
detectable absorption lines of some rare elements/isotopes is not that large and any
developed civilization should be able to handle this task (Drake 1965).

The possible correlation between [Fe/H] and the formation of giant planets may have
an impact on the formation of terrestrial planets and their habitability via a shielding
e"ect. Terrestrial planet formation should strongly depend on metallicity as well. A giant
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planet can relocate planetesimals and comets via scattering into the inner region of the
planetary system. This process can protect inner habitable terrestrial planets against
the impacts of the comets. Numerical simulations (Ida, Junko & Lin 2001) show that a
planet with large semi-major axis and/or large mass may eject planetesimals and prevent
pollution of metals onto the host star. These authors proposed that the habitability may
be regulated by a giant planet(s) since the shielding e"ect does not only inhibit impacts
onto the host star but also prevents inner terrestrial planets from being impacted by
cometary bodies and asteroids.

The abundances of elements in the Sun and on the primitive Earth was suited to the
creation and evolution of a biosphere. Even the rare elements, those especially suited
to the extraction of energy using nuclear processes (like U and Th) are present on the
Earth in suitable concentration for the development of life. It is well known that the rock
masses that form the external part of the Earth have been in rapid motion for hundreds of
millions of years. This motion is so rapid that 2/3 of the crust has been recycled into the
Earth’s mantle in the last 200 million years. Many geological processes (such as volcanic
activity, drift of continents, iron catastrophe3) in the lithosphere most probably result
from the heat released by the radioactive elements, mostly thorium and uranium. Active
volcanoes are a source of many volatile compounds (water, methane, carbon oxides,
etc.) which accumulated with time and formed the primitive gaseous atmosphere and,
somewhat later, the liquid hydrosphere.

It is clear that there are certain chemical and physical preconditions for mankind’s
evolution and these preconditions depend on the chemical composition and evolution of
the protoplanetary matter. The products of supernova explosions many billions of years
ago have influenced the evolution of life on our planet. Abundance studies in stars with
exoplanets may help us to understand the origin and chemical evolution of planetary
systems and learn about the evolution of biosystems in the Universe.
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6. Brown dwarfs: the bridge between
stars and planets

RAFAEL REBOLO

Brown dwarfs are objects with masses, e!ective temperatures and luminosities intermediate
between those of very low-mass stars and the most massive giant planets. In the last decade,
numerous searches have revealed their ubiquitous presence in star forming regions and stellar
clusters, orbiting stars and free-floating in the field. Hundreds of brown dwarfs have been iden-
tified via direct imaging techniques. Brown dwarfs appear to be as numerous as stars. Follow-up
spectroscopic observations have been crucial for establishing their properties. New spectroscopic
classes have been required for these objects. The L and T brown dwarfs form a unique labo-
ratory in which to test substellar atmospheric and evolutionary models. We briefly review the
photometric and spectroscopic properties, the multiplicity, mass function and possible formation
scenarios of these substellar objects. Old low-mass brown dwarfs are expected to cool down to
atmospheric temperatures similar to those of the planets in the Solar System. Their atmospheric
properties will guide future planet searches.

6.1. Introduction

Brown dwarfs populate the mass domain between that of very low-mass stars and giant
planets. They share some characteristics with stars and others with planets. Current
models of stellar evolution predict a minimum mass of !73 MJup for stable hydrogen
burning to take place in the interior of a solar metallicity self-gravitating object (e.g.
Bara!e et al. 1998). This is the mass generally adopted in defining the frontier between
stars and brown dwarfs for solar metallicity. Because of the lack of hydrogen burning,
brown dwarfs progressively cool and dim. Their atmospheric properties evolve drastically
with age leading to unique, very distinctive features that can be used to distinguish them
from the lowest mass stars.

The frontier between brown dwarfs and giant planets is much more subtle and can-
not be established so obviously. In principle, we might expect that very low-mass brown
dwarfs and massive giant planets, such as those detected by radial velocity surveys of
solar-type stars, would have di!erent formation mechanisms. In reality, our limited knowl-
edge of these mechanisms and their implications on the properties of the resulting objects
prevent a clear distinction on this basis. Brown dwarfs are likely to form as stars, i.e. as
a result of the fragmentation of molecular clouds. Massive giant planets most probably
form in protoplanetary discs via gravitational instability or the accretion of planetesimals.
While objects originating through any of these mechanisms might possibly have di!erent
physical conditions in their interiors and even in their atmospheres, current observations
are far from telling us their origin unambiguously. A particularly di"cult case for classifi-
cation are objects with masses in the range 5–15 MJup (MJup = M"/1047) found orbiting
stars, but also free-floating, isolated from stars. Such low-mass objects may have formed
from the direct fragmentation of molecular clouds or, alternatively, could originate in pro-
toplanetary discs and, due to dynamic interactions, be ejected far from the gravitational
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influence of the parent star. Since at present we cannot establish the formation process
of these objects, a criterion based on history or origin – which undoubtedly has physical
merit – is not applicable in practice. A classification criterion based on the existence or
absence of burning of nuclei in the interiors has the advantage of a direct relation to mass,
which is a primary parameter determining the evolution of substellar objects. Deuterium
is the most fragile isotope in Nature; objects unable to burn this isotope will not burn
any other nuclei, therefore it seems natural to consider the minimum mass for deuterium
burning as a possible mass limit for giant planets. According to models of Chabrier
et al. (2000), this minimum mass for solar metallicity is 13 MJup. Here, by ‘brown dwarf’
we mean any object able to produce stable core fusion of deuterium but not hydrogen,
irrespective of how it formed or whether it is free-floating in the field, or bound to a
binary or multiple system.

The physical and chemical properties of brown dwarfs and extrasolar giant planets
are generally described by the same theory (see, for example, Burrows et al. 2001),
whatever the mass or origin of the object. These properties evolve drastically with age
as brown dwarfs progressively contract and cool o!. Most brown dwarfs will reach at
su"ciently late times a radius similar to that of Jupiter and develop convective cores of
metallic hydrogen and helium with maximum central temperatures below !3 $ 106 K.
Old brown dwarfs (age > 1 Gyr) span a luminosity range 10%4%10%7L" and atmospheric
e!ective temperatures in the range 200–1000 K. The evolution of the temperature, radius
and luminosity of brown dwarfs as a function of mass has been considered in great detail
(Burrows et al. 1997; Chabrier et al. 2000 and references therein). Theoretical power laws
describing the relations between luminosity, mass, age, e!ective temperature and radius
at late-time cooling phases can be found, for instance, in Burrows et al. (2001).

6.2. Early searches and first brown dwarf discoveries

The existence of brown dwarfs was proposed in the early 1960s (Kumar 1963), and
theoretical evolutionary tracks were discussed by Hayashi & Nakano (1963). For decades,
many searches in the field, in star-forming regions and around stars, proved unsuccessful
in their attempt to unveil these rather low-luminosity objects. Young stellar clusters and
star-forming regions were the focus of many of these searches because at early ages brown
dwarfs are expected to be still contracting and hence be much more luminous. Before
1995, a number of candidates were found in young star forming-regions like ! Ophiuchi
(Rieke & Rieke 1990), Taurus (Stau!er et al. 1991), stellar clusters like the Pleiades
(Jameson & Skillen 1989; Stau!er et al. 1989, 1994) and " Persei (Rebolo et al. 1992).
However, the e!ective temperatures and luminosities of these candidates were too high
to ensure a substellar nature. This was also the case for searches in the field in the early
1990s. Observations around stars produced interesting brown dwarf candidates like GD
165b, a companion to a white dwarf (Zuckerman & Becklin 1992). The spectral energy
distribution of this object was rather di!erent from that of the coolest stars known
at the time. Several years later, it was realized that GD 165b belongs to the L-type
class (Kirkpatrick et al. 1999), which is not exclusive of brown dwarfs. Very low-mass
stars can reach such late spectral types. The substellar nature of this object is thus still
uncertain.

6.2.1. Spectroscopic signatures of substellarity

An accurate direct mass determination for the first brown dwarf candidates was not
possible because they were either single objects or members of binaries with very long
orbital periods. Mass estimates using evolutionary models were so uncertain that no
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brown dwarf could be successfully identified prior to 1995. Strictly speaking, the substellar
nature of an object can be established only if it is proved that stable burning of light
hydrogen cannot take place in the interior. In practice, an observable is required to infer
this circumstance. Fortunately, several spectroscopic tests were developed in the 1990s
that were potentially able to establish the nature of a brown dwarf candidate in the
absence of a direct mass determination. We will summarize two here: the Li test (Rebolo
et al. 1992; Magazzú et al. 1993) and the methane test (Tsuji 1995).

At solar metallicity, the e!ective temperatures of stars with the minimum mass
for hydrogen burning are predicted in the range 1700–1750 K and the luminosity at
!6 $ 10%5L" (Burrows et al. 2001). Below these temperatures methane bands can form
and leave an imprint in the spectrum of a cool object. Observations of these bands in
the 1–2.5 µm range in objects less luminous than the limit given above provides a test
of substellarity. It should be recalled, however, that due to uncertainties in silicate grain
physics and opacities it cannot be ruled out that the e!ective temperature of a star may
be as low as 1600 K (Chabrier & Bara!e 2000).

The detection of spectroscopic signatures of lithium in the atmosphere of a su"ciently
cool dwarf is an indication that lithium burning via the 7Li(p,")4He reaction has not
taken place in the interior. Lithium preservation in such fully convective low-mass objects
implies that the maximum central temperature achieved during evolution is lower than
!2.5 $ 106 K, i.e. below the required temperature for stable hydrogen burning (!3.2 $
106 K). Solar-metallicity brown dwarfs with masses below 63 MJup would preserve most
of their original lithium (see, for example, Magazzú et al. 1993; Burrows et al. 2001;
Chabrier & Bara!e 2000), while very low-mass stars destroy this element very e"ciently
on very short timescales (less than !100 Myr). The amount of Li depletion in more
massive brown dwarfs is a function of age. Most of the lithium depletion in such brown
dwarfs takes place between an age of 100 and !500 Myr. Observations of brown dwarfs in
stellar clusters spanning this mass range are potentially able to trace the lithium depletion
mechanism, which in turn can tell us about the evolution of the physical conditions in
substellar interiors and set constraints on the age of these stellar systems. The lithium
test showed that many of the coolest dwarfs considered in the early 1990s as good brown
dwarf candidates had destroyed a large fraction of their initial Li content and were
therefore most likely stars (Mart́ın et al. 1994).

6.2.2. Unveiling the substellar realm

The search for fainter members of the Pleiades cluster led to the discovery in 1995 of
the first object that could be recognized as a brown dwarf. According to state of the
art evolutionary models available at that time, the photometric (luminosity) and spec-
troscopic (M8 spectral type) properties of a new radial velocity/proper motion member
of the Pleiades, Teide 1 (Rebolo et al. 1995), could only be explained if the mass was
clearly below the minimum mass for hydrogen burning. The estimated mass for Teide 1
was in the range 20–50 MJup. The discovery of Teide 1 was closely followed (less than
two months later) by the discovery of Gl 229 B (Nakajima et al. 1995; Oppenheimer
et al. 1995), a very cool low luminosity (7 $ 10%6L") object orbiting an M-dwarf star
in the solar neighbourhood. The large physical separation of the components in the Gl
229 system (!44 AU) prevented a dynamical measurement of the mass, but according to
evolutionary models the low luminosity could only be explained if it were a brown dwarf
with a mass in the range 30–40 MJup. The spectrum of Gl 229 B exhibits methane bands
(Oppenheimer et al. 1995). Observations of the lithium resonance doublet at 6708 Å soon
confirmed the substellar nature of Teide 1 (and Calar 3, a twin object also discovered in
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the Pleiades, Rebolo et al. 1996). However, the low temperature of Gl 229 B makes it
extremely di"cult to detect the lithium feature in its spectrum.

In the last decade, hundreds of brown dwarfs have been discovered in star clusters, in
the field and in much lesser numbers as companions to stars. Brown dwarfs appear to
be very common. Stellar clusters, in particular, provide evidence that brown dwarfs can
form in the whole mass range down to the deuterium-burning limit. Field counterparts of
such low-mass brown dwarfs have not been detected yet, partly because their luminosities
and e!ective temperatures are much lower than those of the coolest known brown dwarfs
(Te! !700 K). E"cient surveys require a good knowledge of atmospheres in a tempeature
domain previously unexplored. It is likely that such very low-mass brown dwarfs elude
detection by current large-sky near-infrared surveys such as 2MASS and DENIS, but
could possibly be detected by the highly sensitive mid-infrared instruments on board the
Spitzer satellite providing invaluable information for future exoplanet searches. In the
following sections we briefly review the basic properties of the brown dwarfs discovered
so far, the status of searches around stars, in star clusters and in the field, and the various
mechanisms proposed to explain their formation.

6.3. Brown dwarfs: photometric and spectroscopic properties

Brown dwarf searches in the field (Ruiz et al. 1997; Delfosse et al. 1997) and around
stars (Rebolo et al. 1998) showed objects with new spectral characteristics intermediate
between those of the young brown dwarfs detected in the Pleiades cluster and the very
cool Gl 229 B. The discovery of many of these ultracool objects by the 2MASS survey
(Kirkpatrick et al. 1999; Reid et al. 1999) led to the establishment of the new spectral
class L (Mart́ın et al. 1997, 1999; Kirkpatrick et al. 1999). In Figure 6.1 we can see
absolute magnitude versus the I % J colour for late M-, L- and T-dwarfs with available
parallaxes. In L-dwarfs the characteristic red TiO and VO bands of M-dwarfs disappear
from the optical spectrum due to condensation in dust grains (see Chabrier et al. 2000),
and broad absorption resonance lines of Na I and K I become dominant. Lines of other
alkali metals (Cs I and Rb I) and bands of FeH, CrH and H2O are also present in the
optical red. Strong H2O absorption bands and CO overtone bands at 1–2.5 µm are also
present in the spectrum. Remarkably, L-dwarfs present rather red near-infrared colours,
1.3 < J %K < 2.3 and 3 < I % J < 4 (see Figure 6.2), which increase from early to late
spectral subclasses. These colours favour a relatively easy identification in the large-
sky survey databases. E!ective temperatures for L-dwarfs can be estimated from the
following relationship with spectral type: Te! = (2380 ± 40) % (138 ± 8) SpT, where SpT
ranges from 0 to 8 for spectral types L0 to L8 (Burgasser 2001).

About one-third of the L-dwarfs show detections of lithium. These are most probably
either brown dwarfs with masses below !65MJup or young more massive brown dwarfs
that have not yet depleted a large amount of their initial lithium content. The lithium-
depleted L-dwarfs are either stars with masses close to the minimum mass for hydrogen
burning or su"ciently old massive brown dwarfs that have destroyed most of the initial
lithium content.

Gl 229 B is the prototype of another new class of objects: the T-dwarfs. It took four
years to find other objects with similar spectroscopic characteristics. Finally, several
searches (Burgasser et al. 1999, 2000; Cuby et al. 1999; Leggett et al. 2000) proved the
existence of such analogues with a space density similar to that of L-dwarfs. T-dwarfs
are characterized (see, for example, Burgasser et al. 2002) by strong CH4 absorptions in
the H and K bands, stronger water bands than in L-dwarfs, and blue infrared colours
J %K ! 0 with large increase in flux from the red part of the optical spectrum to the
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Figure 6.1. Absolute I-band magnitude versus I % J colour for a sample of late M-dwarfs
(triangles), L-dwarfs (dots) and T-dwarfs (diamonds) with known parallaxes.
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Figure 6.2. J %Ks versus I % J for a sample of late M-dwarfs (triangles), L-dwarfs (dots)
and T-dwarfs (diamonds) with known parallaxes.
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near infrared (I % J > 4). In Figure 6.2 we can see the di!erent location of late M-, L-
and T-dwarfs in the near-infrared colour–colour diagram; in particular, we can notice
the bluing of the J %Ks colour in T-dwarfs as compared with L-dwarfs. A relationship
between e!ective temperature and spectral type derived from the K-band bolometric
correction shows a monotonic behaviour throughout the L–T sequence (Nakajima et al.
2004). T-dwarfs are classified from T0 to T8. The e!ective temperatures of the latest T-
dwarfs are in the range 800–700 K and the transition between L- and T-dwarfs takes place
at !1400 % 1300 K (Dahn et al. 2002). We can appreciate in Figure 6.1 the extremely
low luminosity in the red optical of the coolest objects (the reddest in I % J). More
than 40 T-dwarfs have been discovered so far, but the edge of the stellar mass function
has not been reached yet, either in the field or in stellar clusters. Cooler and fainter
objects are likely to exist in the brown dwarf realm with absolute magnitude MJ & 18
and temperatures similar to those of the planets in the Solar System.

Much e!ort has been devoted to interpreting L- and T-dwarfs in terms of atmospheric
chemistry including formation of dust clouds (see Burrows et al. 2001). Tsuji & Nakajima
(2003) propose a grid of self-consistent non-grey unified cloudy models (700 K < Te! <
2600 K) in which a thin dust cloud is always formed near the dust condensation tem-
perature and will therefore be located relatively deep in the photosphere for the cooler
T-dwarfs, while it will appear in the optically thin regime in the warmer L-dwarfs. In this
scenario, the rapid bluing from the late L- to the early T-dwarfs is a direct result of the
migration of the dust cloud from the optically thin (# < 1) to thick (# > 1) regimes, while
luminosity and e!ective temperature lower only slightly. The nature of these clouds is
not yet clear. The photometric variability detected in ultracool dwarfs (see, for example,
Bailer-Jones & Mundt 2001) may be an indication that clouds follow the meteorological
activity typical of the planets in the Solar System.

6.4. Brown dwarfs in multiple systems

Multiple systems o!er clear advantages for a better determination of the physical prop-
erties of brown dwarfs and provide important information for studying their formation
mechanisms. In such systems brown dwarfs have been found as companions to stars
with a wide range of separations, but mostly at wide separations (! & 40 AU). Binary
brown dwarfs appear to be common both in the field and as companions to stars and as
separated binaries in systems with near-unity mass ratios.

6.4.1. Brown dwarf companions to stars

In spite of the great success of radial velocity searches to detect planets around solar-
type stars (more than 150 planets are already known), these surveys have discovered only
a small number of companion brown dwarfs (m > 13 MJup). At least 7% of solar-type
stars appear to have planets at separations less than 5 AU with masses M sin i = 0.25 %
13 MJup. The mass distribution of these planets decreases as the mass increases, such
that brown dwarfs are detected around fewer than 0.5% of solar-type stars at separations
smaller than 4 AU. Brown dwarf companions appear to be !10 times less frequent
than planetary-mass companions and !20 times less frequent than stellar companions
at such separations. The lack of brown dwarfs at these distances, termed by Marcy &
Butler (2000) as the ‘brown dwarf desert’, could possibly indicate a di!erent formation
mechanism for brown dwarf and planetary companions to solar-type stars. There are,
however, some oases in the ‘desert’. For example, a brown dwarf (M sin i = 26 MJup) has
been found orbiting at 1.85 AU from the star HD 137510 (Endl et al. 2004).
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At much larger separations, brown dwarfs appear to be slightly more frequent. Since the
first detections of brown dwarfs around stars (Gl 229b orbiting at !44 AU, Nakajima
et al. 1995; G 196–3b at !300 AU, Rebolo et al. 1998), about 20 wide brown dwarf
companions to stars have been directly imaged. Interestingly, some are found at very
large separations. For example, $ Indi B is a gravitationally bound companion to the
high proper motion star % Indi A at a separation of !1500 AU (Scholz et al. 2003).
Indeed, $ Indi B has itself turned out to be a binary brown dwarf formed by a T1 and a
T6 (McCaughrean et al. 2004).

About 1% of the stars seem to have brown dwarf companions at separations larger
than 75 AU (McCarthy & Zuckerman 2004), and about 1% of early M-dwarfs appear to
have them at separations between 10 and 50 AU (see, for example, Forveille et al. 2004).
The abundance of brown dwarfs around very low-mass stars may be higher, as suggested
by the discovery of a brown dwarf orbiting the M8-dwarf LHS 2397a at a separation of
2.34 ± 0.14 AU (Freed et al. 2003; Masciadri et al. 2003) and also by the astrometric dis-
covery of a potential brown dwarf companion of the nearby M-dwarf star GJ 802 (Pravdo
et al. 2005). For comparison, about 35% of M-dwarfs are binaries with most frequent sep-
arations in the range 3–30 AU. E!orts to uncover the mass and radial distribution of
extrasolar planets and brown dwarfs within a few AU of M-stars are in progress (see,
for example, Guenther & Wuchterl 2003; Kenyon et al. 2005). These searches are at too
early a stage to establish any significant comparison with the frequency of brown dwarfs
or planets in more massive stars. It is interesting to note that at much larger separations
direct imaging of very young stars with available facilities can provide the detection of
planetary-mass companions and that current searches may have succeeded with the dis-
covery of a low-mass proper motion companion of the star GQ Lup (Neuhäuser et al.
2005). This very young K7eV-type classical T Tauri star (age !0.1–2 Myr) is located in
the Lupus I cloud. The spectral type of the companion is estimated in the range M9 to L4
and its mass, according to evolutionary models, could be as low as a few times the mass
of Jupiter. Another interesting object is the companion to AB Pic, a very young (age
!30 Myr) star, member of the Tucana–Horologium association. Chauvin et al. (2005)
have detected an object with a mass in the frontier between planets and brown dwarfs
at a projected physical separation of !280 AU from the primary.

6.4.2. Binary brown dwarfs

The binary properties of brown dwarfs (binary fraction, separation distribution and mass
ratio distribution) seem to be di!erent from those of low-mass stars. The fraction of
substellar field binaries for separations between 5 and 20 AU is !10–20% (Bouy et al.
2003; Burgasser et al. 2003; Close et al. 2003; Gizis et al. 2003), peaking around 2–4
AU. For comparison, the binary fraction of field low-mass stars is at least a factor of
two higher, and the peak of the stellar companion distribution for both G- and M-dwarf
primaries is at about 30 AU (Duquennoy & Mayor 1991; Fischer & Marcy 1992).

Brown dwarf binaries may exhibit very small separations. An extreme case (separation
! = 0.03 AU) is PPl 15 in the Pleiades, a likely pair of brown dwarfs according to the
radial velocity determinations of Basri & Mart́ın (1999), which, however, appear to have
too low a Li abundance for the suggested masses of the components (Basri et al. 1996;
Rebolo et al. 1996). It is important to confirm whether both components of the system
have preserved Li as expected for bona fide Pleiades brown dwarfs. New radial velocity
searches have possibly found other close binary brown dwarfs in the Chamaeleon I star-
forming region (Joergens et al. 2001) and in & Orionis (Kenyon et al. 2005).

Using direct imaging techniques, a relatively large number (higher than 30) of binary
brown dwarfs have been discovered in the field (see, for example, Close et al. 2003), in
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stellar clusters (e.g. Mart́ın et al. 2003), or as companions to more massive primaries
(e.g. Burgasser et al. 2005 and references therein). Binaries have been found among L-
and T-brown dwarfs down to masses !30 MJup with separations from a few to hundreds
of AU. Future searches will benefit enormously from recent advances in adaptive optics
systems with laser guide stars, as shown in the case of Kelu-1, one of the first free-
floating brown dwarfs discovered (Ruiz et al. 1997). This brown dwarf was considered a
rather peculiar case for its apparent overluminosity, frequently interpreted as evidence
for youth. Very recently, using a laser guide system and adaptive optics at Keck, Liu
& Leggett (2005) have resolved Kelu-1 into a 0.29'' (5.4 AU) binary with near-infrared
flux ratios of !0.5 mag. The estimated spectral types of each component are L1.5–L3
and L3–L4.5 with masses in the range 50–70 MJup and 45–65 MJup, respectively. The
nearest brown dwarf binary to the Sun, $ Ind Ba and Bb (McCaughrean et al. 2004),
is formed by two brown dwarfs of spectral types T1–6 with masses close to 50 and 30
MJup, respectively. The physical separation is !2.6 AU and the orbital period is !15 yr.
There is increasing evidence that the binary fraction of brown dwarfs in stellar systems
is higher than that of field brown dwarfs. Burgasser et al. (2005) find values of 45+15

%13%
and 18+7

%4% for substellar binaries in stellar systems and in the field, respectively.
There are also examples of wide binaries, such as 2MASS J 11011926–7732383AB,

found by Luhman (2004a) towards the Chamaeleon I cloud. The angular separation of
these two M7/8 brown dwarfs is 1.44 arcsec, which corresponds to !240 AU at the dis-
tance of this star-forming region. About 15% of field brown dwarfs appear to be binaries
with separations in the range 5–20 AU (see, for example, Bouy et al. 2003). It has been
claimed that the overall binary fraction in young clusters such as the Pleiades could be as
high as 50% (Pinfield et al. 2003). But this claim is based on the photometric properties of
Pleiades brown dwarf candidates that are still rather uncertain. Direct imaging searches
in the cluster give a binary fraction of 15% (Mart́ın et al. 2003). The corresponding stellar
binary fraction is in the range 50–60% in solar-type stars and decreases to !35% in M
types. Di!erent surveys suggest that the distribution of orbital semi-major axes of brown
dwarfs peaks at much smaller values than in stars.

Most remarkably, the study of substellar binaries has led to the first dynamical deter-
mination of the mass of a brown dwarf. Using Adaptive Optics techniques at the Keck
telescope (see Figure 6.3), Zapatero Osorio et al. (2004) have measured the orbital
motion of the two components of the binary Gl 569B. The total mass of the system
is 0.125 ± 0.005 M" and the orbital period is 876.0 ± 9.2 days. Radial velocity measure-
ments of each of the components have allowed a determination of the masses resulting in
m1 = 0.068 ± 0.011 M" and m2 = 0.057 ± 0.011 M". The lightest component is clearly
located in the substellar domain. Additional radial velocity measurements have the poten-
tial to reduce significantly the error bar in the mass determination, and to clarify whether
the more massive component is also a brown dwarf.

6.4.3. Planets around brown dwarfs

Deep searches around young brown dwarfs have also led to the discovery of a giant planet
candidate imaged at the VLT as a common proper motion companion of the young M8
brown dwarf 2MASS WJ 1207334–393254 (Chauvin et al. 2004). The primary is a proper
motion member of the TW Hydrae association (age 8 ± 4 Myr) with a mass of !25 M Jup.
The faint candidate companion would have a mass of 5 ± 2 MJup. A modest-quality
near-infrared spectrum suggests an L spectral type. This object would then have similar
characteristics (mass and e!ective temperature) to the isolated planetary-mass objects
discovered by Zapatero Osorio et al. (2000) in the & Orionis cluster. It is important to
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Figure 6.3. The binary brown dwarf GI569 Bab resolved at Keck
(Zapatero Osorio et al. 2004).

study the frequency and distribution of objects with these masses, be they free-floating
or orbiting stars/brown dwarfs, in order to clarify their origin.

6.5. Searches in stellar clusters and young stellar associations:
the brown dwarf mass function

At young ages, the higher luminosity of brown dwarfs allows the study of a low-mass
domain still unexplored by large-scale field searches. Subsequent to the first discoveries,
various surveys in the Pleiades cluster revealed a rather numerous population of brown
dwarfs with masses down to !35 MJup (Zapatero Osorio et al. 1997; Bouvier et al.
1998; Mart́ın et al. 1998). At low masses (M ( 0.3 M"), the power-law index, ", of
the mass function N(M) ) M%! is in the range 0.4–1. These results have also been
confirmed by other more recent surveys (Nagashima et al. 2003; Jameson et al. 2002;
Moraux et al. 2003). Very recently, a wide near-IR search covering !1.8 deg2 of the
Pleiades cluster (Bihain et al. 2006) has led to the discovery of more than a dozen L-
dwarf candidates (J & 17.5 and I % J & 3.3). Proper motion measurements have already
verified the membership in the Pleiades of several of these candidates, plotted in the
colour–magnitude diagram of Figure 6.4 for comparison with more massive Pleiades
cluster members. For a cluster age of 120 Myr (estimated from the lithium depletion
boundary), the estimated mass of the faintest proper motion member so far identified is
!25 MJup according to evolutionary models of Chabrier et al. (2000).

In many other younger clusters and stellar associations, brown dwarfs have been
detected down to masses in the range 15–30 MJup. For instance, in ! Ophiuchi (Williams
et al. 1995; Luhman et al. 2000), Chamaeleon I (Comerón et al. 2000), Trapezium and
IC 348 (Luhman et al. 2000), & Orionis (Béjar et al. 1999, 2001) and Taurus (Luhman
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Figure 6.4. The Pleiades brown dwarf sequence in the I versus I – K diagram. The new candi-
date L-type brown dwarfs from the survey by Bihain et al. (2006) are marked with filled circles.
The upper solid line is the DUSTY model 100 My isochrone from Chabrier et al. (2000). The
line below shows the location of field L-dwarfs shifted to the distance of the Pleiades.

2004b). Even though the stellar density of these clusters spans more than two orders
of magnitude, the substellar mass functions are rather similar with values of " ranging
between 0.5 and 1. Given the observational and theoretical di"culties associated with
the determination of this exponent, such a small range of values suggests that the mass
distribution of substellar objects is the result of a rather general – possibly universal –
process. The number of brown dwarfs per star appears to fluctuate from cluster to clus-
ter but only within a factor of !2–3. A power-law fit to the mass spectrum is just
a convenient description of the distribution of masses; another possible representation
based on a log-normal fit (see, for example, Moraux et al. 2003) also leads to a similar
conclusion.

6.5.1. Isolated planetary-mass objects

Remarkably, the masses of the faintest unbound substellar objects discovered in stellar
clusters appear to be below 10 MJup. Zapatero Osorio et al. (2000) reported on very faint,
extremely red objects in the & Orionis cluster with L-type spectra, and masses down
to !5 MJup. Low-resolution optical and near-infrared spectroscopy has been obtained
for most of these objects (Mart́ın et al. 2001; Barrado y Navascués et al. 2003). Lucas
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& Roche (2000) have also reported photometric candidates to planetary-mass objects
in the Trapezium cluster. Zapatero Osorio et al. (2002) claimed the detection of a T-
dwarf (S Ori 70) in the & Orionis cluster. The near-infrared spectrum clearly shows the
presence of methane bands. According to evolutionary tracks the mass is 3+5

%2 MJup.
Burgasser et al. (2004) have argued that it might be a foreground T-dwarf unrelated
to the cluster, but this object displays a much more extreme I %K colour than field
T-dwarfs, which favours the cluster membership hypothesis. Further observations in the
mid-infrared, feasible with the Spitzer satellite, would be very important in confirming
and clarifying the origin of any possible infrared excess. More recently, Caballero et al.
(2006) have extended the survey in & Orionis, detecting candidates with J = 20.0–20.8
and colours typical of L6–L8 dwarfs. This suggests that the T-dwarfs in the cluster will
be at J ! 21%21.5 and that S Ori 70 would more probably be a binary system. Béjar
et al. (2001) find an index " = 0.8 ± 0.25 for the substellar mass function in & Orionis
down to !5 MJup. At lower masses, the incompleteness of the current surveys prevents
us from reaching any firm conclusion; the few additional objects in the Caballero et al.
(2006) sample, however, are consistent with a smooth extrapolation of this mass function
to lower masses, albeit with a lower " index, suggesting that the number of isolated
planetary-mass objects in the cluster might be comparable to the number of brown
dwarfs.

6.5.2. Substellar discs

Observational evidence for the presence of discs around young brown dwarfs in star
clusters and associations has accumulated over the past few years. Observations in the
near-IR (e.g. Muench et al. 2001) and mid-IR excess emission (Comerón et al. 1998, 2000;
Natta et al. 2002; Jayawardhana et al. 2003; Mohanty et al. 2004) indicate that dusty
discs are common around very young brown dwarfs (age of 1–2 Myr). For example, over
50% of the observed substellar sources exhibit infrared-excess emission in the Trapezium
cluster. The observed spectral energy distributions (SEDs) and IR excess emission of some
brown dwarfs have been modelled using flat and flared reprocessing discs (e.g. Natta &
Testi 2001; Walker et al. 2004). Brown dwarf discs seem to be analogous to those in
classical T Tauri stars and exhibit a similar range of disc geometries and dust properties.
The disc lifetimes are also comparable to those of low-mass stellar counterparts in the T
Tauri phase. Grain growth, dust settling, and evolution of disc geometry may appear on
a timescale of 10 Myr.

The characteristic broad asymmetric H" emission lines of classical T Tauri stars, usu-
ally interpreted as a spectroscopic signature of accretion, are also seen in brown dwarfs
of any possible mass almost down to the deuterium-burning limit (e.g. Muzerolle et al.
2000; Jayawardhana et al. 2002, 2003; Barrado y Navascués et al. 2002; Natta et al. 2004).
Similarly to T Tauri stars, brown dwarfs accrete material from the discs, albeit with a
rate of mass accretion of a factor 10–100 times lower.

The irregular large-amplitude photometric variations observed in some young brown
dwarfs might also be related to accretion (Scholz & Eislö!el 2004; Caballero et al. 2004).
Emission-line variability studies of young brown dwarfs appear to give support to the
magnetospheric accretion scenario (Scholz & Eislö!el 2005), and therefore the existence
of large-scale magnetic fields in the substellar regime.

Submillimetre and millimetre emission are optically thin and measure the total dust
mass in discs. Using the JCMT and IRAM, Klein et al. (2003) detected cold dust in the
discs around the two young (age less than 10 Myr) brown dwarfs CFHT-BD-Tau 4 and
IC 348 613 at flux levels of a few µJy. The masses of the discs were estimated to be in
the range 0.4–6 MJup. Such a large amount of circumstellar material suggests that planet
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formation might also take place around brown dwarfs. Dust masses were estimated to
be a few times the Earth mass. Far-infrared observations with Spitzer Space Telescope
and with ground-based radio telescopes may reveal the sizes and masses of brown dwarf
discs and their structure, allowing us to determine whether most discs are truncated,
information of paramount importance for constraining brown dwarf formation scenarios.

6.6. Formation mechanisms

We are far from a complete understanding of the origin of brown dwarfs. Do brown
dwarfs form as small stars, i.e. from the turbulent fragmentation and collapse of molecular
cloud cores? Alternatively, do brown dwarfs form like giant planets or in di!erent ways?
How can free-floating objects with inferred masses as low as 3–5 Jupiter masses form?

There is no generally accepted formation scenario and it is likely that there is more
than one process able to originate brown dwarfs. One possibility is that they form in
the same way as stars. Indeed, turbulent fragmentation can extend the conventional star
formation scenario to much lower masses. Padoan & Nordlund (2004) find that, under the
typical temperature, density and r.m.s. Mach number of star-forming regions, unstable
protostellar cores of brown dwarf mass are formed with an abundance consistent with
empirical determination of the substellar IMF. Analytical Jeans mass estimates by Low &
Lynden-Bell (1976) and Rees (1976) predict that the minimum mass for a cloud fragment
to overcome pressure and collapse under gravity could be as small as 3–7 Jupiter masses.
This so called opacity limit for fragmentation is now challenged by the detection of free-
floating objects with lower masses (e.g. Zapatero Osorio et al. 2000; Lucas & Roche
2000). However, if magnetic field tension e!ects are important in the cloud environment
the initial masses of the smallest fragments could be as low as 1 Jupiter mass (Boss 2001).

Reipurth & Clarke (2001) proposed that early ejection from the gas reservoirs where
star formation takes place could lead to the formation of brown dwarfs. Computer sim-
ulations to resolve the fragmentation process down to the opacity limit (Bate et al.
2003) show that very low-mass objects are often kicked out of new-born multiple sys-
tems before they can accrete enough mass to become stars. These authors predict that a
large fraction of brown dwarfs are originally formed as members of multiple systems by
the gravitational fragmentation of a common protostellar disc on rather short timescales.
Subsequent dynamical encounters, gas accretion and/or interaction with discs would lead
to the current mass distribution. The simulations predict that brown dwarfs and stars are
produced in similar numbers. Few brown dwarfs are predicted to be binary and to have
circumsubstellar discs. In fact, simulations by Bate & Bonnell (2005) obtain a binary
fraction of only 8 per cent among very low-mass stars and brown dwarfs at separations
around 10 AU. Only 20% of the low-mass binaries would be produced at separations
between 1 and 4 AU. This value appears to be below the observed binary frequency at
such small separations (Maxted & Je!ries 2005), posing a di"culty for the ejection mod-
els. Another important test for these simulations is the frequency and size of discs around
brown dwarfs which in very young clusters (IC 348, Chamaeleon I, etc.) exhibit similar
disc frequencies to stars. In the same ejection scenario, star disc encounters also truncate
discs, which would typically have radii less than 20 AU. To date, the size of brown dwarf
discs has not been measured. The advent of sensitive mid-infrared instruments operating
at the di!raction limit of very large telescopes (0.1–0.2 arcsec) will shed light on this
question.

An alternative mechanism for brown dwarf formation is the removal of accretion
envelopes by collision or photoevaporation (Whitworth & Zinnecker 2004). Photoerosion
and ionization by very massive stars may inhibit the accretion process. In the vicinity
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of an OB star, the outer layers of a low-mass prestellar core can be eroded by the ion-
izing radiation before they can accrete on to the protostar, leading to the formation of
a free-floating brown dwarf. According to this scenario, brown dwarfs should be much
more frequent in stellar systems containing large numbers of massive stars.

Finally, instabilities in circumstellar or cimcumbinary discs (Pickett et al. 2000; Jiang
et al. 2004) have been considered as a mechanism for the formation of brown dwarfs. In
principle, disc self-gravity may cause protostellar discs to fragment into bodies that can
become stellar, substellar, or planetary-mass companions, depending partly on the site
of formation in the disc. The possibility that giant gaseous planets can form from the
fragmentation of a disc was already suggested by Cameron (1978) and has received much
attention (e.g. Boss 1997; Mayer et al. 2002). However, it has been argued recently that
the formation of giant planets by direct disc instability is impossible on thermodynamic
grounds (Rafikov 2005), or that it is not a viable mechanism to produce substellar com-
panions except at periods above 20 000 yr (Matzner & Levin 2005). Indeed, the much
higher frequency of brown dwarfs at large separations of stars over those in very close
orbits seems to argue against formation in circumstellar discs. The higher frequency of
planets in small orbits (! ( 4 AU) also supports the idea that planets form in a di!erent
way from brown dwarf companions.

The most direct way to address the question of the origin and nature of brown dwarfs
is to investigate the properties of extremely young substellar objects in regions of active
star formation. Brown dwarfs and planetary-mass candidates are found in regions less
than 1 Myr old in large abundances, indicating that the process of formation is rather
fast. Observations in various star-forming regions with di!erent environmental condi-
tions (di!erent star densities, existence of O-type stars, etc.) are required to distinguish
among the formation scenarios. Direct observations of the youngest phases of substellar
objects, proto-brown dwarfs, will be crucial in evaluating these scenarios (Haisch et al.
2004; Duchene et al. 2004; Apai et al. 2005). The multiplicity fraction, separation and
mass ratio distribution of brown dwarf binaries and brown dwarf companions, the prop-
erties of substellar discs and the determination of the substellar mass function in various
environments will be the key to disentangling the origin of brown dwarfs.
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7. The perspective: a panorama
of the Solar System

AGUSTÍN SÁNCHEZ-LAVEGA

We review the basic properties of the bodies constituting the Solar System as a reference for
understanding the properties of the increasing number of extrasolar planets and planetary sys-
tems discovered.

7.1. Introduction

Space exploration has allowed us over the last 40 years to visit most of the di!erent
types of bodies that constitute the Solar System (which we define as comprising all those
objects under the gravitational influence of the Sun). We have reached all the planets,
except Pluto, and consequently most of their satellites, by means of fly-bys, orbital injec-
tion (Venus, Mars, Jupiter and Saturn), landing (the Moon, Venus, Mars and Titan) and
probe sounding (Jupiter). We have sent vehicles to asteroids and comets (fly-bys), with
impacts on the asteroid Eros and Comet Temple 1, and we have samples returned from
the Moon, and from meteorites coming from Mars and the asteroid belt. All this has
provided a large quantity of information, so the reader can find a large number of books
dealing with the Solar System as a whole, or reviewing the properties of each individ-
ual constituent (Gehrels 1976, 1979; Burns 1977; Wilkening 1982; Morrison 1982; Hunten
et al. 1983; Gehrels & Matthews 1984; Greenberg & Brahic 1984; Burns & Matthews 1986;
Chamberlain & Hunten 1987; Kerridge & Matthews 1988; Vilas, Chapman & Matthews
1988; Atreya, Pollack & Matthews 1989; Binzel, Gehrels & Matthews 1989; Kie!er et al.
1992; Cruikshank 1995; Lewis 1997; Bougher, Hunten & Phillips 1997; Shirley & Fair-
bridge 1997; Beatty, Collins Petersen & Chaikin 1999; Weissman, McFadden & Johnson
1999; de Pater & Lissauer 2001; Cole & Woolfson 2002; Bertotti, Farinella & Vokrouhlicky
2003; McBride & Gilmour 2003; Encrenaz et al. 2004; Bagenal, Dowling & McKinnon
2004). These works will not be cited individually in the text that follows. A review dis-
cussing planetary diversity in our Solar System and in extra solar planets has recently
been presented by Sánchez-Lavega (2006).

The purpose of this chapter cannot be to provide an overview or resumé of all that is
covered in these books, but more modestly to present the Solar System in a comparative
way, i.e. grouping and comparing the properties of the various bodies, and so serve
as a reference for the growing amount of information on other planetary systems and
their planets. Since planets are the most massive and complex objects, and the first
observational targets in extrasolar systems, we shall mainly focus on these. Some topics,
such as the origin of planetary systems and planet formation, are the subject of other
chapters of this book and so will not be addressed here. The outline of this chapter is as
follows. In Section 7.2 I present the general features of the Solar System and its dynamical
organization by gravity; in Section 7.3 I compare the physical properties of the various
bodies; in Section 7.4 I present the current state of our knowledge of the atmospheres of
planets and their satellites; in Section 7.5 I present a panorama of the electromagnetic

Extrasolar Planets, eds. Hans Deeg, Juan Antonio Belmonte and Antonio Aparicio.
Published by Cambridge University Press.
C! Cambridge University Press 2007.
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Table 7.1 Orbital characteristics of the planets

Planet
Distance to Sun
("108 km)

Orbital tilt
(degrees)

Insolation
(W/m2)

Orbital period
(years)

Number of
satellites Rings

Mercury 0.58 7 9040 0.24 0 –
Venus 1.08 177.4 2620 0.61 0 –
Earth 1.49 23.4 1370 1.00 1 –
Mars 2.28 24 590 1.88 2 –
Jupiter 7.78 3.08 50.6 11.86 60 a

Saturn 14.27 26.7 15.1 29.5 31 b

Uranus 28.69 97.9 3.72 84.01 22 c

Neptune 44.96 28.8 1.52 164.79 11 d

Pluto 59.0 17.15 0.88 248.54 1 –

Notes for rings: D (distance from planet’s centre); ! (maximum optical depth); m (estimated
mass in grammes)
aD = 1.4–3.2 RJ; ! = 3 " 10#6; m = 1016 g
bD = 1.4–2.2 RS; ! = 2.5; m = 2.8 " 1025 g
cD = 1.5–1.95 RU; ! = 2.3
dD = 1.68–2.53 RN; ! = 0.15

environment of the planets and their interaction with the interplanetary medium; and
finally I conclude with a brief overview of some planned exploration missions of the Solar
System.

7.2. Global structure of Solar System

It is traditional with astronomical observations and discoveries to classify the objects
forming the Solar System into groups that correspond to certain common properties.
The nine known planets orbit around the Sun (from 0.4 AU to 30 AU) and, except for
the two closest (Mercury and Venus), the rest are themselves orbited by smaller bodies,
satellites, ranging in number from one (for the Earth and Pluto), to 60 or more in the case
of Jupiter. In total about 125 satellites have been discovered so far. The first peculiarity
is that two satellites (Ganymede and Titan) are larger than the planets Mercury and
Pluto. In addition, Io, Europa, Ganymede and Titan are more massive than Pluto, and
Titan possesses a dense atmosphere that is more to be expected on a planet than on a
satellite.

Planets have in common only their low orbital eccentricity ($0, nearly circular orbits)
and small orbital tilt (closer than 7% to the equatorial plane of the Sun (except for Pluto,
tilted by 17%). The total mass of the planets is about 446.68 Earth masses (1 M& =
5.976 " 1024 kg) and those of the satellites 0.104 M&. The total mass of the planets and
satellites represents merely $0.001 that of the Sun. However, whereas the mass of the
Solar System resides in the Sun, the bulk angular momentum resides in the giant planets
owing to the slow rotation rate of the Sun around its axis (Table 7.1).

In addition to the planets and moons, there are three populations of smaller bodies
(diameter ' 1000 km and ranging in number from 106 to 1011) that orbit the Sun at
di!erent distances and are classified as: (1) asteroids, mainly located between 2 and
3.5 AU, with a total mass $5 " 10#4 M&; (2) Kuiper Belt objects (KBOs) or trans-
Neptunian objects (TNOs), mainly located between 30 and 50 AU, with a total mass of
$0.2 M&; (3) comets, located at distances ranging from 103 to 105 AU in the Oort cloud,
with a total mass of $0.1–1 M&. The total estimated mass of these populations of objects
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Figure 7.1. Mass (in Earth masses) versus distance (in AU) distribution in the Solar System
(lower series) and in the two planetary systems: 55 Cancri (middle series: planets b, c, d, e) and
Upsilon Andromedae (upper series: planets b, c, d).

is thus $1 M&. Their orbits show a wide range of eccentricities and axial tilt as a result
of their gravitational interaction with the massive objects, as described below.

The smallest bodies in the Solar System are the meteoroids, also called meteors when
becoming incandescent by friction when entering the Earth’s atmosphere, and meteorites
when reaching the ground. They are typically less than metre-size. Micrometeorites and
dust are particles with sizes in the range 10–100 µm and are distributed in the inter-
planetary medium, most densely in the inner Solar System, forming the zodiacal light.
Finally there are local concentrations of ‘particles’ that surround the four major plan-
ets (Jupiter, Saturn, Uranus and Neptune) forming rings in their equatorial planes. The
interplanetary medium is impregnated by electromagnetic radiation and magnetic fields
from the Sun and to a lesser extent by some planets influencing the behaviour and motion
of charged particles (plasma) in their environments. All these aspects are described in
detail in the following sections.

There is at present evidence for the existence of other planetary systems (128 planetary
systems, 147 planetary candidates and 15 multiple systems; Schneider 2005). In Figure 7.1
we compare the Solar System distribution of planetary mass versus orbital radius with two
well-known exoplanetary systems (Schneider 2005). The distributions are quite di!erent,
reflecting most probably that these giants migrated from the outer to the inner parts of the
planetary system owing to tidal interaction between the gaseous disc and the protoplanet
(Thommes & Lissauer 2005). Some of the nearest and best studied young protoplanetary
discs, such as those of ! Pictoris and AU Microscopii, suggest the presence of planetesimal
populations (asteroid- or KBO-like families; Okamoto et al. 2004; Liu 2004).
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7.2.1. Mechanics: orbits

Since the population of objects in the Solar System larger than 1 km is most probably
above 1012, we are dealing with an N-body problem undergoing Newtonian gravitational
interaction. However, MSolar System = 0.00134 M(. This means that the centre of mass of
the system is located inside the Sun (close to its surface) with all these bodies orbiting
it. The same principle is valid for planets with satellites and rings (except for the Pluto–
Charon system, whose mass ratio is $8). The motions of planets and satellites reduce
to a two-body problem (planets occupying the centre of mass of their systems), and the
applicability of Kepler’s laws is a direct consequence, with secondary bodies describing
elliptical, parabolic or hyperbolic orbits. The object masses can be treated as single
material points in a first approach to the orbital motion. A good limit to representing the
gravitational influence by a secondary object (planet or satellite) relative to its primary
(Sun or planet, respectively) is defined by the Hill sphere:

RH =

!

m2

3(m2 + m1)

"1/3

a; (7.1)

m2 being the mass of the secondary, m1 that of the primary, and a their mutual separa-
tion.

However, this is only a first approach to the motions. More detailed calculations of
planetary motion must take into account the secondary perturbations between the bodies,
and even general relativity, as in the case of Mercury’s orbit because of the proximity
and strong influence of the Sun. The following are some of the more important motions
resulting from gravitational interaction.

(1) Chaotic trajectories result from very sensitive initial conditions and having unpre-
dictable solutions. This is the case for the rotation axes of some bodies (e.g. the
rotation state of Saturn’s satellite Hyperion).

(2) The three-body problem gives rise to a variety of orbital solutions. Within the
restricted three-body problem (one mass small relative to the other two), one solu-
tion gives rise to the existence of the Lagrange stability points (denoted L1, L2,
L3, L4 and L5). An example is the Sun–Jupiter system with the Trojan asteroids
located behind and ahead of the Jupiter orbit at 60% (points L4 and L5). Other
examples are the planet–satellite systems Saturn–Tethys (satellites Calipso at L4
and Telesto at L5) and Saturn–Dioné satellite Helene). Other solutions are the
horseshoe orbits, as observed between Saturn’s satellites Janus and Epimetheus
separated by 50 km in their orbits. They periodically (about every four years)
interchange their orbits. The horseshoe is then the orbit described by one satellite
as seen in the reference frame of the other.

(3) Resonances occur between two bodies if certain of their orbital parameters become
commensurable. For example the mean motion resonance (the mean motion is
defined as n = 2"/P, where P is the orbital period) relates two bodies’ orbital
periods by a given ratio, as for example the 3:2 resonance between Neptune and
Pluto around the Sun, or the 4:2:1 between the satellites Io, Europa and Ganymede
around Jupiter. This mechanism occurs between some extrasolar planets, as for
example those of Gliese 876, HD 82943 and 55 Cancri (Schneider 2005 and ref-
erences therein). The synchronous rotation of satellites (spin–orbit coupling 1:1,
orbital period and spin having the same value) are other examples of resonance
between planets and their satellites.

(4) Resonant perturbations in the asteroid belt produced by Jupiter force the asteroids
into highly eccentric orbits, leading to collisions among them and finally producing
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in the asteroid belt unstable regions with a low number of asteroids. These holes,
known as Kirkwood gaps, correspond to the ratios 4:1, 3:1, 3:2 and so on, between
the asteroid orbital period and that of Jupiter around the Sun.

(5) Resonant perturbations by a moon and a disc of particles also produce gaps (such
as the Cassini and Encke divisions in Saturn’s rings). These perturbations can also
excite spiral density waves and undulations, such as produced by Mimas and Titan
in Saturn’s rings. Other satellites within a ring act as shepherds confining the ring
material in narrow ringlets.

(6) Dissipative, non-gravitational forces resulting from the solar radiation acting on
small bodies substantially modify their trajectories. These are: (a) the radia-
tion pressure that moves micrometre-sized particles away from the Sun; (b) the
Poynting–Robertson e!ect, which causes centimetre-sized particles to spiral inward
towards the Sun by absorbing and reradiating solar radiation; (c) the Yarkovski
e!ect, which changes the orbits of metre- to kilometre-sized objects owing to the
temperature di!erence between the illuminated and non-illuminated surface.

(7) Comets su!er considerable non-gravitational forces from the momentum imparted
to the nucleus as a reaction when sublimated gas and dust escape from it in narrow
jets.

7.2.2. Mechanics of extended bodies

Observations of the Solar System show that bodies above a hundred kilometres in size
have a nearly spherical shape, resulting from a balance between gravity, rotation and
internal cohesion. Gravity tends to draw heavier elements towards the centre, producing
di!erentiation and a layered, structured body. The centrifugal force resulting from the
rapid rotation of the outer fluid planets makes them flattened at the poles with flattening
f = 1# (Rp/Re), with Rp and Re being the polar and equatorial radii. The strength of
this e!ect is measured by the rotational parameter,

q =
"2R3

e

GMp
, (7.2)

where " is the planetary angular velocity and Mp the planet’s mass (Table 7.2). The
orbits around such an oblate body tend to precess, as occurs with satellites orbiting
the major planets (in particular Jupiter and Saturn). In the limit, the strong centrifugal
forces could cause the body to be torn apart, the lowest rotation period for body cohesion
being given by

#rot(min) =

!

3"

G)$*

"1/2

. (7.3)

This can be taken as a lower limit for the rotation period expected in extrasolar planets
and for expected values would be 1–3 hr.

Di!erential gravitational attraction between close objects (planets and satellites) raise
tidal forces, forming a bulge along the line of interaction that deforms the body. Because
of the di!erent periods of rotation of the planet (spin) and orbit of the satellite around
it, a tidal torque is exerted, modifying the orbits and spins of the interacting bodies.
Tidal locking e!ects are involved in Mercury’s 3:2 spin–orbit resonance (rotation period
$58 days, orbital period $88 days). They are also the reason for Earth’s long-term
decrease in rotation rate (period $5 days at 4 Gyr ago) that is accompanied by the Moon’s
recession at a velocity of 3.74 cm per year. Equilibrium in the system will be reached in
50 000 million years when the rotation and revolution periods become equal to 47 days.
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A stable equilibrium has, however, been reached in the Pluto–Charon system because of
their low mass di!erence.

Spin–orbit synchronism due to tidal interaction is expected to have occurred in ‘hot
jupiter’ types of extrasolar planets owing to their proximity (<0.05 AU) to their parent
stars (Guillot et al. 1996). This occurs when the synchronization time, # syn, is lower than
the age of the system, #*,

#syn = Q"i

!

Mp

GM2
+

" !

a6

R3
p

"

, #+, (7.4)

"i being the initial angular rotation velocity of the planet, a the planet–star distance
and Q a factor defined in Section 7.3 (see Eq. (7.9)). The ‘hot jupiters’ so far discovered
seem to follow this synchronism (Sánchez-Lavega 2001).

On the other hand, solar gravitational tides in the dense atmosphere of Venus are
probably the main reason for its low rotation period (243 days), lower than its orbital
period of 224 days. For the other planets (from Mars to Neptune) the rotation rates are
probably close to their primordial values.

The orbital inclination of the equator of a planet, or equivalently of its rotational axis,
with respect to the orbital plane, lies in most cases within 30%. The exceptions are Venus
(177%), Uranus (98%) and Pluto (119%) that rotate in a retrograde sense (‘prograde’ is
west to east). The origin of these peculiar tilts is not well known, although for Venus
tides raised in the massive atmosphere are the most probable reason. For Uranus, a close
encounter with a massive object could have been the cause.

Gravitational tidal forces on a body of mass M and radius R are of the order of
$GMR/a3, a being the distance between the two bodies. They lead to internal heating
of planetary bodies as, not being perfectly fluid, they change in shape, producing internal
stresses and dissipating energy as heat (see Section 7.3.1). When the tidal force overcomes
the self-gravity of a body, the Roche limit is reached and disruption of the body (for
example a moon) can occur. This limit occurs for a simple fluid body at a distance

RRoche = 2.5Rp

!

$p

$

"1/3

, (7.5)

$p and $ being the density of the planet and moon respectively. The rings around the giant
and icy planets lie within this distance, so at least some of them could have originated
from a disintegrated satellite.

For smaller satellites, the internal cohesive forces are important and the critical satellite
radius, R0, is then determined by the tensile strength, %,

R0 -

#

%

G$2
. (7.6)

For example, for stones % $ 1000 bar, for ices % $ 100 bar and for porous bodies % $ 10
bar, and thus for $ = 3 g cm#3, R0 $ 30–300 km.

7.3. Basic physical properties of Solar System bodies

7.3.1. Planets and satellites

Our Solar System is characterized by a large diversity in the physical properties of its
major constituents (planets and satellites). The planets and major satellites di!er in the
basic properties of size, mass, chemical composition, internal energy source, rotation rate
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Formation Mechanisms
Orbital Evolution

!spin

Internal Structure
(‘differentiation’) BM

X

E(t) Surface ‘crust’

Atmosphere (r, t)
MATM P, T, XATM, V

R(t)

Internal External (Ls, a)

Radioactive decay
Contraction (t)
Tidal

Figure 7.2. Flow diagram showing the basic mechanisms intervening in planetary structure.
The most important are the mass (M), composition (X) and energy sources (E). These parame-
ters determine the radius R (varying in time), the internal structure and atmosphere and crust
morphology (if not a giant). The formation mechanisms play an important role in the rotational
angular velocity (!) and in the magnetic field (B).

and magnetic environment. Their visual aspect (surfaces or atmospheres) reflect mainly
the di!erences in the first four properties (Figure 7.2, Table 7.2).

Clearly there is a first dichotomy if we attend to the mean density between the ter-
restrial planets Mercury, Venus, Earth and Mars (Figure 7.3, mean densities $3.9–5.5 g
cm#3) and fluid giants Jupiter, Saturn, Uranus and Neptune (Figure 7.4, mean densities
$0.7–1.6 g cm#3). The reason is simply the proportions of refractory to volatile elements.
Within the terrestrial group, the ratio of metals (basically Fe and Ni) to rocks (mainly
SiO2 and MgO) varies with distance, as shown in Table 7.3. On the other hand, the satel-
lites have densities between $3.5 g cm#3 (in the case of Io and the Moon) and $1 g cm#3

(most satellites). With the exception of the Moon and Io, most satellites have a compo-
sition of $80% of volatile ices. This distribution can be simply explained by the distance
to the Sun of these bodies and their subsequent condensation of refractories and volatiles
as temperature decreases with distance. The ‘ice-line’, where ices can form, separates
both regions and is presently at about 4 AU from the Sun. The same kind of density
gradient can be found within the four Galilean satellites of Jupiter. Figure 7.5 shows the
radius–mass relationship for the terrestrial planets and major satellites.

In contrast the giant planets are basically made of lighter hydrogen and helium gas.
The He mass mixing ratio (i.e. the mass of helium atoms over total mass) is $0.24 on
Jupiter, between 0.18 and 0.25 on Saturn, and close to the protosolar values ($0.27) on
Uranus and Neptune. Most ‘heavy’ elements (i.e. those elements other than hydrogen
and helium, such as C, N, S) are enriched on Jupiter and Saturn by a factor of two
when compared to solar values, but increase up to 30–60 times for carbon on Uranus
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Figure 7.3. Comparative view on the scale of the terrestrial planets and major satellites. Upper
row: Earth, Mars, Mercury, the Moon. Middle row: the Galilean satellites Io, Europa, Ganymede
and Calisto. Lower row: Venus (atmosphere and surface), Titan (atmosphere and surface), Triton
(upper) and Pluto (lower). NASA and ESA images.

and Neptune. Because of the observational bias towards great masses, exoplanets so far
discovered are massive (Burrows et al. 2001; Hubbard et al. 2002). For the cases with
measured radius, their mean density ranges from 0.35 to 1.3 g cm#3 (Figure 7.6).

As these bodies formed they heated up, and their interiors melted and reorganized into
layers of di!erent densities. The energy accumulated during this process has been mostly
released in the terrestrial planets and satellites but is still present on the giants Jupiter,
Saturn and Neptune (Uranus has lost most of it). These three planets emit an intrinsic
flux as important as that received from the Sun (see Table 7.2 and Section 7.4.2). For
example, Jupiter’s interior cools at a rate $1 K per million years while still contracting
at a rate of $3 cm per year. In the case of Saturn some internal di!erentiation process is
necessary to explain its heat source (helium precipitation within the metallic hydrogen
region has been proposed).

The cooling rate (the variation with time of the intrinsic internal luminosity) in
giant extrasolar planets depends on the mass and atmosphere opacity and has been
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Figure 7.4. Comparative view on the scale of the giant and icy planets. Upper row: Uranus
(with its ring system and some satellites), Earth (for comparison) and Jupiter. Lower row:
Saturn and Neptune. Keck (for Uranus), NASA and ESA for the other images.

theoretically estimated for isolated planets (Burrows et al. 2001). For close-in ‘hot jupiter’
families, the intense stellar irradiation can directly or indirectly ‘inflate’ the planet and
reduce the cooling rate, or produce a strong hydrodynamic escape of the atmosphere,
drastically influencing its evolution, as has been observed in the exoplanet HD 209458b.

Radioactive decay of long-lived elements 235U, 238U, 232Th and 40K (see also Sec-
tion 7.3.3) is an important source of heat in the Earth’s interior, and perhaps in other
terrestrial planets and moons. The radioactive heat production rate is given by

Qrad = #f
$

i

XioEi&ie
#!it, (7.7)

f being a composition factor (rock mass to total mass ratio per unit volume), Xio the
initial concentration of the ith type of radioactive nuclei measured in kg of nuclei to kg of
rock, Ei the energy released per kg of the i-nuclei upon decay and &i the decay constant.
For example, a maximum XoE& $ 0.001 is obtained for the element 40K.

However, on Io and Europa the major internal source of energy is tidal heating, a
strong source that is the origin of Io’s volcanoes and Europa’s young fractured surface
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Table 7.3 Main internal composition of the
terrestrial planets

Planet Mantle (%) Core (%)

Mercury 35 (MgO, SiO2) 65 (Fe)
Venus 68 (SiO2, MgO) 32 (Fe)
Earth 70 (SiO2, MgO) 30 (Fe)
Mars 88 (SiO2, MgO) 12 (Fe, S)

Note: main composition in percentage mass.

Figure 7.5. Radius versus mass distribution in the terrestrial planets and major satellites (in
units of Earth values): filled circles for the inner planets according to their initials (Me, V, Ma,
E), diamonds for the rest: Galilean satellites (I, Eu, G, C), Titan (T), Triton (Tr), Pluto (P)
and Eris (Er). Lines of constant density 2, 4, and 6 g cm#3 are drawn.

that lacks large observable craters. The average tidal dissipation rate per unit volume of
a body (satellite) is given by

Qtide - 0.1$n5R4e2 1

µ'
, (7.8)

where n is the mean orbital motion, e is the orbital eccentricity, µ is the shear modulus
(or rigidity) and ' is a dissipation function that depends on viscosity. It is customary to
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Figure 7.6. Radius versus mass distribution for the giant and icy Solar System planets and for
the extrasolar planets with known radii from transit observations. Labels on planets that consist
only of a number refer to the OGLE transit survey; e.g. 10 = OGLE-TR-10. Lines of constant
density ranging from 0.35 to 1.5 g cm#3 are drawn.

give the amount of internal friction in terms of a quality factor

Q =
2"E

#E
, (7.9)

where #E is the change of tidal energy, E, over one cycle of flexure (the lower the value of
Q, the more energy is dissipated). For the Earth Q $ 13, and for rocky and icy satellites
Q $ 100, but Q $ 104–105 for gas and icy giants. This is the case for the innermost
satellites of Jupiter (Io, Europa and Ganymede).

The internal structure of a planet (its mass distribution) is determined by the hydro-
static equilibrium law:

dP

dr
= #$(r)

GM(r)

r2
, (7.10)

P being the pressure and $(r) and M(r) the density and mass distribution with radial
distance r. The pressure at the centre of a planet can be estimated by integrating the
above equation for constant density, to get

Pc =
3GM2

p

8"R4
p

. (7.11)
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Mercury
Earth

Venus

Mars

Moon

Crust

Mantle

Outer core

Inner core

Figure 7.7. Layered internal structure in the terrestrial planets and the moon.

This gives Pc $ 3.6 Mbar for the Earth and Pc $ 80 Mbar for Jupiter, together with
corresponding temperatures given at the centre of each planet by Tc $ Pc/$Rg, leading
to $6000 K (Earth) and 20 000 K (Jupiter).

Di!erentiation is the process of segregation of zones of di!erent chemical or miner-
alogical properties of massive bodies. The metallic (e.g. Fe and Ni), densest elements
sink towards the centre, giving rise to the existence of three main layers. For terrestrial
planets and major satellites there is a central core (solid or liquid) where the internal
heat resides. Surrounding this there is a mantle where heat is transported by conduction
or by convection when fluid (as on Earth), and finally a crust, a thin, solid outer layer
modelled by the internal processes (in the presence of an internal heat source) and by
external (impact) activity (Figure 7.7). Geological structures form on the upper surface
of the crust (see Table 7.4). Tectonic activity develops since the mantle is a moving fluid
acting on the crust. But undoubtedly the most conspicuous feature of planetary surfaces
are impact craters on bodies without a significant atmosphere or internal heat source.
This crust is surrounded on most terrestrial planets and major satellites by a gaseous
layer, the atmosphere, that will be the subject of the following section. Through winds
and precipitation, it erodes the surface, a process known as weathering, modifying it on
a long timescale.

The Galilean satellites di!er among themselves. Io has a high density core and a lower
density mantle. Europa and Ganymede also have a dense core and a mantle but both
contain a subsurface layer of liquid or icy water some 75–150 km thick. In contrast
Callisto shows surprisingly little di!erentiation, although it probably has a subsurface
water layer. Titan also probably has a dense core made of iron and silicates surrounded
by an icy (water and ammonia) mantle.

For the giant planets there is also internal di!erentiation, but of a di!erent nature
(Figure 7.8). First, there is yet no observational evidence for the existence of a central
core in Jupiter, although its presence is suggested by theoretical models of the interior in
the case of Saturn (a ‘super-Earth’ with a mass in the range $10 to 20 M&). Hydrogen
being the main constituent, at least two layers form in both planets: an outer massive
atmosphere formed basically by molecular hydrogen (H2) and an internal mantle of highly
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Table 7.4 Surfaces of terrestrial planets and major satellites

Planet/satellite Surface composition Main textures

Mercury Silicates Impact craters
Venus Basalts, granites (?) Basins & mountains
Earth Basalts, granites, water Oceans, polar icecaps, continents & mountains

(plate tectonics)
Mars Basalts, clays, ice Impact craters, basins, ridges, mountains,

volcanoes (inactive)
Io Sulphur, SO2 deposits,

silicates
Volcanic activity

Europa Water ice Cracks, ridges
Ganymede Dirty water ice Impact craters
Callisto Dirty water ice Impact craters
Titan Dirty water ice, methane Methane icy deposits, hills
Triton Water ice, methane Impact craters

‘Ices’

Core?

Figure 7.8. Layered internal structure in the giant and icy planets.
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compressed metallic hydrogen (H+), both in liquid state. Using a polytropic equation of
state for the H2 layer,

P $ K$n, (7.12)

(where K = 2GR2
p/"n $ 2), the internal density distribution within the planet can be

calculated using the Lane–Emden equation,

d

dr

!

r2$n#2 d$

dr

"

= #
4"G

nK
r2$, (7.13)

to get

$(r) =

!

"M

4R3

"

sin("()

"(
, (7.14)

where ( = D/R, D being the thickness of the atmospheric layer. Laboratory experiments
and theoretical quantum mechanical calculations show that transition from H2 to H+

occurs at P $ 1.5–2 Mbar (T $ 6000 K). Using this boundary condition, one can get the
size of the atmospheric layer, (, for a given planetary mass M. This reasoning can also
be used for the extrasolar giant planets so far discovered (Sánchez-Lavega et al. 2004).

The two icy planets (Uranus and Neptune) also have a similar structure, with an H2 +
He atmosphere, but the intermediate ‘mantle’ is now probably formed by compressed
‘ices’, an ionic ‘sea’ of methane, water and ammonia, perhaps mixed with rocks and
some metallic hydrogen.

There is a general consensus on the origin of the terrestrial planets as a result of ‘plan-
etesimal accretion’, but not for giants, where two theories are in dispute. The first assumes
an early planetesimal accretion to form a super-Earth followed by runaway accretion of
light gases from the protoplanetary nebula. The second hypothesis postulates the direct
formation of a gaseous giant from a gravitational instability in the protoplanetary disc.
This is the subject of other chapters of this book so I dwell no further on this. With
respect to the origin of satellites, three basic scenarios have been at work: (1) in situ
formation by accretion, as for the major satellites of the giant planet; (2) gravitationally
captured bodies, such as Phobos and Deimos in the case of Mars and the external ret-
rograde satellites of the giant planets (including the large satellite Triton of Neptune);
and (3) the cataclysmic formation by impact on the planet of a protosatellite, followed
by fragmentation and mixing, as was the case of the Moon and probably of the satellite
Charon.

7.3.2. Asteroids, Kuiper belt objects and comet populations

These three populations are located at di!erent distances from the Sun, as explained
previously, and amount to a total mass of $1 M&. Because of their intermediate size
and large numbers, their distribution and evolution are strongly subjected to the orbital
mechanisms described in Section 7.2.1 and to collisions among themselves.

At present there are about 30 000 asteroids classified with determined orbits,
mainly with distances between 2.1–3.2 AU from the Sun (resonances 4:1 to 2:1).
An asteroid update catalogue can be obtained at the web address: cfa-www.harvard.
edu/cfa/ps/mpc.html. Their sizes range from 950 km (for the largest, Ceres) to a few
kilometres (Figure 7.9). They show a size distribution of the type N(r) = N0(R/R0)#n

with n = 3.5 and R the average size. About 25 asteroids have sizes above 200 km. There
is a large distribution in densities, ranging from carbonaceous objects of density $ =
1.2 g cm#3 to metallic objects of density $ = 4 g cm#3, porosity playing a key role in
the density distribution. The basic surface mineralogy comes from colours and spectra
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Figure 7.9. Visual aspect on the scale of the asteroids Mathilde, Gaspra, Ida and Eros (the
bar on the right corresponds to a length of 5 km). NASA images.

and divides the asteroids in two great groups: carbonaceous C-type (40% of all asteroids,
low albedos $0.05, composed of hydrated silicates with carbon and organics), and stony
S-type (30–35%, albedos $0.15, composed of olivine and pyroxene mixed with Fe and
Mg). The rest are of various classes: D and P (low albedo, carbon and organic rich) and
M (moderate albedo, metallic). The asteroids presumably grew from planetesimals but
their mass was not great enough (although it was probably much greater in earlier times)
to accrete and form a planet, presumably because of orbital perturbations by Jupiter.

Between the orbits of Saturn and Neptune (10–30 AU) there is a group of intermedi-
ate objects collectively known as centaurs located in chaotic planet-crossing orbits with
short lifetimes ($106–108 years). The best representative is Chiron, an object that shows
comet-like activity.

There are about 700 trans-Neptunian or Kuiper belt objects catalogued, most of them
lying within 50 AU. Dynamical calculations show that this population was much greater
after the formation of the Solar System (reaching perhaps up to 10 M&) but because of
interaction with the giants, particularly to the migration of Uranus and Neptune, about
99% of them have been expelled from the Solar System. They are classified according
to their orbital characteristics into di!erent groups: ‘plutinos’ (in the orbit of Pluto at
resonance 3:2 with Neptune and having a wide range of eccentricities $0.1–0.35), and
classical, scattered (high eccentricities $0.4–0.8) and resonant populations. The largest
of these objects known to date are Sedna (diameter $1600 km) and Quaoar ($1300 km)
although their diameters are uncertain because of their unknown albedos.

The most distant population of Solar System objects is that of the comets. Because
of their large distances from the Sun (up to $105 AU) in the Oort cloud, and their very
low density, they could not have formed at such distances but probably evolved as icy
planetesimals in the region of the giants, particularly Jupiter, which later ejected them.
Their orbits are highly elliptical and are classified as long-period (P > 200 years, active
with high eccentricities and orbits perturbed by the planets) and short-period (P < 200
years). At present, about 900 comets have well-determined orbits. Cometary nuclei have
sizes $1–20 km and very low albedos $0.03 (Figure 7.10). They have densities in the
range 0.2–1 g cm#3 and are composed mainly of water ice ($80%) with a mixture of
CO and a large family of molecules with parent elements C, H, N and O. They are
fragile and can be broken into fragments by the tidal forces of larger bodies, as occurred
with Comet Shoemaker–Levy 9 before its impact with Jupiter in 1994. When the comet
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Figure 7.10. Visual aspect of the nuclei of Comets Halley, Wild 2 and Borrelly, and of Comet
Hale-Bopp showing the two types of tails. ESA and NASA images.
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nucleus approaches the the Sun its surface temperature rises according to the r#1/2 law,
and at distances 2–3 AU volatile icy material sublimates at a rate proportional to T#4

according to the Stefan–Boltzmann law. The molecules escape as soon as their thermal
velocity exceeds the escape velocity:

!

8kT

"m0

"1/2

>

!

8"G

3
$

"1/2

R, (7.15)

k being the Boltzmann constant, m0 the mass of the molecule and R the radius. They
form a coma as the gases expand, and the parent molecules su!er photodissociation and
photoionization forming a large number of radicals and ions. The nucleus and coma form
the head of the comet. The ejection of gases and dust typically form two long tails that
reach in some cases lengths $107–108 km. (1) One tail is composed of neutral particles
of dust (the dust tail) driven away from the nucleus by radiation pressure and solar
gravitation forces, the ratio of the two forces being

Frad

Fgrav
.

1

$a
, (7.16)

$ and a being the density and size of dust particles (typically a $ 0.1–1 µm). (2) The
second tail is the plasma or ion tail formed by ions which are bound to interplanetary
magnetic field lines and driven in the anti-solar direction by the solar wind. This tail has
a bluish-yellowish colour due to fluorescent emission by CO+ ions.

Asteroids and comets are the origin of most impact craters found on the surfaces of
Solar System bodies. They have also a great influence on the evolution of life on Earth.
The diameter D of a large impact crater can be used to estimate the associated impact
energy through the empirical relationship

D - D0

!

E

E0

"0.294

, (7.17)

where D0 = 15 km and E0 = 1020 J.

7.3.3. Meteorites and planetary rings

Meteorites are metre-size or smaller objects, similar in type to asteroids, that fall to
Earth at speeds $15–30 km s#1. About 26 000 of them hit our planet each year.

Meteorites di!er according to their composition: irons or metallic, stones similar to
terrestrial rocks, and mixtures of these, the stony-irons. These come from di!erentiated
parent bodies. The other great group (the most abundant) are the chondrites, so-called
because they contain small quasi-spherical igneous inclusions known as chondrules. These
are undi!erentiated primitive meteorites that formed during the early life of the Solar
System with a composition of refractory elements similar to that of the Sun. Carbonaceous
chondrites are a particular type that contain several per cent of carbon by mass. Some
meteorites are of lunar and martian origin, according to their composition, but most of
them come from the asteroid belt. The radiometric dating of meteorites, based on the
decay of radioactive elements, allows the determination of the age of the Solar System
currently fixed in 4570 Myr. For example, the decay of 87Rb to stable 87Sr over a time t
follows the relationship

(87Sr/86Sr) = (87Sr/86Sr)0 + (e!t # 1)(87Rb/86Sr), (7.18)

where the subscript 0 refers to the initial ratio at time t in the past and & is the decay
rate of 87Rb. Measurements of these ratios allow us to extract the age t since & is well
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known. The most accurate absolute age is obtained from the analysis of the 207Pb/206Pb
ratio in a class of carbonaceous chondrites called CAI owing to the presence of ‘calcium–
aluminium inclusions’.

Micrometeorites are small dust particles of micron size distributed in the interplanetary
medium that are observed as zodiacal light caused by the scattering of the sunlight. They
are concentrated in the plane of the ecliptic in the inner part of the Solar System. In
addition there are orbital concentrations of small particles called meteor swarms that
follow the orbits of old or extinct comets. When colliding with the Earth they form
meteor showers, apparently emerging from a single convergent point in the sky called the
radiant, leaving a trail when becoming incandescent during the frictional entry into the
Earth’s atmosphere.

Finally, populations of small particles are found on the four giant planets surrounding
their equatorial planes. They form rings, extending up to 2–3 planetary radii (Table 7.1),
and are composed of a myriad of particles (micron and mm in size) and small blocks of
material with a radial distribution in major rings and ringlets due to the gravitational
action of the satellites. The most spectacular and massive are those of Saturn with a
total mass of $10#8 Saturn masses. The rings of Saturn and Uranus contain the largest
particles; for Saturn they are formed by water ice and can reach sizes $10 m in the B
and A rings, and 1 m for Uranus in its ) ring. There are two possible origins for the ring
systems: (a) a large body that was broken apart after penetration of the Roche limit and
the ensuing tidal disruption; (b) the fragments of a non-accreted satellite. It is tempting
to suggest that rings should also be present in extrasolar giants, although their future
detection will be possible only in the densest and most massive cases.

7.4. Planetary atmospheres

Atmospheres are the gaseous outer layers surrounding astronomical bodies, most often
their directly observable parts. Basically most of the planets and great satellites with a
mass large enough to retain volatiles against the action of escape processes (thermal or
Jeans, see Eq. (7.13), impact or catastrophic, solar wind and EUV fluxes) and have an
atmosphere, although its mass (manifested by its pressure at the base) varies by orders of
magnitude from one body to another. Accordingly, we may make a first classification of
atmospheres based on mass: (1) thin atmospheres (‘exospheres’) with low boundary sur-
face pressure Ps < 10#5 bar (e.g. Mercury, the Galilean satellites Io, Europa, Ganymede
and Callisto, Triton and Pluto); (2) intermediate atmospheres with Ps = 10#3–90 bar (e.g.
Venus, Earth, Mars and Titan); (3) massive and deep atmospheres with Ps > kbar–Mbar
(e.g. Jupiter, Saturn, Uranus and Neptune). In Tables 7.5 and 7.6 we present a summary
of the main properties of the atmospheres of the planets and satellites.

7.4.1. Origin and chemical composition

The chemical composition of an atmosphere is directly related to the origin of the planet.
Thin atmospheres have their origin from the strong surface interaction with solar radi-
ation and particles from the solar wind and magnetosphere (sputtering processes). Vol-
canic activity on Io is responsible for its sulphurous atmosphere. For Pluto and Triton the
main gaseous supplier is the condensation–sublimation cycle of methane following insola-
tion. Current terrestrial planetary atmospheres are of a secondary nature, i.e. they have
evolved from original atmospheres formed following the accretion of planetesimals and
the outgassing of volatiles during this high temperature phase. Direct surface interaction
and tectonic activity, photochemistry and, in the case of the Earth, biological activity
have been the major processes leading to present-day atmospheres. In contrast, the giant
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Table 7.6 Atmospheric properties of the giant planets

Planet Composition P [bar] T(K)
! rad

[years] Clouds
Optical
depth

Adiabatic
gradient [K/km]

Jupiter H2 (90), He (10)
CH4 (2000 ppm)
NH3 (300 ppm)

0.42 125 4.8 Hazes
NH3

NH4SH
H2O

0.1–1
1–7

1.96

Saturn H2 (97), He (3)
CH4 (2000 ppm)
NH3 (300 ppm)

1.1 95 24.7 Hazes
NH3

NH4SH
H2O

10–15 0.7

Uranus H2 (83), He (15)
CH4 (2)

1.2 59 142.9 Hazes
CH4

0.1–1
0.5–2

0.67

Neptune H2 (83), He (15)
CH4 (2)

1.5 59 113.2 Hazes
CH4

0.1
0.3–1

0.85

Note: Pressure, temperature and radiative time constant are given at the level of the upper
main cloud formation (ammonia for Jupiter and Saturn, and methane for Uranus and Neptune).

planets have primary, nearly primordial, atmospheres that were acquired directly from
the protoplanetary nebula.

The composition by mass (molecular weight) depends primarily on the temperature
to planetary mass ratio, T/M. Lighter elements are expected to be present on massive
and colder giant planets. Under thermodynamic equilibrium and from a solar element
composition (dominated by H, He, C, N, O), the following reactions indicate the primary
dominant molecules in an atmosphere:

CH4 + H2O / CO + 3H2, (7.19a)

CO + H2O / CO2 + H2, (7.19b)

2NH3 / N2 + 3H2, (7.19c)

(T low, P high) / (T high, P low).

The final relation indicates how temperature and pressure shift the reactions to the
left or right.

7.4.2. Energy sources

Since planets and satellites rotate, there is first a mechanical (kinetic) energy in the
atmosphere which varies as $"2 Matm D2, " being the rotation angular velocity, Matm

the atmospheric mass and D the atmospheric vertical extent. There is a second, thermal,
energy source that can be of external or internal origin. For the external case (radiation),
the flux and corresponding equilibrium temperature are given by

Fabs =
(1 #Ab)

4

L(

4"a2
, (7.20a)

Teq =

!

Fabs

*

"1/4

. (7.20b)
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Here Ab is the planet’s albedo, L( the solar luminosity, a is the distance and * the
Stefan–Boltzmann constant. The internal energy flux is given by

Fint =
Lint(t)

4"R2
p

, (7.21)

where Lint(t) is the internal luminosity, which is a function of time, as discussed in Section
7.3.1. When both sources are present it is convenient to define the planet’s e!ective
temperature:

Te! =

!

Fabs + Fint

*

"1/4

. (7.22)

These energy sources heat the atmosphere and are the main drivers for their motions.
A part of the energy budget is reflected (visible channel) and reradiated (infrared chan-
nel) into space (Figure 7.11a and 7.11b, central panel) and another important part is
dissipated by frictional processes (internally in the atmosphere or with a surface).

Synthetic spectra for the visual and near infrared wavelengths have been presented by
a number of authors for di!erent types of giant extrasolar planets (e.g. Burrows et al.
2001; Burrows 2005). The spectra depend primarily on the mass and age of the planet,
and on the temperature and composition of its atmosphere.

7.4.3. Vertical thermal structure

Since the bulk atmospheric composition is mainly molecular, these gases are radiatively
active in the infrared, controlling the atmospheric temperature (e.g. CO2, CH4) and giv-
ing rise in some cases to a greenhouse e!ect. Other compounds are not so active but
contribute significantly to atmospheric mass and pressure (e.g. N2, He). Finally, some
components become condensable at atmospheric temperature–pressure values, forming
clouds and releasing latent heat (e.g. in order of decreasing temperatures for usual plan-
etary conditions: H2O, NH3 and CH4). According to the Clausius–Clapeyron equation,
clouds will form whenever the partial pressure Pp of the vapour exceeds the saturation
vapour pressure Pv(T):

Pp = XcP (T ) 0 Pv(T ), (7.23)

where Xc is the condensable mixing ratio and P(T) the actual temperature profile in the
atmosphere (see Figure 7.12). This simple relationship has been used to infer to a first
order the basic composition of the expected clouds in giant extrasolar planets, and their
reflective properties under certain assumptions (Burrows 2005 and references therein).
According to the expected cloud structure, Sudarsky et al. (2003) have classified the giant
exoplanets in five classes (from I –‘Jupiter-like’ to V –‘hot jupiter’). At the high e!ective
temperatures of hot jupiters (>1000 K), the clouds are expected to be formed by solid
grains of iron (Fe) and silicates such as enstatite (MgSiO3) and forsterite (Mg2SiO4). The
presence of clouds a!ects planetary albedos and tends to smooth the spectral features in
their reflection spectra.

Vertically, the atmosphere can be assumed on average to be in hydrostatic equilibrium,

dP

dz
= #$g. (7.24)

Making use of the perfect gas law equation (R+
g is the specific gas constant),

P = $R+
gT, (7.25)
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(b)

Figure 7.11. (a) Jupiter’s spectrum in the visual and infrared with the absorbing molecules
indicated. The theoretical reflected spectrum (dashed curve) is on the left with the lightly shaded
area representing the fraction of the sunlight absorbed by the planet. The emission infrared spec-
trum (darkly shaded area) is fitted by a black body emission law for a temperature of 125 K.
The emission peak close to 5 microns comes from lower (hotter) jovian regions basically
concentrated in the equatorial region (called ‘hotspots’). Adapted from Hanel et al. (1981).
(b) Composite images of Jupiter as seen at di"erent wavelengths. Upper row in X-ray and ultra-
violet (superposed on a visible Jupiter image) showing the aurorae. Middle row in the visual (left)
and infrared 5-microns (right) showing the clouds in reflected and transmitted light, respectively.
Lower row at radio wavelengths, showing the radiation belts.
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Figure 7.12. The continuous black lines trace the temperature versus altitude (pressure) in the
atmospheres of planets, the satellite Titan and the extrasolar planet HD 209458b. The dashed
lines show the vapour pressure curves for the abundances of the condensable species measured
for the planets. The crossing point marks the altitude where the clouds of such compounds form.
From Sánchez-Lavega et al. (2004).

we see that the pressure varies with altitude for isothermal conditions as

P (z) = P0 exp
%

#
z

H

&

, (7.26)

where H = R+
g T/g is the density scale height. This parameter must be determined as a

function of altitude, z, since real atmospheres are not isothermal (Figure 7.12).
The vertical temperature distribution within the atmosphere can be determined by

first assuming radiative–convective equilibrium,

T (z) = T0 + $(z # z0), (7.27)
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where T0 is a reference temperature (for terrestrial planets it corresponds to the surface
temperature) and $ is the vertical temperature gradient. We can obtain the temperature
gradient in a convective atmosphere using the adiabatic relationship T " P1#"= constant,
where + = Cp/Cv is the ratio between the specific heats at constant pressure and constant
volume. Di!erentiation with altitude gives

1

T

dT

dz
=

!

1 #
1

+

"

1

P

dP

dz
. (7.28)

Using the hydrostatic relationship and the relationship Cp # Cv = nRg, where n is
the number of moles and Rg the gas constant, we get the dry adiabatic gradient, $ =
dT/dz = #g/Cp. Hence it is expected that the temperature decreases with altitude.
However, a temperature inversion (where temperature increases with altitude) occurs
in planetary atmospheres. The inversion takes place due to the absorption of radia-
tion by di!erent constituents (e.g. ozone on the Earth, hydrocarbons and aerosols in
the giant planets). The inflexion point is known as the tropopause (most atmospheres
have this point close to $100 mbar) and divides the atmosphere into two main layers
(Figure 7.12): below this point we find the troposphere (dT/dz < 0) and above it the
stratosphere (dT/dz > 0). In the upper reaches of the atmosphere the density is very low
and other layers are present (called, in ascending order, the mesosphere, the thermosphere
and the ionosphere). The ionosphere is the layer of the atmosphere in which an ionized
plasma forms as a consequence of the photoionization produced by solar extreme ultra-
violet radiation. For example, on Earth the ionosphere is located at a mean altitude of
z $ 300 km, where the electron density N(e#) $ 106 cm#3.

This behaviour is also expected from radiative–convective models, in the atmospheres
of extrasolar giant planets (see Figure 7.12, last panel, and Burrows et al. 2001; Burrows
2005).

7.4.4. Dynamics: general circulation

Atmospheric dynamics can be described by three basic equations.
(1) The Navier–Stokes equation in a rotating frame

$
,u

,t
+ $(u1)u + 2$!" u = #1P + $ge! + -12u, (7.29)

where u is the wind velocity, - is the kinematic viscosity and the e!ective gravity
ge! includes the centrifugal term (planetary rotation).

(2) The thermodynamic equation (second law)

,T

,t
+ (u1)T = K12T + Hi, (7.30)

where Hi includes the heating and cooling terms (see Section 4.2) and K is the
thermal conductivity.

(3) The equation of continuity:

,$

,t
= #1($u). (7.31)

This set of non-linear equations subjected to the appropriate boundary conditions can
be numerically integrated using di!erent approaches to retrieve the three-dimensional
temporary dependent wind field u(r, t).
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Our first consideration is that the terrestrial planets and Titan have shallow atmo-
spheres since D $ H , R and the global flow can be considered two-dimensional (hor-
izontal) with zonal (west–east) and meridional (north–south) components. The basic
nature of the flow can be addressed by quantifying the Rossby number, the ratio of the
inertial acceleration to the Coriolis force in Eq. (7.29),

Ro =
u

fL
, (7.32)

where f = 2" sin. is the Coriolis parameter (. is the latitude and L a typical scale
of motion). In rapidly rotating bodies (Earth, Mars), Ro < 1 and the Coriolis force
equilibrates the pressure gradient force. The system is then under geostrophic balance,
the wind flows along isobars, and its speed can be estimated from the thermal–wind
equation (the meridional temperature gradient produces a vertical wind shear) obtained
from Eqs. (7.29) and (7.30),

,u

,z
= #

g

fRpT

,T

,.
. (7.33)

Integration of this equation vertically allows us to estimate the geostrophic wind speed,

ug - #
gH

fL

#T

T
, (7.34)

where #T is the meridional temperature di!erence over a distance L. In slowly rotating
bodies (Venus, Titan), Ro > 1 and the centrifugal force balances the pressure gradient
force. The system in then in cyclostrophic balance, and the zonal velocity can be estimated
from (7.29) and (7.30) as

ucl = ±

'

gH#T

T
. (7.35)

The measurements in the terrestrial planets of the dependence of the zonal wind velocity
u with latitude are shown in Figure 7.13 and in Figure 7.14 we show their dependence
with altitude.

On Mars there are in addition two other large-scale peculiar global motions: (a) a CO2

condensation–sublimation flow that follows the seasonal insolation cycle and transports
the condensates from pole to pole (this makes Mars’ atmosphere change its surface pres-
sure seasonally by 20%); (b) thermal tide winds produced by the strong temperature
di!erences between the day and night hemispheres. Thermal tides are important in the
tenuous atmosphere of Mars because of its short radiative time constant, # rad (roughly
the time needed for a gas parcel to heat up or cool down by absorbing or emitting infrared
radiation),

#rad =
CpP

*gT 3
. (7.36)

Venus and Titan are in cyclostrophic balance and show a phenomenon called superrota-
tion because the rotation period of the atmosphere is much lower than that of the planet
(on Venus the upper atmosphere rotates in 4 days and the solid surface in 245 days).
The wind velocity reaches 100 ms#1 at cloud level (z = 70 km) on Venus and blows from
east to west, and 120 ms#1 at the same altitude on Titan but now flowing from east to
west, in both cases in the sense of the planet’s rotation.

In addition, there are meridional motions resulting from the heat imbalance between
latitudes. Hot air close to the surface rises and flows along meridians towards regions
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Figure 7.13. Zonal wind velocity profiles in the atmospheres of Venus (top left), Earth (top
right) and Mars (top bottom). For Venus the data correspond to the two altitude levels, one at
the maximum of the westward superrotation at z = 70 km corresponding to di"erent dates and
spacecraft (violet filters: Mariner X, Pioneer-Venus and Galileo). The second series corresponds
to altitudes z $ 50 km (Pioneer-Venus, 986 nm filter; Galileo in the range 0.7–5.2 microns). For
the Earth the average zonal profiles are shown for altitudes z = 6 km and z = 12 km (where the
jet peak forms) corresponding to the northern winter hemisphere epoch. For Mars the profiles
correspond to altitudes z = 5 and 35 km (jet peak) in the northern winter hemisphere season.

of lower pressure; it then cools, subsiding and returning to lower altitudes. This motion
is referred to as a Hadley cell circulation. The velocity of the meridional winds, v, can
be roughly estimated from a balance between the radiative heating and the adiabatic
cooling using Eq. (7.30):

v -

!

g

P0

"

*T 4
e!

!

Cp

g

"

TN2

. (7.37)
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Figure 7.14. Plots of the vertical zonal wind velocity profiles in the atmospheres of Venus,
Earth, Mars and Jupiter. For Venus the upper part of the profile di"ers in the northern day
and night hemispheres as measured by Pioneer-Venus probes. For Earth and Mars the profiles
correspond to the latitudes of the jet peaks (see Figure 7.13). For Jupiter the profile corresponds
to a hotspot region at 7% North latitude of Jupiter as measured by the Galileo probe.

P0 is the pressure level at which most of the solar radiation is absorbed and N is the
Brunt–Väisälä frequency,

N2 =
g

T

!

dT

dz
+

g

Cp

"

, (7.38)

a parameter that indicates the degree of stability to vertical motions in the atmosphere.
Typically, meridional velocities related to this mechanism are of the order $1–10 ms#1

in the terrestrial planets. The vertical velocity, w, scales accordingly:

w $ v(H/L), (7.39)
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where L is the meridional distance of the cell which depends on the rotation rate of the
planet (which increases as " decreases). For example, on Venus L $ "Rp (from northern
to southern regions) but on Earth and Mars L $ "Rp/3 (centred on the equator) so the
cell is restricted to the tropics.

The geostrophic condition applies to terrestrial and martian mid-temperate latitudes,
with an eastward zonal jet per hemisphere. In tropical and equatorial latitudes the Hadley
cell mechanism dominates, with the weak Coriolis force at these latitudes tilting the sur-
face winds in the westward direction (trade winds). The Hadley cell mechanism, according
to models, is directly involved in the superrotations of Venus and Titan.

The circulation in giant and icy planets is dominated at cloud levels (P $ 0.3–2 bar) by
an east–west (zonal) jet pattern alternating in direction with latitude. On Jupiter there
are eight jets per hemisphere, four on Saturn, and one on Uranus and Neptune. However,
a distinctive feature (Figure 7.15) is that the intense equatorial jet flows eastward on
Jupiter (u $ 100 ms#1) and Saturn (u $ 450 ms#1), but strong westward equatorial jets
are present on Uranus (u $ #100 ms#1) and Neptune (u $ –400 ms#1). The nature of the
general circulation on the giant planets is unknown. The lack of a surface raises the basic
preliminary question of how deep the winds extend below the clouds. In addition, because
the giants, except Uranus, have an internal energy source as important in strength as the
solar radiation (but both a thousand times weaker than on Earth), the second question is
what energy source drives the motions and how this low energy generates wind speeds ten
times higher than those on the Earth. Finally we do not know how the intense eastward
equatorial jets on Jupiter and Saturn form or how they are maintained.

There are at present two basic hypotheses to explain these motions. One relies on
the dominance of solar radiation acting on a thin upper shallow layer (depth D , R).
In essence these models are a parametric version of Earth General Circulation Models
(GCM). Under the model conditions, the potential vorticity, q, defined as

q =
/ + f

h
, (7.40a)

/ = k̂1" 0v (7.40b)

is a conserved quantity (h is the characteristic attitude in the fluid). Numerical simula-
tions of the flow evolution on a rapidly rotating shallow spherical layer initially produce a
two-dimensional turbulence pattern. This turbulence organizes itself into a zonally domi-
nated flow (with the wind distributed in bands parallel to the equator). Vortices immersed
within the bands formed from small-scale eddies merge and inject zonal momentum into
the jets. They scale with the Rossby deformation radius,

LD =

!

NH

f

"

. (7.41)

The zonal jets have width scales of the order of the so-called Rhines scale:

L# =

'

u

!
, (7.42a)

! =
2" cos.

Rp
. (7.42b)

The number of jets per hemisphere is given approximately by

njets -
R

2L#
. (7.43)
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Figure 7.15. Zonal wind velocity profiles at cloud levels in the atmospheres of the giant and
icy planets. For Jupiter the data come from Hubble Space Telescope (HST) observations which
are the same as for Cassini (covering in total the period 1994–2000). For Saturn the continuous
line is from Voyager data (1980–81) and the dots for HST (1994–2004). For Uranus they come
from Voyager (1986, solid line), HST and ground-based data up to 2004 (dots). For Neptune
the data come from Voyager (1986, dashed line), and HST and ground-based observations up
to 1998 (dots); the continuous line is a polynomial fit.

These kinds of model are unable to produce the strong eastward equatorial jets observed
on Jupiter and Saturn. The model also predicts variability in the circulation pattern with
seasonal insolation changes, which are particularly important for Saturn. However, no
seasonal changes have been observed in the jet patterns, although Saturn and Neptune
undergo apparently significant variability in their equatorial jets (see Figure 7.15).

The second type of model assumes that the circulation is deep, extending through the
entire H2 molecular layer to pressures Pbase $ 1 Mbar. For Jupiter this represents 0.2 RJ

or D (2H) $ 12 000 km and for Saturn 0.5 RS or D $ 30 000 km. The motions are driven
by the internal energy source transported convectively from the interior. Adopting the
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mixing-length theory for convection, the expected vertical velocities will be

w =

(

R

µ

Fint

$Cp

)1/3

, (7.44)

giving w $ 1 ms#1 for both Jupiter and Saturn. However, the rapid rotation of the
giants influences the radial direction of the convective motions. For an incompressible
fluid Eq. (7.31) gives 10v = 0, and then the rotation imposes the following constraint to
the convective motions (Taylor–Proudman theorem):

(20" •1)0u = 0. (7.45)

Accordingly, the motions will organize themselves in columns parallel to the rotational
axis, giving rise to a secondary circulation in the form of counter-rotating cylinders
coaxial with the rotation axis. The cylinders do not penetrate the metallic hydrogen
layer and, extending along the H2 layer, they intercept the planet’s outward edge, giving
rise to the alternating jet pattern. Numerical models and laboratory experiments confirm
the formation of the columns and cylinders during developed convection in the rotating
spherical shell. To characterize these motions, it is appropriate to introduce the following
non-dimensional numbers:

Prandtl : Pr =
-

k
, (7.46a)

Ekman: Ek =
-

2"D2
, (7.46b)

Rayleigh: Ra =
g1(dT/dr)D4

vk
. (7.46c)

Convection develops when the Rayleigh number exceeds a critical value (Racrit). This
value depends on the rotational angular velocity of the planet according to the relation-
ship

Racrit - Ek#4/3. (7.47)

Imposing di!erent boundary conditions (rigid, free), these models are able to generate
an eastward equatorial jet, but fail to reproduce the multi-jet pattern observed at other
latitudes. They predict the existence of deep stable winds extending up to the H+ layer.
The only deep wind measurement by the Galileo probe on Jupiter, up to 24 bar (well
below the sunlight penetration level) agrees with this prediction (Figure 7.13). One prob-
lem is that the values used for the above numbers, allowing computer calculations, di!er
significantly from the true value estimates on real planets: Ek $ 10#6 (EkJ $ 10#10–
10#15), Ra $ 106 (RaJ $ 1012–1024), Pr $ 0.01–1 (PrJ is unknown). Other problems
in these models relate to the e!ect of the compressibility of the atmosphere and to the
possibility of a magnetic field interaction at the H2–H+ interface.

How these models apply to extrasolar planets is di%cult to address since we do not
know their rotation rates. Assuming rapid rotation, the dominance of one model or
another will depend on the strength of the internal heat source (i.e. the age of the planet)
against stellar radiation (Sánchez-Lavega et al. 2003; Sánchez-Lavega 2003). For ‘hot
jupiter’ planets, spin–orbit synchronicity may be assumed, and the strong external energy
should dominate the motions. Several models based on the shallow layer hypothesis have
been published (Showman & Guillot 2002; Cho et al. 2003; Burkert et al. 2005). They
coincide in the existence of a strong equatorial jet from the heated (day) to the colder
(night) hemisphere with velocity u $ 1000 ms#1 according to Eq. (7.35). This value is
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of the same order of magnitude as the sound speed, cs = (+gH)1/2, for the conditions
obtaining on these planets.

The high temperatures of hot jupiters and the strong XUV flux leads to exospheric
temperatures $10 000 K, higher than the blow-o! temperature for hydrogen. The evap-
oration rate can be estimated by

dM

dt
=

3!3Fs

G$
, (7.48)

where ! is the ratio of the radius at which most XUV radiation is absorbed to the
planetary radius, $ is the planet density and Fs is the XUV and Ly 1 flux at the planet’s
position. Vidal-Madjar et al. (2003) have detected a Ly 1 absorption in the atmosphere of
the planet HD 209458b, with a large line width implying a high velocity of the hydrogen
atoms escaping the planet. Vidal-Madjar et al. (2004) have also detected O and C in
evaporation. These species must be carried out to the Roche lobe and beyond, most
probably in a state of hydrodynamic escape, strongly influencing the planet evolution
according to Eq. (7.48). Aerodynamic models predict escape velocities V $ 10–1000
ms#1 (Yelle 2004). The detection of a thin sodium absorption line in the spectrum of
this planet (Charbonneau et al. 2002), can give information on its abundance and on the
presence of clouds at high levels in the atmosphere.

7.4.5. Meteorology

Meteorological phenomena develop on planets with intermediate and dense atmospheres,
and manifest themselves basically in the densest tropospheric layers where the flow is
subject to di!erent types of dynamical instabilities. Here cloud formation serves to make
meteorological phenomenology visible. In addition stratospheric dynamical systems are
basically dominated by wavy motions and are important in transporting energy and
momentum in most planets. The tropospheric meteorological systems are embedded
within the dominant zonal circulation in all the Solar System planets.

In bodies with a solid surface the major meteorological phenomena can be classified
as follows.

(1) Baroclinic instability occurs in rapidly rotating planets with large equator-to-pole
temperature gradients and depends on the vertical wind shear (see Eq. (7.33)). The
mean zonal flow becomes unstable in temperate latitudes on Earth and Mars form-
ing alternating high and low pressure anticyclones and cyclones (with associated
frontal systems) of scale $LD (Eq. (7.41)). Geostrophic conditions apply and the
air moves along the isobars circulating around the high and low pressure centres.

(2) The tropical and equatorial latitudes are dominated by the Hadley cell mechanism.
On Earth water–moist air convergence in the lower part of the cell produces the
Intertropical Convergence Zone (ITCZ), a band of dense clouds close to the equator
and correspondingly a dry air band near the tropical latitudes. It must be thought
that the Earth weather system is extremely complex due to the oceanic–continental
mass distribution and vegetation, which leads to additional temperature contrasts
and to spatial and temporal variability of water vapour distribution. For example
the monsoon in the Indic region responds to these contrasts. The El Niño Southern
Oscillation forms as a result of the atmosphere–ocean interaction. Hurricanes are
meteorological phenomena apparently unique to Earth and are fed by the latent
heat released by water moisture convection when Tsea > 27 %C, and so they are a
seasonal phenomenon. They form at neighbouring equatorial latitudes and show a
prominent cyclonic flow at the surface with tangential velocities up to $100 ms#1

for the strongest events.
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(3) Surface features play an important role in the regional meteorology of Earth and
Mars, with cloud and wave formation triggered when the flow encounters mountain
obstacles. Local weather and seasonal e!ects are coupled on Mars to produce the
most peculiar phenomena in its atmosphere, dust storms. When the wind blows
at speeds u $ 50–100 ms#1 at the edge of the polar cap, the soil dust is injected
into the atmosphere up to altitudes z $ 30 km, remaining suspended there for
a few months. Major dust storms, which occur regularly, spread the dust over a
planet-wide scale, covering the whole martian surface.

(4) Waves of di!erent types abound on the terrestrial planets. On rapidly rotating
planets, the most common is probably the Rossby wave formed as a consequence
of the changing Coriolis force with latitude. On Venus, equatorial waves manifest
themselves at cloud level, forming by contrast a characteristic ‘Y pattern’.

(5) Strong vortices form in the polar areas of the three terrestrial planets, in particular
on Earth and Venus (where it has a dipolar structure). Less is known about Titan’s
meteorology, but ground-based observations and the first Cassini images show the
existence of methane cloud activity (storms?) in the southern polar area, and a
well known detached haze layer formed by hydrocarbons and extending to high
altitudes (z = 30–300 km).

The giants planets are surface-free, so ground meteorological phenomena are excluded.
The main features that form at cloud level are as follows.

(1) Eddies, cyclones and anticyclones with closed circulation and sizes ranging from
few km to a thousand km. The major vortices are longlived anticyclones, such as
the jovian Great Red Spot (GRS), an elliptical structure with an east–west size
$25 000 km, where the winds blow along its periphery at 100 ms#1. The physical
nature of these vortices is still unknown. Vortices also occur on Saturn and Neptune
(e.g. the Great Dark Spot, GDS), but their longevity is apparently much less.

(2) Convective storms, probably fuelled by ‘moist’ ammonia and water vapour latent
heat release, occur on Jupiter and Saturn. Major events are the Great White Spots
(GWS), that occur sporadically on Saturn (mainly at equatorial latitudes), attain-
ing a size of 20 000 km before they spread zonally. Related to convective stormy
activity is the presence of lightning, detected as flashes of visible light in Jupiter’s
active areas. Convective activity due to methane condensation is probably the ori-
gin of some of the bright spot activity on Uranus and Neptune.

(3) Waves of di!erent types have been detected at cloud level and in the temperature
maps of Jupiter and Saturn. Most significant are those of Saturn, for example the
mid-latitude northern ribbon that moves with a speed of 145 ms#1, and the hexagon
that surrounds the northern pole at 78% north, remaining stationary with respect
to the planet’s rotation.

7.5. Magnetic environment

7.5.1. Planetary magnetic fields

Several planets have magnetic fields as measured directly with magnetometers on board
spacecraft, or indirectly by the radio-emission of moving charged particles in the field, or
by the presence of auroral phenomena. Table 7.7 lists the data for objects with known
magnetic fields. These fields have essentially a dipolar nature so their spatial structure
can be represented by an equation of the type

B(r, 2) =
Md

r3
(1 + 3 sin 2) - "R2, (7.49)
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Table 7.7 Planetary magnetic environment

Planet MD
a B [gauss] Angle (!, B) Rmag in Rp (sourceb)

Particles in ions/second
(composition)

Mercury 0.0007 0.003 14% 1.5 (W) (H+)
Venus <0.0004 <0.00003 – – –
Earth 1 0.305 10.8% 10 (W, A) 2 " 1026

(O+, H+)
Mars <0.0002 <0.0003 – – –
Jupiter 20 000 4.28 9.6% 80 (W, A, Io) >1028

(O+, S+)
Saturn 600 0.22 <1% 20 (W, A, S) 2 " 1026

(H+, O+, OH+)
Uranus 50 0.23 58.6% 20 (W, A) 1025

(H+)
Neptune 25 0.14 47% 25 (Triton) 1025

(H+, N+)

aDipolar moment MD relative to that of the Earth (MEarth = 7.91 " 1025 gauss cm3).
bThe magnetopause size is given in planetary radius. The plasma sources are: W (solar wind),
A (atmosphere–ionosphere), S (satellites and rings).

where r is the distance to the planet centre, 2 is the co-latitude and Md is the dipolar
magnetic moment. The magnetic dipole and the rotational axis are not aligned, as seen
in Table 7.7. The nature of the field can be investigated from the magnetic di!usion
equation,

, 0B

,t
= 1" (0V " 0B) + &12 0B, (7.50)

where & is the magnetic di!usivity (for materials under compressed planetary conditions
& $ 5–50 m2 s#1). Ignoring the convective term, we can derive a characteristic magnetic
decay time,

#mag $ "2r20/&, (7.51)

where r0 is the size of the magnetic area (the core of a terrestrial planet or the H+

region of a giant), leading to #mag $ 50 kyr–1 Myr, which are below the Solar System
age (4.5 Gyr). Thus, we may conclude that the current existence of a magnetic field
needs a generating source, a self-generated dynamo mechanism being the most plausible
hypothesis.

For a dynamo to work we need: (a) an electrically conductive fluid medium; (b) kinetic
energy provided by planetary rotation; and (c) an internal energy source to drive con-
vective (turbulent) motions within the fluid. Condition (c) is fulfilled when the Rayleigh
number is above a critical value (see Eqs. (7.46c) and (7.47)). For planetary interiors this
number can be rewritten as

Ra =
g0

$0T0Cpk2-
Fintd

4, (7.52)
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where d is the depth of the convecting layer. According to the mixing length theory, the
convective velocities will be of the order (see Eq. (7.44))

V (conv) $

!

Fint

$H

"1/3

. (7.53)

Numerical calculations and observations suggest that the dynamo is self-excited when
the magnetic Reynolds number

Rm =
V 3

&
(7.54)

is in the range $1–10 (3 is a characteristic magnetic length). The Elsasser number,

& =
B2

2"µ0$&
, (7.55)

which measures the strength of the magnetic field against rotation and di!usion, is for
the dynamo conditions of the order of 1. This result can be used to make a crude estimate
of the order of magnitude for the dynamo magnetic field:

B =
*

2"µ0$0&. (7.56)

The magnetic moment, Md = Br3
0, on a planetary body depends on the precise relation-

ships B(", &) and r0(Mp, Fint); that is a complex problem. However, it has been observed
that Solar System bodies with dynamo fields obey an empirical relationship between the
magnetic moment and angular momentum, L0, given by

Md = 4 " 10#9L0.83
0 , (7.57)

with L0 given in kg m2 s#1 and Md in gauss m3 (Vallée 2003).

7.5.2. Interaction with the solar wind

The Sun emits a flux of $2 " 108 cm#2 s#1 of ionizing particles equivalent to 5 ions cm#3

(95% protons and 5% 1 particles) called the solar wind. At 1 AU its average velocity
is V = 400 km s#1. During periods of solar activity these numbers are a factor of 10
greater. The flow carries with it an interplanetary magnetic field of strength BIP $ 1–10
nT. When this flow and the interplanetary magnetic field encounter a planet, three main
types of interaction can occur depending on the planet’s nature.

(1) For magnetized planets the Lorentz force, F = qV "B, acting on solar wind par-
ticles deflects the flow, forming a bow shock. This gives rise to the magnetosphere, a
cavity where the planet’s magnetic field dominates the motion of charged particles
and where a large number of electromagnetic processes occur (electric currents,
plasma waves, etc.). Its edge is called the magnetopause and its size can be esti-
mated by assuming a balance between the radiation pressure and the magnetic
pressure:

1

2
$swv

2 =
B2

8"
, (7.58)
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and since B2 = M2
d/R

6, the magnetopause size, Rmag, can be estimated by

Rmag =

!

M2
d

4"$swv2

"1/6

. (7.59)

(2) In non-magnetized objects possessing an atmosphere (such as Venus, Mars and
Titan), the solar wind interacts directly with the atmosphere’s outer ionized part
(the ionosphere). This layer can be characterized by its conductivity (*), associ-
ated electric field E = #V "Bip, and current density, J . The solar wind is then
deflected away from the ionosphere by a force F = J "Bip.

(3) In non-magnetized objects without atmospheres the interaction depends on the
body’s electrical nature: (a) conductive bodies (e.g. Europa, Ganymede and Cal-
listo) deflect the solar wind at the surface; (b) insulating obstacles (e.g. the Moon)
absorb the ions of the solar wind forming a plasma cavity.

On planets with atmospheres and strong magnetic fields, aurorae form around the
polar areas (Figure 7.11b, upper images). Aurorae are the ‘optical’ manifestation of the
interaction of energetic (accelerated) particles (electrons, ions or neutrals) that follow
the magnetic field lines, with the upper neutral atoms and molecules of the atmosphere.
This interaction generates emission in an ample wavelength range (X-rays, UV, visible,
IR and radio). On the Earth, Jupiter and Saturn they have a ring-like (oval) morphology
centred on the magnetic poles when observed outside the planet. The most energetic
events occur on Jupiter, where particles reach typical kinetic energies Ek $ 1–10 keV
with maximum values Ek (max) $ 100 keV and power $1012 W.

Particles from the solar wind and other sources (mainly high energy protons) become
trapped in the magnetic field lines close to the planet, and form a radiating plasma
flow called radiation belts (Figure 7.11b, lower image). On Earth they are located at a
distance R $ 2–3 R& and on Jupiter at R < 5 RJ. For example, electrons moving along
the magnetic field lines emit radio waves at the cyclotron frequency fc = eB/2"me with
an energy power

P (rad) $ B2vswRmag. (7.60)

The magnetic environment of the planets also interacts with the particles of the rings and
with the satellites with orbits within the magnetosphere. The most intense interaction
occurs between Jupiter and its satellite Io due to the large outflow of ions escaping from
the satellite. Io has a plasma torus extending along its orbit, formed by S+ and O+ ions
and a neutral cloud of Na (with S, O) supplied by its volcanic activity. Jupiter and Io are
connected by a plasma current of intensity I $ 1–3 " 106 A occupying a cross-sectional
area of 5 " 104 km2.

The existence of magnetic fields in giant exoplanets has been addressed following the
preceding scale arguments (Sánchez-Lavega 2004). In the case of ‘hot jupiters’ the prox-
imity to the parent star could cause the planet’s magnetic field to influence the star’s
chromosphere, manifested as variability in the spectral lines synchronized to the planet’s
orbital period, as has been recently claimed for HD 179949 (Shkolnik et al. 2003). For
extrasolar planets with intense magnetic fields, radio-emission from accelerated particles
could be detected in the near future because of the power dependence of the emission
on the square of the magnetic field intensity, as shown in Eq. (7.60) (Farrell et al. 1999;
Bastian et al. 2000).
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7.6. Conclusions

The future of Solar System exploration is promising, with many space missions planned
(up to 2025) by NASA, ESA and national space agencies (up to 2025): Mercury orbiters
(Messenger, Beppi–Colombo), Venus (Venus Express), the Moon (Smart 1, Chandrayaan-
1, Lunar Reconnaissance Orbiter), Mars (rovers and landers, Phoenix, Mars Science
Laboratory, Exomars), the asteroids (Dawn to orbit Vesta and Ceres), Jupiter (Juno,
JIMO (?), ESA mission), Saturn (Cassini up to 2008), Pluto and KBOs (Pluto Express,
and visit of the heliopause), comets (Deep Impact, Stardust, Rosetta). Many other mis-
sions will simultaneously explore the magnetic interplanetary environment and its inter-
action with the Sun’s activity.

In addition, ground-based and space-borne telescopes will play a fundamental role in
the study and classification of the population of minor bodies (asteroids, NEOs, NEAs,
KBO-TNOs and comets). Large telescopes with adaptive optics will also be important
in the study of the evolution of the dynamics of the atmospheres of the giant planets and
probably the only source of information for the atmospheres of Uranus and Neptune.
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Notes

The definition of a “planet” adopted in August 2006 in Prague during the International
Astronomical Union (IAU) General Assembly states that bodies in our Solar System fall
into one of the following categories:
(1) A planet is a celestial body that: (a) is in orbit around the Sun, (b) has su%cient

mass for its self-gravity to overcome rigid body forces so that it assumes a hydrostatic
equilibrium (nearly round) shape, and (c) has cleared the neighbourhood around its
orbit. The eight planets are: Mercury, Venus, Earth, Mars, Jupiter, Saturn, Uranus,
and Neptune.

(2) A “dwarf planet” is a celestial body that (a) is in orbit around the Sun, (b) has
su%cient mass for its self-gravity to overcome rigid body forces so that it assumes a
hydrostatic equilibrium (nearly round) shape, (c) has not cleared the neighbourhood
around its orbit, and (d) is not a satellite. At present the there are three dwarf
planets: Ceres, Pluto, and Eris.

(3) All other objects, except satellites, orbiting the Sun shall be referred to collectively as
“Small Solar System Bodies”. These currently include most of the Solar System
asteroids, most trans-Neptunian Objects (TNOs), comets, and other small bodies.
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8. Habitable planets around the Sun and
other stars

JAMES F. KASTING

This chapter gives an overview about planetary habitability, which is based on the assumption
that a habitable planet is one that supports liquid water on at least part of its surface. The
factors that have kept Earth habitable throughout most of its life are reviewed, as well as
those that made present-day Mars and Venus uninhabitable. These serve also as indicators for
the expected width of the habitable zone around solar-like stars. The last two sections cover the
causes for low abiotic O2 abundances expected in Earth’s early atmosphere, and the (biological)
origin of the current high concentrations of O2 and O3. Implications for the detectability of
biological activity on extrasolar planets are discussed.

8.1. Introduction

In this chapter, I have tried to present an overview of the topic of planetary habitability.
This topic can be broken down into three related questions: (1) what are the factors that
have kept the Earth habitable throughout most of its lifetime? (2) what has caused our
neighbouring planets, Mars and Venus, to be uninhabitable? and (3) what are the chances
that habitable planets exist around other main sequence stars, and how might we tell
if they are inhabited? I will briefly address each question, recognizing that it will be
impossible to do justice to any of them in the space of one short chapter. References to
the relevant literature are provided, and this should allow the interested reader to pursue
these topics further.

I begin this discussion by defining what I mean by the term ‘habitable’. In the context
of this chapter, a habitable planet is one that supports liquid water on at least part of
its surface. This definition, of course, presumes that all life is basically like us, i.e. it is
carbon-based and requires liquid water during some phase of an organism’s life cycle.
This assumption may or may not be true, but I will make no further apologies for it
here, as this is the only definition that makes practical sense until we learn otherwise.
Subsurface liquid water is also possible – indeed, both Mars and Jupiter’s moon Europa
may be habitable in this sense – but this is less interesting for astronomers because it is
di!cult or impossible to learn anything about this from remote observations. There are, of
course, additional requirements for habitability by some organisms, especially those which
we consider to be ‘advanced’. In particular, nearly all multicellular organisms (except
for certain filamentous bacteria) require molecular oxygen, O2, in order to respire. We
humans are among such organisms, and so the question of atmospheric O2 concentrations
is of particular interest to us.

The five talks that I presented at this workshop covered a broad variety of topics that
relate to the questions listed above. This review will touch on each of these. However,
special emphasis will be given to the question of abiotic O2 concentrations. This is partly
because the other climate-related topics have been reviewed elsewhere (Kasting 1987,
2002; Kasting & Catling 2003; Catling & Kasting 2007) and partly because the O2
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question is directly relevant to interpreting the data from future space-based telescopes
such as NASA’s Terrestrial Planet Finder (TPF) and ESA’s Darwin mission. O2, along
with its photochemical product O3, is one potential bioindicator that may tell us whether
life exists on planets outside our Solar System. Here, I will attempt to provide some insight
into how to interpret such a signal if we someday manage to observe it.

8.1.1. Long-term climate evolution on Earth

It is convenient to begin with the subject of long-term climate evolution. Both the Earth
and the Solar System itself have been in existence for some 4.55 billion years. (I shall
henceforth adopt geologists’ notation and use the notation ‘Ga’, or ‘giga-annum’, to mean
billions of years before present. Thus, the age of the Solar System is 4.55 Ga). Liquid
water has been present on or near Earth’s surface since about 4.4 Ga, based on the
oxygen isotope composition of zircon (zirconium silicate) minerals (Valley et al. 2002).
This should not be viewed as surprising, as models of Earth’s formation predict that
the planet’s surface should have cooled quickly once the main accretion period was over
(Zahnle et al. 1988). This does, however, help to confirm the prevailing view that most of
Earth’s volatiles, including water, were delivered early in the planet’s history. According
to (Morbidelli et al. 2000), most of Earth’s water came from volatile-rich asteroids from
the main asteroid belt region (2–3.5 AU). Comets are now thought to have delivered less
than 10 per cent of Earth’s water, based on the high D/H ratios of the three comets that
have been studied (Morbidelli et al. 2000).

The climate record

The first 700 million years of Earth history are called the Hadean Eon (Figure 8.1).
Little is known about this time period because few rocks have been preserved, other than
the zircon inclusions just mentioned. Consequently, little is known about the climate
during this time, either. Some authors (e.g. Walker 1985; Kasting & Ackerman 1986)
have suggested that the Earth was quite warm ("80–90 #C) as a consequence of the
greenhouse e"ect of a dense CO2-rich atmosphere. Others (Sleep & Zahnle 2001) have
suggested that most of Earth’s carbon was sequestered in the mantle, and that the Earth
was therefore cold because of the faintness of the young Sun (more on this below). My
own opinion is that the early Earth was warm, but this is at best an educated guess.
Perhaps future observations of other young, Earthlike planets will eventually provide
insight into this earliest period of Earth history.

The rock record begins to come into existence around 3.8 Ga, and the period from
3.8–2.5 Ga is called the Archaean. Even here we are not sure whether the climate was
warm or cold. Diamictites (rocks containing unconsolidated fragments resembling glacial
till1) have been found in the Witwatersrand Supergroup in South Africa (Crowell 1999)
in strata dated at 2.8 Ga. If these are glacial in origin – something that is not assured
because there is no corroborating evidence – then the climate was already relatively
cool by this time. In more recent history, polar ice appears to have been absent prior to
"35 million years ago (Ma), when surface temperatures were about 5 degrees warmer
than at present. The present mean surface temperature is 288 K, or 15 #C.

The next main eon of Earth history, 2.5–0.6 Ga, is called the Proterozoic Eon. By
this time, the rock record is much more complete, so we have a much better idea of
what conditions were like. Most of this period was ice-free, indicating that the climate
was warm. However, both the beginning ("2.3 Ga) and end (0.75–0.6 Ga) of this time

1 Glacial till is rocks that are dug up and transported by glaciers and deposited in piles
termed ‘morraines’.
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Figure 8.1. Geologic timescale showing warm and cold intervals.

period were marked by severe glaciations. In both cases, palaeomagnetic data imply that
continental-scale ice sheets existed within the tropics (Kirschvink 1992; Ho"man et al.
1998; Evans et al. 1977). This has led to the idea that these represent so-called ‘Snowball
Earth’ episodes, in which Earth’s entire surface was frozen. Although this idea remains
controversial, I personally think that it is correct, as climate models predict that this type
of behaviour is actually to be expected (Budyko 1969; Sellers 1969; Caldeira & Kasting
1992; Pollard & Kasting 2005).

Finally, the last 540 million years of Earth history is termed the Phanerozoic Eon.
During this time, Earth’s climate has alternated between warm and cold periods, with
two extended and one brief glaciation interspersed between longer periods of warmth.
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Figure 8.2. Diagram illustrating the faint young Sun problem. The solid curve represents solar
luminosity relative to today’s value. The two dashed curves represent Earth’s e!ective radiating
temperature, Te, and its mean surface temperature, Ts. The shaded area in between shows the
magnitude of the greenhouse e!ect. Constant CO2 (330 ppmv) and a fixed relative humidity
distribution were assumed in the (one-dimensional) climate model. From Kasting et al. (1988),
based on Gough (1981).

We are currently still in a glacial period, as evidenced by the presence of continental ice
sheets on Greenland and Antarctica. This use of the term ‘glacial period’ should not be
confused with the more pronounced glacial periods of the Pleistocene, when the polar
ice sheets covered much of Europe and North America.

The faint young Sun problem

Climate history is intriguing from a theoretical standpoint because the Sun has evi-
dently been getting brighter throughout this entire time. Figure 8.2 shows a solar lumi-
nosity curve based on Gough (1981). According to this calculation, the Sun was about 30
per cent less luminous when it formed. It has been gaining in luminosity as a consequence
of the gradual conversion of hydrogen into helium within its core.

It has occasionally been suggested that the young Sun may have been brighter than
the standard model because it was initially more massive, then lost significant amounts
of mass by way of an intense solar wind (e.g. Graedel et al. 1991; Boothroyd et al. 1991).
The luminosity of a star like the Sun is proportional to roughly the fourth power of its
mass (M4

$). Planetary orbits migrate outward as the star loses mass in such a way as
to conserve angular momentum; hence, the semi-major axis of Earth’s orbit, a, should
vary as M%1

$ . Putting these dependencies together with the inverse square law suggests
that the radiation flux hitting Earth’s surface should vary as M6

$. Fortunately, data have
recently become available that help to constrain this possibility. Wood et al. (2002) used
the Hubble Space Telescope to measure excess ‘astrospheric’ absorption in Ly ! radiation
coming from a set of nearby young solar-type stars. The upper limit on integrated mass
loss over time is about 3 per cent of a solar mass. If this same limit applied to the young
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Sun, then solar flux at the Earth may originally have been higher by a factor of 1.036

"= 1.2, largely cancelling the luminosity decrease predicted by the standard solar model.
Nearly all of the observed mass loss appears to occur within the first 200 million years of
a star’s history, however, corresponding to a date of 4.35 Ga for Earth. This is too early
in Earth’s history to a"ect anything in the rock record other than the zircons mentioned
earlier. The faintness of the young Sun is therefore a real problem that must be addressed
in any model of Earth’s climate history.

Also shown in Figure 8.2 is Earth’s e"ective radiating temperature, Te, and its surface
temperature, Ts. Te is determined by balancing incoming solar energy at visible/near-IR
wavelengths with outgoing energy at thermal-IR wavelengths, treating the planet as a
black body:

"T 4
e =

S

4
(1 %A). (8.1)

Here, " is the Stefan–Boltzmann constant (5.67 & 10%8 W m%2 K%4), S is the solar flux
at Earth’s orbit (currently 1370 W m%2), and A is Earth’s albedo ("0.3). Plugging in
these values yields Te = 255 K. The observed mean surface temperature is Ts = 288 K.
The di"erence between these values, 33 K, is caused by the greenhouse e"ect of Earth’s
atmosphere. To generate Figure 8.2, two di"erent greenhouse gases were assumed, CO2

and H2O, and a one-dimensional (globally averaged) climate model was used to calculate
surface temperature. The CO2 concentration was held fixed, while H2O was made variable
by assuming a fixed distribution of relative humidity. This causes the H2O abundance to
increase (decrease) as the climate warms (cools), creating a positive feedback loop that
amplifies the e"ect of solar luminosity changes on Earth’s surface temperature.

The CO2–climate feedback

Taken literally, Figure 8.2 predicts that Earth’s surface would have been frozen prior
to "2.0 Ga. We have already seen, though, that this was not the case. If anything, the
first half of Earth’s history was warmer than the second. It is not di!cult to think of
mechanisms for warming the early climate. Rather than listing all the possibilities (see
Kasting & Catling 2003 for these), I shall focus on the two most likely mechanisms. The
first involves significantly higher concentrations of atmospheric CO2. There is a good
reason why CO2 levels may have been higher in the distant past, as first explained by
Walker et al. (1981). It is illustrated in Figure 8.3, which shows the processes involved in
the inorganic carbon cycle, sometimes called the carbonate–silicate cycle. This cycle is
thought to exert most of the control over atmospheric CO2 concentrations on timescales
exceeding "1 million years. (The faster organic carbon cycle is important on shorter
timescales, including human ones; however, on long timescales it controls atmospheric O2,
not CO2.) The carbonate–silicate cycle begins when CO2 dissolves in rainwater to make
carbonic acid, H2CO3. This weak acid dissolves silicate rocks on the continents, releasing
Ca++, Mg++ and HCO%

3 (bicarbonate) ions into groundwater. This water flows down
to the oceans in streams and rivers. There, various organisms, notably the planktonic
foraminifera, use these substances to make shells out of calcium carbonate, CaCO3.
When the organisms die, they fall into the deep ocean. There, most of them dissolve;
however, a small percentage are preserved in sediments on the ocean floor. The sea
floor spreads away from the midocean ridges as part of the plate tectonic cycle that
renews our surficial geology. At certain plate boundaries, the sea floor is subducted down
into the mantle. When this occurs, the carbonate sediments are heated up and undergo
metamorphism, reforming as silicate minerals and releasing gaseous CO2, which goes
back into the atmosphere from volcanoes.
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Figure 8.3. Diagram illustrating the carbonate–silicate cycle.

The implications of this cycle for the faint young Sun problem are reasonably clear.
When the climate gets colder, the hydrologic cycle slows down, and the rate of silicate
weathering slows down with it. Volcanism continues, however, partly because the mean
lifetime of sea floor is much longer than 1 million years (more like 60 million) and partly
because there is additional volcanic release of CO2 from hotspots like Hawaii and from
the midocean ridges themselves. Hence, when the climate cools, the CO2 loss process
slows down while the production of CO2 continues unabated. The atmospheric CO2 con-
centration then increases until the surface becomes warm again and equilibrium can be
re-established in the cycle. During most of Earth’s history, this cycle has prevented us
from getting too cold. Occasionally, however, the controls break down for reasons that
are still debated, and Earth slips into a global Ice Age. These are the Snowball Earth
episodes, mentioned earlier, that occurred near the beginning and end of the Proterozoic.
When this happens, silicate weathering ceases almost entirely, and volcanic CO2 accu-
mulates in the atmosphere until the greenhouse e"ect becomes large enough to melt the
ice. This requires about 0.1 bar of CO2 and 30 million years, according to Caldeira &
Kasting (1992). (But see Pierrehumbert 2004; Pollard & Kasting 2005, for variations on
these numbers.) Evidence that such a process actually did occur is provided by ‘cap car-
bonate’ deposits overlying the glacial diamictites of the Late Proterozoic (Ho"man et al.
1998).

The negative (stabilizing) feedback on climate provided by the carbonate–silicate cycle
is important for another reason: it has implications for the outer edge of the liquid water
‘habitable zone’ around the Sun and other stars. Imagine what would happen if one
could slowly push Earth outward from its current orbit, leaving everything else about
the planet unchanged. The climate would cool, and CO2 would build up in the atmo-
sphere until equilibrium was re-established in the carbonate–silicate cycle. Eventually,
this stabilizing mechanism would break down because the CO2 would start to condense.
However, current estimates of the habitable zone width (Kasting et al. 1993) are rather
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generous as a consequence of this feedback mechanism, which was neglected in earlier
estimates (Hart 1978, 1979).

The importance of CH4

For Earth, CO2 is probably not the only greenhouse gas that was present at higher con-
centrations in the distant past. Methane (CH4) is another greenhouse gas that is of minor
importance today but which could have been much more abundant earlier in Earth’s his-
tory. Unlike CO2, CH4 has predominately biological sources. The largest of these today
are cows and rice paddies. What these two sources have in common is anaerobic (O2-
free) microenvironments in which methanogens can live. Methanogens, or methanogenic
bacteria, are micro-organisms that make their metabolic living by producing CH4. The
starting materials for methanogenesis vary; however, nearly all methanogens can utilize
the reaction: CO2 + 4H2 ' CH4 + 2H2O. Both CO2 and H2 are produced by volcanism;
hence, the starting materials for methane production were probably present on the early
Earth.

Methanogens are also thought to be evolutionarily ancient, based on analysis of their
ribosomal RNA (rRNA) (Woese & Fox 1977). Ribosomes are organelles within cells in
which proteins are made. Ribosomal RNA evolves slowly over time, as most changes to
the protein-manufacturing apparatus within a cell are fatal. Hence, di"erences in rRNA
sequences reflect evolutionary changes in the distant past. Methanogens are all found on
a single, low-lying branch of the rRNA tree, consistent with the idea that they evolved
early in Earth’s history.

The other reason why CH4 is likely to have been more abundant on the early Earth is
that atmospheric O2 was scarce until about 2.3 Ga. (More on this below.) The absence
of O2 changes the photochemical lifetime of CH4. Today, most CH4 is destroyed in the
troposphere by reaction with the hydroxyl radical, OH. The reaction sequence is:

O3 + h#($ < 310 nm) ' O2 + O(1D),

O(1D) + H2O ' 2OH,

CH4 + OH ' CH3 + H2O,

CH3 + O2 + M ' CH3O2 + M ' · · · ' CO (or CO2) + H2O, (R1)

where M represents a third molecule, necessary to carry o" the excess energy to make two
other molecules stick in a collision. On the early Earth both O2 and O3 were scarce; hence,
this reaction sequence did not operate e"ectively. OH would still have been produced by
direct photolysis of water vapour:

H2O + h# ' H + OH. (R2)

However, most of this OH would have reacted with H2 rather than CH4. The main loss
process for CH4 in such an atmosphere is photolysis at wavelengths shorter than 145 nm.
Most of the solar flux below this cut-o", about 5 & 1011 ph cm%2 s%1, is in the Ly ! line
at 121.6 nm.

The consequence of all this is that the predicted lifetime of CH4 in the early atmosphere
is "10 000 years, as compared to 10–12 years today (Pavlov et al. 2001). Hence, the same
biological production rate that leads to 1.7 ppmv (parts per million by volume) of CH4

in the modern atmosphere would have produced over 1000 ppmv, equivalent to a volume
mixing ratio of 10%3, in the Archaean atmosphere. This is enough CH4 to have had
a substantial e"ect on climate, as shown in Figure 8.4. This figure, from Pavlov et al.
(2000), shows one-dimensional climate model calculations of mean surface temperature as
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Figure 8.4. Solid curves represent mean surface temperature calculated by a one-dimensional
climate model for various amounts of atmospheric CO2 and CH4. The time is 2.8 Ga, and the
solar luminosity is 80% of the present value. The two dashed curves represent the freezing point
of water and the upper limit on atmospheric pCO2 derived from paleosols (see text). From
Pavlov et al. 2000. New unpublished calculations show that the greenhouse e!ect due to CH4 is
overestimated here. However, some of it can be recovered by including other hydrocarbon gases,
especially C2H6.

a function of CO2 partial pressure and CH4 mixing ratio. The calculation was performed
for a time around 2.8 Ga when solar luminosity was "80 per cent of the present value.
The horizontal dashed line represents the freezing point of water. The other dashed curve
is an upper limit on atmospheric CO2 derived from palaeosols (ancient soils) by Rye
et al. (1995). This limit should be regarded with caution, as it is based on the absence
of a particular mineral (siderite, FeCO3) and there may be other explanations for this;
however, it provides some support for the idea that methane levels were high at this time.
In Figure 8.4, one should note that the zero-CH4 curve (bottommost solid curve) crosses
the freezing point of water at a CO2 partial pressure well above the palaeosol upper limit.
By contrast, the fCH4 = 10%3 curve achieves surface temperatures of 280–290 K even for
CO2 levels no higher than today ("370 ppmv, or 3.7 & 10%4 bar). This, again, supports
the hypothesis that atmospheric CH4 was abundant at this time.

The actual Archaean climate story may have involved yet another complexity. When
CH4 becomes more abundant than CO2 in the atmosphere, its photochemistry changes
radically (Zahnle 1986; Pavlov et al. 2001). Instead of oxidizing to CO2 or CO, it poly-
merizes to form higher hydrocarbons. These hydrocarbons can condense to form organic
haze, similar to the haze observed today on Saturn’s moon, Titan. The haze absorbs sun-
light high up in the stratosphere and re-radiates it back to space, thereby producing an
anti-greenhouse e"ect that cools the surface (McKay et al. 1991; Pavlov et al. 2001). The
climate may thus have been stabilized by a negative feedback loop involving methane
production, haze formation and surface temperature.

At some time near 2.3 Ga, atmospheric O2 levels increased dramatically and the
whole situation changed. Atmospheric CH4 levels dropped, the greenhouse e"ect was
diminished, and the climate became cold. This conjecture is supported by direct evi-
dence from rocks in the Huronian Supergroup in southern Canada (Figure 8.5), first
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Figure 8.5. Stratigraphic sequence from the Huronian Supergroup in southern Canada. The
entire sequence was deposited between 2.45 Ga and 2.2 Ga. The three glacial diamictite layers
are underlain by sediments containing detrital uraninite and pyrite (indicating low atmospheric
O2) and are overlain by red beds (indicating high O2). After Young 1991.

studied by Roscoe (1969, 1973). These rocks, which were laid down between 2.45 and
2.2 Ga, contain three glacial layers (diamictites). Below the lowermost glacial layer, in
the Matinenda Formation, one finds detrital pyrite and uraninite. As discussed further
below, these minerals are considered as evidence for low atmospheric O2 levels. Above
the uppermost glacial layer, one finds the Lorraine red bed formation, which is evidence
for high atmospheric O2. Hence, this stratigraphic sequence supports the story outlined
above, in which CH4 played a major role in climate during the Archaean and earliest
Proterozoic. Indeed, CH4 may have continued to play a significant role in climate dur-
ing the mid-Proterozoic as well because of enhanced production from marine sediments
(Pavlov et al. 2003); however, this goes beyond the scope of this chapter.

8.2. Venus, Mars and the habitable zones around the Sun and
other stars

The discussion of the previous section explains why Earth has remained habitable
throughout most or all of its history. Abiotic climate stabilization by CO2 and possible
biotic stabilization by CH4 both seem to have been involved. There are clearly limits, how-
ever, to how robust these climate stabilization mechanisms may be, as evidenced by the
observation that they do not appear to have worked on our neighbouring planets, Mars
and Venus. Venus is a dry burning hell with no liquid water and a surface temperature
of 730 K. Mars is a frozen desert with a mean surface temperature of 218 K.
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Figure 8.6. Diagram illustrating the ‘runaway’ and ‘moist’ greenhouse e!ects on Venus. The
horizontal axis is the solar flux relative to the present flux at Earth. The solid curve represents
surface temperature; the dashed curve represents stratospheric H2O mixing ratio. After Kasting
1988.

8.2.1. Venus: runaway and ‘moist’ greenhouses and loss of water

The story of how Venus came to be the way it is has been told and retold several times.
Important early work was by Ingersoll (1969) and Rasool & DeBergh (1970). In both
papers, the authors assumed that Venus accreted wet and lost its water by way of a
runaway greenhouse e"ect. This idea is consistent with the concept, mentioned earlier,
that the water came originally from the asteroid belt region. If the H2O-bearing plan-
etesimals came from beyond the orbit of Mars, then it is likely that all four terrestrial
planets would have accreted substantial amounts of water. Some planets (e.g. Earth) may
have received more than others, however, if the impactors included large planetesimals,
so that the statistics of small numbers were involved (Morbidelli et al. 2000). Evidence
that Venus has lost at least a modest amount of water is provided by the extremely
high D/H ratio in Venus’ atmosphere, about 150 times that of Earth (Donahue et al.
1982). If both planets started out with the same D/H ratio in their initial water inven-
tories, then Venus must have had at least 150 times more H2O than it has at present
("30 ppmv in the lower atmosphere). Loss of some D, along with H, would allow Venus’
initial water inventory to be much larger, perhaps approaching that of Earth (Kasting
& Pollack 1983). (Earth has "105 times as much water as Venus does today.)

A more recent attempt to study Venus’ atmospheric evolution was made by Kasting
(1988). Figure 8.6 summarizes the results of that study. In these calculations, which
were begun while I was working with James Pollack at NASA Ames, we performed
a hypothetical numerical experiment in which we pushed the present Earth closer to
the Sun, keeping track of its surface temperature and planetary radiation balance. (In
practice, this was done as an inverse calculation in which the planet’s surface temperature
was varied, and a one-dimensional climate model was used to calculate the solar flux
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required to sustain it.) The solar flux, of course, increases as the inverse square of the
orbital distance as the planet moves inwards. The solid curve in Figure 8.6 shows surface
temperature as a function of the e"ective solar flux, S/S0 (the solar flux relative to
that of present Earth). The surface temperature increases slowly at first, then jumps to
extremely high values ("1500 K) when S/S0 reaches 1.4. The last of the water disappears
when the surface temperature rises above the critical temperature for water, 647 K. The
surface pressure of this steam atmosphere (which assumes a full terrestrial ocean of water,
1.4 & 1021 l) is 220 bar. This is a true ‘runaway greenhouse’ atmosphere, in my preferred
terminology. Venus’ orbital radius is 0.723 AU, so S/S0 = 1.91, placing the planet well
within the runaway greenhouse regime.

The limit of planetary habitability is reached much sooner than this, however. The
dashed curve in Figure 8.6, which goes with the scale on the right, represents the calcu-
lated stratospheric H2O mixing ratio. This mixing ratio increases rapidly near S/S0 = 1.1
and approaches unity for S/S0 > 1.2. The key physics here, which was first elucidated by
Ingersoll (1969), is that the tropopause ‘cold trap’ for water vapour becomes ine"ective
at high surface temperatures. The technical reason for this behaviour is that the large
latent heat release from cloud formation lowers the tropospheric lapse rate (dT/dz), so
that the convective troposphere extends up to very high altitudes. Once water vapour
becomes a major constituent of the stratosphere, it can be readily photolysed by solar
UV radiation. The hydrogen escapes to space, the oxygen goes back and reacts with
the planet’s surface, so the net result is loss of water. (Note that, in a low-O2 atmo-
sphere, water vapour can be photolysed in the troposphere as well, as pointed out in
the previous section. However, this does not result in increased loss of hydrogen to space
because the by-products of H2O photolysis, H and OH, can recombine to form H2O,
which can then condense out as a liquid. That is why it is necessary to understand
the technical details of the hydrogen escape process, which are discussed in the next
section.)

The calculations just described can be used to estimate the position of the inner edge
of the habitable zone, or HZ. According to the inverse square law, the solar flux at which
water loss becomes rapid (S/S0 = 1.1) corresponds to an orbital distance of "0.95 AU.
This estimate for the inner edge of the HZ is precisely the same as that estimated by
Hart (1978). The agreement is coincidental, however, as the two climate models were very
di"erent, and because Hart’s model experienced a true runaway greenhouse (complete
evaporation of the oceans) at this flux, whereas the Kasting (1988) model experienced
what I termed a ‘moist’ greenhouse, in which a liquid ocean was still present even as the
water was being lost. The moist greenhouse model is favoured for early Venus if Venus
received a large initial complement of water and if clouds (which were neglected in these
calculations) cooled the climate, as seems likely. This model can also better explain the
loss of the last "10 per cent of Venus’ water because the presence of an ocean should
have kept most of Venus’ CO2 sequestered in carbonate rocks, thinning the atmosphere
and allowing the tropopause cold trap to become established at a later phase in Venus’
climate history.

8.2.2. The climate of early Mars

Mars presents the opposite problem from a planetary habitability standpoint. Mars orbits
at 1.524 AU, so the solar flux is only 43 per cent of the terrestrial value. All other things
being equal, this should make the martian climate much colder than that of Earth. And
it is. As mentioned earlier, Mars’ mean surface temperature is 218 K, or %55 #C, way
below the freezing point of water. (Seawater, being salty, freezes at %2 #C. Even dense
brines freeze at temperatures of %30 #C.) To be sure, climate models predict that surface
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Figure 8.7. Solid curves represent mean surface temperature of Mars for di!erent values of its
relative present-day solar flux, S/S0, and for di!erent surface pressures. A CO2–H2O atmosphere
was assumed, and the tropospheric relative humidity was set to unity (to produce an upper limit
on surface temperature). From Kasting 1991.

temperatures do climb above 0 #C at noontime near the equator; however, any water ice
that is present probably sublimates, rather than melting, because the surface pressure
(6–8 mbar) is not much above the triple point pressure for water, 6.1 mbar. Kahn (1985)
has provided a nice discussion of the physics of this process. (Indeed, Kahn suggests that
the surface pressure is regulated at a point where transient liquid water just fails to exist,
preventing further conversion of atmospheric CO2 into carbonates.)

The interesting thing about Mars, from a climatologist’s standpoint, is that Mars does
not appear to have been cold throughout its history. Fluvial channels have been observed
on Mars’ surface by various spacecraft sent there since the early 1970s. Some of the most
recent photographs (Malin & Edgett 2000; Mangold et al. 2004) have been taken at high
resolution and provide convincing evidence for ‘persistent’ stream flow and relatively
warm palaeoclimates. Surface observations by the Mars Exploration Rovers have revealed
minerals, such as haematite ‘blueberries’, that must have formed in contact with liquid
water (Squyres et al. 2004).

What makes these observations particularly puzzling is that most of the fluvial features
are found on heavily cratered parts of the martian surface. From studies of lunar cratering
(which include radiometrically dated Moon rocks), we believe that most of the cratering in
the inner Solar System occurred at or prior to 3.8 Ga, during the time interval referred
to as the ‘heavy bombardment period’. This makes the problem of explaining Mars’
early warmth even more di!cult, as the Sun was less than 75 per cent of its current
brightness at that time. Consequently, climatologists (including myself) have struggled to
find a self-consistent mechanism for keeping early Mars warm. Gaseous CO2 and H2O by
themselves are not adequate to do the job. Figure 8.7, from Kasting (1991), shows surface
temperatures calculated by a one-dimensional climate model for various CO2 partial
pressures and solar fluxes. Mars’ surface pressure today is 0.006 bar, and its atmosphere
is nearly pure CO2. According to this model, for present Mars (S/S0Mars = 1), a CO2
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partial pressure of "3 bar would be su!cient to bring the mean surface temperature up
above freezing. If S/S0Mars < 0.85, however, no amount of CO2 would be su!cient to do
this. The reasons are twofold: (1) as temperatures become cooler, condensation of CO2

within the troposphere reduces the convective lapse rate, thereby lowering the greenhouse
e"ect, and (2) high CO2 partial pressures lead to increased Rayleigh backscattering
of incoming solar radiation, thereby raising the planetary albedo. The combination of
these two factors makes it impossible to warm early Mars using this mechanism. For
S/S0Mars = 0.75 (the value at 3.8 Ga), the maximum surface temperature achieved in
this model is 225 K – nearly 50 degrees below the freezing point.

As one might expect, there are various ways out of this dilemma. Real planets are of
course three-dimensional, not one-dimensional, so it is possible that parts of the martian
surface could have been above freezing even if the mean surface temperature was low.
So far, no one has repeated these calculations with a three-dimensional climate model. I
predict, however, that this will not solve the problem. Indeed, it is likely to exacerbate it
instead. CO2 condensation in the cold polar regions becomes an important consideration.
And ice albedo feedback, which was not included in the one-dimensional calculations,
may also become a factor. In part, this depends on the amount of water with which Mars
was initially endowed. If it was largely covered by oceans, like Earth, then ice albedo
feedback would be a huge problem. Recent 1.5-dimensional climate modelling suggests
that mean planetary surface temperatures below about %5 #C are unsustainable in these
circumstances; hence, the climate of a wet planet will either be Earthlike, or will resemble
Snowball Earth. This result holds true regardless of planetary obliquity (Kasting 1991).
Mars’ obliquity is thought to vary chaotically from 0–60# as a consequence of gravitational
interactions with the other planets (Laskar & Robutel 1993; Touma & Wisdom 1993).

Other solutions to the problem of the martian palaeoclimate also exist. Forget & Pierre-
humbert (1997) suggested that CO2 clouds themselves may have warmed the climate by
creating a ‘scattering’ greenhouse e"ect. This might work; however, it requires nearly
100 per cent cloud cover, which is unlikely for condensation clouds such as these. Venus
and Titan both have nearly 100 per cent cloud cover, but in both cases the clouds are
formed photochemically from some other non-condensable gas (SO2 for Venus, CH4 for
Titan). Earth’s H2O clouds, and martian CO2 clouds, form primarily on updrafts and
are thus unlikely to provide complete surface coverage. (On Earth, clouds obscure about
60 per cent of the surface.)

Another possibility is methane. We have seen earlier that CH4 is thought to have
played a major role in Earth’s palaeoclimate. Perhaps it did the same thing for early
Mars. Most of Earth’s CH4 is biological, however. Hence, high CH4 concentrations on
early Mars may imply the presence of life. We have begun to investigate this possibility
using the same climate model used to generate Figure 8.4; however, we have not published
the results because we are trying to correct problems with CH4 absorption in the near-IR
region. Some support for the idea that CH4 was important on early Mars comes from
recent reports that there may be "10 ppbv (parts per billion by volume) of CH4 in the
present martian atmosphere (Mumma et al. 2003; Formisano et al. 2004; Krasnopolsky
et al. 2004). These measurements are all on the verge of spectroscopic believability, so
one should retain some scepticism about this result. If it is correct, though, it may imply
that there are methanogens (or their martian equivalents) living at depth within some
subsurface aquifer. This is not inconceivable. Putting a high-resolution spectrometer into
orbit around Mars to further test this possibility is an excellent idea.

In any case, even though we cannot claim to understand the climate of early Mars,
we can use the results shown in Figure 8.7 to obtain a (conservative) estimate for the
outer edge of the HZ. If we restrict ourselves to greenhouse warming by gas-phase CO2
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and H2O, the lowest solar flux at which Mars’ mean surface temperature can be raised
above freezing corresponds to S/S0( = 0.43 & 0.85 = 0.37. This, in turn, corresponds
to an orbital distance of 1 AU & (1/0.37)0.5 = 1.64 AU. The presence of widespread,
optically thick CO2 ice clouds could conceivably raise this value to "2.0 AU (Forget &
Pierrehumbert 1997; Mischna et al. 2000).

Why then is Mars not presently habitable? This question is not too di!cult to answer.
Mars is much smaller than Earth ("0.1 Earth mass), and consequently it cooled o" much
faster. Thus, there is by this time little or no active volcanism or plate tectonics to recycle
carbonate rocks back into gaseous CO2. An Earth-sized planet at Mars’ orbital distance
would probably be habitable, but Mars itself is small, dry and cold. Clearly, other factors
besides orbital distance are required to ensure planetary habitability.

Finally, one can also use these results to estimate the width of the continuously hab-
itable zone (CHZ) around the Sun. The CHZ is the region that remains habitable over
some specified time period, usually taken as the lifetime of the Solar System, 4.6 Ga. As
the Sun was only 70 per cent as bright at the beginning of this time, the outer edge of the
HZ would have been in at 1.64 AU & 0.70.5 = 1.37 AU (or, if one uses the more optimistic
estimate of 2.0 AU for the outer edge of the present HZ, the CHZ outer edge would be
at 1.67 AU). This is equivalent to saying that early Mars could have been warmed by
CO2 clouds if they were su!ciently widespread.

8.2.3. Habitable zones around main sequence stars

One can put together calculations like those discussed in the previous two subsections to
estimate the width of the habitable zone around the Sun and other main sequence stars.
The results of doing so are summarized in Figure 8.8, which shows the zero-age-main-
sequence HZ around stars in the mass range of about 0.1–2.5 M$. One can only make
such a plot for a particular time in the star’s history. Stars brighten with age, massive
stars faster than smaller ones, so their HZs migrate outward at di"erent rates as time
goes by.

The basic results shown in Figure 8.8 are intuitive. The HZ moves outward for brighter,
bluer stars and inward for dimmer, redder stars. It remains roughly the same width on
a log scale, however. Thus, if planets around other stars are spaced logarithmically,
as they are in our own Solar System, the chances of finding one within the HZ are
reasonably good ("50 per cent) (Kasting et al. 1993). Problems arise, though, for stars
too di"erent from the Sun. Hot, blue stars have short main sequence lifetimes and they
emit much of their energy at UV wavelengths. The UV radiation could pose problems
for life, particularly prior to the rise of atmospheric O2. Once O2 becomes abundant in a
planet’s atmosphere, even planets around F-stars would be well shielded from UV because
of the development of a thick ozone layer (Kasting et al. 1997; Segura et al. 2003). For
planets around dim red stars, two other problems arise. First, the HZ moves within the
star’s tidal locking radius. Thus, a planet within the HZ would be in danger of developing
synchronous rotation (one side always facing towards its parent star), just as the Moon
rotates synchronously around the Earth. This could prove fatal towards habitability, as
the atmosphere and ocean could freeze out on the night side to form a giant ice cap.
However, as pointed out by Joshi et al. (1997), planets that are relatively far out in their
HZs should build up dense CO2 atmospheres that could transfer heat e"ectively from
their daysides to their nightsides. Thus, some M-star planets could remain habitable.
Another way out of this problem is illustrated by the behaviour of the planet Mercury
in our own Solar System. Mercury is within the Sun’s tidal locking radius (Figure 8.8);
however, it does not rotate synchronously. Rather, it was on its way to doing so when
it became trapped in a 3:2 spin–orbit resonance, in which it remains today. (Mercury’s
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Figure 8.8. Diagram showing the boundaries of the liquid water habitable zone for stars of
di!erent masses at the time when they first enter the main sequence. The nine planets in our
Solar System are shown. The dashed curve represents the 4.5-Gyr tidal locking radius, i.e. the
distance within which a planet’s spin would become tidally locked over that time interval. From
Kasting et al. 1993.

mass distribution is slightly asymmetric, so its lowest energy state is found when the
axis corresponding to its smallest moment of inertia is pointed towards the Sun when
the planet is at perihelion.)

8.3. Abiotic oxygen levels on the Earth and Earthlike planets

Climate is an important factor in determining whether a planet might be habitable,
but it is not the only one. For multicellular, eukaryotic organisms like plants, animals
and humans, molecular oxygen (O2) is another fundamental requirement. (Eukaryotes
are organisms whose cells have nuclei; prokaryotes, including Bacteria and Archaea, are
single-celled organisms whose cells lack nuclei.) O2 is used by eukaryotes, and by some
prokaryotes as well, for respiration, in which it is combined with organic matter to pro-
duce energy for metabolism.

O2 is important for another reason as well. Along with its photochemically produced
product, O3 (ozone), O2 is perhaps the best biomarker gas that might be used for remote
life detection. O2 has a strong absorption band at 0.76 µm, just beyond visible wave-
lengths, so it could potentially be observed by a space-based coronagraph such as NASA’s
TPF-C mission. Furthermore, nearly all of the O2 in Earth’s atmosphere is produced bio-
logically by the process of photosynthesis,

CO2 + H2O ' CH2O + O2. (R3)
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Hence, under most circumstances, the detection of O2 in the atmosphere of an extrasolar
planet would be synonymous with the detection of life. There are, however, certain easily
imaginable situations under which free O2 could be produced abiotically in a planet’s
atmosphere. The most obvious of these is a post-runaway greenhouse planet, like early
Venus, that started its life with lots of water, then lost it through photodissociation and
escape of hydrogen to space (Kasting 1997). A somewhat less obvious case is a frozen
planet, like Mars but a little bit bigger, that could retain its atmosphere e"ectively but
that was too small to maintain a volcanic source of reduced gases (Kasting 1997). Such
a planet could lose hydrogen relatively slowly but still build up O2 because its oxygen
sinks would be small.

In this section, I outline the basic processes governing hydrogen escape, and I describe
how one can estimate atmospheric O2 levels on a planet like the prebiotic Earth.

8.3.1. A historical perspective on the abiotic O2 problem

It may be worthwhile beginning with a brief historical perspective on the problem of
computing O2 levels on the prebiotic Earth. This problem has been of interest to both
geologists and biologists for many years because of its possible relevance to the origin of
life and to early biological evolution. The first scientists to make a serious attempt to
solve this problem were Berkner and Marshall (1964, 1965, 1966, 1967). These authors
correctly deduced that a net abiotic source of O2 could be provided by photodissociation
of H2O followed by escape of hydrogen to space. They also realized that both O2 and H2O
are photolysed at approximately the same wavelengths, shortward of "240 nm. Most of
the H2O is confined to the troposphere, the lowest 10–15 km of Earth’s atmosphere,
whereas O2 is well mixed up to "100 km altitude. Thus, Berkner and Marshall reasoned
that O2 should build up by this process until it became abundant enough to shield H2O
from photolysis. In their model, this occurred at an O2 concentration of 10%4%10%3 PAL.
(PAL means ‘times the present atmospheric level’.)

Following their work, Brinkmann (1969) came along and published his own solution
to this problem. Despite adding an additional, crustal loss process for O2, he predicted
abiotic O2 concentrations as high as 0.27 PAL. If this result were correct, then it would
be hopeless to use O2 as a biomarker. In constructing his model, however, Brinkmann
assumed (for reasons that remain unclear) that precisely 1/10 of the H atoms produced
by H2O photolysis eventually escape to space. As demonstrated below, this fraction is
enormously larger than the fraction of H atoms that actually escape. Hence, the key to
solving the abiotic O2 problem is to understand the factors that control hydrogen escape.
The next section describes what we know about this process.

8.3.2. Escape of hydrogen to space / the di!usion-limited flux

Continuing our historical perspective for the moment, the first researcher to correctly
elucidate the factors controlling hydrogen escape from Earth was Hunten (1973). Prior
to Hunten, Sir James Jeans had shown that hydrogen (and helium) could be lost to space
by evaporation from the exobase. The exobase, at "500 km altitude, is the height at which
the atmosphere becomes collisionless. H atoms (or H2 molecules) that are moving upwards
at this height at speeds exceeding the escape velocity, 11 km s%1, have a good chance
of escaping. Mathematical descriptions of this process can be found in Walker (1977),
Chamberlain & Hunten (1987) and in many other upper atmosphere texts. Because
Earth’s upper atmosphere is hot (1000 K at solar minimum, 2500 K at solar maximum),
H atoms in the high-energy tail of the Maxwell–Bolzmann velocity distribution generally
have enough energy to do this. This thermal escape process is often termed ‘Jeans escape’
in honour of the person who first described it.
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What Hunten discovered (from studies of Saturn’s moon Titan) was that hydrogen
escape can also be limited at lower altitudes. The escaping hydrogen must move by
di"usion through the non-escaping background gas, which for Earth consists primarily
of N2 and O2. The static background gas slows the escape of hydrogen by creating
friction. Mathematically, Hunten showed (but see Walker 1977 for a lucid discussion)
that the di"usion is most limiting at the homopause, near 90–100 km altitude. Above the
homopause, gases move relative to each other by the process of molecular, or Fickian,
di"usion. Below the homopause, transport of gases is dominated by turbulence and large-
scale motions, collectively parameterized as ‘eddy di"usion’. The maximum upwards flux
of hydrogen at the homopause is proportional to the total mixing ratio of hydrogen in
all of its chemical forms, ftot(H):

%lim(H) "= 2.5 & 1013ftot(H) molecules cm%2s%1. (8.2)

Here, the total hydrogen mixing ratio is given by the sum of the mixing ratios of each
H-bearing species, weighted by the number of H atoms it contains

ftot(H) = f(H) + 2f(H2) + 2f(H2O) + 4f(CH4) + · · · . (8.3)

The term ‘mixing ratio’ denotes fractional amount by volume, equivalent to ‘mole frac-
tion’. The constant factor in Eq. (8.2) depends weakly on the mixture of chemical
forms of hydrogen at the homopause. The leading factor is "2 & 1013 for atomic H
and 4 & 1013 for H2, and the dominant H-bearing species at Earth’s homopause are H
and H2.

What makes Eqs. (8.2) and (8.3) useful is that the total hydrogen mixing ratio is
nearly constant between the tropopause ("10 km) and the homopause. This is intuitively
clear, as photochemical reactions can neither create nor destroy hydrogen atoms; rather,
they merely convert one form of H-bearing gas into another. Below the tropopause,
H2O can condense and so the total hydrogen mixing ratio is not constant with alti-
tude. At the tropopause, the dominant H-bearing species are H2O ("3 ppmv) and CH4

("1.7 ppmv). Because CH4 contains twice as many H atoms as does H2O, both gases
make approximately equal contributions to the escape rate. Thus, the escape rate of
hydrogen from the modern Earth is approximately

%lim(H) "= 2.5 & 1013 · [2(3 & 10%6) + 4(1.7 & 10%6)]

= 3.2 & 108 H atom cm%2 s%1. (8.4)

This number has been compared with H escape rates estimated from spacecraft observa-
tions (e.g. Liu & Donahue 1974) and has been shown to be in good agreement. At solar
minimum, the Jeans escape rate is actually somewhat slower than this; hence, hydro-
gen escape could in theory be limited at the exobase rather than at the homopause.
In practice, however, there are also several non-thermal hydrogen escape processes, e.g.
charge exchange with hot H+ ions in Earth’s magnetosphere, that allow H atoms to
escape. Thus, the di!usion-limited flux predicted by Eqs. (8.2) and (8.3) provides a good
estimate to how fast hydrogen escapes from the modern Earth.

Already one should be able to tell from this discussion where both Berkner & Mar-
shall and Brinkmann went wrong. The escape rate of hydrogen into space is not sim-
ply related to the H2O photolysis rate. In the low-O2 photochemical models described
below, H2O is photolysed at an extremely rapid rate in the troposphere, 1012–1013 cm%2

s%1; however, escape rates are 2–3 orders of magnitude lower than this. It is the total
mixing ratio of hydrogen in the stratosphere that matters, not how fast H2O is pho-
tolysed. In the extreme case of a very quiescent M-star, where no short-wavelength UV
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photons were available, photolysis of H2O might itself become the limiting factor. How-
ever, for most actual stars, the processes described above are the ones that should be
considered.

8.3.3. Balancing the atmospheric hydrogen budget: first-order calculation

Once one understands the factors that control hydrogen escape, it now becomes possible
to reliably estimate the atmospheric O2 concentration on an abiotic, or prebiotic, Earth.
The trick is to first balance the atmospheric hydrogen budget. Balancing the atmospheric
hydrogen budget is equivalent to balancing the oxygen budget – it is just easier to do
because most of the inputs to and outputs from the atmosphere are in the form of H2. The
first researcher to do this calculation was Walker (1977). Photolysis of H2O followed by
escape of hydrogen to space is the source for O2. Sinks for O2 are provided by oxidation
of reduced volcanic gases and of reduced minerals at Earth’s surface. The volcanic gases
are more readily oxidized than is the surface; hence, they provide the most potent O2

sink.
How can one estimate the flux of reduced volcanic gases? This is not an easy task.

Instrumenting volcanoes globally with gas detectors would be completely unfeasible.
However, there are ways around this problem. One can estimate these numbers indirectly
by analyzing the global carbon cycle. In particular, one must look at the inorganic, or
carbonate–silicate cycle. (The organic carbon cycle, which is both faster and more familiar
to most people than the inorganic cycle, is irrelevant to this discussion.) Walker did this
in his 1977 book. The most reliable and up-to-date numbers, however, come from Holland
(1978, 1984, 2002). Holland’s approach is to start from dissolved bicarbonate (HCO%

3 )
concentrations in rivers. This bicarbonate derives from atmospheric CO2 that was used
in weathering of surface rocks, mostly silicates and carbonates. From considerations of
mass balance, one can show that over long timescales the rate of silicate weathering must
equal the rate at which CO2 is outgassed from volcanoes. By combining the measured
bicarbonate concentrations in river water with the (known) global flux of river water
into the oceans, one can derive a number for the total CO2 loss rate, "6 & 1012 mol
yr%1. If the global carbonate–silicate cycle is currently in a steady state, then the CO2

outgassing rate must be equal to this value. (Note that the global organic carbon cycle is
clearly not in a steady state, largely as a consequence of the burning of fossil fuels. This
is causing atmospheric CO2 levels to rise and may well be causing the Earth to warm
at the same time. Thus far, though, the temperature increase has been relatively small,
<1 #C, and so its e"ect on weathering rates and the carbonate–silicate cycle should be
minimal.)

Having obtained the CO2 outgassing rate, one then applies two additional logical
steps to get the reduced gas flux. From observations we know that the ratio of H2O to
CO2 in volcanic gases varies between "10 and 50 (Holland 2002). We can also predict
theoretically that the ratio of H2 to H2O in volcanic gases is "0.02 (Holland 2002).
This prediction comes from assuming thermodynamic equilibrium between these two
gases:

H2 + 1/2 O2 ) H2O, (R4)

and then setting the oxygen fugacity equal to its value in equilibrium with typical silicate
melts. (The term ‘fugacity’ is equivalent to ‘partial pressure’ and is used to describe
the activity of a gas in equilibrium with a given mineral assemblage.) The ratio of 0.02
comes from using an oxygen fugacity near the QFM (quartz–fayalite–magnetite) synthetic
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bu"er, which is thought to be representative of most of Earth’s upper mantle. When one
combines all these numbers together, one gets a volcanic H2 flux,

%out(H) "= 5 & 1012 mol yr%1, or 3.7 & 1010 H atom cm%2 s%1

(Holland 2002). Other reduced gases such as CO and SO2 are also present in volcanic
emissions, but according to Holland’s analysis H2 is by far the most abundant reduced
species.

We are now in a position to say something about abiotic O2 concentrations. H2 released
from volcanoes would have been a sink for O2 via reaction (R4). The actual reaction would
not be an equilibrium one, as shown in (R4). Rather, it would have been catalysed by
the photolysis byproducts of H2O, e.g.

H2O + h# ' H + OH

H2 + OH ' H2O + H (&2)

H + O2 + M ' HO2 + M

H + HO2 ' 2OH

H + OH + M ' H2O + M

Net 2H2 + O2 ' 2H2O. (R5)

Meanwhile, the net abiotic source for O2 would have come from photolysis of H2O fol-
lowed by escape of H to space. To estimate this rate, go back to Eq. (8.4) above. However,
this time, we want to count only those H atoms that are coming from H2O, not those
coming from CH4. Given that there are 3 ppmv of H2O in the lower stratosphere, the H
escape rate from water vapour is

%lim(H) "= 2.5 & 1013 · 2(3) & 10%6

= 1.5 & 108 H atom cm%2 s%1. (8.5)

This number is about 250 times smaller than the hydrogen outgassing rate estimated
above. (To convert these numbers to O2 production and loss rates, one needs to divide
each of them by four. However, their ratio remains the same.) Hence, it is clear that,
using numbers for the modern Earth, the abiotic sink for O2 is much larger than the
abiotic source. This implies that the H2 that is outgassed from volcanoes cannot be used
up by reacting with the oxygen left behind from photolysis of water vapour. Rather, that
H2 must either somehow combine with CO2 to form organic matter that can be buried
in sediments, or it must escape to space.

On the prebiotic Earth, with no organisms available to catalyse the reaction of H2

with CO2, the rate of production of organic matter was probably small. Thus, most
of the outgassed H2 should have escaped to space. We can obtain a lower bound for
the H2 concentration in the atmosphere by assuming that H2 escaped at its maximum,
di"usion-limited rate. To do this, we employ Eqs. (8.2) and (8.3) once again, but we can
now neglect all contributions to the total hydrogen mixing ratio except for that from H2,
i.e. we set ftot(H) "= 2f(H2) and then equate the escape rate with the outgassing rate,
yielding

2.5 & 1013 · 2f(H2) = %out(H) = 3.7 & 1010 H atom cm%2 s%1,

or

f(H2) = 3.7 & 1010/(5 & 1013) "= 7 & 10%4. (8.6)
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These numbers are all approximate, so for convenience we will just round this to f(H2) "=
10%3. Thus, at a minimum, the prebiotic atmosphere should have contained about 0.1 per
cent H2. This number could have been higher if volcanic outgassing was faster in the past
(as seems likely) or if hydrogen escaped to space at less than the di"usion-limited rate.
Recent numerical calculations of hydrodynamic escape rates from H2-rich atmospheres
(Tian et al. 2005) suggest that the escape should have been relatively slow, in which case
H2 could have built up to concentrations of several tens of per cent. This uncertainty
in the actual H2 concentration is acceptable in the sense that we are mostly interested
in calculating an upper limit on the abiotic O2 concentration. If we can show that this
upper limit is below measureable thresholds, then we can still have confidence that an
actual detection of O2 in a planet’s atmosphere would be indicative of life.

8.3.4. More rigorous calculation of the atmospheric hydrogen budget

For most purposes, the estimation of atmospheric H2 concentrations outlined in the
previous section is su!cient, as volcanic outgassing and escape to space appear to be the
dominant terms in the atmospheric hydrogen budget. There are, however, other processes
that should a"ect the H2 concentration to some extent. These bear on the issue of possible
false positives for (biotic) O2; hence, a brief discussion of them is included here.

To begin, one should realize that when we talk about balancing either the atmospheric
hydrogen budget or the oxygen budget, we are really talking about balancing the atmo-
spheric redox budget. Or, to put it another way, we are balancing the flux of available
electrons in the system. This can be illustrated by considering the e"ect of volcanic
outgassing of reduced gases other than H2. Take carbon monoxide, CO, as an example.
According to Holland (2002), the volcanic flux of CO is "5 per cent that of H2. Most of
the CO that is outgassed is eventually oxidized to CO2. The direct oxidation reaction is:
CO + OH ' CO2 + H. The required oxygen atom comes from H2O originally, though,
so the reaction that is relevant to the redox budget is:

CO + H2O ' CO2 + H2. (R6)

Hence, each mole of CO that is outgassed is equivalent to one mole of H2. Similarly, one
can show that each mole of outgassed CH4 is equivalent to four moles of H2:

CH4 + 2H2O ' CO2 + 4H2. (R7)

So outgassed CH4 should enter into the redox budget with a stoichiometric coe!cient
of 4. (For this more detailed calculation it is convenient to keep track of the hydrogen
budget in terms of H2 molecules, rather than H atoms, as was done in the previous
section.)

In addition to volcanic outgassing, the atmosphere can also gain or lose reducing power
(hydrogen) by rainout of soluble species that are produced photochemically within the
atmosphere. For example, one such species is formaldehyde, H2CO. If we start from H2

and CO2, then the relevant redox reaction is

CO2 + 2H2 ' H2CO + H2O. (R8)

Hence, for each mole of H2CO that rains out, the atmosphere loses two moles of H2.
We are presuming here that the H2CO goes into the ocean and is lost in some manner,
e.g. by polymerizing to form sugars that precipitate out to form sediments. (Obviously,
in doing such a ‘rigorous’ calculation, one needs to worry about what happens to the
species once they enter the ocean.)
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Rainout of oxidized species has just the opposite e"ect on the atmospheric hydrogen
budget. For example, hydrogen peroxide, H2O2, is formed photochemically from reactions
such as: OH + OH + M ' H2O2 + M. If the OH comes originally from H2O, the net
reaction is

2H2O ' H2O2 + H2. (R9)

Hence, for each mole of H2O2 that rains out, the atmosphere gains one mole of H2. In this
case it is easier to think of what happens to the gas once it enters the ocean. The deep
oceans, at least, should have contained significant concentrations of reduced (ferrous)
iron, so the H2O2 would be consumed by oxidizing ferrous iron to ferric iron.

It should be clear from the foregoing discussion that one needs to have some refer-
ence redox state from which to calculate changes in H2. We have already taken H2O
as the reference state for H-bearing gases and CO2 as the reference state for C-bearing
gases. This is done for convenience: if H2O and CO2 are defined as ‘neutral’ reference
states, then one does not need to keep track of the flux of these gases into and out
of the atmosphere (which would, after all, be virtually impossible to do!). For conve-
nience, we also define N2 and SO2, respectively, as the reference states for N-bearing
and S-bearing gases. One can then assign stoichiometric coe!cients to each gas (or par-
ticle). As a final example, production of elemental sulfur particles, S8, can be written
as

8SO2 + 16H2 ' S8 + 16H2O. (R10)

So the stoichiometric coe!cient of S8 in the redox budget is 16.
Having made these assignments, we can now express the redox budget in the form

#out(H2) + #out(CO) + 4#out(CH4) + 3/2#out(NH3) + 3#out(H2S) + #rain(ox)

= #esc(H2) + #rain(red). (8.7)

Here, #out(i) represents the volcanic outgassing flux of species i, #rain(ox) and #rain(red)
are the rainout rates of oxidized and reduced species, respectively, and #esc(H2) is the
hydrogen escape rate to space, here expressed in terms of H2 molecules (or moles). In
a photochemical model, e.g. Pavlov et al. (2001), the rainout terms are each composed
of two separate terms, one representing scavenging of gases by raindrops and the other
representing direct surface deposition of gases into the ocean.

In practice, the rainout terms and the additional outgassing fluxes in Eq. (8.7) are
typically only "10 per cent of the outgassing and escape flux of H2. That is why we were
able to neglect them in the discussion of the previous subsection. However, there is one
circumstance in which these terms could become quite important. Consider a planet that
is like Earth in terms of climate and water abundance, but which is too small to maintain
a substantial volcanic outgassing flux of reduced gases. (Mars, for example, satisfies this
latter condition but not the former.) The only term remaining on the left hand side of
Eq. (8.8), then, is #rain(ox). If one neglected this term, then one would predict that
escape of H2 from H2O photolysis could lead to essentially unlimited buildup of O2.
On this hypothetical Earthlike planet, however, rainout of oxidants such as H2O2 and
H2SO4 will balance the hydrogen budget at an H2 concentration of "10%4 (Kasting
et al. 1984), ensuring that the abiotic O2 level remains small. Essentially, the rainout
of oxidants provides an e!cient mechanism for oxidizing a planet’s surface. Models that
do not include this term, e.g. Selsis et al. (2002), predict unrealistically large abiotic O2

concentrations on planets that lack volcanism.
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In actuality, of course, Mars does not have an Earthlike climate, and so rainout of
oxidants does not occur. Why, then, does Mars not build up O2 indefinitely? The answer
has to do with Mars’ small size and correspondingly low gravity (about 1/3 that of Earth).
Photochemical processes in Mars’ upper atmosphere, e.g. dissociative recombination of
O2

+ (O2
+ + e ' O + O), produce non-thermal O atoms that have su!cient energy to

escape (McElroy et al. 1977). This limits Mars’ O2 concentration to "0.1 per cent. If Mars
was, say, twice as massive as it is (but still not big enough to sustain volcanism), these
non-thermal loss processes for O would be ine"ective, and O2 might well accumulate
to much higher concentrations. This type of pathogenic situation could lead to a false
positive detection of life by TPF or Darwin. Thus, we should exercise care in interpreting
any O2 signal from a planet lying beyond the outer edge of the liquid water habitable
zone.

8.3.5. Abiotic O2 levels

After all this discussion we are finally ready to present what might be a realistic estimate
of the O2 concentration in an abiotic, or prebiotic, atmosphere. As mentioned previously,
Walker (1977) was the first to do this calculation. Walker calculated only the surface
O2 concentration. He got a number near 104 O2 molecules cm%3, corresponding to a
mixing ratio of "10%15. This is slightly lower than my own estimate for the surface
O2 mixing ratio, "10%13. If we are interested in using O2 as a biomarker in remote
planetary atmospheres, however, we need to know its vertical profile as well. To calculate
this, one needs to have a photochemical model that has resolution in the vertical. In
such a model, one calculates photodissociation rates and other photochemical reaction
rates as a function of altitude. One also needs to account for vertical mixing of gases by
both eddy and molecular di"usion, as discussed earlier in this section. Typically, eddy
mixing is assumed to occur at present mixing rates (which are empirically determined).
This, of course, is a possible source of error when considering atmospheres other than
our own, and so sensitivity studies must be performed in order to determine how changes
in vertical mixing might a"ect the calculations.

Typical results from such a one-dimensional photochemical model calculation are
shown in Figure 8.9. The assumed H2 mixing ratio is "10%3, following the discussion
in the previous subsections. A 1-bar atmosphere consisting of 80 per cent N2 and 20 per
cent CO2 has been assumed. This is roughly enough CO2 to compensate for the 25 per
cent fainter young Sun back around 4 Ga. Although it cannot be seen from Figure 8.9,
it is indeed the case that the ground-level O2 concentration is very low, "10%13 PAL
(present atmospheric level). The O2 mixing ratio increases rapidly with altitude, how-
ever, up to a peak value of "10%3 at 60 km. This high-altitude peak in O2 concentration
is a consequence of photolysis of CO2 followed by recombination of O atoms to form
O2:

CO2 + h# ' CO + O, (R11)

O + O + M ' O2 + M. (R12)

Here, ‘M’ represents a third molecule necessary to carry o" the excess energy of the
collision. Note that these reactions are not a net source of O2 because the CO atoms
produced by reaction (R1) flow downwards into the lower atmosphere where they com-
bine with O2 to reform CO2. This reaction, like others discussed earlier, is mediated by
the by-products of water vapour photolysis. Note also that despite the relatively high
O2 concentration in the upper stratosphere, the O2 column depth is <10%6 times the
present O2 column depth in Earth’s atmosphere. This is too small to be detected by a
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Figure 8.9. Vertical profiles of major gases in a weakly reduced prebiotic atmosphere. The
assumed surface pressure is 1 bar. The H2 mixing ratio is determined by balancing the volcanic
outgassing rate with the di!usion-limited escape rate of hydrogen to space. From Kasting 1993.

low-resolution spectrometer and, hence, would yield a negative detection of photosynthetic
life, consistent with the assumptions that went into the model.

8.4. The rise of oxygen and ozone

At some time close to 2.3 Ga, Earth’s atmosphere underwent a dramatic change. In
place of the H2, and then later CH4, that had dominated its redox balance, signifi-
cant concentrations of free O2 began to appear in the atmosphere. As pointed out in
Section 8.2, the accompanying decrease in CH4 concentrations may have thrown the
climate into a deep-freeze and led to the first Snowball Earth glaciation(s).

8.4.1. A few thoughts on the rise of atmospheric O2

This chapter is long enough already, and so I will not launch into a detailed discussion
of the rise of O2. There is no reason to do so here, particularly as this topic has been
recently and extensively reviewed elsewhere (Holland 1994, 2002; Kasting & Catling
2003; Catling & Kasting 2006). Su!ce it to say that a variety of geological evidence,
first compiled by Cloud (1972), suggests that 2.3 Ga marked a sharp transition from
basically anoxic to O2-rich conditions. The evidence has been greatly buttressed in the
last few years by new data on sulphur isotopes, which show evidence for so-called ‘mass-
independent’ fractionation prior to this time (Farquhar et al. 2000, 2001; Kasting 2001;
Pavlov & Kasting 2002; Ono et al. 2003). Unless new S-isotope data are uncovered that
contradict the observed pattern, it seems safe to assume that the timing of the initial O2

rise is now well determined.
This does not, however, imply that the rise of atmospheric O2 is well understood. A

number of interesting questions remain. One of the key questions is why did O2 lev-
els increase at 2.3 Ga when the organisms thought to be responsible for producing it,
cyanobacteria (formerly called ‘blue-green algae’), appear to have arisen at least 500 mil-
lion years earlier (Brocks et al. 1999)? Carbon isotope data imply that production of O2

was occurring at rates comparable to today (Kump et al. 2001). Thus, the sinks for O2
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Figure 8.10. Vertical profiles of temperature (panel a) and ozone number density (panel b) as
a function of atmospheric O2 level for an Earthlike planet orbiting our Sun. ‘PAL’ means ‘times
the present atmospheric level’. From Segura et al. 2003.

must have been larger in the Late Archaean; however, the details of this explanation are
not understood.

Another question is how high did O2 levels go immediately following its initial rise, and
what has been the subsequent time history of atmospheric O2 concentrations? Canfield
(1998), Canfield et al. (2000) and others (Anbar & Knoll 2002) have argued that the deep
oceans remained anoxic (and sulphidic) during most of the Proterozoic. This suggests
that atmospheric O2 levels remained significantly lower than today, at least until 600–
800 million years ago. As mentioned at the end of Section 8.2, such a scenario might
imply that CH4 remained an important greenhouse gas throughout this part of Earth
history, too.

8.4.2. The rise of ozone

The rise of atmospheric O2 should have been accompanied by a corresponding rise in
atmospheric ozone, O3. Ozone is interesting for at least two reasons: (1) it shields Earth’s
surface from damaging solar UV radiation in the 200–300 nm wavelength range; and
(2) it can be an e"ective biomarker gas by way of its 9.6 µm band in the thermal
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Figure 8.11. Calculated shape of the ozone 9.6-µm absorption band (a) and the O2 0.76-µm
band (b) for the atmospheric models shown in Figure 8.10. From Segura et al. 2003.

infrared. The calculation of ozone concentrations as a function of O2 has been done
many times, starting with Berkner & Marshall (1966). The most recent calculations have
been done with coupled one-dimensional photochemical and radiative-convective models.
An example is shown in Figure 8.10. As O2 levels are decreased from the present value,
the peak O3 density decreases and moves downward in the stratosphere. This causes
stratospheric temperatures to decrease, as absorption of solar UV radiation by ozone is
the process that keeps Earth’s stratosphere warm in the first place. The interesting result
of doing this calculation, shown in Figure 8.11a, is that the strength of the O3 9.6-µm
band actually remains more or less constant down to 10%2 PAL of O2. By contrast, the
0.76-µm band is nearly gone at this O2 level (Figure 8.11b). The decreased column depth
of ozone at lower O2 levels is compensated by the decrease in temperature, resulting in
a greater contrast between the hot surface and the cold stratosphere. As others have
pointed out (Leger et al. 1993), this makes ozone a particularly sensitive indicator of
atmospheric O2. However, it also means that it is di"cult or impossible to distinguish
between various high levels of O2 from observations of the ozone 9.6-µm band.
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8.5. Conclusion

This review has been of necessity incomplete. To do justice to the topic of atmospheric
evolution and planetary habitability would require writing a full book – something that
I hope to accomplish within the next few years, but that has not yet been done. Here,
though, I have tried to make several fundamental points.

(1) Earth’s climate has been stabilized over long timescales by negative feedbacks
involving both CO2 and CH4. The CO2 feedback is abiotic and would operate on
any Earthlike planet that had both liquid water and volcanism. The CH4 feedback
is biological and would only operate on planets, like Earth, that were inhabited
with methane-producing organisms.

(2) A consequence of these stabilizing feedbacks is that the liquid water habitable zone
around the Sun, and around stars not too dissimilar from the Sun, is relatively wide.
Thus, from the standpoint of climate, the chances of finding other Earthlike planets
around other stars are relatively good.

(3) Earth’s prebiotic atmosphere was mildly reducing, with H2 mixing ratios of 10%3

or higher and with O2 concentrations too small to be observed by a low-resolution
spectrometer like that envisioned for TPF. O2 (and O3) are therefore good poten-
tial biomarkers on most conceivable Earthlike planets. Planets just outside the
boundaries of the habitable zone, though – a runaway greenhouse planet like early
Venus, or a slightly larger version of present-day Mars – could conceivably develop
O2-rich atmospheres in the absence of life.

(4) O2 and O3 both rose to observable concentrations in Earth’s atmosphere about 2.3
billion years ago. The timing of the initial O2 rise is now well established but the
precise reason why it rose when it did is not fully understood. Whether or not O2

will be present on other Earthlike planets is a question that can only be settled
by future space-based observations by projects such as NASA’s Terrestrial Planet
Finder and ESA’s Darwin mission. Hopefully, the young generation of researchers
at this winter school (and some of us older generation types, too!) will see this
happen within their scientific careers and will contribute to the success of these
missions.
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9. Biomarkers of extrasolar planets and
their observability

FRANCK SELSIS, JIMMY PAILLET AND FRANCE ALLARD

The first space-borne instruments able to detect and characterize extrasolar terrestrial planets,
Darwin (ESA) and TPF (Terrestrial Planet Finder, NASA), should be launched at the end of the
next decade. Beyond the challenge of planet detection itself, the ability to measure mid-infrared
(Darwin, TPF-I) and visible (TPF-C) spectra at low resolution will allow us to characterize the
exoplanets discovered. The spectral analysis of these planets will extend the field of planetary
science beyond the Solar System to the nearby Universe. It will give access to certain plane-
tary properties (albedo, brightness, temperature, radius) and reveal the presence of atmospheric
compounds, which, together with the radiative budget of the planet, will provide the keys to
understanding how the climate system works on these worlds. If terrestrial planets are su!-
ciently abundant, these missions will collect data for numerous planetary systems of di"erent
ages and orbiting di"erent types of stars. Theories for the formation, evolution and habitability
of the terrestrial planets will at last face the test of observation. The most fascinating perspec-
tive o"ered by these space observatories is the ability to detect spectral signatures indicating
biological activity. In this chapter, we review and discuss the concept of extrasolar biosigna-
tures or biomarkers. We focus mainly on the identification of oxygen-rich atmospheres through
the detection of O2 and O3 features, addressing also the case of other possible biomarkers and
indicators of habitability.

9.1. Introduction: the search for habitable worlds

The search for habitable terrestrial planets raises considerable scientific and philosoph-
ical interest. However, it is technically much more di!cult than the detection of giant,
short period planets. Terrestrial planets at habitable orbital distance do not su!ciently
perturb the trajectory of their parent star to produce an indirect detectable feature, and
their brightness, 106 to 1010 times lower than the stellar one, is diluted within the di"rac-
tion pattern of the star. Among the projects aiming at the detection of terrestrial planets,
the first to come will search for planetary transits, observing continuously for months
or years selected dense fields of stars. These space missions are COROT (CNES, Rouan
et al. 1998), Kepler (NASA, Borucki et al. 1997) and Eddington if re-scheduled by ESA
(Roxburgh and Favata 2003). These missions will give us statistics on the abundance of
terrestrial planets, their size, period and orbital distance. The first projects for the direct
detection of terrestrial planets, Darwin (ESA, Léger et al. 1996, Volonte et al. 2000) and
TPF (Terrestrial Planet Finder, NASA, Beichman et al. 1999), are not expected before
2014. Darwin is an infrared observatory (7–20 µm) based on the ‘nulling interferometry’
technique. This method, combining the light from several free-flying mirrors, allows one
to dim the light from the central star and to increase the contrast between the star and
possible planets (Bracewell 1978; Ollivier 1999). The TPF program consists of two dis-
tinct missions. With launch scheduled in 2014, TPF-C will be an optical (0.5–0.8 µm)
coronograph using an elliptic (4 m ! 6 m) telescope, while a second component, TPF-I,
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Published by Cambridge University Press.
C" Cambridge University Press 2007.
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will be an infrared nulling interferometer similar to Darwin. TPF and Darwin will expand
the field of planetary science to other systems by providing some characterization of the
detected planets. We can expect to learn about their size, temperature, climate and
composition, and thus about their habitability. This would already be a major leap in
science, justifying by itself and by far these ambitious instruments, but the perspective
to search for biosignatures gives these telescopes an even more fascinating dimension.

The emergence and evolution of life on Earth was made possible by the chemical
composition, size, mass and orbital properties of our planet, as described in Chapter 8.
Furthermore, the mass, diversity and productivity of the biosphere reached such a level
that life became a key agent of the global geochemical cycles, making Earth a di"erent
world. As a consequence, the Earth observed from space exhibits some atmospheric and
surface properties that would not be found in the absence of life. These biosignatures
(or biomarkers) are extremely numerous and the presence of life would be obvious for
an observer based on a nearby planetary system and using a ‘supertelescope’ providing
unlimited spatial and spectral resolutions. However, observed from a few parsecs away
and with the best instruments we should be able to build during the next decade, the
image of the Earth shrinks into a single pixel, whose light can only be dispersed with a
very low resolution. Although the immense majority of the signs of life are lost in this
situation, we will see in this chapter that some spectral features (mainly due to our
oxygen-rich atmosphere) would still reveal the existence of the biosphere. This means
that life on Earth could be suspected or detected by a distant observer possessing the
technology we are now developing. Therefore, not only are we about to design telescopes
to detect terrestrial exoplanets around the closest stars, but also to search for inhabited
ones.

9.2. The search for spectroscopic biosignatures

As soon as photons coming from a planet can be distinguished from those coming
from a star, a spectral analysis is feasible within the available signal-to-noise ratio and
sensitivity. The physical and chemical properties of the planets and their atmosphere can
be studied. The spectroscopy of extrasolar planetary atmospheres is a very young science
that has given its very first results only recently. Some atmospheric compounds (Na, H, C,
O) were detected in the upper atmosphere of a hot jupiter (HD 209458b) in absorption
during a transit. This was the first spectral information gained on the atmosphere of
an exoplanet (Charbonneau et al. 2002; Vidal-Madjar et al. 2004a,b). In 2005, the space
telescope Spitzer was able to detect the infrared emission from two transiting hot jupiters
(HD 209458b and TrES-1) by measuring the decrease in infrared luminosity occurring
when the planet is eclipsed by its star (Deming et al. 2005; Charbonneau et al. 2005).

As life on Earth has strongly modified the planet (atmosphere, ocean, surface), can
we use this fact to distinguish spectroscopically the presence of a similar ecosystem on
another planet? In the particular case of Earth, O2 is fully produced by the biosphere,
with less than 1 ppm coming from abiotic processes (Walker 1977). Cyanobacteria and
plants are responsible for this production by using the solar photons to extract hydrogen
from water and using it to produce organic molecules from CO2. This metabolism, called
oxygenic photosynthesis, can be summarized as follows:

2H2O
# + CO2 + photons $ CH2O + H2O + O#

2

(* indicates that the O atoms in O2 originate from water).
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Figure 9.1. Synthetic spectra of the Earth from UV to IR. These graphs show the spectrum
of the Earth at two di"erent resolution powers (R = 100 and 25) computed with the model
PHOENIX (Paillet et al., in prep.). The intensity is given as a fraction of the solar intensity.
The features produced by atmospheric species and the spectroscopic ranges of Darwin and
TPF-C are indicated. Note the disappearance of the 0.76 µm O2 band at R = 25.

The reverse reaction, using the oxygen to oxidize the organics produced by photo-
synthesis, can occur abiotically when organics are exposed to free oxygen, or biotically
by eukaryotes breathing O2 and consuming organics. Because of this balance, the net
release of O2 in the atmosphere is due to the burial of organics in sediments. Each
reduced carbon that is buried frees an O2 molecule in the atmosphere. This net release
rate is also balanced by the exposure and weathering of fossilized carbon. The oxidation
of reduced volcanic gases such as H2 or H2S also accounts for a significant fraction of
the oxygen losses. While respiration recycles the 1018 kg of O2 contained in the atmo-
sphere in less than 10 000 yr, the geochemical recycling is much slower and takes about
10 Myr. On the other hand, the abiotic production rate of O2 due to the photoly-
sis of atmospheric H2O followed by the escape of H to space is more than 100 times
lower than the abiotic loss due oxidation of rocks and volcanic gases. This is due to
the small abundance of H2O (10%6) above the tropopause and the di"usion-limited loss
of hydrogen to space (see Chapter 8). At the present loss rate, it would take more
than 1 Gyr to build up the present O2 level in the total absence of oxygen loss by
oxidation.

On the basis of these arguments, Owen (1980) suggested searching for O2 as a tracer
of life. In a famous paper, Sagan et al. (1993) analyzed a spectrum of the Earth taken by
the Galileo probe, searching for signatures of life. They concluded that the large amount
of O2 and the simultaneous presence of CH4 traces are suggestive of biology. Moreover,
the detection of a widespread red-absorbing pigment with no likely mineral origin sup-
ports the hypothesis of biophotosynthesis. Recently Arnold et al. (2002) and Woolf et al.
(2002) independently recorded spectra of earthshine on the Moon (the light reflected by
the Earth, then by the Moon back to the Earth). They observed the signatures of oxy-
gen and ozone, and searched for the specific albedo of vegetation. Instead of searching
directly for O2, Angel et al. (1986) suggested considering O3 and its mid-infrared band
at 9.6 µm, which produces a strong feature in the Earth’s emission. At this wavelength,
the star/planet brightness contrast is 1000 times more favourable than in the visible (see
Figure 9.1). Léger et al. (1993) have investigated the O3 feature as a tracer of O2 in plan-
etary atmospheres and the use of O3 as a tracer of oxygen-rich atmospheres sustained
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by life. This concept is at the root of Darwin, as proposed to ESA by Léger et al. (1996),
and of TPF-I (Terrestrial Planet Finder, Beichman et al. 1999).

9.3. Oxygen and ozone as biosignatures

In order to investigate the astrobiological possibilities of the Darwin/TPF missions,
it is necessary to estimate the risk of false positive and false negative detection. A false
positive case results from the detection of an abiotic feature that is wrongly attributed
to some form of biological activity. On the other hand, a false negative case occurs when
an inhabited planet does not present any of the features sought, whether because the
dominant metabolisms do not produce the required biosignature or because this biosig-
nature is undetectable or masked by some other process. In the following, we address the
relevance of searching for spectroscopic features of O2 and O3 to detect extraterrestrial
ecosystems. It has to be clearly stated here that the presence of a biosphere does not
imply an oxygen-rich atmosphere. Earth’s biosphere had existed for at least 1 Gyr and
probably more in an anoxic atmosphere (see Chapter 8). The non-detection of O2 or O3

on an exoplanet cannot, then, be interpreted as the absence of life. But, as we will see,
some causes can prevent us from identifying O2 or O3 in an oxygen-rich atmosphere.
Such a case is what we consider a false negative.

9.3.1. O3 as a tracer of O2-rich atmospheres

Is ozone a good tracer of oxygen-rich atmospheres? The answer depends obviously on the
wavelength range considered. The range giving the best contrast between the stellar and
planetary emission is the mid-infrared, around 10 microns, where the thermal emission
from terrestrial planets peaks. In this spectroscopic window, O2 itself does not have a
vibrational transition, while O3 exhibits a strong band centred on 9.6 µm. This band
(and also the H2O bands) produces a strong feature in the Earth’s infrared emission that
makes our planet distinguishable from any other in the Solar System (see Figures 9.1
and 9.2).

Ozone is produced in the atmosphere by a unique chemical reaction:

O + O2 + M & O3 + M,

where M is any compound. This reaction is not very e!cient as it requires at the same
time a high enough pressure (because of the third body), and oxygen atoms that are
produced at lower pressures and at upper altitudes, where photolysis of O2 by UV can
occur.

In contrast, ozone can be e!ciently destroyed by a large number of reactions. In the
Earth’s atmosphere, these are dominated by catalytic cycles involving trace species such
as hydrogenous compounds (H, OH, HO2), nitrogen oxides (NOX) and chlorine com-
pounds (ClOX). These species have various origins and their amount depends on the
nature and the intensity of the bio-productivity, the thermal profile of the atmosphere,
human pollution and many other parameters. Without these compounds, an atmosphere
made only of N2 and O2 would contain ten times more O3. As the amount of O3 in
an O2-rich atmosphere strongly depends on the abundance of trace species with vari-
ous origins and complex behaviours, it is di!cult to extrapolate the chemistry of our
present atmosphere to any other planet that would host an oxygen-producing ecosystem.
However, for a given atmospheric composition, the amount of O3 is weakly sensitive to
the total amount of O2, as seen in Figure 9.3. The abundance of O3 also varies with
the spectral distribution of the incoming stellar radiation. O3 production depends on
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the availability of oxygen atoms and therefore on the photolysis of O2 by the UV radia-
tion. However, more UV radiation also enhances ozone destruction, directly by photolysis,
but mostly indirectly due to the increased photochemical production of highly reactive
radicals. For atmospheric compositions similar to that of the Earth, numerical simula-
tions show a quantity of O3 increasing with the UV flux (Selsis 2000; Segura et al. 2003).
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This property could play a very important role in the surface habitability by providing
an ozone shield tuned to the level of incoming lethal UV radiation.

The detectability of the O3 feature, or its depth in the infrared spectrum, depends
on the atmospheric profiles of ozone abundance and temperature. The ability to detect
the 9.6 µm band of O3, with a low resolution (!/#! < 25: only 1 or 2 bins for the O3

band) and with a signal-to-noise ratio less than 10, requires a deep feature. On Earth,
the O3 band is saturated and would still be for O3 column densities 10 or even 100 times
lower. Therefore, what produces the feature in the spectrum is the di"erence beween
the brightness temperature of the continuum (given by the temperature of the surface
and/or the clouds) and the temperature of the ozone layer (where the opacity of O3

is 1). On average, in the case of the Earth the ozone layer is cooler than the surface
and its band appears as an ‘absorption’ feature. However, it is possible (for instance
over the Antarctic) to see the ozone band locally (as well as the 15 CO2 µm band)
above the continuum, appearing as an ‘emission’ feature. Also, as the clouds are cooler
than the surface, cloudiness significantly decreases the depth of the atmospheric bands
in the infrared.

What could happen in an extrasolar O2-rich atmosphere? The complex coupling
between radiation, photochemistry and temperature prevents us from generalizing the
processes occurring in the Earth’s atmosphere and requires detailed and self-consistent
modelling. For instance, ten times less O3 would produce less stratospheric warming and
the altitude where the ozone opacity is 1 would be lower: these are two factors that
would make the ozone feature deeper. By using a numerical code that simulates the pho-
tochemistry of a wide range of planetary atmospheres, we have simulated a replica of our
planet orbiting di"erent types of stars (Selsis 2000): an F-type star (more massive and
hotter than the Sun) and a K-type star (smaller and cooler than the Sun). The orbital
distance was chosen in order to give the planet the Earth’s e"ective temperature (by
receiving the same energetic flux): 1.8 and 0.5 AU respectively for the F- and the K-type
star. Scaling the energetic flux allows us to consider habitable planets irradiated by a
non-solar spectrum: the contribution of the UV range (150–400 nm, the most important
for the photochemistry) is higher for the F-type star and lower for the K-type star (this
is no longer true in the EUV range, below 150 nm, where low-mass stars, like K-type
stars, are very active). A more detailed study has also been done recently by Segura
et al. (2003). Let us summarize here some of the important results found. The planet
orbiting the K-star has a thin O3 layer, compared to that of the Earth, but still exhibits
a deep O3 absorption: indeed, the low UV flux is absorbed at lower altitudes than on
Earth, which results in less e!cient warming (because of the higher heat capacity of
the dense atmospheric layers). The ozone layer is therefore much colder than the surface
and this temperature contrast produces a strong feature in the thermal emission. The
process works the other way around in the case of an F-type host star. Here, the ozone
layer is denser and warmer than the terrestrial one, exhibiting temperatures close to the
surface temperature. Thus, the resulting low temperature contrast produces only a weak
and barely detectable feature in the infrared spectrum. This comparison shows that G-
(solar) and K-type stars may o"er better candidates for the search for the O3 signature
than F-type stars. This result is promising since G- and K-type stars are much more
numerous than F-type stars, the latter being rare (only four are within 10 pc) and are
a"ected by a short lifetime (less than 1 Gyr). Segura et al. (2003) have studied the photo-
chemistry of an Earthlike atmosphere for di"erent levels of O2 and for di"erent spectral
types of central star (K, G and F). As in Selsis (2000), the photochemical modelling is
coupled to a self-consistent retrieval of the temperature profile and the trace gases of
importance for the photochemistry of O3 (CH4 and N2O for instance) are assumed to be
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Figure 9.4. Variation of the spectral features of O2 and O3 with the O2 level and spectral type
of the central star replica. The spectral features produced by O3 (9.6 µm – frames A, B and
C) and O2 (0.76 µm – frame D) are computed for an Earth replica orbiting a G-, K- or F-star
for di"erent O2 levels (from 10%5 to 1 PAL). For the K- and G-stars, the planet–star distance
is chosen in order to provide a similar mean surface temperature. The O2 feature is weakly
sensitive to the thermal profile and its shape does not depend on the spectral type. From Segura
et al. (2003), courtesy of Antigona Segura and Mary Ann Liebert, Inc.

released at the same rate as on the present Earth. Figure 9.4 shows the relation between
the ozone column density and the O2 level obtained by these authors: one can see that,
down to 10%3 times the present atmospheric level (PAL) of O2, the amount of O3 does
not decrease by more than one order of magnitude. For all their simulations, they have
computed the spectral features of O2 (in the visible) and O3 (in the infrared). For 1 PAL
of O2, the spectra obtained for K and F central stars are similiar to those obtained by
Selsis (2000), but the result that really makes O3 a good tracer of O2-rich atmospheres
is that the depth of the 9.6 µm is similar or even higher with lower amounts of O2 (down
to about 10%3 PAL).

Playing with a few parameters only, such as the stellar spectrum or the O2 level, is
a way to identify fundamental mechanisms in the formation of the O3 signature but
certainly not to predict the general atmospheric and spectral properties of exo-Earths.
In order to understand the sensitivity to other parameters, new simulations should of
course be performed by changing variables such as gravity, pressure and the background
composition of the atmosphere (especially the CO2 level, which depends theoretically
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on the orbital distance inside the habitable zone, see Chapter 8), biogenic emission of
tropospheric gases such as CH4 or N2O, and orbital distance.

9.4. Detection of an O2-rich atmosphere in the reflected spectrum

The main spectroscopic feature of molecular oxygen in the Earth’s atmosphere is the
0.76 µm oxygen A line in the reflected spectrum. This ‘line’ is in fact a band whose struc-
ture is shaped by thousands of individual lines, as seen in Figure 9.4. In the atmosphere
of the Earth, the mean opacity of this feature is about 0.5, which means that a lower
abundance would produce a shallower absorption. The relation between the line depth
and the O2 level for a cloud-free atmosphere is discussed by Des Marais et al. (2002)
and Segura et al. (2003). However, clouds have strong e"ects on the reflected spectrum,
making the retrieval of the O2 column density from remote observations extremely dif-
ficult. Clouds make the spectroscopic study technically easier by significantly enhancing
the albedo and thus the level of the continuum thanks to Mie scattering, but they have
two opposite e"ects that make the relation between the line depth and the O2 abun-
dance degenerate: they hide the lowest part of the atmosphere where most of the O2

lies and they increase the optical path in the clouds by multiple scattering. Therefore,
ability to infer the O2 column density is not a clear advantage of the visible range
over the infrared. The detection of the 0.76 µm O2 line requires a minimum resolving
power of R = 55 (and R ' 70 for the detection of two or three additional lines, see
Figure 9.6). The ‘Chappuis’ band of O3 (a photodissociation continuum between 400
and 850 nm that peaks at 600 nm) is very wide but requires very high sensitivity. The
earthshine spectra obtained by Woolf et al. (2002) and Arnold et al. (2002) clearly show
how di!cult the detection of this feature on extrasolar planets would be. Observations
in the near-infrared are needed to detect the presence of CO2, which is a crucial piece
of information for both habitability and biosignatures. In Section 9.8 we discuss the
benefits of having both infrared (thermal) and visible (reflected) spectra of the same
planet.

9.4.1. Abiotic production of O2 and O3

The fact that, on the Earth, oxygen and indirectly ozone are byproducts of the biological
activity does not mean that life is the only process able to enrich an atmosphere with
these compounds. The question of the abiotic synthesis of biomarkers is crucial, though
very few studies have yet been dedicated to it (Rosenqvist and Chassefiere 1995; Kasting
1995; Léger et al. 1999; Selsis et al. 2002). To qualitatively associate oxygen and life
without investigating further possible abiotic sources is an error that has already been
committed in the past. In the 1950s, although no precise data about the composition of
the martian atmosphere was available, it was already understood that the red colour of
the martian surface was due to oxidation. Some scientists inferred from this hypothesis
(true) that oxygen was the main component of the atmosphere (wrong: there is only
0.1%), and that this oxygen should have a biological origin (Spencer Jones 1959). The
presence of O2 was interpreted as a confirmation of the presence of vegetation, which
was suggested by some authors as an explaination of seasonal colour variations on the
planet (now understood as seasonal dust storms). However, martian O2 has an abiotic
photochemical origin.

The martian atmosphere is the perfect laboratory in which to learn about the pho-
tochemical synthesis of O2 and O3. Indeed, if a low abiotic production of O2 does
exist on Earth, it is totally masked by the biological release. The main constituent of
the martian atmosphere is carbon dioxide (CO2: 95.3% – N2: 2.7% – Ar: 1.6% – O2:
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0.13% – CO: 0.08% – H2O: ( 0.01% – O3: ( 10%6 %). CO2 is photolysed by UV radia-
tion at wavelengths below 227 nm, producing carbon monoxide, CO, and atomic oxygen,
O. The reaction between two oxygen atoms to form O2 is much more e!cient than the
CO + O recombination into CO2 (the reaction is 105–107 times faster at temperatures
prevailing in the martian atmosphere: 145–270 K). This simple fact seems to be in contra-
diction to the stability of a CO2 atmosphere, which should be converted into a mixture of
O2 and CO. Indeed, the conversion of a pure CO2 atmosphere should be limited only by
the screening of CO2 by the produced O2, which absorbs the UV radiation. Some photo-
chemical simulations (Nair et al. 1994; Selsis et al. 2002) have shown that, in a martian
atmosphere made purely of CO2, O2 would indeeed reach a level of about 3% (in the
absence of other chemical loss of O2 such as surface oxidation). If O2 is a minor component
of the martian atmosphere, this is due to the presence of another atmospheric compound
playing a critical role in the photochemistry: water vapour. H2O is only a trace gas on
Mars: if condensed, the whole content of water vapour in the atmosphere would represent
a 3 µm layer of water on the surface. But, despite its low abundance, H2O strongly influ-
ences the photochemistry, and above all, the level of O2 and O3. Indeed, H2O, like CO2

and O2, is photodissociated by solar UV radiation. H2O photolysis produces hydrogen
atoms and hydrogenated compounds (OH, HO2), that catalyse the recombination of CO
into CO2. The following catalytic cycle is the main recombination route for CO2 in the
martian atmosphere:

H + O2 + M & HO2 + M

O + HO2 & O2 + OH

CO + OH & CO2 + H

CO + O & CO2

The small amount of water vapour in the atmosphere of Mars is then enough to prevent
the accumulation of O2. Moreover, the photolysis of H2O, directly or indirectly, produces
oxidants much more reactive than O2: OH, HO2 and H2O2. The oxidation of the surface,
and hence the loss of oxygen, is therefore much higher in their presence.

H2O photolysis enhances the consumption of O2, but it can also result in its produc-
tion and accumulation when it is associated with a significant loss of hydrogen to space.
Indeed, a fraction of the hydrogen atoms released by H2O photolysis in the upper atmo-
sphere have enough kinetic energy to exceed the escape velocity, inducing an oxidation
of the atmospheric content. One can summarize this process as follows:

4 ! (H2O + h" & OH + H)

2 ! (OH + OH & H2O + O)

O + O + M & O2 + M

H escapes

2H2O ! O2 + (4H)

The hydrogenous radicals produced from H2O photolysis also destroy ozone very e!-
ciently. Again, catalytic cycles are involved in the destruction process and the small
abundances of the byproducts of water vapour photodissociation can strongly a"ect the
ozone content.
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OH + O & H + O2

H + O3 & OH + O2

O + O3 & 2O2

OH + O3 & HO2 + O2

HO2 + O & OH + O2

O + O3 & 2O2

OH + O3 & HO2 + O2

HO2 + O3 & OH + 2O2

2O3 & 3O2

The above cycles are responsible for the diurnal variation of O3 in the upper strato-
sphere and mesosphere of the Earth and are the main pathways for the destruction of
O3 on Mars. This explains why the abundances of water and ozone are anti-correlated
on Mars, the maximum of ozone being above the poles in winter where the atmosphere
is the driest. For a detailed modelling of the martian ozone photochemistry with a three-
dimensional general circulation model see Lefèvre et al. (2004).

Mars is not a unique place in the Solar System where oxygen is produced abiotically
(see Table 9.1): some icy satellites of Jupiter (Europa, Ganymede) and of Saturn (Rhea,
Dione) exhibit a tenuous atmosphere ((10%10 bar) quasi-exclusively made of O2 and
O3 (Hall et al. 1995; Noll et al. 1996, 1997). The associated column densities (density
integrated over the altitude) are very low. Nevertheless, they reveal an abiotic continuous
synthesis of these two molecules from the dissociation of water (ice) by UV and, mostly,
charged particles trapped in giant planet magnetospheres. The hydrogen released from
water escapes from the low gravity field of the satellites, and a gas enriched in oxygen
remains, partly in the atmosphere and partly in bubbles within the ice, mainly made of
O2 and O3 (Johnson and Jesser 1997).

In the case of Venus, one could expect to find atmospheric oxygen. Indeed, this dry
planet is believed to have had a significant water reservoir at the beginning of its his-
tory, and the hydrogen escape generally suggested to explain the disappearance of water
(Kasting 1988) should have left considerable amounts of residual oxygen. The loss of the
hydrogen content of a 2700 m layer of water (equal to the terrestrial ocean) would have
resulted in 220 bars of pure O2. However, molecular oxygen has not yet been observed
on Venus, and its abundance in the middle atmosphere is lower than 10%6. The miss-
ing oxygen was probably consumed through the oxidation of the surface and volcanic
emission. Also, the initial amount of water on Venus is unknown and could have been
much smaller than on Earth, which is totally plausible considering the latest theories
about the origin of water on terrestrial planets (Raymond et al. 2004). This illustrates
the fact that the rate of O2 production has to exceed the oxidation rates in order to
result in an O2 build-up on a geologically active planet. From this viewpoint, Venus is
very di"erent from Mars: the latter is a small planet that cooled rapidly, whose surface is
mostly inert and fully oxidized, consuming the atmospheric oxidants only at a very slow
rate.

The study of the photochemistry in the planetary atmospheres of the Solar System
reveals some mechanisms for the synthesis of O2 and O3. The production rates and
amounts of these abiotically synthesized molecules are very low: the column densities of
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Table 9.1 Observations of O2 and O3 in the Solar System. For the martian atmosphere,
equivalent mixing ratios are calculated with a mean total column density of 2.08 ! 1023 cm%2

corresponding to a mean surface pressure of 5.6 mbar.

Species and references Column density (cm%2) Equivalent mixing ratio

Mars
O2 (!1020)
Barker (1972) (2.6 ± 0.2) 0.0012
Carleton & Traub (1972) (2.8 ± 0.3) 0.0013
Trauger & Lunine (1983) (2.3 ± 0.1) 0.0011
Owen et al. (1977)
(Viking – in situ)

0.0013a

O3 (!1015) (!10%8)
Espenak et al. (1991) 4.0 ± 1.3 1.9
Clancy et al. (1999) 5.4–10.8 2.6–5.2

Venus
O2: Mills (1999) – < 3 !10%6

Icy satellites
Ganymede (G), Europa (E), Rhea (R), Dione (D)

Atmospheric O2 (!1014) –
Hall et al. (1998) 2.4 –14 (G) –

1–10 (E) –
O3 trapped in ice (!1016)
Noll et al. (1996) 4.5 (G) –
Noll et al. (1997) 1–6 (R & D) –

a The surface mixing ratio was measured by Viking at a pressure of 7.5 mbar.

O2 and O3 on Mars are respectively 6 ! 10%5 and 5 ! 10%4 times those of the Earth,
this ratio being 10%10 in the case of the icy satellites (see Table 9.1). Nevertheless, in
some di"erent environments such processes could a priori lead to higher levels (as we
saw in the hypothetical case of a dry martian atmosphere) on extrasolar planets. It
is therefore crucial to find some quantitative and/or qualitative criteria, accessible to
remote detection, which would allow us to distinguish between biological and abiotic
origins. A first conclusion arises: a biosignature is a more complex concept than the
simple detection of a given compound. The question ‘Is there oxygen (or ozone) in this
atmosphere?’ has to be replaced by ‘How much oxygen (or ozone) is there?’ That, how-
ever, is not enough. The search for signs of life implies gathering as much information
as possible in order to understand how the observed atmosphere works physically and
chemically.

9.5. Reliability of biomarkers inside and outside the
habitable zone

The following discussion requires a good understanding of the habitable zone (HZ)
as defined in astrobiology. We thus strongly recommend the reading of Chapter 8. The
boundaries of the habitable zone as a function of stellar type are given in Figure 9.5.
Two points are of particular importance and are briefly summarized here.
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Figure 9.5. Boundaries of the continuously habitable zone as a function of the stellar mass.
This graph gives the limit of the region where terrestrial planets can host a surface ocean for
at least 1 Gyr as a function of the stellar mass. Stellar evolution models are from Bara"e et al.
(1998) and surface temperature estimations from Kasting et al. (1993). The dashed line indicates
the orbital distance at which planets of 1 M) on circular orbits are tidally synchronized in 1
Gyr. The insert plot gives the mass distribution of stars in the [0.1–2] M* range. Figure by F.
Selsis and J.-M. Grießmeier.

! On an Earthlike planet,1 the level of CO2 in the atmosphere depends on the orbital
distance: CO2 is a trace gas close to the inner edge of the HZ and a major compound
in the outer part of the HZ.2

! Earthlike planets close to the inner edge are expected to have a water-rich atmosphere
or to have lost their water reservoir to space.

The search for biomarkers should of course be focused on planets orbiting inside the
HZ. As the HZ is defined for surface conditions only, chemo-lithotrophic life, whose
metabolism does not depend on stellar light, can still exist outside the HZ, but such
metabolisms (at least the ones we know on Earth) do not produce O2, and other by-
products such as methane would need to be sought. Also, because of their high produc-
tivity, metabolisms based on photosynthesis seem more likely to be able to transform a
whole planetary environment and produce detectable features. This may be another rea-
son to consider only the HZ. However, the limits of the HZ are known qualitatively, rather
than quantitatively. This uncertainty is mainly due to the complex role of clouds but also

1 Here we define Earthlike planets as planets with a size between 0.5 and 2 Earth-masses and
an Earthlike chemical composition, especially with a similar water and volatile content. Such
planets are assumed to develop plate tectonics and surface oceans when formed in the habitable
zone.

2 This might not be the case on ocean-planets, where the carbonate–silicate cycle has to be
di"erent, and for tidally-locked planets in the HZ of M-stars. This relation between the orbital
distance and the CO2 can be broken also by life itself if biogenic greenhouse gases dominate the
climate regulation, as it may have been the case on Earth with biogenic methane before the rise
of oxygen.
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to three-dimensional climatic e"ects not yet included in current modelling. Thus, planets
slightly beyond the computed HZ could still be habitable, while planets at habitable
orbital distances might not be habitable because of their size or chemical composition.
Because of these issues, we examine here the possible significance of an O2/O3 detection
inside and slightly outside the habitable zone.

9.5.1. From the star to the inner edge of the HZ

In the inner part of a planetary system, Earthlike planets should evolve into Venus-like
planets. In the initial stage, the fully vapourized ocean produces a dense H2O atmosphere
where intense H2O photolysis and H escape take place. During this period, if oxygen is
consumed at a lower rate than that at which hydrogen is lost, O2 may build up in the
atmosphere, producing a detectable feature in the reflected spectrum. Ozone, however,
should not reach detectable levels because of its destruction by HOX radicals produced
by the photolysis of water vapour (Selsis et al. 2002). Moreover, if an ozone layer could
form below the layers where H2O is photolyzed, its signature would be masked by the
dense H2O atmosphere above: the infrared 9.6 µm O3 would be screened by the H2O–
H2O collision-induced absorption continuum and the visible Chappuis band by Rayleigh
backscattering. Depending on the amount of water lost, this stage ends more or less
rapidly, or lasts ‘forever’ if this reservoir is inexhaustible as it could be on ocean-planets
(Léger et al. 2004). When all the water has been photodissociated and all the H is gone,
there might still be a remaining O2-rich atmosphere that is slowly consumed by the
volcanic activity and surface recycling. In the absence of water vapour, an ozone layer
could also form. What we learned from the study of Venus is that CO2 can build up to
very high levels in the absence of water. Above about 100 mbar of CO2, the O3 9.6 µm
band can no longer be detected as it is screened by CO2 bands (Selsis et al. 2002). In
the reflected spectrum, both O2 and O3 could show up, but this should not lead to a
wrong interpretation because such planets would not present any H2O feature. Water is
necessary to life as we know it but is also the source of oxygen for the production of O2

by photosynthesis. As we will see in other cases also, considering biomarkers only when
associated with H2O features ensures a higher reliability.

9.5.2. Inside the habitable zone of K-, G- and F-stars
3Planets with a water reservoir and a biologically produced O2-rich atmosphere, orbiting
close to the inner edge of the HZ (0.84–0.95 AU for the present solar luminosity), would
contain much more water vapour in their upper atmosphere than Earth (see Kasting
1988). The e!ciency of the cold-trap that keeps the water in the troposphere would
indeed be reduced by the thermal profile. In such conditions, no dense ozone layer is
expected because of the high abundance of hydrogenous compounds (H, OH, HO2, H2O2)
produced by the photolysis of H2O. Therefore the IR spectrum may not exhibit the O3

band in this inner region of the HZ, while the reflected spectrum should still be similar
to that of the Earth, with deeper H2O features (cloudiness could significantly modify the
spectrum, though).

Earthlike planets, where the carbonate–silicate cycle acts as on Earth, should be char-
acterized inside the HZ by a CO2 level determined by their orbital distance. Beyond

3 The case of M-stars is not addressed here, although their abundance makes their case
extremely interesting. The reason is that we do not yet understand the kind of atmosphere
planets around M-stars may have. Such an atmosphere would have to be stable on a syn-
chronously rotating planet and to survive intense erosion by X-rays, stellar wind and coronal
mass ejections. (See Chapter 1 on this subject.)
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about 1.2 AU, CO2 partial pressures above 100 mbar are required to maintain a mean
surface temperature above 273 K. At such levels, the CO2 bands screen the O3 9.6 µm
feature, making the detection of an ozone layer impossible. Consequently, oxygenic pho-
tosynthesis can only be detected in a fraction of the HZ, approximately between 0.95 and
1.2 AU for the present solar luminosity. In the visible spectrum, no CO2 band interferes
with O2, which remains detectable in the outer HZ, again making the two spectroscopic
ranges highly complementary. It is di!cult to know without detailed studies whether
the Chappuis band of O3 would be detectable in the reflected spectrum at high levels
of CO2. Indeed, an ozone layer at the same altitude as on Earth could be masked by
Rayleigh scattering, but in a CO2- and O2-rich atmosphere the ozone layer might form
at a higher altitude.

At the high CO2 levels that should be found in the outer HZ (> 1.2 AU), the abiotic
build-up of O2 and O3 is theoretically possible through the photochemical transformation
of CO2 into CO and O2 (as occurs in the martian atmosphere). Selsis et al. (2002) have
shown that this build-up can lead to a detection of O2 in the visible in the following
cases:

! PCO2
> 50 mbar for a dry or icy planet, PCO2

> 1 bar for a habitable planet (with
surface liquid water),

! negligible release of volcanic reducing species,
! negligible loss of atmospheric oxidants on the surface or in the ocean.
Kasting & Catling (2003) recalled that these abiotic levels of O2 and O3 are not attain-

able in habitable planetary environments where tectonics, volcanism and liquid water
are present. Indeed, atmospheric oxidants produced by photochemistry (such as H2O2)
would react with volcanic gases and rocks, consuming oxygen and releasing hydrogen.
However, we should still pay attention to some cases. First of all, a small-sized Mars-like
planet without active volcanism or a carbonate–silicate cycle, and a CO2 level below that
required for habitability but higher than 100 mbar, would satisfy the conditions for an O2

and O3 build-up. Indeed, without surface recycling and liquid water, the surface is fully
oxidized rapidly and stops consuming oxidants from the atmosphere (this is the case on
Mars). The IR feature of ozone could not be detected because of CO2 screening but the
visible O2 line could be. The risk of false-positive can be lowered if O2 is considered as a
biomarker only when associated with the spectroscopic features of H2O. Also, if the size
of the planet can be measured (for instance by the shape and intensity of the infrared
emission, as shown in Figure 9.2) the observers should suspect that the planet has lost
most of its internal heat and is no longer active or habitable.

Ocean-planets may also di"er from Earthlike planets on this specific question. Indeed,
on a planet with a very high water content, an H2O-ice layer possibly deeper than a
thousand kilometres lies beneath the ocean. No carbonate–silicate cycle or terrestrial
volcanism should takes place in the absence of land weathering. The CO2 level and
the balance between the release of reducing species from the interior and the loss of
hydrogen to space are extremely di!cult to predict. These processes should, however, be
studied with interest as they could lead to an accumulation of O2 simultaneously with
the signature of H2O if the ocean does not contain reducing species able to trap the
atmospheric excess of oxidants.

9.5.3. Beyond the outer edge of the habitable zone

On Earthlike planets (or ocean-planets) orbiting beyond the outer limit of the HZ, the
surface is frozen. CO2 can accumulate to very high levels, preventing the detection of
any other species in the infrared. O2 can be produced abiotically in the atmosphere from
CO2 photolysis and, once volcanic activity has declined, O2 may reach a level at which
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Table 9.2 Biogenic molecules with transition bands within the Darwin
window [5–20 µm]. The estimated abundance needed to produce a

signature detectable by Darwin in the spectrum and the current abundance
in the Earth’s present atmosphere are indicated. The resolution required
for detection is given in Figure 9.6. (lo) and (mi) refer respectively to the

lower atmosphere, <15 km, and to the middle or upper one, >15 km.

Species Bands (µm) Minimum abundance Earth abundance

CH4 7.5 10 ppm 2 ppm
NO 5.4 1 ppm <1 ppb (lo)

10 ppb (mi)
NO2 6.2 10–100 ppb 1 ppb (lo)

0.1 ppb (mi)
N2O 17, 8.5, 7.8 1–10 ppm 0.3 ppm
NH3 11–9, 6 1–10 ppm 0.01 ppb

it could be detected in the reflection spectrum. The icy surface would generate an H2O
abundance too small to produce a detection, especially if the lower atmosphere is hidden
under CO2 clouds.

9.6. Other biosignatures?

Oxygenic photosynthesis is only one among many possible metabolisms invented by
life on Earth, and during half of its history our planet had an anoxic atmosphere. Other
sources of carbon are used (CO, CH4, organic molecules), as well as many sources of
hydrogen or electron donors (H2S, S, H2, CH4, organic molecules, NH3, NO2, Fe2+,
MN2+, SO42%, to name only a few). The outputs of these various metabolisms are present
in our atmosphere as trace materials, with abundances of about, or lower than, one
ppm (part per million). Table 9.2 gives a list of the terrestrial atmospheric compounds
produced by biological activity and potentially detectable in the thermal emission of a
planet.

None of these compounds could be detected at their current terrestrial abundances
with Darwin/TPF. However, these abundances could have been higher in the past and
this was probably the case for CH4. The methanogenic archaea that produce CH4 by
consuming CO2 and H2 are very primitive organisms that appeared prior to the oxygen
producers. Before the build-up of atmospheric oxygen, which occurred around 2.3 Gyr
ago, the photochemical lifetime of CH4 in the atmosphere was much longer. Nowadays,
the total production of CH4 by the biosphere is 2 ! 1014 g/yr (GEIA 2002), which
sustains an atmospheric CH4 abundance of 2 ! 10%6 (2 ppm). In an atmosphere without
oxygen (where O2 would be replaced for instance by N2, CO2 or Ar) the same production
would lead to an abundance between 100 and 1000 times larger and CH4 would then be
a major greenhouse gas, detectable in a planetary spectrum. In addition, methane is
currently produced by anaerobic organisms that are confined in marginal environments
(marsh, sediments, animal digestive systems, underwater hydrothermal sources; GEIA
2002). Before the rise of atmospheric O2 on the Earth, these methanogens were certainly
spread over a much wider biotope and the total CH4 production was higher than it is
today.

The Earth could thus have exhibited a strong biological CH4 signature during an
important period of its existence (Schindler and Kasting 2000). CH4 is, then, an
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Figure 9.6. Potential spectroscopic signatures in the mid-infrared (5–20 µm) and in the
visible/near-infrared (0.5–2 µm) ranges. The resolving power (!/#!) required for detection
is indicated for each molecular feature. Mid-IR: all these compounds are present (at least as
trace gases) in the present-day Earth’s atmosphere although only CO2, H2O and O3 are e"ec-
tively detectable at low resolution. The detection of the other species would imply abundances
higher than their terrestrial values (see Table 1.2). The level required for detection and the con-
sequent width of the bands have been estimated from synthetic spectra computed for various
abundances. In the case of CO2 some quantitative information can be inferred even at low reso-
lution. The line gives the relation between the temperature and the wavelength at which black
body photon emission peaks. From Selsis (2000). Visible/NIR: bands are indicated for present
atmospheric abundances. Broader or new features (such as CH4) can show up at higher levels
but near-infrared is required for CO2 detection. The Chappuis band of O3 is a very broad but
faint feature that requires a high signal-to-noise ratio. Adapted by Ollivier (2004) from spectra
taken by Des Marais et al. (2002).

interesting biomarker, complementary to O3. It is generally accepted that only a very
small fraction of the CH4 emitted into our present atmosphere comes from non-biological
sources. This geothermal fraction, lower than 0.04% of the total emission, is produced
in hydrothermal systems. The abiotic formation process is believed to rely on the oxida-
tion of iron by water; this in turn releases H2, which, in the presence of CO2 and under
specific temperature and pressure conditions, gives CH4 (Holm and Andersson 1998).
On the other hand, some authors suggest that this abiotic CH4 flow could have been
more important in the past or could exist on other planets (Pavlov et al. 2000). There is
currently a controversy over the possible biological origin of methane that three indepen-
dent groups claim to have detected on Mars (Krasnopolsky et al. 2004; Formisano et al.
2004; Mumma et al. 2004). It is important here to note that the very low abundance of
CH4 they found (10%8, close to the detection limit) can be sustained by an extremely low
emission rate (less than 105 molecules s%1 cm%2 on average) that can have non-abiotic
sources. They give one example: methane can be produced by current or by ancient
hydrothermal systems and now be released by the erosion of an old clathrate reservoir.
Also, the large spatial variations of methane found by Mars Express are di!cult to under-
stand, whatever the origin of the CH4, and cast some doubt on the interpretation of these
measurements. Indeed, CH4 has a photochemical lifetime of longer than 100 years and
should be well mixed. The only explanation for this longitudinal gradient of CH4 would
therefore be a very recent and localized outburst, which seems unlikely. Interestingly,
this debate illustrates (again) that, in such cases, the biological explanation is usually
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the first to be proposed. In the context of the search for biomarkers on exoplanets, it may
be wise to keep in mind Carl Sagan’s advice: ‘Extraordinary claims require extraordinary
evidence’.

Methane is also an abundant compound in the external and cold part of our Solar
System: it is a major component of Titan’s atmosphere and is part of the composition of
giant gas planets. According to models (Prinn 1993), the carbon present in the protosolar
nebula, before planet formation, was mainly in the form of CH4 in the external region and
in CO in its inner region. The limit beyond which CH4 condenses, under the pressures
and temperatures in this nebula, is at about 10 AU from the Sun, which explains why one
finds CH4 ice on Pluto, Triton and Kuiper belt objects. Cometary ices typically contain
0.5–1% of CH4 (Crovisier 1994) and a large fraction of their mass is made of organic
matter. Comet impacts on a terrestrial planet could thus be a significant source of CH4

(Kress and McKay 2004), a part of which would be a byproduct of the organic matter
after the impact. One percent of the mass of a Hale–Bopp-sized comet converted into
methane after an impact would result in an atmospheric level of CH4 equal to the present
terrestrial one. This confirms that, in the absence of a more thorough study, it is not
possible to consider CH4 alone as an unambiguous biomarker. It remains an interesting
indicator in the habitable zone, though. The simultaneous detection of O2 (or O3) and
CH4 was suggested as a biosignature by Lovelock (1975) and Sagan et al. (1993) and
probably remains the most reliable biosignature in both the visible/NIR and IR ranges.
However, the atmospheric levels of CH4 required for a remote detection are higher than on
the present-day Earth and might not be compatible with an O2-rich atmosphere. Among
the other components that have a direct or secondary biological origin, one finds several
nitrogen compounds, mainly nitrogen protoxide, N2O, for which no significant abiotic
source is known. N2O is produced by bacteria (known as nitrifying and denitrifying)
on the ground and in the oceans, at a rate of 1013 g/yr (GEIA 2002). Its content in
the atmosphere, although small (0.3 ppm), plays a major part in photochemistry. It is
indeed the main source of nitrogen oxides (NO and NO2), which are the main destructors
of ozone in the middle and lower atmosphere. It is an optically very active gas in the
infrared and, regarding the greenhouse e"ect, it is even more e"ective than CH4, for a
given mass. In a terrestrial thermal emission spectrum, the signature of N2O at 7.8 µm is
detectable, but a quantity at least ten times larger would be needed to detect N2O on an
exoplanet with Darwin/TPF. It is especially di!cult to state whether such quantities are
realistic and whether they could have occurred on the Earth, in the past – particularly
before the rise of O2. Segura et al. (2003) have calculated the level of N2O for di"erent
O2 levels and found that, although N2O is a reduced species, its level decreases with O2.
This ‘unexpected’ result is due to the fact that a decrease in O2 produces an increase in
H2O photolysis resulting in the production of more hydroxyl (OH) radicals responsible
for the destruction of N2O.

Atmospheric N2O is oxidized and photolyzed in the upper atmosphere, where it pro-
duces NO and NO2, which are themselves IR-active compounds. However, the minimum
quantities for the detection of these two gases are much higher than their current terres-
trial abundance and it is considered that they can also be produced by abiotic sources
related to lightning (especially in volcanic plumes, Navarro-Gonzalez et al. 1998, and
impacts, Prinn & Fegley 1987), at a rate larger than that coming indirectly from the
biosphere.

Another nitrogen compound, ammonia (produced by nitrogen-fixing bacteria), is
present at a trace level in our atmosphere. NH3 has an extremely short lifetime because
of our current oxidizing environment but also because of its photolysis by UV. This
explains its very low abundance (0.01 ppb), which is 2 ! 105 times lower than that of
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CH4 in spite of a production rate only five times lower (7.5 ! 1013 g/yr; GEIA 2002).
As for CH4, there are abiotic sources of NH3 in the outer Solar System. The necessary
concentration for the detection of NH3 (1–10 ppm) is so high that it would imply a large
and continuous production source, which it would be di!cult to assign to an abiotic pro-
cess. It is also not obvious that any ecosystem would be able to produce such quantities
of NH3.

The spectral signature of chlorophyll (the red-edge seen at 700–750 nm and due
to the absorption band of the pigment) has been suggested as a marker for vegeta-
tion on exoplanets (Arnold et al. 2002; Woolf et al. 2002). These authors have per-
formed observations of earthshine as an analogue to the observation of an extrasolar
Earthlike planet. However, the feature produced in an integrated Earth spectrum is
very di!cult to detect (and is still not clearly detected in the earthshine spectrum
from our point of view) because of the small fraction of vegetation-covered lands and
cloudiness. Paillet et al. (2007 in preparation) show that in order to produce a feature
detected at SNR = 20 more than 20% of the cloud-free surface of a planet should be
covered by Earthlike vegetation (equivalent to 40% on average for a uniform cloudi-
ness of 50%). Such vegetation should have evolved through a similar pathway leading
to the selection of chlorophyll as a pigment. Knowing that other pigments exist on
Earth, and that some minerals can exhibit a similar spectral shape around 750 nm
(Seager et al. 2005), the detection of the red-edge of the chlorophyll on exoplanets,
despite its interest, should not be considered as a driver for the first launched planet
finders.

9.7. Temperature and radius of the planets

Simultaneously with the information on the chemical composition of a planet’s atmo-
sphere, it would be very interesting to obtain information on the surface temperature
from thermal emission as an indicator of its habitability. What can we know, remotely,
about the temperature of an exoplanet? This question is far from easy to answer. In
theory, spectroscopy can provide some detailed information on the thermal profile of a
planetary atmosphere. This, however, requires a spectral resolution and sensitivity that
are well beyond the performance of an instrument like Darwin. The question must thus
be adapted to the observational means that will initially be available. First, it is possible
to calculate the stellar energy, Fstar, received at the measured orbital distance (F* =
1370 Wm%2 at 1 AU). This gives us, in fact, little information on the temperature of
the planet, which also depends on its albedo. The albedo of terrestrial planets can range
from about 5% (ocean) to 80% (ice). Also, even if the assumed albedo is close to the real
one, the surface temperature is likely to be enhanced by greenhouse gases. If the radius
of the planet is not known, there is no practical way to infer the temperature from the
integrated IR flux alone. Indeed, a small but hot planet could emit the same energy as a
large but colder planet.

However, with a low-resolution spectrum of the thermal emission (!/#! > 10), the
mean brightness temperature and the radius of the planet can be obtained by fitting
the envelope of the thermal emission with a Planck function (see Figure 9.2). Ability
to associate a brightness temperature with the spectrum relies on the existence and
identification of spectral windows probing the surface or the same atmospheric levels
(indicated by dashed arrows on the graph). Such identification is not trivial in the absence
of any other information on the observed planet but there are some atmospheric windows
that can be used in most cases, especially between 8 and 11 µm, as seen in Figure 9.6.
This window would, however, become opaque at high H2O partial pressures (in the inner
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part of the HZ, where a lot of water is vapourized) and at high CO2 pressures (in the
outer part of the HZ).

In the case of Venus, Earth and Mars, three terrestrial planets with a dense atmosphere,
is the black-body temperature deduced from the IR spectrum a good approximation to
the surface temperature? The answer is ‘yes’ in the case of Mars, where the surface
emission is directly observed (except in the CO2 band, see Figure 9.2). On Earth, the
IR spectrum is a mixture of surface and cloud emission, the latter occurring at lower
temperatures. The temperature given by the envelope of the spectrum is thus slightly
lower, by about 10 K on average, than the average surface temperature. The temper-
ature measured at one position in the orbit also depends on the observation geometry,
as well as seasons, and di"ers from the mean temperature of the Earth ((288 K). In
the extreme case of Venus, the spectrum envelope gives a temperature of 277 K, much
lower than the 740 K of the surface. Observed in the mid-infrared, Venus could be con-
sidered as a habitable planet, with a mean temperature just above the triple point of
water. The reason for this discrepancy is that the venusian atmosphere is completely
opaque below 60 km because of the permanent cloud cover and the absorption con-
tinuum, induced at high pressure by CO2–CO2 collisions. With low-resolution spectral
observations, it is di!cult to know unambiguously whether or not the lower atmosphere
contributes to the spectrum and hence whether the temperature reflects the surface
conditions.

The presence of a cloud layer, or more generally of an opaque atmosphere, does not
render the radius measurement impossible so long as the thermal emission comes from
similar atmospheric levels or atmospheric levels at a similar temperature. The accuracy of
the radius determination will depend on the quality of the fit (and thus on the sensitivity
and resolution of the spectrum), the precision of the Sun–star distance (known with a
precision of better than 2% for G- and K-stars within 20 pc of the Sun) and also the
distribution of brightness temperatures over the planetary surface. Concerning the latter,
we may consider a Lambertian sphere (like the Moon, Lawson et al. 2000) as a ‘worst
case’ exhibiting high temperature contrasts. In such a case, the inferred radius would be
at least 10% smaller than the real one, when the observation is made at full visual phase,
and much smaller at lower phases. However, in this case, the variation of the thermal flux
(and thus of the measured radius) with phase would reveal the absence of an atmosphere
and the estimate could be readjusted. When the brightness temperature is stable along
the orbit, the estimated radius is more reliable. Moreover, the radius can be measured
at di"erent points of the orbit and thus for di"erent values of Tb, which should allow an
estimate of the error made in its determination.

The determination of the radius and the brightness temperature, Tb, of the planet
gives us the thermal flux, #T 4

bR
2/d2, received by the observer (where d is the planet–

observer distance). The observed brightness temperature averaged over a hemisphere
depends on the relative positions of the star, the planet and the observer and varies with
season, the inclination of the system and the phase of the planet. The thermal lightcurve
(i.e. the integrated infrared emission measured at di"erent positions in the orbit) exhibits
variations due to the phase (whether the observer sees mainly the day side or the night
side) and to the season. Important phase-related variations are due to a high day/night
temperature contrast and imply a low greenhouse e"ect and the absence of a stable
liquid ocean. Habitable planets can therefore be distinguished from airless or Mars-like
planets by the amplitude of the observed variations of Tb (Gaidos and Williams 2004).
Unfortunately, Venuslike atmospheres would also exhibit extremely low amplitudes. Low
phase-related variations and a total absence of seasonal variations would be signature of
an Earthlike planet with a 0+ obliquity or a Venuslike planet.
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The mean value of Tb estimated over an orbit can be used to estimate the Bond
albedo, A, through the balance between the incoming stellar radiation and the outgoing
IR emission:

Fstar(1 %A) = 4#,Tb-
4
orbit,

where Fstar is the flux of the central star at the planet’s location.
In the visible ranges, the reflected flux allows us to measure the product A ! R2, where

R is the planetary radius. The first generation of optical instruments will be very far from
the angular resolution required to directly measure an exoplanet radius. At present, such
a measurement can only be performed when the planet transits its parent star and by
an accurate photometric technique (see Chapter 3). This is probably the main weakness
of the characterization in the visible range. Indeed, knowledge of the planetary radius is
crucial for a general understanding of the physical and chemical processes occurring on
the planet (tectonics, hydrogen loss to space). However, if the same target is observed in
both the visible (TPF-C) and IR (Darwin), the albedo can be obtained once the radius
is inferred from the IR spectrum. This measurement of the albedo can then be compared
to the albedo estimated from the IR lightcurve.

9.8. The benefits from both infrared and visible observations

The possibility of obtaining spectral information from both the reflected light in the
visible and the thermal emission in the IR allows us to characterize single planets in
greater detail, and also to explore a wider domain of planet diversity. First of all, VIS +
IR observations can confirm the presence of atmospheric compounds such as H2O, CH4

and O3, having spectral features in both wavelength ranges. Oxygen-rich atmospheres
detected through their O3 band in the IR can be confirmed by the signature of O2 in the
visible. Some important species like CO2 (a tracer of habitable planets), N2O (a reliable
biosignature) appear only in the IR range, while the reflected spectrum is the only one
that can give information on the nature of the surface. This information on the surface
composition (oceans, ice, rocks, the presence of clouds) can be obtained once the absolute
level of the albedo is known, which requires a knowledge of the radius, obtained through
the IR spectrum.

Being able to measure the outgoing visible and IR radiation and their variations along
the orbit, to determine the albedo, and to identify greenhouse gases would allow us to
understand the climate system at work on the observed world. The observed climate could
be compared with the theoretical predictions, and in particular to the relation between
the orbital distance and the atmospheric evolution: we could test for the existence of
carbonate–silicate climate regulation on exoplanets, as well as the limits of the habitable
zone.

Planets with significant cloudiness may be di!cult to study in the infrared, while they
provide better targets in the visible. This e"ect is illustrated in Figure 9.7: let us consider
an atmospheric compound A with an optically thin transition in the visible (such as O2)
and a compound B with an optically thick transition in the infrared (e.g. O3). The clouds
hide the lower part of the column density of the absorber. In the visible, this lowers the
e"ective opacity in the transition of A, but as the continuum level is enhanced by the
reflection on the clouds, the absolute depth of A is more easily detected. In the infrared,
the opacity between the top of the clouds and the top of the atmosphere remains very
high but the di"erence between the brightness temperature of the continuum and at the
bottom of the band is lowered by the presence of clouds, making the spectral feature of
B more di!cult to detect.
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Figure 9.7. E"ect of clouds on the depth of a molecular line in the visible reflection spectrum
(left) and on a thermal emission spectrum (right). The left panel is an illustration of the fact
that the e"ective depth of a line in a spectrum (measured in missing photons compared to the
continuum) can be much greater when clouds (with a high albedo) are present, even though
most of the absorbing spectrum is hidden beneath the clouds. It is thus impossible for the
remote observer to establish a relation between line depth and column density. This is important
because such a relation is often claimed as an advantage of the visible over the IR. The right
panel illustrates that in the IR, where most of the bands are saturated, clouds that are colder
than the surface lower the depth of a line significantly.

Hence, clouds help in the detection of lines by increasing the signal and the contrast
between the lines and the continuum, as they increase the albedo by a factor of 2 to
10 (depending on the nature of the surface). On the other hand, they prevent us from
estimating a column density. Neither the visible or the IR are able to provide a robust
estimate of the column density, except for lower limits in some circumstances. However,
it is not the aim of Darwin or TPF to measure the amount of species. Detection (and
thus lower limits) will be the first step undertaken with these missions.

The relation between the CO2 level and the orbital distance predicted by Kasting et al.
(1993) requires observations in the infrared, since CO2 cannot be detected in the visible
(weak transitions start at !> 1.05 µm). However, in the outer part of the HZ, and perhaps
in the whole HZ around M-stars, CO2 reaches levels that should prevent us from detecting
anything else in the IR range. For planets in these regions, the reflected spectrum will be
necessary to search for other species and in particular O2-rich atmospheres. Also, dusty
planetary systems, emitting a strong zodiacal light, could be di!cult to study in the IR
and less a"ected in the visible. All these reasons show how promising the achievement of
both Darwin and TPF-C would be within a similar time frame.

9.9. Conclusion and other perspectives

As exciting as the search for life signatures can be, it remains an uncertain objec-
tive, which should be neither the single nor the main driver of missions such as Darwin
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and TPF. These observatories will be wonderful tools for the study of terrestrial plan-
ets, their atmosphere, their formation and their evolution. Doing planetary science with
Darwin/TPF is essential for astrobiology: it will considerably improve our knowledge
of terrestrial planets as possible sites for life. We should in particular get clues towards
answering the following question of whether our planetary system and our planet are
common objects in the Universe or are on the contrary extremely marginal.

First of all, the existence itself of terrestrial planets in the habitable zone of stars
is considered by planetary formation models but cannot be confirmed with our current
observational tools. The first major element will thus be statistical information on the
distribution of these small planets. On this point, other space observatories should give
us information before Darwin; first COROT, then the Kepler mission, based on planetary
transit observations, should have the sensitivity to detect Earth-sized planets. In contrast
to these transit missions, Darwin/TPF will give us this information for nearby systems
(<20 pc approximately). For some of the closest targets, SIM (NASA) may also determine
the mass of the detected habitable planets, down to 1–2 M) (Unwin and Turyshev
2004). Also, for the Darwin/TPF targets, complementary data concerning the presence
or otherwise of giant planets will be available in time from radial velocity and astrometry
surveys. The influence of giant planets on the habitability of terrestrial planets is not
yet well understood but is probably important, regarding the formation of inner telluric
planets itself, the origin of water and the volatile compounds on these planets, or the
bombardment of these planets by asteroids or comets (Levison and Agnor 2003; Raymond
et al. 2004).

For each system studied, the observed properties of terrestrial planets (such as their
distribution, mass, orbit, the presence or otherwise of an atmosphere, chemical composi-
tion), in combination with the properties of giant planets of the system, will give us vital
clues about the origin, formation and evolution of planetary systems, their atmospheres
and perhaps life. Instruments such as Darwin and TPF would also inform us considerably
about the concept of habitable zone. Are these zones filled with planets as in the Solar
System? Do they have atmospheres? If so, what is their composition? Is CO2 the only
greenhouse gas that provides habitability? How do the characteristics of these planets
vary with the spectral type and the metallicity of their star, the distribution of giant
planets, or the age of the system? The prospect of being able to observe very young
planetary systems (less than 0.5–1 Gyr) is also very promising. The atmospheres of Solar
System planets have evolved and di"er from their primitive composition. The nature of
the prebiotic environment on Earth is probably one of the keys to understanding the
origins of life. However, it is possible that only the observation of young exoplanets could
provide part of the answer.

For instance, $1 Ori is a G1 V-star located at 8.7 pc from the Earth, comparable to,
or at least very similar to, the Sun (Ribas et al. 2005); its mass is 0.99 M* and its age
is estimated at 300 Myr. At the same age, the Earth already had oceans (Wilde et al.
2001) and an atmosphere, of unknown composition. Does $1 Ori have planets? If so,
what are they made of? An instrument such as Darwin/TPF might perhaps highlight
these points, giving us a detailed sequence of the evolution of the terrestrial planets and
their atmosphere.
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